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Abstract
A short review of unit-root econometrics is given from the point of view of
testing. The adjusted likelihoods of Cox and Reid (1987, 1993) are presented and
applied to the usual AR(1) with constant, an AR(1) process suggested by Bhargava (1986), and an AR(2) process. Biases of the associated maximum-likelihood
estimates (MLEs) are pondered briefly. A Wald statistic based on adjusted profile
likelihood is proposed.
The Cox-Reid adjusted estimate (AE) for the autoregressive coefficient of the
unit-root AR(1) model with zero constant is even asymptotically more accurate, in
terms of mean-square error (MSE), than the MLE. The derived tests are more powerful than the corresponding Dickey-Fuller tests if the starting value of the process
deviates sufficiently from the unconditional mean. An iteratively adjusted estimate
is introduced which can also be more accurate than the MLE. We obtain also an
estimate and a Wald statistic which are asymptotically distributed compactly and
symmetrically around zero under a unit root but the estimate is not consistent in
general.
The MLE and the AE are consistent not only as the sample size tends to infinity
but also when the (absolute value of the) deviation of the starting value from
the unconditional mean of the time series is tuned towards infinity. The finding
exposes why Wald-kind of tests are more powerful than tests based on standardised
coefficients when the starting value lies far from the unconditional mean.
The AE and the corresponding Wald statistic are derived for the Bhargava
AR(1) model. We obtain the asymptotic distributions of them and simulate the
previously unknown finite sample distributions of the MLE and the usual Wald
statistic under a unit root. Again the AE is the more accurate estimate. Distortion
towards a unit root is pointed out.
The adjusted estimate and the Wald statistic follow their asymptotic distributions better than the unadjusted when the process is a unit-root AR(1) with drift
or the Bhargava AR(1). Accuracy is gained also under the unit-root AR(2) model.
A practical advice is to apply a unit-root test based on the Bhargava model when
the process can be assumed to have started from the unconditional mean under the
alternative and otherwise a test based on the ordinary AR(1) with constant model.
The adjustment often decreases the bias at the cost of variance but it can yield
a reduction in both, too, which happens under the Bhargava model and 'typically'
under the unit-root AR(2) model.
The two most distinctive findings are perhaps that the AE can be asymptotically
more accurate than the corresponding MLE or in finite samples when the AE is
calculated from an embedding model.
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1 E.g. AD tests stand for unit-root tests based on adjusted profile likelihood.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Our principal aim is to improve the accuracy of the estimates of the unit-root parameter
and the power and size properties of the corresponding unit-root tests via the adjusted
profile likelihood functions of Cox and Reid (1987, 1993).
Adjusted profile likelihood is designed to decrease the effects of nuisance parameters
in likelihood analysis. It has been able to decrease the bias of the MLE or improve the
fit of the small-sample distribution of the likelihood ratio test with the asymptotic \2
distribution. It is well known that nuisance parameters cause bias in, and increase the
variance of, the MLE of the sum of the autoregressive parameters in the ARMA(p, q)
model (Sections 3.2 and 3.5). The outcome is a decrease in power or size distortion of
unit-root tests (Section 3.5). There are thus good reasons to expect that adjusted profile
likelihood will prove useful in this context.
Alternative theoretical devices for analysis of a parameter of interest have been proposed, such as the theories laid out in Barndorff-Nielsen (1983) and Christensen and
Kiefer (1993). These theories are not without interest, and indeed Christensen and Kiefer
consider the cointegration model important in the unit-root literature. Application of
the Cox-Reid theory appears yet the most straightforward, e.g. no ancillary statistic
needs to be found.
Adjusted profile likelihood has been employed only with stationary processes so the
second aim is to learn about the performance of the adjustment when the process is
nonstationary. Supplementary, the new estimates for the autoregressive coefficients of
the AR(1) models can be applied also in the stationary case. They should be more
accurate than the MLEs in such a conventional circumstance

for most values in the

parameter space at least

and hence useful as such (Chapter 5).

We start by giving a short reevaluation of unit-root econometrics from the point
of view of testing and methods of interest to the thesis. 1 Apart from explaining the
background of the thesis, a purpose is to establish a case for amending inference distorted
by nuisance parameters. A review of likelihood theory follows in Chapter 4. The emphasis
is here on Cox and Reid's adjusted profile likelihoods. The subsequent chapter addresses
biases arising in the estimation of autoregressive models. Impetus for new adjustments
is also sought. These results are used in the following chapter to consider the extent to
which the Cox-Reid adjustment operates to diminish bias.
Adjusted profile likelihoods for an AR(1) process with constant, an alternative AR(1)
process with constant suggested by Bhargava (1986), and the simple AR(2) model are
derived in the leading Chapter 6. The two first models are chosen for analysis not only
because of their simplicity or by their great empirical relevance but also because of the
serious distortion which estimation of the constant can induce. The last mentioned model
is empirically important, too, but another motivation for the analysis of it is to learn
about the prospects of generalising the adjustment to longer autoregressions. It will turn
out that grave distortions can arise under the AR(2) model as well.
Small-sample properties of the statistics are uncovered in Chapter 7 which is based
on simulation experiments. The small-sample fractiles of the derived test statistics under a unit root with a zero constant or nonzero drift, the associated powers when the
model is AR(1) with zero constant, and the fit of the small-sample distributions with the
asymptotic Normal when the drift is nonzero, are reported. Next, the fractiles and corresponding powers of the relevant statistics for the Bhargava AR(1) model with constant
are exposed. Finally the match of the finite sample distributions of the Wald statistics with the asymptotic unit-root distribution and the accuracy of the estimates are
pondered when the model is AR(2).
1 Banerjee and Hendry (1992) and Campbell and Perron (1991) are very readable surveys on unit-root
econometrics whereas Stock (1994) and Cribari-Neto (1996) are the most up-to-date. They discuss also
other related issues such as tests for the null of stationarity against the alternative of nonstationarity.
The text books by Banerjee et al (1993) and Hamilton (1994) offer more thorough expositions.

The findings are summarised and discussed, and suggestions for future research are
outlined in the last chapter. Some laborious or supplementary derivations, complementary details, and computer programme codes are presented in the appendices.

Chapter 2
The Framework of Unit-Root Econometrics
2.1 Economic Time Series and the Process Generating them

The behaviour of many economic time series can be interpreted in the context of a formal
statistical model. For example, observations of an economic series may be autocorrelated
in a way corresponding to a specific model.
Most economic time series are also nonstationary: their means and variances are
not constant over time. Since the beginning of the 1970s, nonstationary time series
have frequently been modeled with ARIMA (autoregressive integrated moving average)
models propagated by Box and Jenkins (1970). This class of processes is quite flexible
because time series with very different autocorrelation structures can be handled with it.
ARIMA models have been useful descriptions of time series in many cases, even though
they are based on only the history of a specific time series. Indeed, ARIMA forecasts
have sometimes been more accurate than forecasts of elaborate econometric models or
professional economic forecasts (cf. Granger and Newbold (1975), Longbottom and Holly
(1985), Naylor et al (1972), the resume by Granger and Newbold (1986, section 9.4)
and Leitch and Tanner (1995) for a critique of this literature).
Debate on the nature of the nonstationarity of economic time series has been dominating time-series econometrics since the seminal article by Nelson and Plosser (1982).
According to these authors, most macroeconomic time series in the United States, such
as gross national product, consumer prices, wages, and money stock, are ARIMA processes.

Other suggested models for (univariate) economic time series include trend-
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stationary processes (cf. Section 3.1), segmented trend models1 , fractionally integrated
processes2 , periodically integrated processes*, unobserved components models* (as a special case of ARIMA models), and nonlinear models5 . An empirical problem is that for
short realizations, sample autocorrelation functions of these processes can closely resemble each other. Nevertheless, the time series and their properties are quite different in the
long run. It is the theoretical long-run properties which make the processes interesting
and important for both economists and statisticians.
A primary differentiating feature of the above mentioned processes is the long term
effect on the series that an innovation imposes on the process. ARIMA models belong to
the general category of long-memory processes? Shocks driving the series have a lasting
effect in this class.
The focus of this thesis is on testing the null of an ARIMA process against, loosely
speaking, the alternative of a stationary process. Most of the theoretical and empirical
work fits within this framework. Before going into detail, a remark on the history of the
issues of the thesis is made.

1 Cf. Balke and Fomby (1991), Banerjee et al. (1992), Christiano (1988), Dolado and Maravall (1989),
Gallant and Fuller (1973), Linden (1995a, chapter II), Perron (1989, 1990), Perron and Vogelsang (1991)
and Rappoport and Reichlin (1989).
2 References include Cheung (1993), Cheung and Lai (1993), Crato and Rothman (1994), Crato and de
Lima (1994), Diebold (1989), Diebold and Rudebusch (1989, 1991a), Geweke and Porter-Hudak (1983),
Granger and Joyex (1980), Haubrich and Lo (1989), Hosking (1981), Li and McLeod (1986), Newbold
and Agiakloglou (1993), Peiris and Perera (1988), Porter-Hudak (1990) and Sowell (1990, 1992a,b).
3 Cf. Boswijk and Franses (1996), Franses and Boswijk (1991), Osborne et al. (1988), Osborne and
Smith (1989), Tiao and Grube (1980), Vecchia (1985) and Vechia and Ballerini (1991), say.
4 Cf. Harvey (1990) and the references there in, and Mocan (1994), say.
5 Examples of this line of work are Beaudry and Koop (1993), Granger and Terasvirta (1993), Lin
and Terasvirta (1994) and Terasvirta and Anderson (1993). Balke and Fomby (1991a,b), Chen and Tiao
(1990), Engel and Hamilton (1990), Hamilton (1989, 1994, Ch. 22), Jorion (1989), Lam (1990) and
Layton (1994) consider specifically models with randomly-switching regimes. Leyborne et al. (1996)
study a model with a stochastic autoregressive coefficient (a randomized unit-root process).
6 The specific meaning of a long-memory process varies in the literature, cf. Mills (1990, p. 225),
Granger and Joyeux (1980), and Parzen (1982), say. We allude here to the sense in Granger and Joyeux
(op. cit.).
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2.2 A Sketch of Unit-Root Econometrics and its Historical Back
ground
The type of econometrics described in the previous section is called unit-root econometrics. The name derives from the fact that the processes studied have characteristic
equations with roots equal to unity (cf. equation (3.3)). Economists, econometricians,
and statisticians interested in this field are concerned, among other things, with the
following themes:
properties of unit-root processes
economic implications of unit roots
testing of unit roots
the effect of unit roots on statistical inference in models encompassing unit-root
processes
empirical relevance.
These issues are of great significance whether one is theoretically or empirically oriented. Indeed, this path of research attracts researches with a wide spectrum of backgrounds. An applied econometrician may consider persistence of shocks in unit-root
processes a feature of vital importance. The arising extraordinary statistical theory
usual optimality results do not hold and asymptotic distributions are nonstandard, say
points to a fascinating research area for theoreticians. (Chapter 3 provides some detail
on these issues.)
According to Phillips (1995), no subject in econometrics has excited more interest
than nonstationary time series since the development of simultaneous equations theory.
The thrill has undoubtedly contributed to the speed at which unit-root econometrics
has transformed empirical time-series econometrics (the study of Nelson and Plosser (op.
cit.) may be considered to be the turning point).
Unit-root econometrics is a modern methodology, but unit-root processes, especially
the famous random-walk model (equation (3.5)), have been used for a long time in
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economics. There is a short history of using the random-walk model in describing stock
market behaviour in the book by Granger and Morgenstern (1970, pp. 76-7) and in the
survey by LeRoy (1989). Bachelier (1900) first utilized the random-walk model according
to these authors. Orcutt (1948) was one of the first time-series analysts, if not the first,
to suggest that most economic time series are unit-root processes. The following citation
of Working (1934, p. 11) suggests7 that the idea can be even older:
'The fact that series commonly used as indexes of business activity closely
resemble series obtainable by cumulating random numbers has given support
to the theory that so-called business cycles result in large degree from cumulative effects of independent random influences . Economic theory has
fallen far short of recognizing the full implications of the resemblance of many
economic time series to random-difference [random-walk] series; and methods
of statistical analysis in general use have given these implications virtually no
recognition.'
Working went on to propose visual comparison of actual series with the artificial randomwalk series he had created to judge whether a series was a random-walk process. He
posed (1949) a further visual procedure apparently starting the literature of so called
variance-ratio tests (cf. Diebold (1988) or Faust (1992), say). Unit-root econometrics
has developed quickly during the last two decades, but the wait had been for a long time!
Modern economics implies random-walk behaviour for varying phenomena. There is
a martingale epidemic going on in economics according to Blanchard (1981, p. 151).8
In this respect, there is an intrinsic demand for unit-root econometrics by economists.
Having said this, it should be remembered that economic models do not in general enforce
strong conditions for the processes describing economic data.
7Confusingly, Working refers to a paper by Slutsky (published later or 1937 in Econometrica) where
the famous Slutsky effect of moving averages causing spurious cycles was discovered (see e.g. Harvey
(1981)).
8 Lo and MacKinley (1989, footnote 1) and Perron (1988, p. 297) list articles where economic reasoning
produces unit-root behaviour.
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Other seminal articles include White (1958), Granger and Newbold (1974) and Phillips
(1986, 1987) which revealed the exceptional asymptotic theory of unit-root processes.
The idea of spurious or nonsense correlation due to (stochastic) trends in variables can
be traced back as far as Yule (1926).9

9 Yule's analysis was, of course, based on random-walk analysis. Pearson (1897) introduced the
concept of spurious correlation. He used it to describe correlation between ratios of independent random
variables. Hooker (1901) is an early study focusing on the importance of taking trends into account in
analysis.

Chapter 3
Testing for Unit Roots
3.1 Two Classes of Processes
We analyse discrete time series measured at equidistant intervals generated by
a welldefined statistical process.

Our interest is focused on two classes of processes. The

following variant of an autoregressive moving-average process of order (p,q)
(denoted
ARMA(p, q)} essentially encompasses the two classes and is helpful in distin
guishing
them:

yt = fit + xt
p(B)x t = 0(B)e t .
Here p(B) = 1 - piB - • • —pPB p , 0(B] = 1 - B^B -

(3.1)

- Oq B*, B is the backward

shift operator (Bkyt = yt-k), the characteristic equations p(B) = 0 and 0(B]
= 0 have
no roots in common, /j,t is a deterministic function of time, ct is a series of ident
ically
and independently distributed random innovations so that E(et) = 0 and E(e2)
— a2
or ct ~IID(0, <72), a-2 > 0, e_ g , . . . , e0 = 0, the starting values ;r_p , . . . , x0 are
fixed and
t = 1, . . . , T. If q = 0 then the process is said to be an A.R(p) process and
if p = 0
then it is said to be an MA (q) process. An additional assumption of normality
of the
innovations et will be introduced in Section 3.2.
A closely related and probably a more common variant of an ARMA(p, q) mode
l is

= 6(B)et

(3.2)

where the starting values t/_p , . . . , y0 are fixed and the model is otherwise the same
. The
9
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models differ in the treatment of the starting values. The models and their
dissimilarities
are analysed in detail in sections 6.3 and 6.6 when p = 1 and q = 0 or when
the process
is AR(1).
Model (3.1) facilitates intuition in the present context. Assume first that
the roots
of the characteristic equations lie outside the unit circle drawn aroun
d the origin on
the complex plane. Then /j,t can be interpreted as the unconditional mean
of yt and the
process generating yt — fj,t is (asymptotically) stationary, invertible and has
unconditional
mean zero. 1 ^ can be a polynomial of time (£), say, of order k or fa = 7o
+ 7i^+* +7*£*.
In practice, the most interesting circumstances are k = 0 and k = 1
or //< = 70 and
A*t = 7o + 7i^ 5 respectively. yt is stationary if k = 0 and trend stationary
if k > 1, a
terminology originating from Nelson and Plosser (1982).2 In the latter case,
yt deviates
randomly from the deterministic time trend but follows it on average in
the long run. In
other words, shocks ct have only a temporary effect. Model (3.1) may aid
intuition in this
respect. A formal argument would involve finding the infinitely long MArepresentation
of Xi in which the coefficients of the innovations would eventually damp
exponentially
(along the lines of equation (3.19) below). Trend stationarity with fit —
7o + 7i^ is by
visual inspection a possible characterization of many important economic
time series over
some periods.3
The behaviour of the process is distinctly different if the characteris
tic equation
p(B) = 0 has d roots equal to unity, or d unit roots. In this case the
process generating yt can be written as

1 It should be understood that a process can be stationary only asymptotica
lly if there are start-up
effects. For simplicity, we shall ignore them and call a process stationary
if the characteristic equation
fulfills the stationarity condition stated in the text. The uncondition
al mean interpretation of the
deterministic term ignores start-up effects as well.
2 Actually they give a more general definition of trend stationarity but the
one given here is adequate
for our purposes.
3See e.g. the graphs of some Finnish, UK, and US time series in Linde
n (1995a), Duck (1992) and
Perron (1989), respectively, and the graphs of per capita GDPs of the so
called G7 countries in Cheung
(1994) and Serletis (1992) for the same, but longer, series for Canada.
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yt = fa + %t
(3.3)
xt = 0(B)et
or

P*(B)Ad (yt - m) = 0(B)et
depending on which model is used. Here A = (1

(3.4)

B] is the backward difference operator

and p*(B) = 1 - p*B~ • —p*p_dBP-d= (I - B)~dp(B). If the roots of the equations
p*(B) = 0 and 0(B] = 0 lie outside the unit circle, then Ad(yt — fa) is (unconditionally)
a zero- mean stationary and invertible time series. Box and Jenkins called this model an
autoregressive integrated moving- average process of order (p — d,d,q), p > d >0 (with
acronym ARIMA(^ c?, d, q)). Equivalently, yt—fa can be described as being integrated of
order d and denoted (yt — jjit) ~ I(d) as in Engle and Granger (1987) (/(O) corresponding
to stationarity). A consequence of the(se) unit root(s) is that yt is a sum of random terms
(as the adjective integrated suggests) with no tendency to stay close to fa since shocks
have a permanent effect. This may be more apparent from the form (3.3) than from the
usual expression (3.4). This is in sharp contrast to the trend-stationary model in which
the impact of shocks fades eventually. A further difference is that in the unit-root case,
(1

B)dfa is the unconditional mean of (1

B)dyt whereas in the stationary case fa and

yt were associated similarly.
We remark that fa could again be a polynomial in time. The order of the polynomial
is empirically likely to be at most d or fa = 70 + 7i*+- -+7d^d .4 This being the case,
in general, only the parameter 7^ is identifiable as (1
where d\ = d(d— 1 )

B} d (lQ + 7iH-

+7d£rf) = 1dd\

!. Likewise, if fa is a polynomial of order k <d then (1

B) dfa = 0

and //or • • -i^k are redundant parameters in the model (3.3) except for start-up effects.
Example. The popular random-walk model follows from setting p*(B) = 0(B) = d = 1
4Agbeyegbe (1993) makes an exception by claiming that some mineral prices would feature a quadratic
trend and d= 1.
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and fj,t = 70 in equation (3.3). The result is the simplest example of an 7(1) series:

yt = yt-i + tt

(3.5)

where et ~IID(0, a2 ).' 70 is now not identifiable unless the starting value x0 is known.n

Only the cases d = 1, rf = 0, k = I and k = 0 will be considered in what follows.
Conditions d = 1 and k = 1 both imply that the process is nonstationary. This is
empirically the most appealing situation though d = 2 may be a possible characterization
of some nominal series (see e.g. Caporale and Pittis (1993), Clements and Mizon (1991),
Engsted (1993), Dickey and Pantula (1987), Hall (1986), Hylleberg and Mizon (1989),
Juselius (1991) and Taylor (1991)).
Introductory economic background for unit-root processes was given in Chapter 2.
The consumption theory of Hall (1978), hysteresis in unemployment (Blanchard and
Summers (1986)), and real business cycle models (Nelson and Plosser (1982)) provide
subsequent examples of economics yielding unit-root processes. Further intuitive reasons
have been given for integratedness. For example, Deaton (1986, p. 22, 1992, p. 112)
considers unit-root processes more likely and claims (1986, p. 22) that wearing out of the
capital stock is more likely to produce a permanent change to the level of production in
the fashion of a unit-root model than only a temporary drop as with the trend-stationary
model. Hendry presents the following interesting argument (personal communication)
based on a remark of Granger (1986, p. 217). Consider the process

= K,(yt-i - Xxt-i) + c*
Axt = K*(yt-i - bxt-i) + e*.
Here K and AC* are less than one in absolute value and at least one or the other is nonzero,
tt ~IID(0,cr2 ) and e* ~IID(0,cr*2 ) (uncorrelated), a2 , a*2 > 0, and yt-i-\xt-i is 7(0) or
the variables yt and xt are cointegrated (Granger (1981) and Engle and Granger (1987)).
This is a simple error- correction model (originating from Phillips (1954, 1957), Sargan
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(1964), and Davidson et al. (1978)). Bivariateness and IIDness are assumed only for
simplicity. The linear combination yt — \xt may be called an equilibrium relation between
the variables as they tend towards the line yt = \xt in the long run. Both variables, yt and
xt , are obviously /(I). The point is that if there are to be error-correction mechanisms
of the above kind in the economy then the associated variables have to be J(l). This is
a consequence of the Granger Representation Theorem (Engle and Granger (op. cit.)).
The remark has pragmatic relevance as error-correction models have gained empirical
success.
Though economic theory leads often to a random-walk process instead of a more
general unit-root process it does not necessarily conflict with the empirical time series
being autocorrelated in differences. Measurement errors or temporal aggregation of the
true underlining series create autocorrelated observed series (e.g. Harvey (1981, pp.
43-4)).
Few present day econometricians have argued for the likeliness of the trend-stationary
model as such. A major reason appears to be that in the case of a (known) trendstationary process one would be able to forecast the distant level of the variable with
negligible forecast error (e.g. Perron (1989, p. 1387)).5 Relatedly, a deterministically
determined level of a time series, even in the very distant future, does not appear an
economically reasonable assumption. Instead, many analysts prefer the segmented trend
model where the process follows a trend-stationary process for a period of time with the
time trend changing abruptly. These authors assert that persistent shocks to the economy
take place, but they are seldom and large when they occur (e.g. Balke and Fomby (1991,
1994), Perron (op. cit.) and Rappoport and Reichlin (1989)). The advocates of this
approach refer to wars, natural disasters, oil-price shocks, financial panics, changes in
policy regimes, and technological breakthroughs as prime reasons for persistence of shocks
in the sense of breaking trends.

5 On the other hand, Sampson (1991) argues that the forecast variance increases with the square
of the forecast horizon if the parameters are estimated whether the model has a unit root or is trend
stationary.
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Trend-stationary and integrated processes are two extreme occurrences of segmented
trend models (Rappoport and Reichlin (op. cit.)). A single segment corresponds to a
trend-stationary model, but as the number of trend breaks becomes equal to the number
of observations an integrated process results. 6
The dichotomy appears of great relevance to economic theory, cf. Deaton (1992,
Chapter 4), say, for an example from the theory of consumption. A statistical
important

and

aspect is that asymptotic distribution theory depends crucially on the

existence or nonexistence of a unit-root in the process generating the data (as explained
in the following sections). 7
Which model characterizes economic variables better remains an unsolved question
despite remarkable theoretical innovations to the field and numerous empirical studies.
Though the trend-stationary model is incredible on the long run it is a feasible alternative,
particularly as an approximation rather than a structure, for shorter time periods.8
To point out the empirical plausibility of unit-root processes, we refer to the study of
Koop and Poirier (1995). The null hypothesis of a unit root could not be rejected even at
the 10 per cent level for the GDP of 86 of the 91 countries they studied (they employed
so called ADF tests, cf. Section 3.3).

3.2 Dickey-Fuller Tests
Dickey (1976), Fuller (1976) and Dickey and Fuller (1979) developed the first, and by
far the most utilized, tests for the null hypothesis of an integrated process against the
alternative hypothesis of a (trend) stationary process. They assumed that the process
is purely autoregressive i.e. 0(B] = 0 in model (3.1). Basically, they proposed six tests
denoted /?, r, p^ rM , pT and TT which we shall refer to as the DF tests. (We will later
6 A problem with segmented trends is the specification of the segments but we shall pass that issue
(cf. Christiano (1992) and Dolado and Maravall (1989), say).
7Though sometimes one may be able to base inference on the traditional asymptotic distribution
theory if one can formulate the problem in a suitable way, see Campbell and Perron (1991, Section 3.4).
8The tests surveyed and derived below do not specify an explicit alternative. Still in practice, the
conclusion from a rejection of a null of a unit root may well be a trend stationary model, at least
segmentwise.
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substitute the p^ symbol by Vv
We start by considering equation (3.2) with p(B) = I — pB, \p\ < 1, B(B) = 1 and

Ht = 7o

yt - IQ - 1\t - p(yt-\ -7o-7i (*which is equivalent to

yt = a + fit + /ojft-i + e*

(3.7)

Ayt = a + ftt + f/yt^ + et.

(3.8)

and

Here a = (1

^0)70 + £71 5 ^ = (1

p)7i and p' — (p — 1). This parameterisation was

established by Bhargava (1986) and helps to interpret the tests (see Section 6.6 for a
detailed analysis of the model with a constant). From now on we shall assume that
et ~NID(0,cr2) (normally independently distributed).
The first two tests of Dickey and Fuller assume that 70 = 7i = 0 in which case
equation (3.7) shrinks to

yt = pyt-i + tt

(3.9)

Ay, = f/yt-i + et.

(3.10)

or equivalently

The null hypothesis is p= I or p' = 0 the alternative being \p\ < I.9 Intuitively, an
obvious idea to test the null is to estimate p and study if P — 1 (where A denotes an esti-

9This is the interpretation of the tests in practice. None of the tests of Dickey and Fuller (1979) state
explicitly an alternative hypothesis.
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mate) differs statistically significantly from zero. The obstacle is that yt is nonstationary
under the null and as a consequence the standard distribution theory of Mann and Wald
(1943) does not apply. Nevertheless, Dickey and Fuller proposed two tests based on this
idea. The first test statistic is T(pmi 1) where T is the sample size and pm\ is the
MLE conditional on the initial value (assumed to be zero) from equation (3.9), which
is numerically equivalent to the corresponding ordinary least-squares (OLS) estimate. 10
The second statistic is the ordinary 't-value' of pmi 1 which is labeled r in this context.
It can be considered to be a Wald test as it features the same asymptotic distribution as
a Wald statistic constructed along the lines set out in Section 4.1.
It was as early as 1958 when White concluded that pm\ converges at a rate of Op (T~l )
when p = I instead of OP (T-1/2) as under \p\ < I which was then the standard result
(and notation) of Mann and Wald (op. cit.). This is the super consistency property of
Stock (1987). (Rubin (1950) had showed even earlier that Pmi is weakly consistent when
\P\ > !) White found11 that the asymptotic distribution of T(pmi 1) is a functional of
standard Brownian motion or Wiener process (W(r}}:

o W(r)dW(r]

where => signifies weak convergence (see Banerjee and Hendry (1992) or Hamilton (1994)
for a detailed and heuristic derivation of this formula).12 But it was Dickey (1976)
/

who tabulated the small-sample distribution of T(pmi

1) and r by simulation, devised

the generalizations below, and made testing of the unit root practical. Fuller (1976)
has published the corresponding tables. 13 The distribution (3.11), or equivalently the
10This applies to all autoregressive models discussed in this chapter.
11 His formula is slightly in error, see Phillips (1987, p. 282).
12The asymptotic theory holds also under much less stringent assumptions than those made here,
cf. Phillips and Perron (1988). Interesting results can emerge if the innovations follow a (non-Normal)
distribution with an infinite variance. M- estimates (maximum-likelihood type estimates) can converge
then even faster than OP (T~^ (Knight (1989), say).
13The fractiles in Fuller (op. cit.) are based on a smaller simulation study, though, than those in Dickey
(1976). The fractiles for the pt and rr test in Guilkey and Schmidt (1989) should be more accurate than
those published by Fuller. Nabeya and Tanaka (1990a) have numerically calculated accurate fractiles
for the asymptotic distributions of the different variants of the p tests.
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asymptotic distribution of the standardised pm\ (if p = 1) is depicted in Figure 6.1
in Section 6.2. The distribution is skewed to the left and the associated mean is less
than zero (references include Abadir (1993), Evans and Savin (1981), Fuller (1976) and
Shenton and Johnson (1965)).14 A related example is given at the end of the section.
The asymptotic distribution of r is

(3.12)

(an up-to-date reference is Phillips (1987)). It is illustrated in Figure 6.2 in Section 6.2.
A

Thus r does not follow the t- distribution even asymptotically, the critical values of which
would lead to notable over-rejection of the null hypothesis. For example, the critical
values of T(pm\ 1) and T are 7.9 and 1.95 when the size of the tests is 0.05 and
T = 100 (the equivalent critical value from the £-distribution being around 1.64). The
critical value of T(pmi 1) corresponds to pm\ ~ 0.92 in this case. Dickey and Fuller
named the tests as p and r tests, respectively.
A convenient way to calculate the tests is to estimate equation (3.10). The first
/
statistic is then T pml and the second its 't-value' as reported automatically by most
regression packages.
The implicit assumption of the p and r tests is that the process has zero mean under
the alternative. The p^ and TM tests of Dickey and Fuller allow a nonzero mean (70)
under the alternative as one often wants to do in applied work. These tests still assume
that 71 = 0 in equation (3.7) which then becomes equal to:

yt = a + pyt-i + et

(3.13)

14The distribution is skewed to the left also in the stationary case for p > 0, especially for 0.8 < p < 1,
say, cf. Section. 5.3, Fuller (1976, p. 339), Davidson and MacKinnon (1993, Chapter 21), Hendry et al
(1990), Nankervis and Savin (1988), Phillips (1977, 1978), Tuan (1992), and White (1961), say.
We note in passing that the Yule-Walker estimate of the autoregressive coefficient suffers from a yet
more severe bias (Shaman and Stine (1988) and Tj0stheim and Paulsen (1983)). An intuitive reason is
that the Yule-Walker estimate is guaranteed to lie in the stationary region.
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Ay* = a + ffyt-i + tt-

(3-14)

or

The test statistics are now T(p^mi 1) and rM where P^mi is the MLE (conditional on
initial values) of p in equation (3.13) and TM is the 'lvalue' of P^mi 1. a = (1

/?)7o

becomes zero under the null of the unit root but is different from zero (in general) under
the alternative and has to be estimated. 15 Estimation of a also makes the tests invariant
with respect to the starting values of the process (Section 6.3). T(p^mi 1) and TM have
critical values 13.7 and 2.89 at risk level 0.05 when T = 100. The former value implies
that the null will be rejected if P^mi< 0.86. Both values are larger in absolute value than
the corresponding critical values of p and T tests. Again, it is a bit easier to calculate
the test statistics from the regression of model (3.14) just as in the zero-mean case.
Finally, it may be appropriate to allow a drift under the null or let the process be
trend stationary under the alternative. This means that no restrictions are imposed on
equation (3.6) under the alternative. One should then estimate equation (3.7) or (3.8) by
maximum likelihood (ML). The resulting test statistics are now denoted by T(/?T>m/ 1)
and rr and the tests are called pT and rr tests, respectively. The corresponding critical
values are larger in absolute value than the critical values of the previous tests. For
example, the critical value of T(pTimi 1) is 20.7 which means that the null is rejected
if Pr,mi< 0.79 when the size of the test is 0.05 and T = 100. The critical value of rr is
3.45 in the same situation. We note that the coefficient of the time trend ft equals zero
and the constant a becomes a drift equal to 71 under the null. 16 In variance of the tests
with respect to a is achieved via estimation of the additional parameter ft.
The asymptotic distributions of T(P^mi

1), TM , T(pr>mi

1) and rr are also function-

als of Brownian motion but of somewhat more complicated form than formulae (3.11) and
(3.12), cf. formulae (6.8) and (6.9) in Section 6.3 and Phillips and Perron (1988). The
15 We are arguing heuristically.
16 It is possible to test the unit root property with a likelihood ratio test which makes use of the fact
that also the coefficient of the time trend is zero under the null (cf. Dickey and Fuller (1981)). However,
the likelihood ratio test is really not more powerful than the other tests, so there is no special reason to
use it.

3.3 Augmented Dickey-Fuller Tests
associated asymptotic p- values can be inferred with the help of the tables in MacKinnon
(1994) which are based on intensive simulation experiments. (Adda and Gonzalo (1996)
give similar results which have been derived analytically.) Estimation of the nuisance
parameters a and j3 increases the downward bias and the variance of estimates of /?, cf.
the figures in MacKinnon (op, cit.\ say. Heuristically, detrending forces the time series
to appear more stationary than the original series was. 17
Example (Nelson and Plosser (1982)). If p = 1, ft = 0 and T = 100 in model (3.7) then
E(pT,ml ) = 0.9 and E(fT ) = -2.22.D

• 3.3 Augmented Dickey-Fuller Tests
The three T tests can be extended to testing of AR(p) processes with p > 2. Then it is
assumed that yt is generated from

where p(B] = 1

piB— • -—ppBp . This is a generalization of model (3.6) (and a special

case of (3.2) with 0(B) = I and a Normal error). From the point of view of testing for
unit roots, a more useful parameterisation is

yt = a

or

Ay* = a + fit + ^'yt-i + Ef=i fa&yt-i + e*.

(3.17)

Here a = 7o (l - ELiPi) + 7i £?=i W, ft = 7i(l ~ Ef=i^)> ^ = ES=i ^ (or V =
Z)f=i /°» ~ 1) an(^ </>k = — Y%=k+i Pj> k = 1>

- ?P ~ I- The trick is that under the null of

a unit root ^ = 1 or ij}' = 0 (and 0= 0) and thus the existence of a unit root depends
again on one single parameter (i/> or ^'). Dickey (1976) and Fuller (1976) showed that
17Of course, this is the reason why detrending has so often been done.
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the asymptotic distributions of the r statistic and adaptations of it stay the same even if
the equations (3.9), (3.13) and (3.7) are augmented with extra p — I lags. Thus we can,
say, apply the augmented rM test or r^(p) test by calculating the following regression:

yt = a

(assuming 71 = 0). The nulls and alternatives of the augmented tests correspond to
those of the original T tests.
Dickey and Fuller did not generalize the p tests to the AR(p) case as the corresponding asymptotic distributions turned out to depend on the nuisance parameters pi,
A

i = 1,. . . ,p. It is namely Tffy 1) which follows the corresponding Dickey-Fuller distribution asymptotically. Here / = [^(l)]" 1 , (j>(B) = 1

A

<j)iB—---—(t)p-iBp~ l and i/> is

estimated with or without a constant or a time trend according to the above-stated nulls
and alternatives (Dickey (1976, Chapter 6) and Fuller (1976, p. 374)).
If p is not known a priori then it can be chosen with a usual t test (by eliminating
apparently unnecessary lagged values from an AR(fc) model with k > p) or by an information criterion, say. Limited simulation evidence suggests that the empirical size of the
test remains close to the nominal size despite the data-based determination of lag order
(Ng and Perron (1995)).18

3.4 The Generalization of Said and Dickey
Said and Dickey (1984) were able to generalize the r tests further for testing ARMA(p, q)
processes with q > 1 or with an MA-part. Their idea is to approximate an ARMA(p,#)
process with a long autoregression and test for the unit root from the approximating
autoregression. They used the parameterisation
18 Nominal size is the size which applies under the hypothetical situation in which one has an infinite
number of observations. Distributions of test statistics and the associated critical values have often been
derived only under this assumption. Researches approximate the (unknown) exact small-sample critical
values with the asymptotic critical values when working with empirical (finite) data. Empirical size is
the size that results from this practise.
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yt = yyt-i + xt
p(B)xt = 0(B)et

(3.18)

for an ARMA(p + 1,<?) process. Here | i/> |< 1, p(B)xt = 0(B)ct is a stationary and
invertible ARMA(p,#) process and et ~IID(0,o-2 ). If ^ = 1 then yt is an ARIMA(p, 1,#)
process. If the process has been in operation indefinitely then xt can be expressed as

where TT^, & = 1,2,..., are coefficients of Bk in the polynomial 7r(B) = 9~ l (B)p(B}.
The series TT; converges to zero exponentially from the coefficient 7rm onwards with m =
max(p, q + 1) (e.g. Harvey (1981, p. 38)). Using the fact that under the null of a unit
root At/t = xt we get an approximate result

yt = ^y*-i + E£i *.-Ayt-M + e«.

(3.20)

The by now familiar trick is that under the null if} = 1 and thus the existence of a unit
root depends again on a sole parameter ( 0). Said and Dickey proved that the lt-value' (r)
A

of the OLS estimate ^0/s , follows asymptotically the same distribution as in the AR(1)
case if the length of the autoregression m is made to increase at a rate of o(T1/3). 19
Thus the r test can be applied also in this context with the help of asymptotic theory.
Further, a constant can be added to the equation (3.20). Then the TM (with obvious
notation) statistic can be applied just as in the case of the AR(1) with an asymptotic
interpretation. The exponential decay of the TTZ- coefficients and the increase of the length
of the autoregression provide the intuition of the result.
A general comment concludes the introduction of tests. Numerous other tests such
as the ones in Andrews (1993), Bhargava (1986), Choi and Phillips (1993), Elliot et al

19They employed also a condition on a lower bound on m but Ng and Perron (1995) showed that this
condition is unnecessary for the result to hold.
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(1996), Pantula et al (1994), Pantula and Hall (1991), and Phillips and Perron (1988)
have been advanced. A pragmatic reason for their exclusion from the chapter is that our
aim is to improve unit-root tests via improvements to the ML method, on which these
excluded tests do not rely. Another reason is that the empirical size of the asymptotics
based excluded tests may differ notably from nominal size if the model includes (nonzero) MA- or AR-terms (over the first lag). Schwert (1987, 1989) recommends use of the
ADF- or Said-Dickey tests in general, Phillips and Perron (op. cit.) and Pantula (1991)
if 0 > 0 in equation (3.21)

the most common case empirically

and DeJong et al.

(1992) and Pantula and Hall (op. cit.) if a constant and a time trend are included in the
regressions. 20 The difficulty with the size of the asymptotics-based tests is rationalized
next.

3.5 Problems with Testing for Unit Roots
There are both economic and statistical reasons motivating devices to test if a process is
integrated or (trend) stationary. However, unit-root tests have been severely censured.
Christiano and Eichenbaum (1990), Cochrane (1991a,b), Miron (1991), and Sims (1988)
have an economic viewpoint on top of a statistical one while Blough (1992) with Faust
(1993, 1994) focus on statistical aspects. Sims (op. cit.) and Sims and Uhlig (1991)
among others express Bayesian criticism which Phillips (1991a,b) disputes (see Phillips
(1995), though). West (1988a) opposes the tendency to draw conclusions from unit-root
tests about the kind of shocks ('real' or 'nominal') which an economy has faced. We shall
highlight the statistical restraints.
To start with, the tests lack power. Power of the p and r tests is modest and gets
much worse if the nuisance parameters of the p^ rM , pr , and rr tests are estimated. As
already explained, detrending has a seemingly stationarising impact on the series.
Example. Power of the rr test is merely 0.08 if p — 0.95 in equation (3.7), size of the test
20The tests proposed by Elliot et al. (op. cit.) were not included in the comparisons. Haug (1993)
reports related results favourable to ADF type tests.
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is 0.05, and T = 100 (Dickey et al. (1986)).D
Further, the power seems to decrease monotonically as the tests are augmented or
more lags are introduced to the equation (3.15) (as long as empirical size agrees with
nominal size, see Agiakloglou and Newbold (1992), Blough (1992), DeJong et al (1992),
Ng and Perron (1995), Phillips and Perron (1988), Stock (1994), and the related results
by Boswijk and Franses (1992)). A striking example is given below. 21
An issue largely neglected in the literature is deterioration of power due to a starting
value which deviates from the unconditional mean of the process (jj,t in equation (3.2)).
(Schmidt and Phillips (1992) are an exception, see also Abadir (1993) for a related
example.) If the autoregressive parameters are such that the process is autocorrelated
in the first place, then the starting value may induce trend-like behaviour, amplify the
estimated autocorrelations, and weaken the tests. The p^ test is scrutinized in Chapter
7 where it is shown that the test can be even biased if the starting value is large enough.
Next, the tests suffer from size distortions due to nuisance parameters. As argued
by Schwert (1989) one should often use the Said-Dickey r(p) test or adaptations of it
because processes generating economic time series are likely to include MA-terms due
to measurement errors or temporal aggregation, say (e.g. Harvey (1981, pp. 43-4)).
As explained in the previous section, these test statistics follow only asymptotically the
Dickey-Fuller distribution. As a consequence, actual size of the tests does not necessarily
coincide with nominal size. This phenomena has been documented by Agiakloglou and
Newbold (1992), Elliot et al (1992), Ng and Perron (1995), Pantula (1991), Pantula
and Hall (1991), Phillips and Perron (1988) and Schwert (1987, 1989); cf. also Molinas
(1986). They analyzed the ARIMA(0,1,1) model

(l- PB)yt = (l-OB)et

(3.21)

where p = 1 (or a modification of this formula with a constant). The main point is
21 Another, though subtler, related matter is that observations are lost in the sense of some of them
becoming starting values when long autoregressions are estimated.
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that as the nuisance parameter 9 approaches 1 we have yt approximately equal to e<,
i.e. yt starts to resemble an IID series. The consequence, in small-samples, is severe size
distortion of almost all unit-root tests in use. Simulation evidence (cf. the aforementioned
articles) suggests that only the r(p) type of tests perform adequately. 22 According to the
simulations of Schwert (1989) the nominal size is reasonably close to empirical size for
both r^(mi 2 ) and rT (mi2 ) tests when -0.8 < 6 < 0.8 and 25 < T < 1000 and raJ2 =
int{12(T/m)1/4]. The results of Agiakloglou and Newbold confirmed (for T = 100)
that autoregressions of about this length usually capture the autocorrelation structure
of the process (3.21) well enough for the Said-Dickey tests to have empirical size close
to nominal size for aforementioned values of 0. 23
However, the r(mi2 ) family of tests (when 25 < T < 1000) is anything but flawless.
First, a minor point, which is that we do not yet know how the tests perform if the process
belongs to the ARIMA(p, 1,^) class where q > 2. (There was no problem in a small
experiment in Stock (1990).) Secondly, and more importantly, Agiakloglou and Newbold
found disappointingly, though not surprisingly, that the empirical size of the rM (ll) test
(the longest lag and the only T(p)-type of test they studied) does not anymore coincide
with the nominal size if 0 = 0.9 and T — 100 (the sole sample size they experimented).
(In this case, empirical size was 0.14 while asymptotic theory suggested 0.05.) The test
breaks down, of course, as 0 is too close to 1. Thirdly, we do know that the power of the
r(p) tests can be extremely poor.
Example. Power of the TM (11) test with size 0.05 is 0.52 when 0 = p = 1 in equation (3.21)
and T — 100 (Agiakloglou and Newbold, op. cit.). A unit-root test which has difficulties
to distinguish an IID series from a nonstationary process does not sound useful! 24 D
22The tests in Elliot et al. (op. cz't) have much potential in terms of achieving a reasonable size and
an increase in power, see also Stock (1994).
23 Results of Phillips and Perron (1988, Table la) seem to be in error on this matter as their results
contradict both those of Agiakloglou and Newbold (1992) and Schwert (1989). Agiakloglou and Newbold
point out that a possible source of disparities in simulation evidence in general may be the different
estimation algorithms used.
24 Power deteriorates to an absurd 0.20 (about) if a time trend is added to the regression (Blough
(1992)).
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The poor power in the above example is due to the heavy over parameterization of the
model. Ng and Perron (1995) and Stock (1994) argue that sample information should
be made use of to increase the power. However, a trade-off between the size and the
power is unavoidable, and is exemplified by their own simulations. They showed that a t
test based procedure for lag length selection (favored by them) leaves more room for size
distortions than the deterministic m^ rule, say (see also Pantula et al. (1994)). In this
context, employment of sample information effectively means that the idea of significance
testing is replaced by a subjective weighting of the gain in power and loss from allowing
for a variable and unknown test size.
Blough (1992) gives a theoretical framework for the conflict between size and power.
We modify slightly the process he considers to

yt

= Wit + (1 ~ a)2/2< 5 0 < a < 1,

yit =

yit-i + eit,
0(B]

(3.22)

where CM ~IID(0,crJ), e2t ~IID(0,o-f) (not necessarily uncorrelated), d\,a\ > 0, p(B)
and 0(B) are as stated under equation (3.1) with the additional assumption that the
roots of the characteristic equations lie outside the unit circle, and t = 1, 2, . . . , T. The
time series y?t is a stationary and invertible ARMA(1,1) process while y\t is a random
walk. If a = 1 then yt is a random walk, too, but if a = 0 then yt becomes the stationary
ARMA(p, q) process y^t- The intermediate cases 0 < a < 1 yield an ARIMA(p, !,</ + 1)
process with the root of the characteristic equation for the MA-polynomial tending to
1 when a tends to 0. While not completely general, the formulation makes it clear
that there are integrated and stationary processes whose realizations must be very much
alike (cases with a close to 0). We shall return to this issue shortly. Moreover, the above
structure enables Blough to prove the following proposition: a unit-root test which holds
its size for every model in the null with a finite-sample size T cannot have power of no
more than the size against any model in the alternative. Intuitively, if a unit-root test
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has a specified size when a « 0 then one really cannot expect it to display much more
power if a is exactly zero regardless of the other parameters specifying the model. The
result explains the very poor power performance of the Said-Dickey procedure in the
above example. The 7^(11) test holds its size well for a wide range of models in the
alternative but at the cost of severe power loss for any model in the alternative including
white noise.
Faust (1993, 1994) proves associated results claiming additional problems in the
asymptotic properties of generic unit-root tests. We shall pass the detail and remark
that the above finite-sample results of Blough and the asymptotic results of Faust are
not unimportant but do not carry over to the AR(p) class of models (with finite p) in
which we are interested in Chapter 6. (It is fairly easy to see that model (3.22) cannot
accommodate an integrated AR(p) process in general.)
Relatedly, Saikkonen (1993) and Luukkonen and Saikkonen (1996) point out that
the unit-root tests of Solo (1984) and Ahn (1993) based on the LM principle can be
inconsistent when MA terms are present.
Another line of criticism was initiated by Cochrane (199la) (see also Blough (1992)).
Let us suppose that a unit-root test really could discriminate a unit-root process from
a (trend) stationary process. Cochrane argued that this might not be useful after all.
If an 7(1) series is stationary for practical purposes though 7(1) theoretically (as when
0 = 0.99 in model (3.21)) then distribution theory based on an assumption of stationarity
may be more accurate than a unit-root distribution. (A small simulation study in Stock
(1990) supports this view.) Similarly, if a process is theoretically stationary but appears
nonstationary in small-samples (as when p — 0.99 in (3.9)) then unit-root theory may
be more appropriate. A correct answer to the question 'Is there a unit root?' may thus
be misleading when one should decide which distribution theory to apply. Cochrane's
reasoning certainly has pertinence but it still remains hypothetical. Present tests are not
capable of differentiating such processes and an applied econometrician would usually
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choose a suitable distribution theory just as Cochrane asserts he should. 25
Finally, a few notes that are slightly out of the focus of the thesis but are still worth
mentioning. Seasonal adjustment decreases power of the tests further (Ghysels, (1990),
Ghysels and Perron (1993), Jager and Kunst (1990) and Olekalns (1994)). Structural
breaks or innovative outliers can ruin the tests in the sense of making the tests extremely
conservative (cf. Balke and Fomby (1990a,b), Hendry and Neale (1990), Perron (1989,
1990), Reichlin (1989), Ghysels (1992), the survey by Stock (1994), and Lucas (1996,
p. 103) on outliers). DF tests feature low power against many fractionally integrated
processes, too (Diebold and Rudebusch (1991b) and Hassler and Welters (1994)). Of
course, other types of misspecification can weaken the tests as well (Pippenger and Goering (1993)). On the other hand, additive outliers can lead to a high frequency of type I
errors (Franses and Haldrup (1994) and Lucas (1996, p. 78)). De Long and Lang (1992)
argue that publication bias ('surprising is interesting') distorts reported inference against
the (well-established) unit-root null.
Altogether, these results throw doubt on the usefulness of unit-root tests in judging
the degree of integratedness of a time series, and on their value in general especially
when MA terms are present. The problem in the very heart of unit-root econometrics is
that the properties of the two classes of processes, integrated and trend stationary, are
not as prominently different in finite samples as they are asymptotically. All the above
mentioned problems have ample empirical relevance. For example, many time series of
economic interest have nonzero mean and they feature drift-like behaviour introducing
the nuisance parameters a and /? into the regressions of Section 3.2. Also MA-components
seem to exist in many empirical time-series processes (Campbell and Mankiw (1987,1989)
and Schwert (1987), say) implying long approximative autoregressions with many nuisance parameters Wk as in Section 3.4. Of course, long pure autoregressions are possible
as well. 26 A conclusion is that there is much scope for improving the present unit-root

25 This and a related point concerning forecasting are debated further in Campbell and Perron (1991)
and Cochrane (1991b); see also Blough (1992) .
26 Harris (1992) had only 32 observations but needed an AR(8) model. Maravall and Mathis (1994)
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testing tool kit in terms of empirical effectiveness. Having concluded this, we remark a
caveat extracted from Blough (1992, p. 307) whom we let summarize the above discussion:
'...unit-root tests should not be judged by the conventional criteria of power
and level, but rather by their ability to make the appropriate diagnosis in a
particular application.'
Stock (1994, pp. 2828-31) differentiates the pros and cons of unit-root tests for different
purposes.

empoyed the AR(8) model, too, in the context of quarterly macroeconomic variables. Osborne and Smith
(1989) estimated an AR(16) model (with some zero restrictions) for annual nondurable consumption
expenditure. Copeland (1991) used 50 lags when testing a unit root from daily exchange rates.

Chapter 4
Likelihood Theory
4.1 Likelihood and Profile Likelihood
This section gives a compact review of likelihood theory of relevance to the thesis. 1 Let
us suppose that we have a statistical model pYi(yi) = f(yi]^) where Y stands for a
random variable, y is an outcome or observation of it, the index i is a running number,
and u;isa(A;+l)xl vector of parameters. If there are T independent observations we
havepy(y) = /(yj^O = Tlj=i /(?/«> <*0 m an obvious notation. It is further assumed that
a; can be decomposed and interpreted as u>' = [^

</)'} = [i/>

fa. .. fa] with i/> a scalar

parameter of interest and <f> a subvector of nuisance parameters. It will become clear
that it is not a coincidence that the parameters ^ and </> coincide with those already
used in the former chapter, but for the moment one should think in general terms, with
no explicit connection to any specific model.
Probably the most common method of estimating u; is the method of maximum like
lihood. That is, a likelihood function

I<w; y) = a(y)/(y;w) oc /(y;u>),
is constructed and maximised with respect to a;. a(y) is any constant which can (but
does not have to) depend on y. 2 Usually it is theoretically and computationally more

1 Ed wards (1974) gives a fascinating history of the concept of likelihood as invented by Ronald Fisher.
2 Observations can be treated as given or fixed for the purpose of maximizing the likelihood function
with respect to the parameters.
29
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convenient to maximise the log-likelihood function

(4.1)

= logL(u>;y) oc log/(y;w)

where the dependence on y is suppressed in the left-most form. Maximisation can be
done in two steps. First, /(o>;y) is maximised with respect to parameters </> regarding
A

A

(0) which in general depend on 0. Evaluating the
fixed, yielding estimates <t>^=<t>
^
log- likelihood function at these estimates yields the profile log-likelihood function3

= suup /«> ft.

(4.2)

A

The notation lp (il>, 4>^) will be used when it is helpful to indicate the parameterisation or
the nuisance parameters to which the log-likelihood corresponds. Next, the profile loglikelihood is maximised with respect to ty. The value of ij> corresponding to the maximum
A

A

A

is the MLE or i^ml of i/>. If needed, (f>mh the MLE of <£, is found by substituting ipml into
A

A

A

the formula for ^, i.e. c/)ml =(/)/, . (Seber and Wild (1989, Section 2.2.3), say, prove
this).
A

A

A

If some regularity conditions are fulfilled then the MLEs u>mi= [i/>mi <t>mi}' enjoy attractive asymptotic properties which include consistency, efficiency in the sense of achieving
the minimum of (generalized) variance of the estimates, and normality (cf. Cramer (1946,
Chapter 33) or Stuart and Ord (1991), say). MLEs need not be efficient in finite samples,
though (e.g. Judge and Bock (1983)). The usual asymptotic results are not useful from
the perspective of this thesis as we shall also be interested in small-sample properties
and more importantly, nonstationary processes do not fulfill the regularity conditions.
Indeed, we have already seen that the asymptotic distribution of the MLE is not normal
when the process has a unit root (equation (3.11)).
Profile likelihood functions share some properties with genuine likelihood functions
3 Concentrated log-likelihood function has been a common nomenclature in econometrics after the
pioneering work of the Cowles Commission, see e.g. Koopmans and Hood (1953, pp. 156-7) who give
also a helpful graphical illustration of stepwise maximisation.
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(cf. Barndorff-Nielsen (1991, p. 242-3)). Actually, an example of this was just given,
namely that maximisation of (4.2) yields the same estimate as maximisation of (4.1).
This implies that (4.2) is invariant with respect to reparameterisation like an ordinary
likelihood.
Another analogy is estimation of the variance of the MLE for 0. A common estimate
is the upper left-hand corner element of the inverse of the observed information matrix,
or of the negative of the matrix of second derivatives of the log-likelihood, evaluated at
the MLE:

-1 ^

-i

# »(«; y)

dwdu'

A
^=*4nJ_

(4.3)

1,1

1,1
_1

Here the index (1,1) extracts the corner element, the last equality follows from a wellknown rule of a partioned inverse, and the dependence of the observed information measures on y is suppressed in the last two forms. The observed information matrix
is partitioned as follows:

so, for example,

is the k x k submatrix for the nuisance parameters cf> or

(with (i,j)th element jfatj). By analogy, if the profile log-likelihood function were treated
as a genuine log-likelihood for a scalar parameter then the estimate of the variance should
be found as the inverse of the minus of the second derivative of the profile log-likelihood
with respect to ^. Indeed, it can be shown to be the case so:
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-1

(Seber and Wild (op. cit., pp. 39-42) give a proof).
Consequently, the classical likelihood based tests or Wald, Lagrange multiplier (LM),
and the likelihood ratio (LR) tests (for a parameter of interest) can be calculated conveniently via the profile log-likelihood function. For example, the Wald test statistic for
the null hypothesis i/> = i/>0 can be expressed either in the form

or in the form

A

W =

(4.4)

Having pointed out these parallelisms, it should be stated that function (4.2) is not
a proper log-likelihood function. For example, it is not the log of a density function for
an observable random variable. Relatedly,

E

= 0(1}

(4.5)

or the expectation of the derivative of /p (^,^) with respect to i/> is not zero in general
as if the derivative were a score of a bona fide likelihood function. This is because the
expectation of the score depends here on the random variable Y also through the term
^ - (cf. McCullagh and Tibshirani (1990)). The intuition is that we have replaced 0 by
A

its estimate </>^ in the profile log-likelihood (4.2).
Profile likelihood function is an example of a pseudo-likelihood function. These are
likelihood functions which regard the inference frame as if it was composed of only a
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scalar parameter (^>) though that was not necessarily the case.4 However, they may
differ from an ordinary likelihood function in some important respects as pointed out
above (Davidson and MacKinnon (1993, p. 269), McCullagh and Tibshirani (1990, p.
330), and Seber and Wild (op. cit., p. 229) point out further differences). Examples of
other pseudo- likelihoods are listed in Barndorff-Nielsen (op. cit., p. 256).
Profile likelihood functions are useful also in proving various properties of estimates
like in variance of estimates (pp. 103 and 122) and consistency or inconsistency (Appendices A3 and A5). Profile likelihoods prove particularly beneficial when the nonlinear
model of Section 6.6 is studied. Proofs for consistency and asymptotic distribution of
the MLE for this model are easily derived with the help of profile likelihoods. This is the
case despite recent results indicating additional complexities in such proofs in general for
nonlinear models with integrated regressors (Saikkonen (1995)).
A rule of thumb is that the greater is the dimension of the nuisance parameter </)
A
compared to the sample size T the greater is the distortion caused by using (j)^ instead
of cf> in (4.2). As an extreme case, the MLEs of ij) may become inconsistent.
Example on estimation of the variance in the presence of incidental parameters (Neyman
and Scott (1948)). Let us assume that T pairs of data (^1,^2) ~ JV($,-,S) are observed
where $ = [fa fa] and £ = diag[ip i/>], i/> > 0. Consequently yn and f/;2 are independent
but share the same mean fa and variance z/>, taken to be the parameter of interest. The
profile log-likelihood for i/> is easily found to be

T
A
A
T
where s22 — Y^=\(yn
~2/i2) 2 /2. Maximisation of lp (i/>) yields ^m/= -s2 /2T. ij>ml is a harshly
A

biased estimate as E[t/>mi\ — ^/2 and, even worse, it is inconsistent. This can be seen
from the fact that T is not an argument in the formula for the expected value. The
4 A likelihood function which is applied in a situation when it is not strictly valid has been called a
pseudo-likelihood, too. One aims for robustness by such a device, cf. White (1982) and Gourieroux et
al (1984) for the concept and Lucas (1996) for unit-root applications.
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incidental parameters fa, i = 1,..., T, the number of which increases one-to-one with the
sample size, explain inconsistency of the MLE in this context. O 5
Neyman and Scott give also a related example where the MLE is an asymptotically
inefficient estimate. Cruddas et al. (1989) have an example of the inconsistency of the
MLE in a time-series context. Davidson and MacKinnon (1993, pp. 143-4) and Hendry
(1995, p. 720 ff.) point out another instance, and a fresh calculation on it is given in
Section 4.3. An instance of asymptotic inefficiency of the MLE, with a close association
with unit-root models, arises with the nearly nonstationary model (model (3.9) with p
replaced by pr = 1

/0/T, P > 0) which is analysed by Cox and Llatas (1991). Lucas

(1996, Chapter 7) gives similar results in multivariate (cointegration) framework. The
time-series model advocated by Bhargava (1986) induces a constant, the MLE of which
is inconsistent under a unit root. The model is considered in Sections 4.3 and 6.6.

4.2 Adjustments to Profile Likelihood
The example in the previous section demonstrates that cases exist where nuisance parameters cause a deterioration in the ML method. Instead, some other procedure is needed in
that sort of situation. We shall present three adjustments to profile likelihood proposed
recently. All three aim to decrease the effect of using estimated values in place of true
values of the nuisance parameter (j) in the profile log-likelihood (4.2). The adjustments
may be advantageous even though the applications of interest are not as drastic as the
example of the previous section.
Barndorff-Nielsen (1983, 1988) presented the formula
A

A

log
and coined it modified profile log-likelihood. J<00(^>

ml

(4.7)

A

) is the observed information matrix

5 A familiar occurrence of incidental parameters for time-series analysts is the periodogram. The
periodogram is an inconsistent (though unbiased) estimate of the spectral density.
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for (f) evaluated at (/>^. As before, </>m/ equals </>^ evaluated at i/^ml . Intuitively, the last
term echoes the effect of ^ in estimation. The second, and also the last, term can be
interpreted more easily when discussing equations (4.9) and (4.12).
Modified profile likelihood is parameterisation invariant like profile likelihood. The
likelihoods are also asymptotically equal to first-order. The formula (4.7) is sometimes
exact in the sense of giving the conditional distribution of the MLE conditionally on an
ancillary statistic. In other cases it can be interpreted as a higher-order approximation
to a marginal or conditional likelihood for i/>.
A

A

A problem with the formula (4.7) is that the term | d (/>mi /d <f>^\ may be difficult to
calculate. Cox and Reid (1987) pointed out that the term is zero to first-order if i/> and
(/) are (globally) orthogonal, i.e. if the Fisher information vector i^0 between ip and </> is
zero:
= E

= 0,

(with (z, l)th element ifa^) for all ip and <j) in the parameter space. Consequently, the
term could then be ignored with little effect. (The term may be approximately zero in
other circumstances as well, see Barndorff-Nielsen and McCullagh (1993).) In general,
models do not feature orthogonal parameters (with notable exceptions). Cox and Reid
presented a procedure to reparameterise the model so that the new parameters were
orthogonal and thus simplification of the formula (4.7) would be justified. The argument
starts by expressing the original log-likelihood in terms of new parameters A' = [Ai ...
Afc]' (of the same dimension as 0):

It follows that

0&
and
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The last term of the latter equation vanishes after taking expectations. We get

r = l,...,fc, where i^j — E[—d2l(ip,</))/d(/)id(t>j]. The term in parentheses must be
zero for the transformation from (?/>, (/>) to (^, A) to have nonzero Jacobian (otherwise
the same linear combination of two diiferent columns of the Jacobian matrix could equal
zero). This implies that

j — 1,. . . , k. More compact matrix notation is
r\

I

(4.8)

where 1^ is the information matrix with (z, j) th component i^j and i^, is the information vector with components i^. Thus, if these differential equations are solved then the
model can be expressed using orthogonal parameters. Equation (4.8) has a continuum
of solutions, so a choice of an appropriate solution has to be made (cf. Cox and Reid
(1989)).
After reparameterisation equation (4.7) becomes

A

.

, .

. _

. .

A

.

.

^

and is labeled adjusted profile log-likelihood. The second term on the right-hand side
has now an obvious interpretation as a penalty term for values of i/> which produce a
lot of information on A, the parameter (vector) we are not interested in. Of course, the
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log- likelihood is shaped accordingly. The cost of the simplicity of formula (4.9) over (4.7)
is forfeit of invariance to order OP (T-1 ) (in conventional circumstances). 6
Also, adjusted profile likelihood may be hard to derive because of the complexity
of the differential equation (4.8). Cox and Reid (1993) proposed an approximation to
formula (4.9) which does not require orthogonalisation of parameters. They make use of
the relation

log | JAAty, A*) | = log | J^,) | + (2 log

which is established through similar calculations to those which led to (4.8). A first-order
expansion of the last term around an arbitrary point (if>o> ^o) (or a corresponding point
(i/>0, 4>o)) substituted into formula (4.9) yields

A

- | log

(4.10)
Differential and trace manipulation shows that the negative of the trace term is equal to

-tr

= C

where the equality arose from (4.8). Substituting this into the former equation and taking
A'

A

the point of expansion to be [^mi 0mj]', i.e. the overall MLE, we get

A

'»

'»

A

A

A

A

(4.12)

A

6 Invariance is prevailed when <^,=0m/ in which case the term | d <£m/ /<9 <£,J of formula (4.7)
collapses to zero or is unnecessary. This can happen for example when the generating process for yt
belongs to the exponential family (cf. Reid (1992, pp. 429-30)).
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where c= c | A

A
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. This is the version of adjusted likelihood derived by Cox and Reid

(1993). The second term does not have as straightforward an interpretation as a penalty
term in (4.12) as the corresponding term in (4.9) because the initial parameterisation is
not orthogonal (by assumption). This being the case, more information on (/> may imply
more information on ^>, say. The last term compensates for this feature. If the parameters
are orthogonal then c= 0, as can be seen from the definition of c. Accordingly, c might
be expected to be small in general when the parameterisation is close to orthogonal. The
last term in (4.7) can also be interpreted in this fashion. A small cost of the apparent
simplicity of (4.12) is that evaluation of it requires explicit use of expected as well as of
observed information measures. However, the expected information measures need to be
derived to check orthogonality even if formula (4.9) is to be used.
An intuitive benefit of calculating either of the the adjusted profile likelihoods, the
latter version say, is that
f^7 ..fait \l

= 0(T~1 }

(4.13)

where the convergence speed O(T~ 1 } holds in standard cases (Ferguson et al. (1991)
A
and Cox and Reid (1993)). That is, the expectation of the derivative of ladify,*/*^)
with respect to i/> tends to zero with the sample size bridging the gap between a profile
likelihood function and a genuine likelihood function. Another interpretation is that the
adjusted likelihood equation is more nearly an unbiased estimating equation for i/> than
the unadjusted.
Though intuition suggests that c is nonzero when the parameters are nonorthogonal
and small whenever the parameters are close to orthogonal, our calculations show that
this is not necessarily the case. The coefficient equals zero even though the parameters
are not orthogonal in an example at the end of Section 4.3, under a model considered in
Section 6.6, and another one which is referred to in Section 8.1. Relatedly, the magnitude
of the coefficient may behave even mirror wise to the orthogonality measure over a range
of the parameter space as shown in Section 6.6.
It is worth remarking that formula (4.9) is not applicable if i<^ = 0 only at one value
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of the nuisance parameter (/> (called local orthogonality). There is then no guarantee that
the derivative ^(I^^)', and thus c (or c) in equation (4.12), match zero universally.
However, in principle, formulae (4.9) and (4.12) can both be employed under the assumption of a fixed value of ^ (in orthogonal and nonorthogonal circumstances, respectively).
We shall study this possibility in Sections 6.3 and 6.6.
Another fact worth pointing out is that in the application we are interested in, adjusting the profile likelihood in the context of a nonstationary time-series process, standardised information measures evaluated at the MLE, and hence the Cox-Reid adjustment, do
not necessarily converge to constants. Under stationarity, convergence would take place.
Relatedly, it turns out in Section 6.3 that c (as such or after a standardisation to Op (l))
can be asymptotically stochastic when the model is nonstationary (equation (6.28)). A
further eccentric property of an expected information measure under nonstationarity is
presented in the introduction to Appendix A5.
It will turn out in Chapters 6 and 7 that in the applications we are interested in,
adjusted profile likelihood can possess multiple modes even in the relevant range of the
parameter. In such cases, a mode occurs consistently at unity even though it were not
the true value (Figures A6.1 in Appendix A6 and Figures A5.2 and A5.3 in Appendix
A5). We consider at a heuristical level the suitability of the three classical tests in such
a circumstance in Table 4.1. 7 Four cases are considered: i) HQ is true and the MLE is
consistent ii) HQ is true but the MLE is inconsistent Hi) H0 is not true and the MLE is
consistent iv) H0 is not true and the MLE is inconsistent. The following discussion is
based on asymptotics although this fact is not emphasized. To fix ideas, we shall assume
that the null hypothesis H0 states that i/> — ^0 - We assume that the MLE converges
stochastically to a constant as .Fisher information on if> grows towards infinity but the
flavour of the conclusions would not change if the MLE did not converge at all.
All the tests are valid (in the sense that they do not reject) in circumstance i). The LM
7 "True value' in the table refers to the true value of the parameter of interest if) the value of which is
hypothesized by the null hypothesis. 'Tends to' alludes to stochastic convergence as Fisher information
on V1 grows towards infinity.
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test is alone fit in case ii) or when the MLE is inconsistent. The LM test is based on the
slope of the likelihood function at ^o and takes value zero or does not reject HQ. Instead,
the LR and the Wald tests reject erroneously and are invalid. The former measures the
Vertical' distance between the modes and the latter the 'horizontal' distance of the MLE
and i/>0 which distances are both positive. (See e.g. Buse (1982) for these interpretations
of the classical tests.) The LM test is not among the suitable tests when H0 does not
hold or in situations Hi) and iv) because it lacks power completely or takes value zero due
to the artificial mode at tpQ. Under situation Hi) the power of the Wald test is unaffected
by the artificial mode because the test focuses on the horizontal distance. However, the
artificial mode does probably deteriorate the power of the LR test based on the 'vertical'
distance measure (hence the parentheses around LR in zone Hi)) but asymptotically the
test should be adequate. In zone iv), the LR and the Wald tests possess power despite
inconsistency of the MLE unless the MLE converges to ^0 (hence the question marks in
the zone).
Two conclusions can be drawn. First, the LM test displays consistently zero power so
it is not useful despite the reasonable performance in situation ii). Second, the LR and
the Wald tests are valid in the same circumstances though the LR test might be weaker
in situation Hi).
The highest mode takes place at a value which
tends to the true value does not tend to the true value
LM
LM, LR, W
_#o true
LR?, W?
W(LR)
HQ false
Table 4.1
Ho :

Suitable classical tests under multimodal profile likelihoods with a mode at

We will consider an adjusted Wald statistics in the thesis. The statistic

W d2 =

(4.14)

is constructed analogously to the usual Wald statistic (4.4) but is founded on the adjusted
profile likelihood (here on the 1993 version but the 1987 version could be utilised under
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orthogonality). Remark that the term in square brackets is evaluated at the adjusted
estimate. The performance of (the square root of) Wad2 is explored in Chapters 6 and 7
in the context of AR models.
Cruddas et al. (1989) and An and Bloomfield (1993) have successfully employed
adjusted profile likelihood in time-series contexts.
We will sometimes refer to a profile or adjusted profile likelihood function as a likelihood or adjusted likelihood function, respectively, when confusion is unlikely. Similarly,
a 'likelihood equation' or an 'adjusted likelihood equation' will often be based on a profile
or an adjusted profile likelihood function, respectively, instead of a likelihood function.

4.3 Examples of Adjusted Profile Likelihood
The first four examples involve models with orthogonal parameters and the last one with
nonorthogonal parameters. This model is quite interesting as it appears exceptional in
its class because the coefficient c shrinks to zero under this model despite the nonorthogonality. Similar results are reported at the end of Section 6.6 and in Section 8.1 where
a result on a modification of the second last example is referred to. Probably more
representative nonorthogonal models are considered in depth in Sections 6.3 and 6.6.
Example of Section 4.1 (on estimation of the variance in the presence of incidental parameters) revisited (Cox and Reid (1993)). It is easily seen that ip and the incidental
parameters <^-, i = 1,...,T, are orthogonal.

It is also found that the observed inA

formation matrix of the nuisance parameters J^V'j^v) = diag[2/ifr.. ,2/ifr] and thus
1= 27>~T - It follows that

(4.15)
oc

flog^

s2 /2i£>.

The calculation of the extra terms in (4.15) compared to (4.6) yields a good return. The
adjusted estimate (AE), in the sense of Cox and Reid (1987), is
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which is unbiased and consistent. Accordingly, the adjustment of Cox and Reid (1987)
to the profile likelihood is a very effective treatment in this case. D

Example on estimation of the variance parameter of the AR(1) model. Consider the
simple AR(1) process

yt =
where (/) G ( 1,1], et ~NID(0,^>), ^ > 0, t — 1,. . . , T and y0 is a fixed constant. This
model will be studied in more detail in Section 6.2 (with different notation) but it is used
already here for illustrative purposes. As the notation suggests, the variance tf> is the
parameter of interest and the autoregressive coefficient </> is the nuisance parameter. The
profile log-likelihood is

where <j>^=(/>ml = (£^=2 S^-i)" 1 E^=22/*2/t-i5 which does not depend on </> at all. Thus
it is not surprising that the parameters are orthogonal (cf. Section 6.2). 8 It is easily
shown that |j^(^,^) |= ifi' 1 Ysf=2 yt-v We are ready to construct the adjusted profile
log-likelihood of Cox and Reid (1987):

= -f log^ - (2^)-1 E^i(y*- 4>mi yt-i)2 + \ log0 - \
oc -12^1 log ^ -

It is now apparent that

8 Orthogonality of parameters implies that the MLEs of the parameters are asymptotically
independent.
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'

Thus the adjustment produces a degrees- of-freedom correction in this application (as
A

A

A

= T~ l (T — 1) t/>ad ). If yt is not autocorrelated, or (f> = 0, then i^ad is an unbiased
A

estimate of the variance. As is well known, i/sad features then a larger variance and MSE
A

A

A

than i/>mi . In general, the exact distribution of either ipml or ipad has not been derived as
far as we know. D

Example on estimation of the variance parameter of the AR(1) model with constant. The
previous model is typically extended to possess a constant (a}:

yt = a
where t/o is any fixed constant, but otherwise the above restrictions on the model are
assumed to be in force. Also this model will be perused later (Section 6.3). The variance
is again taken as the parameter of interest; the nuisance parameters are denoted by
' — [a </>]. The profile log- likelihood is now:
A

Here

and

neither of which depend on ^. It is easy to show that the nuisance parameters are again
orthogonal to ^ (ci"- p. 75 where ^ stands for the autoregressive parameter and cr2 for

44
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the variance). Uncomplicated calculations give

A

-1 EL

so

The adjusted profile log-likelihood turns out to be

oc

—

The maximum of this log-likelihood lies above
A

A

- <>mi ytT-2
A

A

The outcome is a new degrees-of-freedom correction (since il>ad = (T — 2)~1 TI ^n
It is quite intuitive that introduction of a constant

which may have a visually

stationarising impact on the series or equal zero though it is estimated, say

may lead

to an overly good fit and downward bias in the MLE of if} motivating an adjustment
to the MLE. Indeed, the simulations by Orcutt and Winokur (1969) suggest that this
is the case and that the above degrees-of-freedom correction produces an approximately
unbiased estimate for a wide range of values of (f>. However, the correction does not seem
to be able to master the bias for values of (j> close to one (cf. the op. cit.). 9 O

9 The simulation results of Orcutt and Winokur (op. cit.} do not apply quite straightforwardly here
though the complications may be unimportant. They assumed that already the starting value follows the
stationary distribution (when | <j> |< 1), as opposed to being a fixed constant as in the present model. (If
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Example on the estimation of the constant of the AR(1) model with constant due to
Bhargava (1986). We will give only a sketch of the derivations to avoid repetition with
Section 6.6 and Appendix A3 where the model is studied in more depth (with a different
notation).
The model is

for t = 1

where (f>

( 1,1], ct ~NID(0,cr2), a2 > 0, and XQ = 0. The constant i/> is the parameter

of interest. The vector of nuisance parameters (the vector of the autoregressive coefficient
(/> and the variance parameter <72 ) is denoted by (j)' = [(/) cr2].
The profile log-likelihood is

A2

(4.16)

&
where
A2

cr,

=

= T~

^r,

. _

i i^it.-=.'f.\a(,

T i v.-71—i

T ii

(4.17)

0=1 then the specification of the starting value is immaterial as (f>ols is invariant with respect
to it, cf.
p. 103 accounting for the different notation there.) For example, Evans and Savin (1981)
demonstrate
that the distribution of 4> ols is affected by a fixed or a stationary starting value of the process
(the effect
on the mean value is likely to be moderate for a reasonable T}. Moreover, as remarked by
the authors
themselves, the stationarity of the starting value in the simulations is in doubt for experim
ents with <j>
close to ±1 as only the first five observations were discarded of each generated series (with starting
value
zero).
Another matter to clarify is Orcutt's and Winokur's statement (op. cit., p. 3) that they can
assume
without loss of generality that a = 0 in their simulation experiments. Actually, the value of
the constant
a can affect the distribution profoundly if 0 = 1
a value included in their simulation experiments.
With the benefit of hindsight we know that <^m/ converges at a rate of 0P (T~3/2 ) if a
^ 0 instead
of Op (T~ l ) which applies if a = 0 (Dickey (1976), Evans and Savin (1984) and West (1988b
)). So
asymptotics suggests that the bias in the estimation of <j>, and hence in ij}, disappears faster
if a ^ 0
than if a — 0. A counter remark is that a may have little effect in small samples unless it
is very large
in absolute value relative to cr (Hylleberg and Mizon (1989)).
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and
AA
0V

=

yj
t—'t
—

The likelihood equation for

( 8)
presents an equation equivalent to a polynomial of degree five for which analytical solutions are not available in general. Hence the MLE of ifr has to be found by numerical
maximisation of likelihood function (4.16). However, it is easy to derive that the estimate
of the autoregressive coefficient as a function of </> is

The formula reveals that ^ equals y\ when evaluated at <t> = 1. The constant becomes
then a kind of dummy and the model has some resemblance to the Neyman-Scott model
of Section 4.1 in the sense that a sole observation (the first) carries all of the information
A
on a parameter. Indeed, we show in Appendix A3 that ipml equals t/i asymptotically.
This implies, after noting that jfr = ^ + ei, that the MLE of tp is asymptotically unbiased
but inconsistent under a unit root. In fact, if> is not identified under a unit root. No
adjustment can be expected to remove such an identification problem but we will check
anyway how the Cox-Reid adjustment operates in such a circumstance.
Under stationarity, usual asymptotic theory should apply and imply consistency and
asymptotic unbiasedness. In finite samples the MLE is likely to be biased unless (/> = 0
because this is usually the case with MLEs for parameters of time-series models.
All the relevant information measures are recorded in Section 6.6. The constant is
found there orthogonal to the nuisance parameters so the theory of Cox and Reid (1987)
applies. Some algebra shows that the observed information measure j^ai collapses to zero
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A

when evaluated at <,, and we find the expression

A

-Jlog

for the determinant term of the adjusted profile log-likelihood. An adjustment to the
profile log-likelihood emerges:

-

A2 1
- 3).log*,
2

A completely new additive term is included relative to the profile log-likelihood (4.16).
A2

Also the multiplier of the term log cr^ is modified apparently according to the number of
parameters in the model

which is one more than is 'estimated' so far. Like the MLE,

also the AE has to be found by numerical methods because an analytic solution does not
seem to exist to the corresponding adjusted likelihood equation (cf. equation (4.18)).
The first logarithmic quantity is multiplied by an O(T) term so the additive adjustment term fades in importance as the number of observations tends to infinity. This holds
whether the model is stationary or nonstationary. Intuitively, an adjustment emerges in
finite samples when the MLE is biased but does not asymptotically when no bias exists.D

Example on the estimation of the coefficient of the inverse time trend model. Let the
model be

yt = a + ipt'1 + et
where ct ~NID(0,<72), a2 > 0 and t = 1,...,T.

(Davidson and MacKinnon (1993,

pp. 143-4) and Hendry (1995, p. 720 ff.) study properties of OLS estimates under a
related model.) As before, the parameter of interest is i/> and the nuisance parameters
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are collected into the vector (j)1 = [a a2]. As in the previous example (under a unit root),
the parameter of interest is not identified asymptotically.
The OLS estimate and the MLE

"" =
are the same for this model. The regressor is deterministic so standard least-squares
theory applies to the model and it can be inferred that the MLE of i/> is unbiased. The
A

formula for the variance of i

is

Ta

where

>

T—>oo

stands for convergence as T tends to infinity. The variance of the MLE

tends hence to a non-zero constant and the MLE is inconsistent. The information on
ip carried by the observations converges, too, which explains why the non-standardised
MLE features a positive variance even asymptotically.
One might wonder whether the Cox-Reid adjustment would be beneficial in this
context. The answer turns out to be no. The ingredients for, and the derivation of, the
AE are recorded below. The profile log-likelihood is

lp (t/>)

OC

-—log (7^

where

and

The nuisance parameter cr2 or variance is orthogonal to both the parameter of interest
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and the nuisance parameter a or constant whereas the latter two are not orthogonal to
each other:

= E.[<7-4 E?=1 (yt-<x-il>t-l )t-1} = o,

(T-4 ^=l (yt - a -^t- l )\

= 0,

and

.-2

respectively. The theory of Cox-and Reid (1993) which allows for nonorthogonality should
hence be applied. The coefficient c of the adjusted likelihood (cf. equations (4.11) and
(4.12)) is here:

= tr

d

dcj>
\

= tr

0

0

0

0

-i

/

(7~2 T

0

T -2 y-T ^-1
± a 2^t=l l

0

T/2<74

0

\ /\
/

= 0.

The coefficient c happens to equal zero even though the vector of nuisance parameters is
not orthogonal to the parameter of interest.
The term based on the observed information matrix is
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,,-2
O

= -I log

A~ 4 __ rr,

V"^ J

A

/

= -^i°g £:2 T o
o

/ -£-"1 ^

T~* /O

AJ

A2

r/2 ^

= llog^-|log(T2 /2).
The adjusted profile likelihood of Cox and Reid (1993) collapses to the simpler version
(1987) because c = 0 as demonstrated above. The adjusted likelihood function is thus

T 1

A

.

^ 1

A

flog^+flog^

=

~

-*

~~

t

A2

log ^ .

The maximum of this function arises at the same value of ^ as the maximum of the usual
A

A

profile log-likelihood so i>mi=i>ad2- That is to say, there is no adjustment. A possible
reason for the impotency of the Cox-Reid theory for this model is that the MLE is
unbiased in the first place. D
The cases we have investigated can be classified by the existence of bias and an
adjustment as follows:
i) A bias and an adjustment exist in both finite and large samples in the
estimation of the variance parameter in the presence of incidental mean parameters
ii) A bias and an adjustment exist only in finite samples in the
estimation of the variance parameter of the AR(1) model
estimation of the variance parameter of the AR(1) model with constant
estimation of the constant of the AR(1) model with constant due to Bhargava
Hi) No bias nor an adjustment arise at all in the
estimation of the coefficient of the inverse of the time trend.
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The adjustment appears to relate to the existence of the bias of the MLE according to
these examples. However, the last two models asymptotically face exceptional identification problems of the parameter of interest and are thus far from being prototype models.
Furthermore, analysis of the autoregressive time-series models in Chapter 6, digested in
Section 8.1, will indicate that existence of bias does not alone explain the adjustment.
The adjustment is not necessarily able to, and sometimes cannot be expected to,
account for inconsistency. The adjustment can be very efficacious but, perhaps not
surprisingly, it is not a panacea to all problems associated with the method of maximum
likelihood. Indeed, Cox and Reid (1992) give an example in which the adjustment yields
a decrease in bias but does not achieve consistency.

Chapter 5
On Biases in the Estimation of Autoregressive
Models
5.1 Introductory Remarks
The Cox-Reid (1987, 1993) adjustment often appears to correct for the bias (recall the
examples on pp. 41-43). Impetus for bias removal in the contexts of time-series and
unit-root analyses, insight into the biases arising in these contexts, and contemplation
of related theory is presented in this chapter. The exposition focuses on the aspects
deemed germane to the theme of the thesis. Hence many aspects, including the detailed
results of Evans and Savin (1981, 1984) on unit-root AR(1) models and, to a large
extent, the more general results of MacKinnon and Smith (1996) are passed over. The
adjustments of Andrews (1993) and Andrews and Chen (1994) for median-unbiasedness
are not contemplated either.
The theoretical insight gained aids us later in assessing the extent to which the CoxReid adjustment focuses on the bias and other features of the MLEs under study (cf.
the discussion on p. 80 on the adjustment for the AR(1) model with constant and p.
132 for the case of the AR(2) model). The corrections of the present chapter also supply
benchmarks which enable comparisons to adjustments to be introduced in Chapter 6.

5.2 Incitements for Bias Corrections
There are many reasons to bias correct in time-series contexts on top of the simple intuitive idea of hitting the true value in estimation on average. These include achieving an
adequate agreement with the asymptotic distributions and the (usually unknown) small52
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sample distributions of the estimates and related test statistics, evaluation of prediction
accuracy1 , autoregressive spectral estimation, and measuring the permanent effect of the
innovations of the Wold (1938) decomposition on the level of the time series or persistence in the unit-root literature (see p. 132). (Shaman and Stine (1988) supply further
references and examples).
As regards unit-root analysis, there are often many nuisance parameters which have
to be estimated as made clear in Chapter 3. Further, some nuisance parameters, like
7o and 71 in model (3.6) induce a notable bias to the MLEs and increase their variance
(Fuller (1976) and Section 3.2). Others, like 9 in model (3.21) cause size distortions to
the tests. The fact that nuisance parameters are a major reason for the biases makes the
Cox-Reid adjustments especially attractive in this setting.
Abadir (1995) claims an additional motivation for adjusting the MLE in the context
of unit-root testing. He minimizes the MSE of estimates of the form

A

aT Pmi

(5.1)

with respect to the multiplying constant aT- Here pmi is the usual MLE, and a? depends
on the sample size (T). It is assumed that the model is the simple AR(1) model with
a unit root (p = 1) (equation (5.2)). (Chapter 6 provides analytical expressions for
the MLEs for the AR(1) and AR(2) models.) The MSE minimizing ax turns out to
produce an approximately unbiased estimate, and to be in general larger than unity for
samples up to two hundred observations, at least. Hence Abadir concludes that biasreducing techniques seem to be needed to improve present unit-root tests (based on
biased estimates).
It may be remarked that eliminating the bias does not necessarily improve unitroot tests. The bias of the MLE could be abolished under the unit-root hypothesis by
x The MSE of the prediction error depends greatly on the process, so knowledge of the latter is
informative on the former. (For example the size of the autoregressive parameter influences the MSE
in the AR(1) model.) However, unbiased estimates of the parameters do not necessarily lead to better
predictions in terms of MSE (Orcutt and Winokur (1969) provide an example).
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multiplying the MLE as in a? pmi above, or by adding a sample size dependent constant
aj) to the MLE as in pm\ -f a^. A combination of the procedures is possible too and has
been realized in the more universally corrected estimate fa of equation (5.6) underneath.
These techniques rely on the sample information solely through the MLE and hence
induce the same partition of the sample space. The consequence is that no increase in
power can take place if these statistics are used as a sole basis for a unit-root test. Other
methods are required. Besides, the above kind of a modification could easily lead to
an increase in the bias for smaller values of i/> if the modification produced an unbiased
estimate under a unit root.

5.3 Biases in the Estimation of Stationary Autoregressive Mod
els
It is only recently that simple analytical formula for the biases of the MLEs for stationary
AR(p) models have been discovered (Shaman and Stine (1988), cf. also Stine and Shaman
(1989)). 2 An uncomplicated expression has long been known for the AR(1) model alone
(Marriot and Pope (1954), Kendall (1954)).

(Tj0stheim and Paulsen (1983), among

others, had examined more complex models like the AR(2) model but they did not come
up with as simple formulae as Shaman and Stine (1988) did.) Our interest lies especially
in the bias formulae for the AR(1) model (5.4) with constant and the AR(2) model (5.7)
for which we shall derive the Cox-Reid adjusted estimates in Chapter 6.
We shall consider first, for illustrative purposes, the simple AR(1) model:

yt = pyt-i 4- c<

(5.2)

\ . -

where p

( 1,1), e* ~IID(0, cr2), cr2 > 0, t = 1,..., T and the starting value y0 is a fixed

constant. Marriot and Pope (op. cit.) (and Shaman and Stine (1988)) proved that the
2 The Mathematica (Wolfram (1991)) package of Stine (1992) gives, among other things, the (approximate) biases of the MLEs of the coefficients of the AR(p) model.
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expected value of the MLE of the autoregressive coefficient p is

(5.3)
It can be seen that pm\ is unbiased (to order OP (T~ 2 )) only if p = 0 and is biased towards
zero otherwise, that the absolute value of the bias increases with the absolute value of /?,
and that the bias decreases at a rate of O(T~ 1 }. The relative bias remains constant at
(±)2/T percent for all p different from zero which is not too bad in general. Evans and
Savin (1981, Table III) report numerically calculated exact values of the bias for specific
values of /?, T, and yo/cr. 3 We shall comment on the impact of the starting value at the
end of this section.
Let us import a constant (a) to the model (which remains otherwise unchanged):

pyt-i + tt-

(5.4)

The expected value of the MLE is then:

(5-5)
(Harriot and Pope (op. cit.}, Kendall (op. cz't), and Shaman and Stine (1988)). Estimation of the constant has engendered a more severe bias for all nonnegative p. The
symmetry of bias around zero is lost with the introduction of a constant. Positive values
of p imply a greater bias (in absolute value) than the corresponding negative values.
Indeed, the bias vanishes now for p — 1/3 illustrating that if p is negative then the
bias can be smaller with the present model than with the simple AR(1) model. The bias
decreases in relative terms as p tends from zero to one, but even for large values of p, at
least twice the sample size seems to be needed to constrain the bias to its pre-constant
level. The magnitude of the constant does not affect the bias. Nankervis and Savin

3 Perron (1991, p. 228) points out two small errors in the Table.
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(1988) tabulate some numerically calculated exact values for the bias.
Copas (1966) proposed the estimator

A

A

I + 3 Pb

Pb=Pmi+—jr- °r

A

pb =

T Pm l + 1

T^ 3 ,

(5.6)

which is, of course, based on the above expression for the bias of pmi (the subscript b
stands for a bias-corrected estimator). It is straightforward to show that Pb is unbiased
to order O(T~2 ).
Let us consider next the AR(2) model

yt = Piyt-i + piyt-2 + c*

(5.7)

where et ~IID(0,cr2}, cr2 > 0, t = 1,...,T, and the starting values yo and y-\ are fixed
constants. The (asymptotic) stationarity conditions

Pi + Pi < 15
p2 — pi
-1

<

< 1,

and

(5.8)

pi < 1

are also assumed to be in force (Box and Jenkins (1976, p. 58)). The conditions define
a triangle which is graphed in Figure 5.1. (The line p2 = — (1 + />i)/3 in the figure does
not relate to the above conditions. The unit-root line p2 = 1

pi is bolded to point out

a parameter region which we shall study in Section 6.6.)
The MLEs of the autoregressive coefficients are again biased, with expectations given
as:

- n(r-2\
O(T 2 ),
and hence

'
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(5.10)
(Shaman and Stine (1988)). The bias of the MLE of the p1 coefficient lies in (-2/T,2/T)
while the bias of the MLE of the p2 coefficient lies in (-4/T, 2/T) when the parameters
fulfill the stationarity conditions (formulae (5.8)). Consequently, the MLE of the parameter p2 can introduce more bias to the MLE of the sum than the MLE of the parameter

PiThe stationarity conditions imply that the sum of the autoregressive coefficients p\+pi
must be smaller than unity with the line pi + p2 = 1 corresponding to a unit root. We
can see the possibly unexpected outcome that E(p\ ml + /92ml ) may be smaller or larger
than pi + p2 even when the sum lies relatively close to one. In other words, the biases
have a joint effect which may push the estimates in either a stationary or a nonstationary
direction. 4 The bias in the estimation of the quantity p\ -f pi appears zero along the line
pi =

(1 + /?i)/3 and positive, or towards one, if p2 < — (1 + /0i)/3. If p\ > 0 then

the condition implies that the roots of the characteristic equation have to be complex
for the process to be stationary. The unit-root line p2 = I — pi and the zero-bias line
p2 = —(I + /&i)/3 are indicated in Figure 5.1.
The bias seems to be negative and hence towards stationarity in the immediate neighbourhood of the unit-root line p\-\-p2 = 1. Substituting the unit-root condition p2 = I—pi
into formula (5.10) suggests that

(5.11)
The bias, along or close to the unit-root line, appears to culminate for pi close to zero
(with P2 = 1) and fade to zero around pi = 2 (with /?2 = 1) where the 7(2) process
A2?/* = £t emerges. Also formula (5.10) suggests that the bias would fade for values of pi
tending to two and values of p2 tending to minus one.
4A bias towards nonstationarity is possible with higher-order autoregressions as well.
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Pi
Figure 5.1 The stationarity triangle, the zero-bias line, and the unit-root line for pi and
p2 of the AR(2) model.
Formulae (5.10) and (5.11) imply the following pattern for the bias in the triangle
defining the stationarity region (a further glance at Figure 5.1 may aid comprehension).
The bias is positive and peaks at (pi,p2) = ( 2, 1) starting at about 4/T from which it
collapses to zero as the p\ parameter is tuned from 2 to 2 along the line p2 =

1. The

bias becomes negative as the parameters are varied along the line pi + Pi — 1 and the bias
deteriorates to about 4/T around (pi, pi) = (0, 1). 5 The line from (0,1) to ( 2, !)
closes the triangle. The plane defining the bias is steepest along this line: the bias rises
from 4/T gradually to 4/T as the parameters are revolved from (0, 1) to ( 2,

1). The

following examples may be conducive to understanding.
Example.

The parameter pair pi = 1.8 and p2 =

0.95 lies close to the unit-root

line pi + P2 = 1 but fulfills the stationarity conditions. Formula (5.10) suggest that
+ Pimi) ~ 0-85 4- 0.05/T. The bias does not appear remarkable but the message
is clear: the MLE for the sum of the autoregressive parameters is not necessarily biased
towards stationarity with the AR(2) model. D
Example. The bias in the estimation of the sum pi + p2 can be large with the AR(2)
5 The fact that the autocorrelation of yt at lag 1 is zero if p\ — 0 may give intuition for the bias (this
follows from Box and Jenkins (1976, p. 60)).
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model. If we let pi = 0 then the bias is of the same form, to order 0(T~2 ), as with
the AR(1) model with constant. A case in point is pi = 0 and p2 = 0.9 establishing a
stationary process and implying E(Piml + P2ml ) w 0.9 - 3.7/T by formula (5.10). The
bias is here towards stationarity.D

Relatedly, it can be inferred from Table 1 of Shaman and Stine (1988) that if pi = 0
(with obvious notation), i > 2, but an AR(p), p = 2,..., 6, model is estimated then

(5.12)

f + 0(T-2 ),
f + 0(T-2 ),

and

(IID(0, cr2 ) innovations are assumed). The number of terms in the sums indicates the
order of the estimated model. Estimation of a sole redundant parameter appears to
add little to the bias in the AR(2) model if p\ is close to unity (as can be seen by
comparing the expression for E(Y3=i Pimi) w^h formula (5.3)). The extra bias tends to
grow in absolute value with the number of redundant autoregressive terms unless pi is
close to unity leading to approximate constancy of the above formulae. In this case, even
five excess autoregressive parameters do not import as much bias as a single constant.
For pi smaller than 0.5 the extra autoregressive parameters induce a more severe bias
culminating for pi close to minus one. (Cf. the expression for E(J^=i Pimi) with formula
(5.5)). The distortion is then of the same magnitude as with the AR(1) model with
constant when the autoregressive coefficient is close to one. Curiously, the bias remains
negative in the above formulae regardless of the value of p\ (in the range ( 1,1)) and
the number of redundant autoregressive parameters so the bias tends to tune the MLE
towards 1 or nonstationarity.when pi is negative. The tendency gains strength as the
number of estimated excessive parameters increases.

__
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The formulae of this section hold for values well within the stationarity regions but
the approximations are likely to run into trouble if the process is close to a nonstationary
boundary. 6 The related corrections may nevertheless be able to lessen the bias considerably, though not satisfactorily, even in such a case (Orcutt and Winokur (1969) provide
an example). There is ample small-sample simulation evidence that distributions of the
MLEs should convert smoothly when the parameters are tuned from the stationary region to the nonstationary region. The above approximations should hence throw some
light on the behaviour of the biases with unit-root models in finite samples, too. The
example below on the bias with the unit-root AR(1) model illustrates the case. Of course,
conclusions derived this way are tentative, and it would be unwise to take them literally.
Starting values do not play a role in the above asymptotic expressions as those effects
can be relegated to the O(T~2 ) terms. They can influence the exact small-sample biases
substantially, though, as exemplified by the aforementioned numerical calculations of
Evans and Savin (1981), the related calculations of Abadir and Hadri (1996), and the
approximations of Perron (1991) for the model (5.2) or the simple AR(1). The impact of
the starting value tends to be more prone the closer the process is to the nonstationary
boundary but Abadir and Hadri (op. cit.) yet show that the bias does not increase
monotonically in p and, moreover, that the bias can increase with T when p and yo are
fairly large. 7 White (1961) had proved for the same model that the bias of the MLE
vanishes, for a given T, if the starting value is large enough. Perron reasoned from the
approximation he derived that, furthermore, the MLE converges to the true value as
y0 /(7 tends to infinity. (Evans and Savin had also noted that the distribution of the MLE
grows denser when yo/cr increases.) We prove in Appendix A5 consistency, and hence
fading of the bias, for large y0 for the simple AR(1) model and also for the AR(1) model

6 Tuan (1992) has found an exact formula for the bias of the MLE when the model is (5.2) with
y0 = 0. He recognised that formula (5.3) gives slight overestimates for the bias. Orcutt and Winokur
(1969) provide simulation evidence confirming adequate performance of p&.
7Relatedly, Schmidt and Phillips (1992) employ Monte Carlo experiments and response-surface
methodology (cf. Hendry (1984) or Davidson and MacKinnon (1993)) to find a functional form for
the power of some unit-root tests as a function of the starting value.
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with constant. To our knowledge, the result has not been proved for the latter model
previously.

5.4 Biases in the Estimation of Nonstationary Autoregressive
Models
Analytical results on the biases of the MLEs of the autoregressive parameters are scarce
when the process is nonstationary. Evans and Savin (1981) found exact numerical values
for the bias in the simple unit-rroot AR(1) model, but they had to employ complicated
numerical procedures. Recently, Abadir (1993, 1995) uncovered a simple yet accurate
approximation for the bias &T = E[(pmi

1)] when the model is (5.2) with p = 1, yo = 0

and the innovations follow NID(0, a2 ). The formula is

/T) exp(-2.6138/T)

(5.13)

where 6^ = 1.78143 or the limiting value of the standardised bias E\T(pmi 1)] (inferred from Table 3 of Evans and Savin (1981)). The formula gives an accurate representation of the bias up to five decimal places.
Example. If T = 100 and $ = I in the simple AR(1) model (5.2) then the bias E(pmi
1) w 0.017 by formula (5.13). The (unreliable) prediction from formula (5.3) is 0.02
which coincides with the previous figure to two decimal places. D
The above referred MSE minimizing multiplying correction (5.1) leads to the bias

where the bias of the MLE &T = E(pmi

1), and the corresponding variance VT = E(pmi

I) 2 depend, of course, on the sample size. If the model is the simple AR(1) then fry and
VT-, needed for evaluation of & , can be found from Table 3 of Evans and Savin (1981) or
for any sample size by the approximations given by Abadir (1995).
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Abadir's calculations deal explicitly with the AR(1) model, but the expression for by
applies more generally. The moments have not been reported for more general nonstationary models so they have to be found by simulation for b™ to be assessed. We shall
follow this route when comparing the bias of the Cox-Reid adjusted estimates in Chapter
6.
Next, let the model be (5.4) or the AR(1) with constant with p = 1 and let the innovations follow NID(0, <72 ). Rothenberg (1995) found, by a simple innovation permutation
argument, that the statistic

follows asymptotically a symmetric distribution with mean zero under p = 1. That is, an
asymptotically unbiased estimate for p under p = 1 is achieved if T times one half of the
variance of the innovations is added to the numerator of the MLE of p (see formula (6.6)
which defines the MLE). Rothenberg argues that approximate unbiasedness should apply
for small samples too because of the relatively rapid convergence of the standardised MLE
to its asymptotic distribution. A consequence of the result is that the bias of the MLE,
under p — 1, is approximately
rrt

i —1

A

t=\

More generally, the results of Rothenberg (op. cit) hold also when ct is autocorrelated
but Normal and stationary or reversible (cf. Lawrance (1991)).
Starting values can have a great impact on the bias with nonstationary models, too.
The impact appears more sturdy than under stationarity when the model is (5.2) or
the simple AR(1), see Evans and Savin (1981, p. 764)8 , Perron (op. cit.), and Phillips
(1987). Abadir (1993) and Abadir and Hadri (1996) point out that the bias can increase

8They show also that the starting value affects the asymptotic distribution when if) > I in process
(5.2).
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with the sample size with this model because of the starting value. On the other hand,
the MLE and hence the bias are invariant with respect to the starting value under a
unit root when the model is (5.4) or the AR(1) with a constant, see p. 103 or Appendix
A5. Biases in unit-root models will be elucidated further, though not concentrated on,
through simulation experiments in Chapters 6 and 7.

5.5 Side Effects of Bias Corrections
Tuning likelihood based statistics derives at least from Bartlett (1937, 1954) who considered the likelihood ratio. The Bartlett correction, as the technique is nowadays called,
is often motivated as a bias correction for the mean in the first place (e.g. Stuart and
Ord (1991, p. 873)) but actually it can be shown to amend the higher order cumulants,
too (Lawley (1956), cf. Cribari-Neto and Cordeiro (1997) for a survey). The outcome is
better agreement with the small-sample distribution and the asymptotic (x2 ) distribution of the statistic. Hence while a correction may explicitly not tackle the higher order
cumulants, it may nevertheless have a desired impact on them as well.
Unfortunately, the overall effect of a bias correction is not always as rewarding. Orcutt and Winokur (1969) studied, by simulation the small-sample distribution of the
bias-corrected estimator Pb of the autoregressive parameter p of the AR(1) model with
constant. They found that Pb is essentially unbiased unless p is very close to one (only
nonnegative values of p were scrutinized). It featured a smaller MSB than the MLE for
large values of p and vice versa for small values of p (the sample sizes studied were less
than or equal to forty). However, it can be inferred from Table V in the op. cit. that the
variance of the corrected estimator is larger for all values of p. The variance seems to be
in general between one- or twofold bigger for most values of p when the sample size is
forty, say.9 In conclusion, the bias-corrected estimator achieves a smaller bias and often
also a smaller MSB than the MLE but at the cost of an increase in the variance.
9The two simulation result sets of Orcutt and Winokur (op. cit.) appear ambiguous for V» = 0 and
= 1. Copas (op. cit.) reports related results.
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The multiplying correction (5.1) studied by Abadir (1995) induces an increase in the
variance too, for typical sample sizes, as the multiplying constant tends to be larger than
one. It is straightforward to infer from the results of Abadir (op. cit.) that the minimum
achievable MSE (MSE?p) and the associated standard deviation (SD ) are:

vT
Here off is the multiplier producing the minimum MSE. The last equality follows from
formula (5.14). As remarked above, the formulae capturing the impact of the multiplication pertain in general; not only in the simple AR(1) case. The formulae can hence
provide a point of comparison for the Cox-Reid adjusted estimates for more complex
models as well. (Of course, the bias &T and the variance VT in the above equations refer
then to the characteristics of the corresponding MLE.)
The jackknifing technique could be utilised in this setting as well (Quenouille (1949)).
The simulations of Orcutt and Winokur revealed that the method can produce an essentially unbiased estimate, too, but the variance is consistently higher than with the above
par ametrically- corrected estimate Pb and hence cannot be recommended. Moreover, the
technique runs into extra trouble if the model is nonstationary, see Abadir (1995) for a
discussion.
Bias (or size correction) by means of Monte Carlo or response surface methodology
might be employed. A problem is that estimation of such surfaces becomes increasingly
difficult as the dimension of the parameter space increases. For example, Cheung and Lai
(1995) were forced to a severely limited response surface analysis due to this obstacle.
MacKinnon and Smith (1996) argue that eliminating the bias altogether increases the
variance of the estimate (though not necessarily the MSE) or even the MSE of it when
A

the slope b'T of the bias function &j = b(i/>,T) = E(i/>mi) — *l> (assumed approximately
linear) is negative. A perhaps unexpected increase in MSE should occur if the following

____
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inequality holds:

> WT + VT

= MSEr

where VT and MSEr are the variance and the MSE of the MLE, respectively, at sample
size T, and the left-hand side of the inequality gives the (approximative) variance of the
bias-corrected estimate. The bias correction increases the MSE, under a negative 6y,
when the bias is not large enough compared to the variance. The authors argue that
reducing the bias only partially may be a better solution in terms of MSE.
The slope is negative for the AR(1) models we have looked at according to formulae
(5.3) and (5.5) but they may not hold in the neighbourhood of ±1 (cf. Figure 1 in
op. cit.). Indeed, the bias correction of MacKinnon and Smith (op. cit.) yielded an
increase in MSE in general except at around the extremes when the model is AR(1) with
constant. 10 Formula (5.11) for the bias of the sum of the AR(2) coefficients under a
unit root would suggest that the slope is positive and hence that deletion of bias could
only have a desirable effect on both the variance and the MSE. This is a conjecture only
because the approximation accuracy of the formula has not been grasped.
These considerations motivate the study of alternative ways such as Cox-Reid adjusting to correct for the bias. The effect of the Cox-Reid adjustments on the distribution,
or its first cumulants, is not known in the present context but is scrutinized in Chapters
6 and 7.

10 Associatively, the multiplying correction (5.1) of Abadir (1995) essentially expunges the bias while
it simultaneously increases the variance yet reduces the MSE when the model is unit-root AR(1).

Chapter 6
Application of Adjusted Profile Likelihood to
Some AR Models
6.1 Introductory Remarks

The Cox-Reid theory is applied to autoregressive processes of orders 1 and 2 in this
chapter. First the case of a simple AR(1) model without constant is briefly analysed.
The next, and longer, section is devoted to the AR(1) model with constant.

Then

follows a section devoted to an analysis of the previous model when a unit root exists
simultaneously with a non-zero constant.

A non-zero constant or drift reshapes the

asymptotic distributions radically which is the rationale for a separate exposition. The
analysis of the AR(1) dynamics is closed with an analysis of a model due to Bhargava
(1986) who introduced an alternative way of including a constant in the model. The
dynamically richer AR(2) model without a constant is the final scrutinised model.
Two families of statistics, or standardised autoregressive coefficients and Wald test
statistics, are explored. The analysis is in the spirit of Dickey and Fuller (1979) but the
statistics are constructed from the adjusted profile likelihood in the present study. The
original Dickey-Fuller statistics provide points of comparison. As pointed out at the end
of Chapter 4 the LM and perhaps also the LR principles may be less fit for construction
of tests than the Wald principle when the adjusted profile likelihood is employed.
In general, the asymptotic distributions under both nonstationarity and stationarity
are analysed. However, the information measures related to the AR(2) model have been
derived under the assumption of a unit root. This facilitates the calculations which have
already become pretty complicated. The emphasis on testing in the unit-root literature
66
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motivates to an extent this simplification. The stationary AR(2) model provides an
interesting point of comparison but it is commented on solely from the point of view of
asymptotics.
Only an outline of the sometimes extensive derivations is presented. The ML and the
OLS estimates of i/> are equal for the models of Sections 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, and 6.6 but the
A

notation i/>ml is used to emphasize the fact that the adjustments spring from likelihood
considerations.
We make the assumption of the normality of the innovations when deriving the CoxReid adjusted estimate. The asymptotic unit-root distributions which we shall obtain
apply also under IIDness of the innovations or even under certain conditions which allow
for some heterogeneity in the innovation process (but not autocorrelatedness, cf. Phillips
and Perron (1988)). IIDness of the innovations with some standard technical conditions
is also enough to guarantee convergence to the stated asymptotic distributions when the
process is stationary. 1
The focus is on asymptotic distributions; Chapter 7 is devoted to small-sample characteristics.

6.2 Adjusted Profile Likelihood for an AR(1) Model
The simple AR(1) or Markov model

Vt = i>yt-i + e«,

(6.1)

calculations related to the examples and all of the graphs in the thesis were done with the
statistical software SURVO (Mustonen (1992)). The STATL command for analysis of very large data
sets and to be included in future versions of SURVO was additionally provided for our use by Professor
Mustonen. SURVO was also used to check numerically derivations and properties of the obtained
quantities. The Mathematica (Wolfram (1991)) programme was used for analytical checks and finding the
maxima of the likelihood equations of the example in Section 6.6. All of the simulations were implemented
with programmes written by the author using the GAUSS language (1992). The experiments referred to
in this chapter are based on 100 000 replications unless pointed out otherwise. The scales of the graphs
do not always cover the whole range of values of the variable in question. Appendix A6 supplies other
details of the simulations.

___
where ^
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(-1,1], et ~NID(0, a2 ), cr2 > 0, t = 1,..., T, and yQ = 0 is scrutinized in this

section. The autoregressive parameter ^ is the parameter of interest while the variance
parameter <j2 is the nuisance parameter.
As already remarked, the model has a long history in economics. Indeed, if economic
theory can predict time series properties of a variable of interest then the outcome is
typically this model with ip = 1. The variable in question is usually of financial or
expectational character. (Cf. Sections 2.2 and 3.1 and the references there in).
The log-likelihood generated by the model is

The profile log-likelihood is

where

A2

The expected and observed information measures of relevance are

-i

= 0

and
J *°

2<7 4

CT 6 ~'-

respectively. Hence the parameters are orthogonal which inflicts c— 0 in equation (4.12),
and the adjusted profile likelihood (4.9) is applicable. We remark that
/x _

-Mog | Ja2 ff2 (I/), (7 , ) \ ^ =
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It follows that the adjusted profile log-likelihood is

« -log+log

= -

log

.

(6.2)

Obviously, maximization of this log-likelihood will produce the same estimate as maximization of the ordinary profile log-likelihood or

-

~

Vml

_

~

T

2

t=i Vt-i

Intuitive explanation for the equivalence of the estimates is that <72 is a scale parameter: it is not really a nuisance from the point of view of estimation. This is so regardless
of the value of ^ which would be one in the case of a unit root. Contrastingly, an adjustment arose in the example of p. 42 where the variance was regarded as the parameter
of interest. In that case the autoregressive coefficient is a nuisance even from the point
of view of estimation. As pointed out in Section 5.3, the bias is not too severe for this
model in general which might account for the result, too.
It is interesting that the innovation permutation argument of Rothenberg (1995),
referred to in Section 5.4, likewise fails to modify the estimate under this model (personal
communication). A bias correction (for median-unbiasedness) for the AR(1) model did
not seem feasible in Andrews (1993) either.
A
The familiar asymptotic distribution of Tl' 2 (i/>mi ?/>) is A^O, 1 10 2 ). The asymptotic
A
unit-root distribution of T(t/>ml 1) was introduced already in formula (3.11). The histogram of Figure 6.1, calculated from simulated data, illustrates the latter distribution.
The Monte Carlo median (Med), skewness (Skew), mean, standard deviation (SD), and
MSE are documented in the figure as well. 2 The distribution is skewed to the left and
2 The Monte-Carlo mean may be compared with the previously reported exact value 1.7814 (p. 61).
The other exact moments may be checked from the numerical calculations of Evans and Savin (1981, p.
768).
Nabeya and Tanaka (1990a) have calculated accurate asymptotic fractiles and plotted the corresponding density function for this model and for the other variants with a constant or a constant and a time
trend. Literally, their model differs from the present slightly, neither do they analyse explicitly the MLE
but the resulting asymptotic distributions are the same as those in which we are interested.
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has most of its probability mass on negative values (or values of ipml less than 1).
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A

Figure 6.1

Empirical asymptotic distribution of

1) for ip — I (AR(1)).

The ^-statistic for the null hypothesis of ^ = 1 is

where s is the standard degrees-of-freedom corrected estimate of a. This is the statistic
which Dickey (1976) employed for testing for unit roots, and the asymptotic unit-root
distribution of it was recorded in formula (3.12). The same asymptotic distribution is
generated by the (square root of the) Wald statistic
A

which complies with definition (4.4). The distribution is sketched in Figure 6.2. It can
be seen that the distribution possesses a negative mean and, perhaps a bit surprisingly,
that it is somewhat skewed to the right which contrasts with the asymptotic distribution
of the MLE. The asymptotic distribution would be Standard Normal under stationarity.
It was pointed out in Section 4.1 that the statistic
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Empirical asymptotic distribution of the lvalue for t/> = 1 (AR(1))

\

-1);

is based on adjusted profile likelihood but is analogous to the square root of the ordinary
Wald statistic. With the above results in hand, it is a simple task to show that
A

-1)

T-2

for the maintained model. The adjusted Wald statistic differs from the ordinary one only
by a multiplying constant (tending to unity) so the adjustment is not helpful when a
unit root is tested for. When the null value of z/> (V'o) lies in the region ( 1, 1) (and T
above is replaced by ^0) then a better concordance with the Normal approximation to
the small-sample distribution is possible, but we shall not dwell on this side-track.
Example. 100 observations were generated from the random- walk process yt = ^yt-\ + ^t
where ^ = 1, tt ~NID(0, 1) and yQ = 0. A graph of the time series is plotted in Figure
A

A

6.3. If only the 25 first observations are analyzed then il>mi=$ad = 0.959. The estimates
equal 0.994 when all the observations are considered. These estimates will serve as a
benchmark against which estimates to be introduced in the following sections can be
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A realisation from the random-walk process.

6.3 Adjusted Profile Likelihood for an AR(1) Model with Con
stant
A typical way of introducing a constant to the AR(1) model is

yt

a

(6.4)

where i/> 6 (-1,1], £* ~NID(0,<r2 ), a2 > 0, t = 1,... ,T, and y0 = 0. If ip = 1 then
it is assumed that a = 0. The autoregressive parameter i/> is the parameter of interest
while the constant a and the variance parameter a1 are the nuisance parameters. In tune
with our previous notation denote the nuisance parameters by </>' = [a cr2] and the whole
parameter vector by u/ = [ip </>']. The model will sometimes be referred to as ARM (1). It
is one of the most important workhorses of applied econometrics. As already pointed out,
inclusion of the constant substantially magnifies the bias and spread in the estimation of
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, for most values of ^.
The assumption a = 0 under ^ = 1 will not be used in the derivation of the information measures or the adjusted profile log-likelihood in any way. (Indeed, a will appear
in many formulae below even when $ — 1.) The assumption is needed only when the
asymptotic (and small-sample) distributions are derived (and simulated). The case a ^ 0
and ty — \ is examined in the next section.3
The log-likelihood is

, a, <r2 ; y) = -f log a2 -

and the profile log-likelihood is

(6.5)

Here

and

The maximum of /,(^) occurs at ^ equal to

(6-6)

3The time series would feature a drift a if a ^ 0 and t/> = 1 (a/a might be called a scale-free drift).
A drift would alter the shape of the asymptotic distributions radically as noted before.
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^), shares the asymptotic distribution 7V(0, 1 1/>2 )

with the MLE of ty of the previous section under stationarity. The well-known asymptotic
A

unit-root distribution of T(i/>ml 1) is

l{[W(\)]2 -l}-W(l)ro W(r)dr
~

——

(6.7)

or more compactly

/o

-

(6'8)

Here W*(r) = W(r) — /Q l/K(r)dr (so called demeaned Brownian motion). (Hamilton
(1994) provides a detailed derivation of formula (6.7). Phillips and Perron (1988) established the latter form). The distribution will be referred to as DF^ after Dickey and
Fuller (1979). The histogram of Figure 6.4 portrays the distribution. The scale of the
graph is kept the same as in Figure 6.1 to elucidate the increase in bias and spread of the
distribution compared to the MLE of the previous section. Estimation of the constant
increases the bias relatively even more than the SD. The consequent inflation of MSE
can be read from the attached statistics. Perhaps the sole positive finding is that the
MLE with constant features less skewness than the MLE without a constant. 4
The t- value, or TM in the notation of Section 3.2, for the null hypothesis ^ = 1 and
the asymptotic distribution of it are:

A

1/2

or to DF» {/o1 (W*(r)] 2 dr]

1/2

4It is not clear if a symmetric distribution is desired when estimating an autoregressive parameter
near (but not larger) than unity. For one thing, estimates larger than unity may lead to very inaccurate
forecasts.
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/\
Empirical asymptotic distribution of T(tpml — 1) for ip = I (ARM (1)).

Lower case s2 is the degrees-of-freedom corrected estimate of variance or:

t=l

The same asymptotic distribution is generated by (the square root of) the Wald statistic
(VW) which is calculated otherwise similarly but the MLE of a is substituted in place
of s. The distribution will carry the tag DF—r^ in what follows. It is drafted in Figure
6.5. The distribution features a negative mean but the observations are scattered fairly
symmetrically as can be read from the small difference between the mean and the median. Somewhat surprisingly, the standard deviation and skewness coefficient are smaller
than when a constant was not estimated. Of course, a corresponding lvalue for a null
within the stationary region would follow the Standard Normal asymptotically under
stationarity.
We begin the derivation of adjusted profile log-likelihood from an easy starting point:
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Empirical asymptotic distribution of the £-value for ip = I (ARM (1)).

= 0.

Thus cr2 is orthogonal with respect to ij> and a. Instead, ^ and a are in general nonorthogonal:

T-l
t=l
a vVT-1

if

if

(6.10)

if
= 1.

if
The second equality follows from the formula

yt =

(6.11)
yo + «« + ELi ei

if

=1
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and the assumption 3/0 = O.5
The parameters are orthogonal only if a — O.6 This kind of local orthogonality is not
useful from our perspective as pointed out in Section 4.2. The formula for the unit-root
case arises, say, as a limit of the formula for the stationary case by applying sequentially
1'Hospital's rule (e.g. Chiang (1984, p. 429)).
We shall apply the Cox-Reid (1993) formula (4.12) which does not require orthogonality. Orthogonality of cr2 with i/> and a is still beneficial because it simplifies the
formula of c in that equation:
\ M

-1

c = tr

d
d(a,
/

= tr

-1 r

d

1\ '1

"

0

J

(6.12)

0

A single additional information measure is needed to construct c but we also note the
observed measure for <r2 for use below:

= E(jaa )

=
(6.13)

Coefficient c is here:

5 The expression X^=i ^*~*£i should be understood to stand for ]£*=i ^*~* ct + e* when ty = 0.
6 Cruddas et al. (1989) deviced the orthogonal parameterisation u>*' = [t/> a log {<r(l V*2 )" 1^2 }] for
the fully stationary AR(1) model with constant where the first observation already follows the stationary
distribution. Such a parameterisation is not functional for our purposes as we want to allow for the
circumstance V1 = 1-
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<

if 0 = 1
( 6 - 14)
if

T-l

if il> = 1.

2

Again, the formula for the nonstationary model arises as a limit from the first formula. In
what follows it is assumed that c or the estimated c, c= c |

A , is calculated according

to the first formula whether | ^ |< 1 or ip = I unless it is pointed out otherwise.
Of course, c is always positive according to the formula for ip = 1 but it is also easy
to see that c > 0 for all T > 2 if | i/> |< 1. Actually, c can then be negative only if ^
were less than, say, 1

indeed an unlikely circumstance with economic time series.

The estimated c converges in probability to (1

0)~ 1 > 0 under | if) \< 1. If ip = 1 then

the term (I — ipT ] /T(l — 0) 2 does not fade as T increases and c is OP (T). Numerical
analysis reveals that c increases monotonically with ^ for ^ G ( 1,1) and T > 3 (as can
easily be seen from the asymptotic expression for c but the property appears to hold as
well for T finite). 7 The adjustment to the profile likelihood thus tends to magnify with
ip. Though theoretically equal at tfr = 1, the formulae are likely to differ substantially
A

A

numerically if the first is evaluated at u;m; because of the downward bias of ipml and
random variation. The coefficient increases rapidly if it is evaluated at a ^ larger than
one.
We note that c does not depend on the magnitude of a, the reason for the existence of
c in the first place. This harmonizes with formula (5.5) according to which the bias does
not depend on the magnitude of the constant if the model is stationary. It is somewhat
unanticipated that c is positive for ^

(-1, -1/3] about which more is said below. The

fact that a does not appear in the formula for c fits our assumption of a = 0 if ^ = 1

7The coefficient c grows monotonically for $ larger than one as well, because then dc/dij> = T(l —
^)) (1 V*7 " 1 ) 2 (l V"T) is positive for all T. In general, the coefficient is not monotonic for values
of ^ less than 1.
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well. The intuition is less clear when a ^ 0 and ^ = 1; the case is commented on in
Section 6.4
The final element needed is
«A 2

A

O~ wi — -o loff
o

by the above results. We have now all the ingredients to evaluate the adjusted profile
log-likelihood of Cox and Reid (1993):

(6 - 15)

(T-3)

The adjustment has turned out to be a kind of degrees-of-freedom correction amplified
A

A

by the c (i/>— V'm/) term. The impact of the former correction is not apparent yet but
A

will be considered later (p. 84) after defining ^>od2 explicitly. It is easy to see that the
. A
A
A
A
c > 0- It is highly
if
>
^0<i2>^m/
or
i/>mh
of
right
the
to
lies
ladi(y)
of
local maximum
likely that the condition is satisfied, as remarked above, and the modification serves to
A

A

increase the AE over that of i/>ml . As remarked above, the magnitude of c depends greatly
A

on the magnitude of ^mt . The likelihood (6.15) makes it clear that the strength of the
adjustment depends straightforwardly on the size of c: the greater ^>m/ , the greater c,
A

A

and the greater the difference between 4>ad2 and i/>ml . Relatedly, the adjustment appears
more substantial in the nonstationary than in the stationary case: the adjustment term
(0_ il>ml ) is multiplied by c which is OP (T) or Op (l) if the process is nonstationary or
stationary, respectively.8 The disparity in the orders of magnitude of the adjustment to
the MLE will be formalized later.

8The magnitude of the term - [(T - 3)/2] log 0^ can increase as well if a unit root is allowed for:
A2
is then OP (T) when evaluated at V = 1, as in the stationary case, but is of larger
<fy
3)/2]log
[(T
A2
magnitude otherwise as cr^ is OP (T) when evaluated at t/> ^ 1 under ij> — \. However, the magnitude does
not increase by as much as the magnitude of the coefficient c because of the logarithmic transformation
A2

of
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It was hinted above that the intuition of c for ^ in the range ( 1, 1/3] is not evident.
The MLE is then unbiased or biased towards zero (Section 5.3) so a shift towards 1
would be needed for such values of ^ from the point of view of correcting for bias. The
theoretical c is positive for the values of tf> under discussion so c should be positive, too
with the consequence that the-.AE would be shifted towards 0 instead of 1. Coefficient
c is moderate though when tp G (-l,-l/3] which suggests a modest shift. The lesson
seems to be that the Cox-Reid adjustment does not operate solely to diminish the bias
or that it is not able to do it, in the present application, everywhere in the parameter
space.
Differentiating equation (6.15) with respect to i^ and setting it equal to zero produces
the adjusted likelihood equation9 :

(6-16)
A

where

<"^ _ 2T_1
• •• •

£-1 I

and

=
Equation (6.16) is equivalent to:
A

g

A

/

1C

A

9 The notation / is designed to point out that the ratio converges stochastically to 1 as T tends to
infinity whether V> = 1 or | V |< 1- However, / tends to V"2 when the starting value relative to the
unconditional mean tends to infinity, see Appendix A5.
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which is a quadratic in ^>. The roots of the equation are:

(T-3) 2

2c

\

\

/) 2

A

A2

4c

A

assuming c^ 0 (which is the case with probability one). It is useful to distinguish the
cases:

i)

c< 0 and the roots are complex (with nonzero imaginary parts)

ii)

c< 0 and the roots are real (and unequal)

Hi) c= 0 (in which case the adjusted likelihood equation implies a polynomial of order one)
iv)

c> 0 and the roots are real (and unequal)

v)

c> 0 and the roots are complex (with nonzero imaginary parts).

Mathematically, two further circumstances exist: the roots are real but equal and c< 0 or
c> 0. However, these events can happen only with probability zero. If the roots are real
then /Od2(^0 features a local maximum and a local minimum but increases monotonically
if the roots are complex. The case c= 0 occurs with probability zero too and would imply
that the adjusted likelihood equation would shrink (essentially) to the usual likelihood
equation.
A

Assuming real roots, the maximum of /^(VO occurs at the root i/>ml +(T 3)/2 c -y^
I

~~

"~~~"

e\

if c> 0 or at the root $m/ +(T-3)/2 c +S if c< 0 where ^ = ]/(T - 3)2 /4 c" + $TO/ - /
A

A

(Appendix Al). If the roots are complex then the term c (^ ij>ml ) must dominate ladi(^)
forcing it to decrease or increase monotonically with ^ if c> 0 or c< 0, respectively. As
the parameter space is restricted to ( 1,1] it seems inherent to interpret ladi^) as
supporting an estimate equal to 1 or 1, respectively, in these situations. The incident

A

A

c= 0 would imply a maximum at ?/>m/ . Based on this reasoning we define
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A+

4c

A

i/>mi

ni ~

^ ''0 applies
if "0 applies

2c.

V

(6.18)

4c

if v) applies.

1

The definition is devised so that i/>ad2 tends to increase relative to ^m/ as the cases are
scanned downwards. The ranking holds always for the circumstances from it) to iv). 10
The terms of the adjusted profile log-likelihood are clearly of different magnitude if
2

| i> \< 1: —[(T — 3)/2] log a^ remains OP (T) regardless of the point of evaluation, while
A
the term if>— ipmt becomes multiplied by Ac which is Op (l). If ^ = 1 then Ac is OP (T)
but the first term dominates still as it must be of greater order than OP (T) in general
2

(<j^, evaluated at a value of i/> different from unity, is 0P (T) under i(> = I). So ladtty)
should feature curvature, a local maximum and real roots regardless of tp according to
asymptotics. Further, it is shown in Appendix Al that case iv) applies asymptotically in
general. 11 The simulations reported in Section 7.2 confirm that it is the standard even
for very small samples when i/> = 1.
2

Complex roots relate to events in which the variation of the term [(T — 3)/2] log a^
A
A
with ip is overshadowed by the variation of the term c (t/> 0m/ ) in the adjusted profile
log-likelihood. The simulations in Section 7.2 will reveal that this can happen only if the
A

10The ranking would break, say, if ^m/ were larSer tnan one but the roots were complex. Another
A
A
possibility would be to define i/>ad2 to equal V>m i also in cases t) and v). The AE could not then be closer
A
to zero than the MLE. A further alternative would be to define t/> ad2 equal to the modulus of the root
or the real part of the root. The complex cases could also be ignored, i.e. dropped from the data sets in
the simulation exercises of Chapter 7 but this would be the least acceptable solution in our opinion. It
is not a settlement for practitioners, and it might bias Monte Carlo statistics, too.
n Heuristically, this can be seen as follows. The radical in iv) is y/ (T4^2^^2 + V"2 1 ignoring sampling
errors. The V*2 1 term becomes asymptotically negligible under | iff \< 1 and equal to zero under ^» = 1,
A
A
so if;mi +^r - V- w $mi (-*1 VO for large T. Relatedly, it is shown in Appendix Al that asymptotically
p
d2 ladj2W/d2 ^ < 0 (indicating a local maximum) at the smaller root, and that the other root lies in the
region (1, oo) or outside the parameter space of if).
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sample size is extremely small or c is exceedingly large due to a MLE larger than one.
It is proved in Appendix Al that i/>ad2 can be expressed as

A
C

ad2

—

Yml

0P (T-3) if
(6.19)

rr\

0P (T-2 ) if^ = l.
The approximation is apt for deriving the asymptotic distributions but it provides insight,
too.
A2

It is also shown in Appendix Al that if>ml

A

/< 0 with the equality applying only

o

asymptotically. 12

/) tends thus to be negative as c is positive

The term c (^>m/
A

A

for large T implying then that V'ad2>V'm{ in harmony with our previous remarks. A
closer scrutinisation of the expression affirms our previous comments on the effect of the
A

A

A

A

A

magnitude of c on the difference between ^ad2 and i/>ml (a large ipad2 relative to i^ml is
related to a large c). 13
The strength of the adjustment depends also on the informativeness of the sample.
Substituting the MLE into equation (A1.4) in Appendix Al reveals that the second
derivative of the adjusted profile log-likelihood evaluated at the MLE is:

o

12 It is easy to see that ipmj / 1= (ri) 2 or the square of the sample autocorrelation coefficient between
A2

A

yt and yt -i- The coefficient lies between zero and one so ^m/ must be smaller than or equal to /. The
proof in Appendix Al makes use of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality explicitly. The equality implies that
A

A2

A _.0^ /(ri) 2 . This makes it also clear that / tends in probability to 1: the terms on the right-hand side
both tend in probability to V>2 and hence the ratio tends in probability to 1. Furthermore, the relation
$ml =l (n) 2 provides an alternative expression for the approximation: ^ad2 ^mi - c [(ri) 2 - 1] /

13The terms in the multiplication c ($m/ - /) are not independent so it is not quite legitimate to
focus solely on the size of c on the adjustment. Actually, a large c is related to a large (and positive)
2

2

/). However, asymptotically at least, this is more than compensated by
if>ml and hence small (V>m/
A
A2
A
A2
A
a larger c which increases more with V" than ^TO/ - / decreases with iff. If ^ is negative then if>ml - /
should increase in absolute value with if> and hence contribute to a larger adjustment together with c.
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T-3
A2

A similar derivation for the profile log-likelihood yields:

(6-20)

——A'
t

/

The two likelihoods feature quite similar curvature at the MLE. Comparison to approximation (6.19) reveals that the additive adjustment term there depends on the curvature
A2

of the adjusted profile log-likelihood. The smaller (T

A

/) is in absolute value

3)/(V>m/

or the less curved the (adjusted) profile log-likelihood is, the larger the additive adjustment term in equation (6.19) is (given the MLE and hence c). The adjustment gains
strength when the sample emerges uninformative.
A2

The effect of multiplying log a^ by

(T — 3)/2 in the adjusted profile log-likelihood

instead of —T/2 (as in the ordinary profile log-likelihood (6.5)) can be considered now,
too. It can be seen from approximation (6.19) that substituting T in place of T — 3 in
approximation (6.19) would shrink the AE towards the MLE. Consequently, the T — 3
modification of the adjusted log-likelihood (6.5) reinforces the tendency of the term c
A

(i/>mi —ip) to increase the AE over that of the MLE. In conclusion, the degrees-of-freedom
correction tends to make the AE depart from the MLE, or increase it (assuming a positive
c), in parallel with the standard case of such a correction when estimating residual
variance (cf. the examples on pp. 42-44). Asymptotically it does not matter whether
log &1 is multiplied by -(T - 3)/2 or -T/2.
It can be seen that:
A

A
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when the model is stationary. The second term on the right-hand side is OP (T~ 1^2) bee\

cause c is Op (l) or tends stochastically to (1

0)~1 and (^m/

/) is Op (l) or tends

stochastically to i/>2 — 1 if |^| < 1 (Appendix Al). It follows that the asymptotic distriA

bution of the standardised AE or Tl '2 (if>ad2 —i/>) is the same as that of the standardised
ordinary MLE if the process is stationary. In other words, there is no adjustment asymptotically if |^| < 1.
The nonstationary case is different. The appropriate standardising factor is T and
we find

rj, = Op (T~l ),
A2

A

The second term on the right-hand side is now Op (l) as c is OP (T) and (i/>mi

A

.

/) is

Op (T~ l ) when ip = 1 (Appendix Al). The adjustment persists even asymptotically,
and the disparity in the order of magnitude of the adjustment in the stationary and
nonstationary case

noted when discussing the adjusted profile log- likelihood

is

verified.
A further way to interpret the strength of the adjustment is to notice that

> 0.

The numerator is Op (l) whether the model is stationary or not but the denominator or
the sample variance multiplied by T"1 is Op (T~l ) under stationarity or Op (l) under a
unit root. The ratio and the adjustment hinge on the magnitude of the sample variance
of yt which is larger under nonstationarity.
We can write the right-hand side of approximation (6.21) to form:
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-i) + 3- T( -i) + rj
A

r

A

-1

A

A

A

( 6 ' 22 )

-1) l - ^(Vmi +l) + ^-3 T(l -1) + r.

The distribution of this expression depends on the method of evaluating c, namely if it
is specified as c= (1- ^m/)" 1 - (1- il>mi)/T(l- ^m/ ) 2 , or c= (T - l)/2 which employs
the a priori information ip = 1 (formula (6.14)). We shall first consider the latter case
which is simpler.
The term in square brackets, and hence the first term as a whole in the second line
of expression (6.22), tends stochastically to zero because

.Mm [c /(T - 3)] = 1/2

(6.23)

A

when c= (T - l)/2,

+!•)]

=

0,

A

A

and because T(i/>mi 1) is Op (l). The T(l 1) part in expression (6.22) becomes for
large T (cf. Appendix Al)
A

=

^E-i-^- 2
(6.24)

where the weak convergence is due to well-known theorems (Hamilton (1994, p. 486),
say). It follows that

where ipad2,ap (aP f°r a priori) is the adjusted estimate employing the a priori information
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c= (T— 1)/2. (We shall sometimes refer to this sort of estimate as AEap). The distribution
will be alluded to as AD^ap (AD for adjusted). Of course, this is a different distribution
A

from the Dickey-Fuller distribution to which T(^ml —I) tends.
The following alternative way to derive the asymptotic distribution provides extra
insight. It is shown in Appendix Al that

f[WJr)] 29 dr}'I
o
J
1

.

(6.26)

Combining this information with formulae (6.7), (6.21), and (6.23) yields

A

or

A
>«d2,aP

i; *

The Cox-Reid adjustment term

lW(l)[W(l)-2ftW(r)dr]
'Vr 2 *c T(tf>ml — l)/(T — 3) in equation (6.21) has the

impact of adding a '1/2' into the numerator of the ratio which defines the asymptotic
distribution of the standardised MLE. The '1/2' and the ' 1/2' cancel in the numerators. Comparison with formula (5.15) (or the asymptotic distribution of the statistic
defined by it) reveals that this is the asymptotic correction which Rothenberg (1995) has
independently devised and proved to yield an asymptotically unbiased symmetrically distributed estimate under if> — I. 14 - 15 Another remark on this derivation is that it embodies
14We will not prove this result but the fact that W(l) in the numerator is a Standard Norma
l variate
hints that this might be the case. The square-bracket term in the numerator has expectation
zero, too:
/o W(r)dr is a Normal variate with mean zero and variance 1/3 (Banerjee et al (1993, pp.
43-5), say).
More specifically, it is shown in Appendix Al that T~ l /2 (yT-2 2/-i) => N(Q, <r2/3). Thus the
numerator
tends in distribution to AT(0, <r2 /3) 7V(0, <r2/3) (where the two Normal variates are not indepe
ndent).
We had independently derived the asymptotic distribution (6.25) in essence by May 1994 and
in detail
by October 1994. The discussion relating the present results to those of Rothenberg (1995)
was added
in March 1995.
15 The canceling of the one half in the numerator of the asymptotic distribution of the MLE
might
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our comments on formula (6.19): the Cox-Reid adjustment shifts the distribution of the
MLE asymptotically to the right as the adjustment term | {/Q [W*(r)] 2 ^r }

ls positive

(with probability one).
Figure 6.6 illuminates distribution (6.25). Monte Carlo statistics are again provided
with the figure. The distribution features zero mean (within simulation error) and symmetry, and is far less scattered than the distribution of the corresponding MLE (Figure
6.4). The adjustment performs extremely well in asymptotic terms as it removes the
bias altogether and produces a relatively tight distribution as measured by SD or MSE.
Furthermore, the distribution is much more compact than the asymptotic distribution
of the MLE without constant (6.4). The present SD is only about a third of the SD of
the corresponding MLE and about a half of the SD of the MLE without a constant. The
analogous ratios for the MSE are about one eighteenth and about a fifth, respectively.
The distribution in Figure 6.6 is not Normal as the Monte Carlo kurtosis is 2.045 (the
standardised measure takes value zero under normality, not reported in the figure). 16
Unfortunately, use of a priori information of ifr — 1 or using the formula c= (T — l)/2
in the calculation of the AE is not sensible even when a unit root is considered the null.
Inspection of definition (6.18), case iv), reveals that
2

A

4c

\-2-

• 22
A

regardless of the true value of ^. In other words, i/Jad2tap would be inconsistent for

suggest that a similar adjustment would yield an unbiased estimate under a unit root for the simple
AR(1) model of Section (6.2). This does not happen. The asymptotic distribution of the standardised
MLE of ij> under this model is | {[^(l)] 2 - l} / Jo[W(r)f (formula (3.11)). Hence there is a 'one half
which would cancel asymptotically if 7V2 /2 were added to the numerator of the standardised MLE
as in equation (5.15) for the AR^(l) model. However, such a modification cannot yield a zero-mean
symmetric distribution because |[FP(1)] 2/ fo[W(r)] 2 is positive with probability one. Interestingly,
neither Rothenberg's argument (personal communication) or the Cox-Reid procedure yield this nor any
adjustment for the simple AR(1) model.
16 Some caution is in place when interpreting the sample kurtosis of a very large sample. The number
of decimal points included in the original data can cause vast discrepances in the sample kurtosis, at
least with the algorithm we have used.
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Figure 6.6

Empirical asymptotic distribution of T(i/>ad2>ap —1) for i/> = I (ARM (1)).

|< I. 17 The result is discouraging from the point of view of testing for unit roots but
A

it is noted that a test statistic like T(ipad2tCtp

1) can display power if the convergence to

unity under stationarity takes place at rate Op (T~(l ~s)) where 0 < 8 < 1. In Section 7.3
A

we point out an alternative sense in which ^a£/2,ap an(^ a ^es^ based on it can be consistent
and useful.

The standardised coefficient c /T converges stochastically to a distribution instead of
a constant if the a priori information ^ = 1 is not made use of in the estimation. The
*T
sole tricky part in finding the distribution is attaining an asymptotic expression for

The mean-value theorem states that f(ip) = f(i/>0 ) + [df(i/>)/di/>] |^=^* (i/> - ^0
where ^* lies between ip and fa. It follows that log ^>m/ = T($ml —l)/i/>* by letting
f(i/,ml ) = log ifrm/ and ^0 = I. 18 Noting that |^ - 1| <

and that the latter

tends in probability to zero, so the former must tend in probability to zero, too, or
17Note that approximations like (6.22) or (6.19) are not serviceable for analysing consistency in the
case under study because the remainder terms are of larger order of magnitude than stated in the text
if c — (T — l)/2 simultaneously with | tf> \< 1.
A

A

18We are assuming here that i/>ml does not take negative values so that log(V>m/) is defined which
should hold well for a large enough sample size. A technically more sound proof would redefine the
MLE so that it cannot take negative values and reason the asymptotic distribution from the asymptotic
distribution of the redefined MLE.
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to one. It follows that log ^m/ converges weakly to the same distribution as T(^m/ 1)
which is the Dickey-Fuller distribution (6.8) or DF^. We find that

exp(DFlt )

(6.27)

after taking anti-logarithms. Now it is straightforward to infer that

c/T

=

A

1

t -1)

A

1 - exp(DFll )

or

(6 .28)
where the ' ' sign follows from the properties of the exponential function and applies
with probability one. Though extreme values of c /T are possible in principle it should lie
most likely within the span (0, 1): DF^ should take a value larger than (approximately)
1.8 for c /T to exceed one and the probability of such an event is quite small (about
0.003). Figure 6.7 sketches the distribution. Most of the probability mass lies between
zero and one with emphasis on values close to zero, and the right tail is long. In contrast,
coefficient c evaluated at tp = I tends to exactly one half as T tends to infinity.
Coefficient c tends here to a distribution instead of a constant because appropriately
standardised information measures evaluated at the MLE do not necessarily converge to
a constant under a unit root in the present context. In the stationary case this does not
happen and c converges stochastically to (1 VO" 1 A
The asymptotic distribution of T(tpad2 1) can now be readily derived from expression
(6.22):
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Empirical asymptotic distribution of the data-based c for i/> = 1 (ARM (1)).

exp(£)FM) - (1 + DFJ

(DF,

(6.29)

or

A

exp(£>j;) - (1 +
(DFtf

{f!i(W,(r)]2 dr}~\

(6.30)

We shall label the distribution as
It is interesting to remark that if the term exp(DFlt) were approximated by
2

F^) 2 then the asymptotic distribution AD^ap or distribution (6.25) of the a
priori

a.djusted MLE would result. However, the approximation is not good as can be seen by
comparing Figures 6.6 and 6.8 which depict AD^ap and AD^, respectively. (The
fractiles
of ADp are reported in Table 7.1 of Section 7.2.) The distributions are quite differ
ent.
ADp, resembles the Dickey-Fuller distribution DF^ (Figure 6.4) quite a bit,
especially at the left tail. Visually, apparent differences include the right-ward shift
and the
stretched right tail of AD^ compared to DF^. The Monte Carlo statistics,
especially
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the medians and the means, accompanying Figures 6.4 and 6.8, confirm the shift. The
slightly larger SD of AD^ over that of DF^ is probably due to the longer right tail of
the former. The same phenomena is reflected in the reduction of skewness, too. Most
interestingly, we have been able to beat the MSE of the MLE by about 30 per cent.
However, the differences between the distributions are not too drastic in general. (The
finite-sample distributions are more clearly distinct, cf. Section 7.2.)
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Figure 6.8

Empirical asymptotic distribution of T(t/>ad2 1) for ^ = 1 (ARM (1)).
A

A

Figure 6.9 presents the asymptotic joint distribution of T(^ml -1) and T(^ad2 -1)
based on 100 000 draws from DF^ and AD^ (each point corresponds to the same realization of an approximation to Brownian motion). The observations from AD^ lie
consistently above those from DF^. (The line in the figure indicates the points were
equality would occur.) The figure reinforces our previous comments on the disparity of
if) l and ij>ad2 : if *l>mi ls verv larSe

over one say

^nen ^ne difference between the

estimates tends to widen. This explains why the right tail of AD^ is stretched compared
to DFp. The Monte Carlo correlation coefficient (r) reported in the figure is very high.
(The coefficient is a measure of linear correlation so it does not completely capture the
strength of the relationship between the variables.) An explanation for the similarity of
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the distributions (excluding the right tail) seems to be the strong correlation.
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Figure 6.9

Empirical asymptotic joint distribution of T(tpmi

A

1) and T(tpad2

1) for

It is not often when one would be willing to adjust the MLE asymptotically. However,
the standard regularity conditions behind the usual optimality results are not valid in
the present context as already pointed out in Section 4.1. Indeed, we have found that
the MSE of the AE is asymptotically notably smaller than the MSE of the corresponding

MLE.
Inaccuracy in the estimation of coefficient c deteriorates the (asymptotic) distribu-

tion of the AE compared to the circumstance when the a priori information is employed.
A
Presumably the coefficient could be estimated more accurately after finding if>ad2 and
evaluating the coefficient at it. The new estimate of c could be substituted into the
adjusted profile log-likelihood, and the i/> that would maximize the revised likelihood
might be a more accurate estimate. 19 Repeated iteration does not seem sensible though,
as it would probably (if not definitely) lead to an ever- increasing estimate of i/> and c
/\

19 One might wonder whether the AE should be substituted in place of the MLE in the term (if)— ij)ml )
as well. This would change only the value of the likelihood at the maximum but not the V at which the
maximum takes place.
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because a larger (positive) c implies a larger adjusted estimate ceteris paribus. 20 Altere\

I

~J*—I" ^mi ~ I might be evaluated iteratively

natively, the expression ^ml +^f£ ~ \
2c

once or until convergence takes place with i/>ml replaced by the AE in the first iteration and by the resulting revised estimate thereafter with c evaluated similarly at the
revised estimate from the previous iteration. 21 A third possibility would be to evaluate
1

T-3

A

*^\2

~a ' \- ij)ml — I again once22 or repeatedly until convergence by replacing

4c
A

i[>ml by the revised estimate iteratively but with the original c. The two latter procedures
would be quite exploratory as they do not share the intuition of the first procedure of
maximizing the revised likelihood. The above iteration methods will be referred to as
procedure 1) (a one-step iteration is assumed with this technique), procedure 2), and
procedure 3), respectively. We shall study only procedure 1) in detail, but the other two
procedures are experimented within the example below, too. For clarity, we define the
A

iteratively adjusted estimate tpad2i of procedure 1) formally:

if i) or i ) applies

-1
A

A2

T-3

^^+ *l>mi ~ I if *0 applies

A

if Hi) applies
(T-3)

J. — o
+ —A~

(6.31)

+ ifyml — I if iv) applies
if v) or v*) applies

where c± and cases f) to v*) are defined below.

20 Relatedly, the root of the new likelihood equation would become complex if c were allowed to
A2

increase without limit: The first term (T
A

.

A2

3) 2 /4 c in the radical of the root would tend to zero with
A

an increasing c while the second term i^mj — I would remain negative.
21 Zigzag convergence would be possible with this procedure as there is no guarantee that the revised
A
estimate squared minus / would be nonpositive as with the MLE.
22The values from the one-time iterations appear better than the ones from the repeated iteration for
the data of the example below. The results for the one-time iterations are not reported there, though.
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i)

Ci< 0 and the roots are complex (with nonzero imaginary parts)

i )

c< 0 and the roots of the original adjusted likelihood equation are complex
(with nonzero imaginary parts)

ii)

Ci< 0 and the roots are real (and unequal)

ii)

C{= 0 (in which case the adjusted likelihood equation implies a polynomial
of order one)

iv)

Ci> 0 and the roots are real (and unequal)

v)

Ci> 0 and the roots are complex (with nonzero imaginary parts).

v ) c> 0 and the roots of the original adjusted likelihood equation are complex
(with nonzero imaginary parts)
Cases without an asterisk read the same as on p. 81 apart from the fact that coefficient c
has been replaced by C;, and that the roots refer here to the roots of the revised adjusted
likelihood equation

where Iad2,i(^} is defined by

Cases t*) and v*) allow for the possibility that the roots of the original adjusted likelihood
equation are complex.

In other words, we check first that the roots of the original

adjusted likelihood equation are real and then apply the same logic in the definition of
the iterated estimate as when defining the original adjusted estimate. If the original
A

A

A

A

adjusted likelihood equation had complex roots then we define 0ad2,i='0ad2 (and ci= c)- 23

A

A

y^

fr

23It seems sensible to define $ adij—ty adi an<^ c* = c or in a sense not to enter the iteration if the roots
A
of the original adjusted likelihood equation were complex as the way ^^2 ls defined in the complex
A
A
cases is not the sole meaningful definition. (For example, one could argue for defining V'od2 =V'm! m sucn
cases.) Under v*) another possibility would be to define c,- equal to its theoretical value (T l)/2 at
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The asymptotic distribution of V'acte.i j after standardisation, is easily derived. The
A
sole difference to the distribution AD^ arises from the fact that c is evaluated at
instead of i/>ml . Hence

A

1

-l)p

1 - exp(AD/.)

(ADJ*

or
A

exp(AZ?M ) - (1 + AD,)

.

(6.33)

(AD,)
A

where ct- stands for c evaluated at

A

A

,' - 1 )

(6.34)

The distribution and the corresponding random variable will be referred to as
The random variable in square brackets or the asymptotic distribution of C; /T is
more prone to take large values than its noniterated counterpart above (no figure is
presented). The probability mass has shifted to the right, and the right tail has been
elongated compared to the asymptotic distribution of c /T. The probability of a value
within the range (0,1) is still over 0.95, though. Truly extreme values remain unlikely,
but unfortunately they emerge, too. 25 The consequence is that AD^i may take excessive
values, as well. The distribution AD^i is presented in Figure 6.10. The stretched right
A

A

A

ijs = 1
as ^0^2 was se* to 1 in the first round of the iteration
and define ^ad2 li ='^ad2,ap- However,
the last estimate is consistent only for ^ = 1 so the procedure would not be too different from the one
adopted here.
24If the iterations were done twice then the asymptotic distribution would be found by replacing
by
A
25The Monte Carlo asymptotic median of c,- /T is 0.231. The distribution appears not to have finite
moments because extreme values seem to have nonneglible probability.
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tail, and consequent transfer towards symmetry, are apparent. The distribution does not
seem to feature moments due to some outlying values, so only the Monte Carlo median
is reported in the Figure. 26 (The fractiles of AD^i are tabulated in Table 7.3 of Section
7.2.)
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_

Empirical asymptotic distribution of T(t/>ad2)i

1) for ^ = 1 (ARM (1)).

The lack of moments suggests that it might be appropriate to confine the estimate
of c to lie in the theoretical range (0, (T — l)/2]. 27 However, exaggerated values of ctare likely to arise at the right tail of the distribution of the MLE so they should be
inconsequential for unit-root tests where the focus is at the left tail.
Iteration makes sense only, at least in asymptotic terms, if the model is nonstationary
and the adjustment does not fade with T. The new asymptotic distribution of the iterated
A
AE or AEt arises here from the fact that the asymptotic distribution of T(if}ad2 1) and
A
-1) and
T(i/>ml
of
distribution
asymptotic
the
from
different
is
( cf- equation (6.32))
A

respectively. These distributions would agree if the model were stationary and the

standardised AE; would face the same asymptotic distribution as the standardised MLE.
26The simulations of Section 7.2 indicate that finite-sample distributions for AE,- possess the first
moments. This is interesting because the more typical case in econometrics is that moments do not exist
in finite samples but do asymptotically (cf. Maddala (1977, p. 149)).
27We have not implemented this idea in the simulation. The resulting estimate could not then exceed
the AEap .
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The adjusted Wald statistic

(cf. equation (4.14)) for the present model is easily found with the above results. The
second derivative in the preceding formula can be found from equation (6.16) and substituted above to give (cf. p. 227)

A

A
-(T-3)(02 - /-200m/ +2

(6.35)

This is the formula to calculate the statistic in practice. It is proved in Appendix Al
that the second derivative of the adjusted profile log-likelihood, evaluated at the AE (as
defined in case iv) of definition (6.18)), is

A

-[2

i

r*T = OP (T~2 ) for

1 and

= 1

SO

A
A

We note that 0m(

(6.36)

/ is nonpositive (see inequality (A 1.1) in Appendix Al) so the

square-root term is asymptotically a real number and the ratio positive (with probability
one). In principle, the argument of the square-root term may be nonnegative for finite
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T, though, and the statistic not calculable (in real terms). 28 We analyse the square root
__
A
of the Wald statistic or \fWadi because the sign of the deviation ipad2 V'o can now be
taken account of and also because the T M statistic (6.9) studied by Dickey and Fuller
(1979) corresponds to ^/W where W is the ordinary Wald statistic. 29 The asymptotic
distribution of \/Wad2 depends again on the method of evaluating coefficient c and the
magnitude of i/>. The stationary circumstance is contemplated again first.
A2

A

It is proved in Appendix Al that i/>ml — / is Op (l) when | ip \< 1. The second thing
to register is that

'A 2
A

-T

\

A

> o,

(6.37)

a result already touched on and easily revealed by some algebra. The remainder terms
in the formula for \fWadi may be ignored for asymptotic purposes so we find that

A

(T ml

This is essentially the lvalue (6.9) so the asymptotic distribution is Standard Normal.
It is noted that formulae (4.4), (6.20), and (6.37) imply that the ordinary Wald statistic
A

A

can be expressed as a function of z/>m/ and / alone.
The most distinctive result originates again from the assumptions i/> = -00 = 1 in
combination with exploitation of the a priori formula c= (T — l)/2. Formula (6.36) for

28We have not come across such an incident in our simulations when the data based formula for c is
used and a unit root is assumed. In practise the term can be negative under a unit root only if the a
priori form for c is utilized and
size is~————
small (25,-——
say). For comparison, the ordinary (square
A the sample
/A -2

root of the) Wald statistic is (V>m/ -V)o)y <rmi Z)t=i(2/*-i~ ^-i) 2 - The square-root term of this quantity
is always nonnegative.
A
A -i
29 Literally, the square root of the usual Wald statistic according to formula (4.4) is (V»m/ V'o) <rm\
Lite- 1 " JJ-i) 2 whereas r^ equals (if>ml -^o)^ 1 \/£f= i(y*-i- 2/-i) 2 -
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A

holds even though we multiplied (^ad2 0o) (for ^o = 1) and the denominator
by T. We can then reason from convergences (6.25) and (6.26) that
-1/2

or to

AD^f/o'tW.Cr )]"* }

1/2

or that

(6 .38)

where we have indicated utilization of a priori information with the subscript ap. Recalling the alternative form for the numerator from formula (6.7) and comparison to the
—Tp distribution (6.9) exposes that

ad2,ap

dr

or that the adjustment afresh has the impact of adding a one half to the numerator of the
asymptotic distribution of the original statistic. The outcome is depicted in Figure 6.11.
The benefits of the adjustment include a shift to the right to zero, symmetrisation, and
a notable decrease in the standard deviation compared to the asymptotic distribution of
the ordinary Wald statistic (Figure (6.5)). The SD is less than one and is the smallest
SD in the thesis. The distribution is platycurtic (sample kurtosis is 1.529, not reported
in the figure) and hence is not Normal. On the negative side, the potential serviceability
A

of this statistic suffers from the inconsistency of ^a^ap under | if) \< 1. It was suggested
A
on p. 88 that the statistic T(ipad2^ap 1) may still exhibit power and we can conclude by
a similar argument here that so may •JWad2,ap: too. We address the question of power in
more detail in Chapter 7. Rothenberg (op. cit.) has applied the permutation argument
to this statistic, too, and revealed asymptotic unbiasedness and symmetry.30
30We derived the result independently of Rothenberg but he found the results first. He did not
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Empirical asymptotic distribution of JWad2,ap for ^ = 1 (ARM (1)).

If the data-based formula for estimating c is utilized under i/> = 1 then the asymptotic
distribution is found by now easily from convergences (6.30) and (6.26):

1/2

or

1/2

dr

(6.39)

The histogram of Figure 6.12 illustrates the distribution. This time the advantage of
the adjustment is less clear. The mean and the median of the distribution lie closer to
zero than for the original distribution (6.9). This might be considered an improvement.
However, the right tail of the distribution has elongated which contributes to increased
skewness and standard deviation of the variate.
Example. The observations generated for the example of Section 6.2 can be interpreted
to have arisen from the process yt — a + ipyt-i-\-et where a = 0, ^ = 1, et ~NID(0,1) and
comment on the other moments, though.
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Empirical asymptotic distribution of -\/Wad2 for ^ = 1 (ARM (1))

/*

yo = 0. Estimation of the model is thus legitimate. The estimates are tf>mi= 0.856 and
A

A

A

= 0.950 for the 25 first observations. The estimates are ^= 0.987 and i

= 1-005

/ *

when all the 100 observations are examined. The a priori adjusted estimate tfead2,ap equals
1.109 or 1.013 for the two sample sizes, respectively.
The minima of the adjusted profile likelihoods, relating to the other roots of the
adjusted likelihood equation, occur at 5.117 and 3.839, respectively, for the samples.
They lie outside the parameter space of ^ or ( 1,1] in accordance with asymptotic
theory (Appendix Al).
Coefficient c evaluated at the MLEs equals 5.052 or 33.803 for the 25 and 100 observations, respectively. The estimated cs are smaller than the corresponding theoretical
or a priori values 12 and 49.5. The revised estimates of c or qs are 8.431 or 58.221, respectively, for the two data spans. The estimate for the smaller sample size is markedly
better than the original. The estimate has jumped over the theoretical value with the
larger sample size which suggests, as remarked above, that it could be useful to restrict
the estimate to lie in the theoretical range (0, (T — l)/2].
Procedure 1) gives the estimates (one-step iteration) 1.020 and 1.018 for the two
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sample sizes, respectively. Procedure 2) yields31 corresponding estimates 1.063 and 1.012
while procedure 3) returns 1.064 and 1.012, respectively. If c were confined to the theoretical range, or c were defined to equal 49.5 after observing the over-estimate with the
A

larger sample size, then procedure 1) would return tpad2,ap or 1-013. Procedure 2) would
then coincidentally give the same number (one-step iteration).
The MLE was the worst estimate for the shorter span of data though not so bad
for the longer span.32 The AEs were quite good, for example it was the most accurate
estimate for the longer span of data. The AEap did not perform too well especially with
the shorter span of data.33 The results on the iterated estimates are not evident apart
from the fact they were overestimates of if>. For example, procedure 1) gave the best
estimate for the shorter span of data but the worst for the longer span

because of the

exaggerated c?-. The MLEs from the simple AR(1) model (cf. Section 6.2) were far better
than the present MLEs with constant, but some of the modified estimates drew as, or
more, accurate values. d

Quadratic adjusted score equations will appear in the following sections as well. One
arose in the time-series application of the Cox-Reid (1987) formula (4.9) in Cruddas et
al. (1989).34
A

A

Finally, we note two in variance properties of i/>ml and ^a^2 -35 First, neither changes
if a constant is added to the observations including yo (due to a recording practice, say).
31 Actually, we did not run procedure 2) until convergence because that would have taken a lot of time
(we did the iterations 'by hand'). The iterative estimates using the 25 data points zigzaged around 1.063
but they seemed to converge towards it.
32 The measurement criterion used is the absolute or squared deviation from the true value.
A
33The estimate is below the 90tft fractile, though, according to unreported fractiles oftf>ad2>i for T = 100
and $ = 1.
34 Multiple roots are not rare in time-series analysis. For example, ordinary likelihood equations are
cubic or quartic for the autoregressive parameters of stationary AR(1) and AR(2) models, respectively,
when the first observations already follow the stationary distribution (White (1961) and Minozzo and
Azzalini (1993), respectively).
Relatedly, Zivot (1994) applies Bayesian analysis to the present model. He employs the Jeffreys prior
[/(a;*)) 1 / 2 where /(a;*) is the information matrix for a;*' = [V> a ff] and reports (op. cit, p. 558) that
the posterior distribution for t/1 may feature two modes.
35 Kiviet and Phillips (1992) prove in a more general context that invariance (under the null) may often
be achieved by extending the regression to include an otherwise redundant regressor. This is exactly
what is done here as the constant equals zero under the null of a unit root but a constant is estimated.
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The residual variance is

before and

A^
CT/.

=

after adding a constant a to the observations, respectively. Obviously, the as cancel in
A2

A

the latter formula, so cr^ does not change. It follows that the profile log-likelihood, ^ml
and the determinant term of the adjusted profile log-likelihood do not change either.
A

A

Coefficient c depends solely on ipml with this model, so it remains unmodified as well.
A

Consequently, all the terms of the adjusted likelihood ladity), and thus ^a^-> persist
untouched.
Second, if if) = 1 then a starting value yo ^ 0 has an analogous effect to the process
of adding a constant of equal value after the generation of the time series. The above
A

argument implies that the distribution of ^m/ is invariant with respect to the starting
value of yo if i/> = 1 . So the assumption y0 = 0 can be replaced by y0 is a constant when
A

a unit-root test based on i^mi is used.
A
Invariance of ipad2 with respect to the starting value t/o under i/> = 1 is not apparent as the starting values have some impact on the information measures to which the
adjustments hinge. However, it can be shown that of the relevant information measures
only i^a is altered36 :

a y0 =0
= <

a 1,0=0

where i^a \y0 =o stands for formula (6.10) which assumed yo = O.37 Coefficient c is
36The (here irrelevant) measure for ^ under a unit root is documented in the introduction to Appendix
A5.
37The expression for Y^t=o -^(jfc-i) i° the stationary case in the Appendix of Guilkey and Schmidt
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yo=0

by equation (6.12), the above formula for i^a and the fact that iaa does not depend on
a (equation (6.13)). The outcome is that coefficient c needs no modification. It follows
A

that i/>ad2 is nailed to an invariant value regardless of the value the process started from
if if) = 1 i.e. the assumption y0 = 0 can be relaxed to yo is any constant when using
A

i/>ad2 as a core of a unit-root test. In variance of the Wald statistics <v/Wad2 , y/Watoi and
y Wad2,ap follows from the above statements.

6.4 Adjusted Profile Likelihood for a Unit-Root AR(1) Model
with Drift
The model we shall study next is a unit-root AR(1) model with drift:

yt = at + i/>yt-i + tt

(6-40)

where a ^ 0, $ = 1, e* ~NID(0,<r2), a2 > 0, and t = 1,...,T. The difference to the
model of the previous section is that only the unit-root case is allowed for and that
the constant is assumed to be different from zero even though i/> = 1. As before, the
parameter of interest is i/> while the nuisance parameters are a and cr2 . The model will
be referred to as the unit-root ARM (1) with drift.
The variability of yt is asymptotically dominated by the drift. The model appears
to be a reasonable description of many economic time series (cf. Hylleberg and Mizon
(1989), say).
The asymptotic properties of the MLE of ^>, and of coefficient c evaluated at the
MLE, are drastically different from the case a = 0 and i/> = I considered in Section 6.3.
This is the reason to devote a section of its own for the process. The derivations and the
(1991) agrees with the above expression confirming our derivation.
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quantities of interest for the model

apart from the asymptotic expressions
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agree

exactly with those presented in Section 6.3 so they are not repeated. We shall only give
a few additional comments on the formulae. Asymptotics will be focused, instead.
Dickey (1976, pp. 58-61) was a forerunner in proving that

A

under the present assumptions (Dickey and Fuller (1979, p. 429) refer to the fact, too).
The result was generalised and publicised by West (1988), see also Evans and Savin
(1984). The deterministic drift outweighs the fluctuation due to the unit root in yt which
brings the asymptotic distribution back to the Normal family. The drift induces also the
A
1)
(^mi
2
T3'
of
faster rate of convergence compared to the driftless case. The variance
explodes as a tends to zero which is in line with the fact that T is the appropriate
multiplying factor when a = 0. Dickey (op. cit.) proved also that

JV(0,1),

or that the ^-statistic for the null of a unit root follows asymptotically the Standard
Normal distribution.
Improved accuracy in the estimation of i/> implies more accurate estimates of c, too.
Precision in the estimation of c is a reason which intrigues us to study the Cox-Reid adjustment under the present model. Inaccuracy in the estimation of c made the adjustment
less effective in the a. — 0, i/> = 1 situation (cf. the previous section).
The counterpart to formula (6.19) is here

(6-42)
so the accuracy of the approximation ameliorates compared to the driftless case (Appendix A2 supplies the proofs for the asymptotics). It follows that
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(6.43)
f\

where the order of magnitude of the term T3/2 c (ipml - ?)/(T - 3) determines whether
the MLE is adjusted asymptotically or not.
It is shown in Appendix A2 that

(6.44)
A

or coefficient c evaluated at ipml and divided by T tends stochastically to the theoretical
limit of c/T. The result is distinct from the case in Section 6.3 where c /T tended to a
random variable instead of a constant under a unit root. Our expectations of improved
accuracy in the estimation of c are hence fulfilled. On another intuitive point of view, the
convergence to the constant 1/2 can be attributed to the fact that information measures
evaluated at the MLE, after standardisation, tend here stochastically to constants. This
is because the drift, as opposed to the nonstationarity due to the unit-root, dominates
the asymptotic behaviour of the process. A consequence is that the asymptotics are the
same under the present model whether c is estimated or defined to equal the a priori
theoretical value (T — l)/2 (which utilizes the information ^ = 1).
A2

A

It is proved in Appendix A2 that the order of magnitude of ipml - I is OP (T~2 ). It
follows from formulae (6.43) and (6.44) that the adjustment to the standardised MLE is
Op (T~ l l2} or that the adjustment fades asymptotically. In other words, the standardised
AE converges weakly to the same Normal distribution as the standardised MLE:

-1) => N(0, 12<72 /«2 ).

(6.45)

Precision in the estimation of c is hence not beneficial in asymptotic terms, to first
order, in the present context as the asymptotic distributions of the MLE and the AE
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agree. There is no asymptotic bias to remove but neither does the Cox-Reid adjustment
operate on any other property of the asymptotic distribution. The adjustment can still be
advantageous in small samples by reducing the bias or the gap between the small-sample
distributions and the asymptotic distribution among other things. We shall return to
this issue below and in Section 7.4.
We note a further asymptotic result which is of interest of its own. Paralleling the
analysis in Section 6.3, the right-hand side of equation (6.43) can be expressed as

+1)T3/2 (

(

-1) -

-1) +

A
C

-1)

T
3/2 (/ -1) + T'

A
C

The square-bracket term tends stochastically to 1

-l)

(1/2) 2 = 0 by convergence (6.44)

A

and convergence of i/>mi to 1. This implies that
A

; T3/2 (/-l)=>7V(0,12<T2 /a2 ),

T-3

i.e.

\c /(T — 3)

T3/2 (/

1) follows asymptotically the same distribution to which

T3/2 ($mi -1) tends. We prove explicitly in Appendix A2 that T3/2 (/ -1) => 7V(0,48<72 /a2 ),
from which the result follows after recalling convergence (6.44). Furthermore, we note
that T~3/2 times the numerator of (/ -1) converges weakly to 7V(0, a2 <j2 /3) which can
be expressed as era [W(l) - 2/J VK(r)c?r] (Appendix A2). The square bracket term has
appeared previously in the numerator of the asymptotic distribution of T(l 1) under
a = 0 and ip = 1 , cf. formula (6.24). Here the term is multiplied by aa whereas in
Section 6.3 the term was multiplied by aW(l) (v does not appear in formula (6.24) as it
cancels with & in the denominator).
It was remarked in Section 6.3 that coefficient c does not depend explicitly on the
constant a. It might be argued that this appears somewhat counterintuitive if ^ = 1.
A

The asymptotic distribution of T(i/>ml -1) depends crucially on the size of a under
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a unit root: the DF^ distribution (6.8) with a negative mean results if a = 0 but a
Normal distribution with no bias involved arises if a ^ 0, as can be seen from equation
(6.41). Furthermore, a sizable a squeezes also the small-sample distribution towards the
Normal distribution (Evans and Savin (1984) and Hylleberg and Mizon (1989)). The
Cox-Reid adjustment does not take these features explicitly into account. (It may be
worth repeating that the assumption a = 0 if i/> = I of Section 6.3 was not made use
of when deriving c.) However, the asymptotic behaviour of the Cox-Reid adjustment
makes sense: the bias fades asymptotically for all values of a apart from zero (formula
(6.41)) which is the sole circumstance for which the adjustment persists.
Similar derivations as in Section 6.3 prove that the Wald statistic calculated from the
adjusted profile log-likelihood may be expressed as:

A2
A

-1)

-(T - 3)

A

ml - I +r*T
(6.46)

-T(T-

A

- /+r£

r'T = 0P (T~3).

(The approximation accuracy can be reasoned with the help of Appendix A2.) It is shown
/A2

A\

standardised coefficient (SC),
ibml — I j —»
A2 that T2 yrmt
in Appendix
p —lie2 1 or. The
rr
which is asymptotically a 7V(0, 12a2 /a2 ) variate, becomes asymptotically multiplied by
a factor converging to (12(72 /a2 )~1 /2 so the limiting distribution of yWacte is obtained to
be:

7V(0,1).
The limiting distribution of the adjusted Wald statistic is the same, Standard Normal, as
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that of the conventional Wald statistic (or of the closely related t- statistic). Employing
the a priori information of a unit root would not change the asymptotic distribution.
The previous results are of theoretical interest but the practical implications are not
evident. We are not suggesting that one should conduct inference on unit roots assuming
asymptotic normality even though the null hypothesis would match with model (6.40)
and such a practice has been recommended. 38 Apart from the complication that the
A

A

asymptotic distribution of T(i/>ml -1) and T(if>ad2 —I) depends on the nuisance parameter
a, there are two more fundamental hindrances:
i) Normality does not apply if the drift a or the sample size is not fairly large.
Hylleberg and Mizon (1989) and Banerjee et al (1993, pp. 170-2) present simulation
A

evidence on the normality of the 't- value' of ijjmi

1. In both sources it is suggested

that a/ <j should be about unity for normality to apply in samples of typical length in
economics. Banerjee et al. (cf. op. cit., p. 171) argue that this may be a realistic value
but Hylleberg and Mizon (op. cit.) found that the ratio is far smaller for the economic
series they studied so the conditions for normality to hold do not apply in general.
The extent to which the Cox-Reid adjustment speeds convergence to the asymptotic
distribution is scrutinized in Section 7.4.
ii) Even though the conditions did hold, the result may be of little value from the
point of view of testing for unit roots. The natural (implicit) alternative to the null of
a drifted unit-root process is a trend-stationary process. Perron (1988) and West (1987)
A

have shown that the p^ (based on the statistic T(i/>ml 1)) and TM tests (Section 3.2)
are inconsistent if the process is (6.40) or the process features a drift (see also Table 2,
Experiment 3 in Schmidt and Phillips (1992) and Table VI in Evans and Savin (1984)).
A fully stationary alternative is not a proper (implicit) alternative either as it can hardly

38We refer here to Dolado et al. (1990). Literally, the authors advise (p. 255) to base inference on the
A
't- value' of V*m/ "I- The asymptotic distribution of the t- value is Standard Normal and does not hence
depend on the drift a. The small-sample distributions of the t- value should be more symmetric than
A

that of T(i}>mi 1) as the finite sample distributions of the former are much more skewed than those of
the latter under a = 0 and ^ = 1, cf. Banerjee et al. (1993, Tables 4.1. and 4.2), Figures 6.5 and 6.4,
and Section 7.4.
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be regarded as a substitute of a drifted unit-root process as a description for an empirical
time series.
We can imagine one special case when the result would be useful in testing for unit
roots. It is when a sensible alternative is an asymptotically stationary process which
has started from a starting value very far away from the unconditional mean but a
trend-stationary process is out of question. Such a process, gradually stationary process
from now on, can trace a graph with typically nonlinear trend and could be sometimes
considered a reasonable alternative to a drifted random walk. We shall argue in Chapter
7 that the test is consistent against such an alternative as the starting value diverges to
infinity from the unconditional mean.

6.5 Adjusted Profile Likelihood for the Bhargava AR(1) Model
with Constant
The model favored by Bhargava (1986) exploits an alternative manner of adding a constant to the AR(1) model:

xt =
or

7o + V'Zo + ei

for t — 1
(6.47)

7o(l

VO + V'Sfe-i + e*

for t = 2,..., T.

Here ^ G (-1,1], et ~NID(0,<72), <r2 > 0, and x0 = 0. The nuisance parameters will be
denoted by $ = [70 <?2]- We shall often refer to (6.47) as the Bhargava ARM (1) or the
ARB (1) model. The model or close relatives of it have gained popularity recently (cf.
Ann (1993), Andrews (1993), Elliot et al (1992), Pantula et al (1994), Schmidt and
Phillips (1992), and Zivot (1994)).
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Handling of the first observation differentiates the model from that of the previous
sections. The outcome is that the present time series is composed as follows:

*£o + 70 + Ei=i ^*~*Ct if

(6.48)

which can be compared with the corresponding formula (6.11) for the ARM (1) model of
the previous section. Here the process is assumed to start from the neighbourhood of its
unconditional mean (70, assuming that a2 is not large relative to 70 and XQ = 0). The
assumption is evident if the process is nonstationary (^ = 1 in which case the process
shrinks to a random walk which has started from 70). It is quite often made also when
the inspected time series has been in operation for some time and the process is known
to be stable (i.e. | i/> \< 1). The variance of yt is affected by start-up effects in this case.
The model is especially reasonable when the time series truely originates at t = 1 as
opposed to that being the moment to begin recording.
The yt processes models (6.47) and (6.4) generate agree in two circumstances (for
t = 1,2,...):
Under a unit root and zero constant (a) for the ARM (1) model. Then 70 should be
understood to account for yo of the ARM (1) model.
Under stationarity when the autoregressive coefficients are equal, the processes
share a common unconditional mean, and the time series generated by the ARM (1)
model starts from the unconditional mean or 70 = a/(I — i/>) = y0 .
If x0 different from zero were allowed for then the processes would harmonise in the
following two cases (for 2 = 1,2,...):
Under a unit root and zero constant (a) for the ARM (1) model. Then #o + 7o should
be understood to account for yo of the ARM (1) model.
Under stationarity when the autoregressive coefficients are equal and the processes
share a common unconditional mean 70 = o?/(l
relate so that XQ = y0 — a/(l

1/>) to which the starting values

^). A special case emerges when the unconditional
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means equal zero and the starting values each other or 70 = a/(l

i/O = 0 and

We shall carry on with the assumption XQ = 0. Empirically x0 is likely to be unobserved and estimation of it difficult (as reasoned by Schmidt and Phillips (op. cit.}).
The model lies then in a sense between the ARM (1) model and the fully stationary
AR(1) with constant model where the first observation already follows the stationary
distribution. A common feature with the former is the nonconstancy of the variance of yt
(due to start-up effects) and the constancy of the mean with the latter. 39 If 70 = a/(l—i/>)
and | ^ |< 1 then the differences between the processes fade for large T. As a whole the
model can be comprehended to be an AR(1) process with constant 70(1

t/>) with start-

up effects altering the variance. Furthermore, the model shrinks to the simple AR(1)
(equation (6.1)) if the constant 70 equals zero. As will be shown below, the present and
the last mentioned model have much in common in terms of asymptotics, too.
An important advantage of this model over that of the previous section is that if i/> — 1
then 70 is nothing but the starting value of the process. This means that asymptotically
estimation of ty is n°t distorted by estimation of a (in a sense redundant) constant as
explained below.
The first observation receives a separate treatment in the log-likelihood function:

The profile log-likelihood has the standard appearance at the outset:
39 One can argue further that the Bhargava AR^(l) model shares more characteristics with the
model than with the stationary model: The stationary model cannot accommodate a ^ equal to one (the
reason it is not serviceable here). The variance of yt is the same for the AR^(l) model and the present
model. (The variance is o-2 (l - 02t )/(l - V>2 ) or v2t if V> = 1)- The model shrinks to the simple AR(1)
(equation (6.1)), which is a special case of the ARAt (l) model, if 70 = 0. If XQ ^ 0 is allowed for in model
(6.47) then the mean of yt is affected by start-up effects and the common feature of the present and of
the stationary model vanishes. The present model would be just a reparameterisation of the AR^(l)
model if it were taken as defined in (6.47) for observations t = 2,3,..., T and y\ were regarded as a given
constant (cf. Fuller (1976, Section 8.1)).
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T*

(6 -49)

where

y-i

(6.50)

2

+ iand

+ (J- - VO EfeaCy* A2

The formula for cr^ reveals the particular handling of the first observation. In the unitroot case, it alone carries information on 70- Indeed 7oi/» equals t/i when evaluated at
0 = 1. The constant becomes then a kind of dummy and the model has some resemblance
to the Neyman-Scott model of Section 4.1 in the sense that a sole observation (the first)
carries all of the information on a nuisance parameter. 40'41
The likelihood equation for

=0

(6.52)

2

turns out to be equivalent to a fifth order polynomial in i/> which means that analytical
A

A2

explicit solutions for ipml do not necessarily exist. (The precise formula for d a^ /dtf>
is given in Appendix A3.) The MLE can still be found by numerical maximisation of
likelihood (6.49) or by solving the likelihood equation numerically, say (cf. equation

40The number 1 in formula (6.55) arises from the first observation while the term (T 1)(1 ^>)2
ensues from the rest of the observations. Hence the first observation remains the most informative on
jo as long asV'7^0- If^' == 0 then all of the observations contribute equally to the information.
41 Formula 6.51 is the usual one for the MLE of 70 conditional on a fixed value of y\ and given $ (by
the general properties of MLEs and section (6.3) or Fuller (1976, section 8.1)).
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(6.57)). The likelihood equation has always at least one real root as the order of the
polynomial is odd.
The MLE for a known 70 is
A

i-i ~ 7o)

It is easy to show that 7oiA ~ (U —^ 2/_i)/(l — i/>) w y for i/> ^ I and large T. It
A

follows that in the stationary case, ij)ml will asymptotically agree numerically and share
ip2 ) with the MLE of i/> of the previous section (cf. formula

the distribution 7V(0,1

(6.6)). We prove in Appendix A3 that 7omJ tends in probability to yi or is Op (l) when
= 1. The Op (l)ness of 70m/ and the well-known orders of magnitude of expressions like
J_2 yt-i suffice for proving that:

-i

A

-1)

=

T
7om,) 2

= T

-2/0
(T -

=2 y?-i - 2

(6.53)

~
_ ,0

o' W(r)dW(r)
r 2 dr
Most interestingly, the Bhargava model accompanied with the assumption i/> = 1 yields a
MLE with the same asymptotic distribution as the MLE of ip for the simple AR(1) model
(equation (3.11)). Heuristically, the MLE picks i/> = 1 and 70(1 - 1/>) = 0 or the randomwalk model as T increases. This is in sharp contrast with the model of the previous section
where the estimated constant remained a nuisance even asymptotically. Consequently,
A

the present ^ml follows asymptotically the tighter Dickey-Fuller distribution (3.11) than
the MLE of ip for the model of Section 6.3.42 A conjecture is that the bias and variance of
/\

42In other words, the asymptotic distribution of^ml is free of the nuisance parameter 70 under ^ = 1.
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the present t^ml remain smaller for a finite but reasonable T, too. Another special feature
of the model is that the asymptotic distributions of the appropriately standardised MLEs
of ip arise similar to those of the simple AR(1) model of Section 6.2 whether the model is
stationary or not. It does not yet follow that the MLEs from this model and the simple
AR(1) model could not take very different values (cf. p. 178).
Parallel results can be derived for the (square root of the) Wald statistic

Vw = &mt ,
(by equation (4.4)). We cannot present an explicit analytic form for the Wald statistic as
the explicit form of the MLE is unknown. However, the numerical value of the statistic,
for a specific sample, can be straightforwardly exposed after substituting the numerical
value of the MLE to the formulae defining the statistic, see Appendix A3 for details.
The asymptotic distribution of the statistic depends, of course, on whether the process
is stationary or not. In the stationary circumstance, the appropriate standardisation is

\
because the MLE is OP (T~ 1 /2 ). The essentials of the derivations for the stationary case are
laid out in Appendix A3 because the model is not as familiar as the other contemplated
models. It is shown there that

or that VW follows the Standard Normal when T is large.
When a unit root exists, the appropriate standardisation is
This follows from the facts that yt is a random walk and the starting value 70 can have only a transient
A
effect on the distribution of ^ml . The section concludes by proving that the property holds for finite T,
too.
It is perhaps worth pointing out that the asymptotic unit-root distribution (3.11) applies to the MLE
but the asymptotic unit-root distribution of the demeaned OLS estimate, which appears in Nabeya and
Tanaka (1990), say, is (6.8) of Section 6.3.
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A

'

and it is shown in Appendix A3 that

w _

ro W(r)dW(r)

This is distribution (3.12) which we have already encountered when the model is the
simple AR(1) scrutinized in Sections 3.2 and 6.2.
It is quite remarkable that the asymptotic distributions of the MLE and the Wald
statistic stick to those induced by the simple AR(1) model regardless of the order of integration of yt (0 or 1). Estimation of a constant distorted quite severely the distributions
under the ARM (1) model with a unit root.
We continue with a derivation of the adjusted profile likelihood. Let us remark first
that cr2 is again orthogonal with respect to the parameters of the model:
= E < a~4 E [yt ~ 7o(l - *l>) - */>yt-i] (yt-i - 7o)

=0

t=2

and

T
= E a~4 y, - 70 + (1 - ^) E b* - 7o(l - ^) t=2

Advantageously, also the constant 70 is orthogonal to $ in this model

Vn'o J

= E "-' E«(^ - T») + E^^'-i - -ft)
= 0.

(6-54)
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The last two results become obvious after observing that E(yt — ^o) = 0 for all t. The
Cox-Reid (1987) formula is applicable as 0 is orthogonal with respect to the nuisance
parameters. We go on to calculate

(6.55)

The expected and observed information measures coincide here. The last required information measure is an observed one:

(id - 7o) 2

The determinant term of the formula is

and the adjusted profile log-likelihood is

+flog^+^log2-|logT-|log[l + (T-l)(l-^) 2]

(6.56)

1
ex --T^log^--log[l + (T-l)(lThe term -\ log [1 + (T - 1)(1 - z/>) 2] pushes the AE to the right of the MLE on the real
A

A

axis if ^m/< 1 but shrinks the estimate downwards if ^m{> 1. The term is nonpositive
and penalizes large values of (1

tfr) 2 or small values of t/f when the parameter space

is restricted to ( 1,1]. Arrestingly, the term fades as ^ approaches 1 and vanishes
completely at 0 equal to 1. It is also interesting to note that values of i/> are penalized as
a simple function of the amount of information of 70 (equation (6.55)). It was explained in
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Section 4.2 that the Cox-Reid adjustment penalizes values of i/> which provide relatively
more information on the nuisance parameters. The phenomenon is quite explicit here: a
i/> equal to one would minimize the information on 70 the effect of which on estimation
is depressed by the adjustment.
A kind of degrees-of-freedom correction arises, too. It appears to reflect the number
of parameters in the model which is one more than is 'estimated' so far. With the present
model the adjustment may increase or decrease the estimate compared to the case where
T — 3 is replaced by the usual T. An enlargement arises if the MLE is less than one
while a subtraction results if the MLE is over one. Hence the correction strengthens
the adjustment due to the term

| log [1 + (T — 1)(1

^) 2] (our reasoning is based on

numerical experimentation).
The vigor of the Cox-Reid adjustment is more easily grasped from the adjusted
likelihood equation:

_" n
The second term in equation (6.57) is 0(1) for all ^ and is asymptotically negligible in
A
A
comparison to the first term. The corollary is that Tl ' 2 (t/>ad —i/>) or T(i/>ad 1) if the
model is stationary or not, respectively, share the same distribution with the correspondA

A

ingly standardised i/>ml . Here i/>ad is implicitly defined as the value of $ fulfilling the
adjusted likelihood equation. Comparison to the likelihood equation (6.16) reveals that
the magnitudes of the adjustment terms are the same under stationarity so the adjustment should be OP (T~1 /2) here, too, as it is for the ARM (1) model under stationarity.
Under nonstationarity the (additive) adjustment term is of smaller magnitude than under
the ARM (1) model which implies asymptotically the most modest modification yet.
A

Equation (6.57) is equivalent to a fifth order polynomial in ^, and t/>ad must be
found by solving the equation numerically or by numerical maximization of the adjusted
likelihood (6.56). As the usual likelihood equation, the adjusted likelihood equation is
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guaranteed to possess a real root as the order of the polynomial is odd.
The second derivative of the adjusted profile log-likelihood is needed when constructing the adjusted version of the Wald test:

(T-3)
2

a2 $> i'«V

/

\ 2~
/

\

0
A

A2
A4

AT

°>

(6.58)
is supplied in Appendix A3.

The formula for 52 cr ^

When the model is stationary, the asymptotic distribution of \fWad, as defined by
equation (4.14), is

_T-i

21

(r-3)

\

>

2T

A4

cr,,

.

CT ;.

1

"2c72 /(l-V;2 )

2

(72

O2 "
a4 + 0

or to

The convergences of the derivatives are explained in Appendix A3. The convergence
of the additive adjustment term (T - 1) [1 - (T - 1)(1 - ^)2] / [1 + (T - 1)(1 - ^)2] 2 ,
evaluated at the AE, to zero, is easy to see: (T - 1)(1

^) 2 is OP (T) under | $ |< 1

so the term is Op (l) but becomes divided by T yielding only a Op (T~l ) modification
underneath the square-root sign. The asymptotic distribution is hence not altered by the
adjustment. We note in passing that also the adjusted Wald statistic can be calculated
in a straightforward way even though an explicit analytic formula for it is not known.
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In the nonstationary situation the additive adjustment term, evaluated at the AE,
is divided by T but it still contributes an Op (T~ l ) component because the order of
A

magnitude of the subtraction 1 if>ad is then different. The outcome is again that the
asymptotic distribution of the adjusted version of the Wald statistic is identical with the
distribution for the non-adjusted version:

A

-1)

\

-T-J

21

(r-3)
IT
/o1 W(r}dW(r]

A*
V.i.

1 {2<r2 ti[W(r)] 2 dr
2

0

0

or to

/o1 W(r)dW(r)

The reasoning beneath the convergences of the derivatives is again provided in the Appendix.
Like the AEs, the adjusted Wald statistics follow the same asymptotic distributions
as their non-adjusted analogues.

Example. Model (6.47) simplifies to a random walk with starting value zero when ^ = 1
and 70 = 0. Hence the illustrative time series of the previous examples can be construed
to have been generated from the present model. The MLEs from the unadjusted and
adjusted profile likelihoods are 1.007 and 1.006, respectively, when the 25 first observaA

tions are considered. Interestingly, the AE is the smaller. The estimates are i>mi= 0.989
A

and ipad = 0.990 for all the 100 observations. The AEs are slightly more accurate in both
A

cases. An obvious reason for the similarity of the estimates is that if)ml is very close to
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one in the first place (and consequently the penalty term of the adjusted profile likelihood
is almost zero). The estimators draw a more accurate value by chance with the smaller
sample.
The profile likelihoods feature a unique maximum on any scale we have experimented
with. They are not peculiar in other respects either.
An arresting feature of the example is the efficiency with which the Bhargava model
has utilized the information in the sample of 25 observations compared to the model of
the simple AR(1) model of Section 6.2. All of the present estimates are comparable in
precision with the estimates reported there. This is in line with asymptotic theory. D
Our analysis closes again with notes on the in variance of estimates. It will be shown
A

A

that adding a constant to the observations (including y\) has no effect on i^ml nor t^ad .
We remark first that To,/, transfers to 7oi/> + a after addition of a constant a. The residual
variance

a - 7o +a

+

*

a~

remains unchanged. The result is that $ml is tied to its original value regardless of any
constant added. The adjustment term of the adjusted likelihood equation (6.57) stays
A

unmodified, too, and so does i/>ad .
If tp = 1 then the starting value of the disturbance series XQ ^ 0 has an analogous
effect on yt as adding a constant to yt after the generation of the series. It follows that
*l>ml is undisturbed by x0 ^ 0 if ifc = 1, and one can allow for XQ ^ 0 when testing for a
A

unit root via
43The entities XQ and 70 are not identified separately under if) = I so the value of 70 is irrelevant in
the same sense.
Letting XQ differ from zero almost bridges the gap between the Bhargava process (6.47) and the AR(1)
process with constant analysed by Andrews (1993). If YQ in that article was set equal to a fixed constant
then the processes would agree.
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A

As with the previous model, in variance of ^ad with respect to the value of XQ under
= 1 is less obvious because some of the influence measures
rest

on which the adjustments

are disturbed by the value of #o.44 However, again a sole information measure of

relevance needs revision:
if
cr~2Xo

if if} ~ 1.
A

The parameters are not orthogonal unless XQ = 0. The term c (0 *l>mi) should thus
be derived and included in the adjusted profile log- likelihood. However, the term is
superfluous as coefficient c equals zero:

c =

The first equation arises just as demonstrated in equation (6.14) after substituting 70 in
place of a. The second equation is simply due to the fact that neither of the information
A
is
ipad
that
is
ion
conclus
The
measures are functions of 70 (equations (6.54) and (6.55)).
not affected by the value of XQ under ip = 1 so it can be used as a basis for a unit-root
test even when allowing for x0 ^ 0.
A

A

Moreover, ipml and ipad are in general invariant with respect to the magnitude of the
constant (70) under the maintained model. This follows by noting that a change in the
constant implies a corresponding change in the observations yt , t — 1,. . . ,T, regardless
of the magnitude of ^, by formula (6.48), and from the first argument that adding a
constant to the observations has no effect on the estimates.

Power ranking of different unit root tests can vary according to the value of XQ (Schmidt and Phillips
(1992) and Section 7.3). It gives some motivation for allowing XQ to differ from zero but otherwise the
A
A
A2
should in general be modified
-07o
and
7o^,
0"^,,
rs
estimato
the
l:
functiona
lly
empirica
case XQ ^ 0 is not
to take into account the nonzero value of XQ and that is not possible as the Xt series is unobservable.
A2
44Formula (A5.2) for a^ in Appendix A5 permits a non-zero XQ and is the basis for the following
calculations.
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6.6 Adjusted Profile Likelihood for a Unit-Root AR(2) Model
The process we shall study in this section is the AR(2) or the Yule process (after Yule
(1927)):

yt = piyt-i + p2yt-2 + c*,
where et ~NID(0,<72 ), a2 > 0, t = 1,. . . ,T, and y0 = y-i = 0. This can be reparameterised as

yt = V>y*-i + fakyt-i + e<
where z/> = /oi + /?2 and 0i =

(6.59)

/92 (as in equation (3.16)). The nuisance parameter vector

[^i <j2] will be denoted by (/)'. Our interest is focused on ?/>. We shall assume a unit
root or that ^ = pi + p^ = 1 and also that | fa \< 1. (This parameter combination is
indicated by the bold line in Figure 5.1 in Section 5.3.) As mentioned in the introduction,
the assumption simplifies the algebra and is also motivated by the stress on testing in the
unit-root literature. A similar a priori assumption worked in some respects very well for
the ARM (1) model which gives justification for the method, too. If the assumption is not
made in a derivation of an information measure, then we let '^' appear in the derivation.
The time series yt starts to resemble A2 jft = et or an 7(2) process as fa approaches 1. It
seems likely that the relevant distribution theory then becomes distorted in small samples
motivating an adjustment. (1(2) processes can yield most peculiar distributions, see e.g.
Section 4.1 in Hendry (1995).) Indeed, in the simulation of Dickey (1976, Table 6.3)
A

the fractiles of Tf(tpml

1) differed notably from the asymptotic ones under a fa equal

to 0.8 (the largest experimented value) so there is room for adjustment in estimation.
(T(i/>mi —1) needs to be multiplied by / = (1

^i)"1 for the asymptotic DF^ distribution

(6.8) to hold as explained in Section 3.3.) The possibility of an autoregressive almost
7(2) process is also an extra interesting feature of the present model compared to the
previous models we have studied. It was suggested in Chapter 5 that the bias in the
estimation of p\ -f p2 can be considerable or of the same magnitude as with the AR(1)
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model with constant when pi is zero. Thus a bias correction might be appropriate in
the unit-root case, too, though it will turn out later that the Cox-Reid adjustment, at
least the way we have devised it, does not focus on the bias under the present model.
On the other hand, it was also shown that under stationarity, the bias is nonnegligible or
of the same order as with the simple AR(1) model when p2 is zero or it is unnecessarily
estimated and pi is close to unity.
Turning next to the r statistic, the aforementioned simulations of Dickey showed
that the fractiles of it do not depend much on the magnitude of <^>i. 45 The graphs in
Cheung and Lai (1995a) confirm that the size distortions are in general small for this
statistic, though they found some when $\ is very close to one. Relatedly, according to
the simulations of Cheung and Lai (1995b), a single superfluous estimated autoregressive
coefficient (i.e. (f>i equals zero but is estimated) does not cause much distortion when
the r test is employed. The analysis of the present model may be thus seen also as
an explanatory step towards employing the Cox-Reid adjustment when testing for unit
roots in AR(p) models for which more serious distortions are likely to arise even when
the first autoregressive parameter is close to unity.
The model is heavily employed in empirical research. Orcutt (1948) has suggested that
the unit-root AR(2) process yt = l.fyt-i — 0.3yt_2 + ef generates economic data in general
in the US (after correcting for the mean). Interestingly, AR(2) models arise still when
analysing US data (Nelson and Plosser (1982, footnote 12)) and Phillips (1991b, Table
IV)) and even with similar estimates (with detrended or differenced GNP, Blanchard
(1981) and Rudebusch (1992). The AR(2) model (with trend) is a possible description of
the Finnish GNP, too (Linden (1995a, Chapter IV or 1995b), but with different parameter
values from the above.

45 Stronger small-sample effects emerge when a constant or a constant and a time trend are included
in the estimation (Dickey (op. cit., Tables 6.4 and 6.5)).
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The log-likelihood function corresponding to the model is

= -f
while the profile log-likelihood function is

Here

and

EE=,
The MLE of

is

(6.60)

where

and

7

»-i ~

yT n w/_iA?/i_i

Z—/t=l «? '

A

«7 ••

A

V.T
/A
\T\ »
I /\ *». - 1^

/ft

s*f\\

(6
- 62)'
v

The first form of the MLE is more intuitive and is useful for some derivations whereas
the second is more convenient for evaluation and some asymptotic calculations. Under
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stationarity, a conventional asymptotic Normal distribution is relevant. In contrast to the
AR(1) dynamics, the asymptotic unit-root distribution depends on a nuisance parameter
or

(6'63)
(cf. Section 3.3 or Fuller (1976, p. 374), say). This is the DF distribution (3.11)
springs from the simple AR(1) model

which

multiplied by (1

The t-statistic for the null hypothesis ^ = 1 is

(6.64)

where s2 is the degrees-of-freedom corrected estimate of variance or:
A

t=i
A

and (^

is <^ evaluated at T/>mj. It was explained in Section 3.3 that the asymptotic

distribution (3.12) of this £-ratio is free of nuisance parameters and can be used for
approximate inference in finite samples for the null of a unit root. Alternatively, we
could just as well employ (the square root of) the Wald statistic with s2 above replaced
A2

A

A2

.

A

by crml (a, evaluated at if)mi and <t>iml )- If the model were stationary then, of course, the
asymptotic distribution would be Standard Normal.
As with the previous models, the variance parameter cr2 is orthogonal with respect
to the other parameters:

r2

=

= 0

46In the present section A^ follows an AR(1) process with autoregressive coefficient fa. This means
that, for example, T~ 2 £)Li y}^ converges to <72 (1 - fa}~ 2 fo[W(r)] 2dr instead of cr2 fo[W(r)]*dr as
when fa equals zero or Ayt is IID, cf. Hamilton (1994, Section 17.5), say.
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and

=

0.

However,

a-2 EL Ih-

(6.65)

where

/ = [ <t>
t' = [

t-l

1

Jt-2

1 ]

2

and

1 1 1 ••• 1
1 2 2 ••• 2
T* =

1 2 3 ••• 3

1 2 3 ••• t
which is positive definite. The third equality follows from the formulae

and
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= 1,2,... The Cholesky decomposition of Tt is:
1

0

0 ••• 0

1

1

0 ••• 0

I 1 1 •••
0 1 1 •••

1

1

1

0 0

0

1 •••

1
1
1

•
•
•

0

1

1

0 0 0 ••• 0

1 ...

1

It was used in the derivation of the final closed form. The outcome is that i/> and <j>\ are
not orthogonal (even locally at -0 = !)•
We go on to evaluate the rest of the required information measures. The first infor
mation measure i^ needed to derive c was already found in equation (6.65). The second
one s

- 2(1 -

[(1 -

£21-2 E(yt

- 2(1 -

.
Again, the helpful Cholesky decomposition of Tt was used in deriving the final closed
form.
Orthogonality of i/> and cr2 markedly facilitates derivation of c which simplifies to
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(paralleling exactly the derivation of formula (6.12)). It follows by straightforward but
lengthy algebra that c is given by

(6-66)

where h(fa,T) is 0(1) given by:

h(fa
^ ' T}; =

-1 [i-^-^i (1+2^+^)]}
,
(l-

Numerical analysis shows that c > 0 for T > 3 and | fa \< 1. It can be seen that c
converges to (1 — fa)~2 > 0 as T tends to infinity. It follows, for large T, that c is
inclined to lie close to zero for negative values of fa, and tend to infinity as fa reaches
one. Numerical experiments suggest that the approximation c ~ (1 — fa}~2 performs
quite well if fa or T are not too extraordinary. As an example assume that fa = 0 =
A

A

. Then c | A

A

= 1 + (T — I)"1 , and so c converges (in probability) rapidly to 1 as

T increases. We will examine the finite-sample behaviour of adjusted statistics based on
both the exact and the approximate form for c in Chapter 7.
The present model has produced a c which depends greatly on the magnitude of the
nuisance parameter (fa}- This is quite contrary to the case with the applications of the
previous sections. The adjustment peaks (for a reasonable T) when fa is close to 1 or the
series starts to resemble an 7(2) process. Of course, ^ does not appear in the formula for
c as i/> = 1 is assumed. Inspection of formula (6.65) of i^^ reveals that i^^ can be very
far from zero and that it tends to infinity as the number of observations increases for fa
close to —1. However, coefficient c collapses, approximately, to tiny 1/4 for such values
of fa. Thus orthogonality considerations do not explain the behaviour of c. Further
attempts to interpret c follow below.
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The observed information measure for cr2
T

<j-6 Y%=i(yt - i/>yt-i - fa

accompanied by the previous results yields:

The Cox-Reid (1993) adjusted profile log-likelihood is:

(T-3)

(6.67)

A

The adjustment has produced a kind of degrees-of-freedom correction together with the
A

A

c (i/>— ipmi) correction as with the previous models. The strength of the adjustment

depends in general on the value of fa. As already stated, c is small for negative values of
A
A
fa and larger for values of fa closer to one. If faml = 0 then cw 1 (cf. above). This does
not imply collapsing of equation (6.67) to (6.2), the adjusted likelihood for the simple
A
AR(1) model. Instead, the degrees-of-freedom correction is T —3, and also the (i/>— i/>mi)
term remains. From the analysis of the parallel formula for the ARM (1) model (p. 84)
we can infer that the degrees-of-freedom correction fortifies the adjustment due to the
A
A
term c (i/>— i/> i). The joint impact of the adjustments will be a local maximum to the
A

A

A

A

right of ^ml or an estimate l^ ad2>'tPmi as l°nS as c> ®- This makes sense in two ways.
First, V>m/ should be biased towards zero under a unit root according to the suggestive
calculations of Section 5.3. Second, the power decline of the DF tests as the number of
superfluous lags increases, contemplated in Section 3.5, is very possibly due to a shift of
the distribution of i/>ml to the left. Thus, when fa = 0, there is a further reason to pull
the MLE to the right on the real axis.

___^^
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Comparison of the formula for c with formula (5.10), expressing the approximate bias
for stationary models in the estimation of E(p\ + /o2 ), yields a surprise. The formula
suggests that the bias is zero along the line p2 = -(1 + />i)/3. On the other hand, we are
assuming that the parameters lie along the line pi = I — pi. (Figure 5.1 in Section 5.3
may help in understanding the following discussion. The zero-bias line is indicated in the
figure and the bolded line tracks the unit-root parameter combinations.) The bias should
hence be puny for p% close to minus one and more substantial for p2 large or for pi close to
the zero bias line and for p2 farther away from the line, respectively. Correspondingly, the
bias and need for a bias correction seem to decrease with (j>i = —pi- Puzzlingly, coefficient
c increases with <j>i or behaves in an exactly opposite fashion to the bias . The Cox-Reid
adjustment seemed to have a modest bias increasing effect for a range of negative values
of i/> as defined for the AR(1)M model. Here the approximative bias formula suggests
that the magnitude of the Cox-Reid adjustment depends inversely on the bias for all
parameter values under consideration. The explanation might lie in the fact that the
approximation of the bias breaks down in the neighbourhood of nonstationary parameter
values. However, it will be clear by the end of Section 7.7 that this explanation is not
valid.
Another interpretation is that the adjustment focuses on other, possibly more impor
tant, properties of the distribution of the MLE. As already remarked, the distribution of
the MLE should change radically as </>i tends to one or the process becomes 1(1). Let us
consider the sum of the coefficients ?r(l) of the Wold presentation for A«/t ,

where 7r(B) = 1 + 7TiB+ 7T2.E?2 -K . . = (1 — (/>iB)~ l . ?r(l) is a measure of persistence or of
the long-run effect of an individual innovation et on the level of the series yt . It derives
from a decomposition of Beveridge and Nelson (1981), see also Campbell and Mankiw
(1987), Rudebusch (1992) and Lippi and Reichlin (1992). An alternative explication of
the measure is that it is the larger the more prevalently the nonstationary component
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dominates yt (cf. Beveridge and Nelson (op. cit.)). The reason to consider persistence
here is that it is related in a straightforward fashion to the Cox-Reid adjustment: TT(!) =
(1 — fa)~ l behaves very similarly as coefficient c w (1 — fa)~2 for fa £ (—1,1), for example
both peak for fa close to unity. Hence the Cox-Reid adjustment increases, under a unit
root, with the degree of persistence in yt.
A further explanation might be that the magnitude of the Cox-Reid adjustment is
not related in a straightforward fashion to the magnitude of coefficient c in the present
context because of the dependence of the coefficient on a nuisance parameter. Namely,
it can be shown that the Fisher information for i/> (under the assumption of a unit root)
is strongly positively related to the magnitude of fa as well. Thus, a sample is likely to
be informative or the profile likelihood steeply curved when fa is large. The magnitude
of the adjustment depends on the interplay of the magnitude of coefficient c and the
curviness of the profile log-likelihood (cf. equation (6.67)). The adjustment could tend
to be smaller under large values of fa if the profile log-likelihood becomes curved enough
for such values.
We make a note on the order of magnitude of coefficient c for the stationary AR(2)
model before commenting on the relative magnitude of the adjustment. Coefficient c
would converge under | ^ |< 1: information measures divided by T converge if the model
is stationary so a derivative of a ratio of the information measures (which are different
from zero) like c for the stationary AR(2) model would converge as well.
The adjustment for the AR(2) model emerges similar in importance to the one for
A

the Bhargava ARM (1) model. The term (ip— i/>ml ) of the adjusted profile log-likelihood
is multiplied by c which is Op (l) yielding a second term of the adjusted profile loglikelihood comparable in size with the second term in the adjusted profile log-likelihood
for the Bhargava ARM (1) model — whether the models are stationary or nonstationary.
The influence of the first terms appears comparable for the models, too, whether they are
stationary or not. That is to say, the adjustment is smaller for the unit-root model than
for the stationary model. The outcome is quite contrary to the ARM (1) model with which
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the adjustment was more important (in magnitude) when the model had a unit root. The
distinction to the ARM (1) model will be explicit when an asymptotic approximation of
the kind used in Section 6.3 is presented.
Adjusted profile log-likelihood (6.67) has the same appearance as its counterpart
(6.15).

So the derivation of the adjusted likelihood equation and its roots parallels

exactly with that which was presented in Section 6.3. The sole difference is the new
definition of /:

^_/

t

/

<*—i—tft-1/

jt=\\yt—i
«—»T
V^-t

V^-J2 *—»T
/.. 1

/A
/A/..

\o
\2

V^-t
f/—^T

\o
\2

A /..
~. A

/,, £ Q \

V(D.Ool/

Besides that the first expression is helpful in some derivations, it points out a similarity
in the structure of / to the form it took under the ARM (1) model with constant (equation
(6.17)). / is a ratio of the sum of the squared residuals from yt or yt-\ regressed on the
variable associated with the nuisance parameter (A^_i or the constant) in the numerator
or in the denominator, respectively. The nonnegativeness of / is due to the CauchySchwarz inequality. 47
As already stated, analogous reasoning to that in Section 6.3 provides us with the
roots

T-3 ±
r
2

!2

g

(T - 3)*
\

. A2

4c

'

A

Vm '

As with the ARM (1) model it is beneficial to distinguish some cases:

47The entity / tends in probability to unity when the number of observations tends to infinity and
equals unity but not in general under stationarity in the present context, cf. Appendix A4.
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c< 0 and the roots are complex (with nonzero imaginary parts)

ii )

A

A^

A

M)

c< 0, t/>mi — /> 0 and the roots are real (and unequal)
A
A2
A
c< 0, il>mi — /< 0 and the roots are real (and unequal)

iit)

c= 0 (in which case the adjusted likelihood equation implies a polynomial
of order one)

•>\

A

.

A

iv)
*\

iv )
v)

^i
A
c> 0, y>ml
— /< 0 and the roots are real (and unequal)
A

A

c> 0, ipml — /> 0 and the roots are real (and unequal)

c> 0 and the roots are complex (with nonzero imaginary parts).

The sign of the expression if>ml — / has to be taken into account here as we have not proven
as for the AR/i (l) model (in Appendix Al) that it would always appear nonpositive. The
cases 11 *) and iv*) did not need consideration for this reason in Section 6.3. The AE is
defined below in such a way that the local maximum of Iad2(^) emerges at the reported
root (Appendix A4):

-I

if i) applies
A

2c

4c

A
4c

ad2

—

A

ij}ml - I if ii*) applies

i/>mi ~ I if ") applies
if in) applies

ml
(T _ 3\2

[ A/ +
4c

4c

(6.69)

A

I if iv) applies

i/>ml - I if iv*) applies
if v) applies.

The definition follows similar reasoning to that of the ARM (1) model when the roots are
A
A
complex. The cases are ordered in such a way that i^ad2 increases relative to i/>ml for the
circumstances from ii*) to iv*).
Parallel to the ARM (1) model, the roots will be real for large T. Coefficient c tends
again stochastically to c > 0, so the second term of /ad2(V> ) l' s multiplied by an Op (l)
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quantity. The order of magnitude would stay the same if the model were stationary
o

(cf. the discussion on p. 133). The second term —[(T — 3)/2]log a^ is the dominant
one as it is at least or exactly 0P (T) when the process is nonstationary or stationary,
respectively. Hence Iad2(^) tracks curvature and a local maximum — an indication of
real roots. Further, it is shown in Appendix A4 that case iv) applies asymptotically in
general. 48
Similar calculations as in Section 6.3 lead to the formula

A

A

0P (T~3) if

A

(6.70)

3

0P (T~5 ) if

If the process is stationary we have
A

r'T =

(Appendix A4). The adjustment term on the right-hand side is OP (T~1 /2 ) because both
<2

c and (^mi — l) are Op (l) under |^»| < 1 (Appendix A4) . The asymptotic distribution
A

of the standardised AE or Tl '2 (il>ad2 — VO ig hence the same as that of the ordinary MLE,
so the adjustment fades when the process is stationary. The adjustment is of the same
order as in the stationary ARM (1) model.
We note in passing that if yt were stationary but the unit-root formula for c (c defined
as in equation (6.66)) were used (improperly) then the same limiting distribution would

A2

A

48The following heuristic reasoning may be confirming. if>m{ — I converges stochastically to zero (as a
T + ^f- diverges
A +^-=^
A f°r larSe T and the other root i]>ml
A +^-^ — \f- « V'm/
unit root is assumed) so V>m/
2c

2c

stochastically to infinity. Consequently, ipmi +^r — >/• is the root which is likely to correspond to the
2c

local maximum. Again, asymptotically, 52 /arfj2(V')/^2 V' < 0 at the root (Appendix A4).
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arise. The second term would still be OP (T~1 /2 ).
The corresponding formula for the nonstationary case is
A

A .

The adjustment term is here 0P (T J ), so it vanishes asymptotically as c is Op (l) and
— /) is Op(T~1 } when i/> = 1 (Appendix A4). It follows that the asymptotic distribution
A

is the same as that of the MLE. That is to say, Tf(if> —1), where / = (1 — ^i)"1 , follows
the Dickey-Fuller distribution (3.11) (Section 3.3). The contrast to the order of the
adjustment with the ARM (1) model is now quite apparent.
The difference between the appropriately standardised estimates diminishes faster
in the unit-root than in the stationary case. An adverse circumstance arose with the
ARM (1) model which generated a smaller adjustment (in terms of order of magnitude)
for the stationary process.
Just as the roots of the adjusted likelihood equation have the same appearance for
the present and the ARM (1) model, so do the formulae for the adjusted Wald statistic:

A

A
A

(6.71)

The distinction is, of course, the revised definition of / (formula (6.68)). An approxi
mation similar to the one in Section 6.3 is available, too, and is based on the following
result proved in Appendix A4:
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0P (T~2 ) for
-i2

A

'

Trr = <

'T

OP (T-4 ) for 0 = 1

Here the evaluation at the AE assumes that T is large enough so that case iv) of definition
(6.69) for the AE applies. It follows that the square root of the adjusted Wald statistic
is

A

A

\

(6.72)

This expression allows us to infer the asymptotic distribution of the statistic.
Let us first consider the stationary case briefly. Useful results are then that

-T

(i^t=i y<-i

±
11*
> -1
t=i
yt-i
2-*,t=i

(\^T

A

7/

>

0

(6.73)

A

and that ^>mj — / is Op (l) as already remarked. The equality is easily found by straight
forward algebra when the formulae

= T'1

V^J

Z^t=]

-2
A
A
Iml

and the definitions (6.61) and (6.62) for d and cLi, respectively, are taken account of.
The inequality above is again due to the Cauchy-Schwarz result. We note in passing that
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if the equality in (6.73) is employed in the construction of the Wald statistic then it can
u

.
A
A
be expressed as a function of ^m/
and / only just as when the model is the ARM (1) (cf.

p. 99).
Substituting the result (6.73) into the above approximation for \/Wad2 yields

A

\

We have argued before that the AE shares the asymptotic distribution with the MLE.
The square-root term is also essentially the same as the corresponding term of the usual
t-ratio (6.64). Thus -^Wad2 follows the Standard Normal asymptotically just like the
usual t-ratio.
The unit-root case is more interesting in the present application of the Cox-Reid
theory. The first equality below can be inferred from the calculation detail of the appendix
(ut there stands for At/t_i here). The asymptotic distribution follows readily:

(i -

Z£.i i4Li

+

-(i - #
-(1 - ^)g»(l -

or to

(i This and the asymptotic unit-root distribution (6.63) for the standardised AE and the
approximation (6.72) for \/Wad2 enable us to reason that
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or to
/o1

The asymptotic distribution of the square root of the adjusted Wald statistic is free of
nuisance parameters and coincides with the DF—r distribution (3.12) for the conventional
Wald statistic.
Example. The random- walk model results if ^ = 1 and </>i = 0 so our exemplary time
series can be interpreted to have been generated from the AR(2) model (6.59) as well.
A

A

The estimates for the first 25 observations are ^m/= 0.964 and ^ac/2— 0-978. Estimation
A

A

with all the 100 data points yields ^m/= 1.000 and VJad2 = 1-000. The example suggests,
in accordance with the result on the bias in the stationary case in Section 5.3 and the
referred results of Cheung and Lai (1995), that a sole autoregressive parameter <j>i is not a
major nuisance if fa = 0. Namely, the estimates happen to be closer to 1 than the MLEs
of Section 6.2 which used the a priori information (f)\ — 0. The AE is still slightly better
than the MLE if only the 25 first observations are analysed. It is also interesting that
A

A

ipad2 does not overestimate if) for the latter sample even though i^ml equaled 1 (within
reporting accuracy).
The cs are 0.964 and 0.762, for the shorter and longer time series, respectively. The
numbers can be compared with the asymptotic theoretical value of c equal to 1. The i/>
at which the minimum of Iad2(i>) takes place, or the other root of the adjusted likelihood
equation, diverges as suggested by asymptotic theory (Appendix A4): The roots were
24.993 and 128.348, respectively, for the two samples. Finally, we remark that the AEs
would remain the same (within reporting accuracy) if the approximative formula c w
(1 — </>i)~2 were utilised. D

Chapter 7
Finite-Sample Properties
7.1 Introductory Remarks
Fractiles of the finite-sample and the asymptotic distributions of the standardised adA

A

A

justed coefficients T(tf>ad2 —1), T(ipad2)i —1), and T(ipad2^ap —I) and of the adjusted Wald
statistics \/Wad2 and JWadi,ap for the ARM (1) model are reported in Section 7.2. (As
explained in Chapter 6 the appropriate standardising factor of the estimates is T when
a unit root exists as opposed to T1 /2 when the process is stationary.) This makes it
possible to use these statistics for testing of unit roots. The tests will be referred to as
AD tests (AD for adjusted) for short.
Unless otherwise pointed out, it will be assumed that the data-based estimate of
coefficient c is used (instead of the a priori formula c = (T — l)/2) in the construction
of •0ad2 and ^/Wad2- The distribution of coefficient c (formula (6.14)) under if? = I is
considered in the section, too.
The power of the tests is focused on in Section 7.3. The usual DF test based on
the statistic T(i/>mi —I) (when a constant is estimated) and the new tests based on the
aforementioned SCs will be denoted ^, Vv,orf> Vv,ad,; and ^.od.ap, respectively, or called
jointly SC tests for short. The nomenclature p^ was used by Dickey and Fuller (1979)
of the first mentioned test but a substitute symbol is used here for consistency with the
present notation. The corresponding (apart from the iterated variant) Wald tests will
carry the labels rM , rM>ad, and r^ad^ap in line with the original notation of Dickey and Fuller
(op. cit.). A difference, though, is that rM stands here for the Wald test which makes use
of the MLE instead of the degrees-of-freedom corrected estimate for the variance of the
141
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innovation.
The concern of Section 7.4 is the agreement of the finite-sample distributions of the
statistics with the asymptotic Normal distribution under the unit-root ARM (1) with drift.
The finite-sample fractiles for the MLE, the AE, and the corresponding Wald statistics
for the Bhargava AR(1) model with constant are presented in Section 7.5. Powers of
the respective tests, now denoted by ^, ^ad , r^f, and r^ad , are inspected in Section
7.6. The AR(2) model is scrutinised in Section 7.7. The relative accuracy of the AE and
of the OMCE (cf. Section 5.4) for the different models is briefly compared in the final
section.
Throughout, we shall first address the SCs and the Wald statistics which do not utilize
a priori information of a unit root, and last the statistics which do (when such have been
derived).
The effect of the starting value on the powers is highlighted. We consider also extreme
values of it; such cases yield insight to the properties of the tests even if one did not
consider them empirically relevant.
The results of this chapter are based on simulation experiments. The fractiles and
empirical sizes are calculated from 100 000 and power estimates from 10 000 replications,
respectively. Other details of the technique are provided in footnotes and in Appendix
A6 where the programmes are also reported.

7.2 Finite-Sample Distributions for the Unit-Root AR(1) Model
with Constant
A

Table 7.1 documents the fractiles of T(tpad2 —1) for different sample sizes. 1 The fractiles
move in general left-ward on the real axis with T which happens also with the fractiles
1 Different random numbers were used to calculate each entry to avoid dependence. The entry corre
sponding to an infinite number of observations is simulated from formula (6.29). The Brownian motions
were approximated by random walks of length 1 000 (cf. Appendix A6 for particulars).
For finite samples, the 95 per cent confidence intervals for the fractiles are at most of width 0.27 in the
left half of the table but much smaller in general. In the right half of the table, the confidence intervals
are at most of span 0.15 but usually much smaller.
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A

°f T(i/>ml —I).2 The former lie consistently to the right of the latter (cf. Fuller (1976, p.
371)) so i/>ad2 appears less biased than i/>ml for all sample sizes. The difference between
A

A

the fractiles of T(t/>ad2 —1) and T(ipml -1) is reported as Table 7.2 to ease reference. 3
It can be seen, among other things, that the difference between the medians remains
A

A

at approximately 1.4 or the medians of ij>ad2 and i/>ml deviate by about 1.4/T. Other
regular patterns exist between the distributions, at least for sample sizes less than 500.
The difference is larger at the very right tail of the distribution than at the very left (as
with fractiles 0.05 and 0.95, say) though the difference tends to diminish as the sample
size increases. In other words, the adjustment stretches the right tail of the distribution
and the more so the smaller the sample. The stretching phenomena was remarked on
already when commenting upon Figure 6.8 portraying the asymptotic distribution, but
it is interesting to note that the phenomenon is stronger in finite samples. 4 The left tail
follows an opposite pattern as the difference tends to increase with the sample size. It is
A

because the left tail of the distribution of T(ipmi —I) bends more left-ward than that of
A

T(tpad2 — 1). Hence the adjustment becomes slightly more effective in cutting the left tail
of the MLE when the sample size increases. The adjustment seems to cut down skewness
as well.
For larger sample sizes the above mentioned tendencies with increasing T are not so
apparent, especially at the left tail of the distribution. The extreme fractiles of the right
tail lie still relatively further right than the corresponding fractiles of the left tail. The
2 The biases of the estimates are likely to decrease with T despite the leftward movement of the
standardised estimates. Andrews (1993, p. 146) argues that it is curiously possible that a specific
fractile does not increase with T.
A

3The comparison is based on the distribution of T(^mt —1) which was simulated simultaneously
A
with the distribution ofT(i/> ad2 —1). The use of the same random numbers improves the accuracy of
the comparison. The confidence intervals for the differences should be smaller than for the fractiles
themselves because of the strong positive correlation between the fractiles of the two distributions.
Furthermore, the fractiles reported in Fuller (1976) apply for a T one less than what we mean by T. He
indexes time series so that the observations run from y% to yr instead of from y\ to yr as in the present
study.
As already remarked, Nabeya and Tanaka (1990a) have published accurate fractiles for the asymptotic
distributions of the MLE of V" for this and related models under a unit-root.
4 A reason is that a substantial c is more probable when T is small (because the extreme fractiles,
say the 0.975th and 0.99tA , of Jm/ decrease as T increases).
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asymptotic distribution (6.29) emerges quite well with samples of size 1 OOO.5

T/Fr.
25
50
75
100
250
500
1000
oo

0.01

-15 .23
-17 .05
-17 .63
-17 .99
-18 .38
-18 .57
-18 .83
-18 .91

Table 7.1
T/Fr.
25
50
75
100
250
500
1000
oo

0.01

1.37
1.60
1.65
1.69
1.72
1.77
1.77
1.82

0.025
-12.66
-13.83
-14.21
-14.52
-14.79
-14.92
-15.31
-15.26

0.05

-10 .54
-11 .43
-11 .71
-11 .85
-12 .12
-12 .15
-12 .44
-12 .37

0.10
-8.35
-8.94
-9.11
-9.26
-9.44
-9.44
-9.60
-9.53

0.50 0.90 0.95 0.975 0.99
3.48 5.41
-2.63 0.99 2.19
3.08 4.93
-2.81 0.83 1.93
3.02 4.60
-2.85 0.78 1.86
2.87 4.47
-2.83 0.76 1.81
2.77 4.30
-2.90 0.69 1.71
2.73 4.27
-2.94 0.67 1.68
2.70 4.17
-2.94 0.67 1.69
2.65 4.11
-2.93 0.66 1.67

Empirical fractiles of T($ad2 -1) for 0 = 1 (ARM(1)).
0.025
1.42

1.58
1.67
1.66
1.72
1.77
1.76
1.78

0.05

0.10

1.49
1.61
1.64
1.67
1.73
1.72
1.74
1.74

1.52
1.59
1.62
1.64
1.67
1.68
1.69
1.69

0.50
1.45

1.43
1.43
1.43
1.43
1.42
1.43
1.43

0.90

0.95

0.975

0.99

1.70
1.63
1.58
1.57
1.52
1.51
1.52
1.51

2.16
2.01
1.95
1.91
1.85
1.84
1.84
1.83

2.86
2.58
2.54
2.42
2.32
2.31
2.29
2.24

4.03
3.75
3.45
3.37
3.24
3.23
3.14
3.10

__

Table 7.2

/\

Differences between the empirical fractiles of T(^ad2 —1) and

—1) for

A

The fractiles for the iterated estimate, or for T(il>ad2 j —1), are tabulated in Table
A

7.3, and the corresponding deviations from the fractiles for T(ipml —1) are laid out in
A

Table 7.4. 6 The fractiles lie to the right of those oiT(ip ad2 -I) due to the parallel shift
in the distribution of the estimate of c (the shift was pointed out in Section 6.3 for the
asymptotic case but it arises in finite samples, too). The fractiles up to the median move
A

A

left-wards as T increases as do those of T(^ml -1) and T(V>ad2 —1). The movement is
towards the right for the fractiles to the right of the median contrary to the behaviour
5 The fractiles 0.025, 0.05, and 0.10 do not quite fit the general formation between the case of T equal
i):
to 1 000 and the asymptotic case. The fractiles for the former case are possibly overestimates because
same
Otherwise the asymptotic fractiles would fit the pattern and ii) A simulation experiment with the
the
seed but an approximation of Brownian motion by a random walk of length 10 000 does not alter
reason
asymptotic fractiles much, so the asymptotic fractiles appear approximately correct. A simple
for the overestimates may be Monte Carlo random error.
ct
6 The fractiles have been calculated from the same same random numbers which were used to constru
Table 7.1. The simulation experiment was similar in other respects, too.
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A

A

with the T(i/>ml —1) or T(^ad2 —1) statistics. Moreover, the expansion to the right is
A
A
fortified as T is increased. The medians for T(ipad2^ —1) and T(i/>mi —1) depart from each
A

A

other by approximately 1.9, or the medians of ^od2ft- and ^m\ lie about 1.9/T apart. The
A

differences between the distributions are greatest at the right tail as with the T(i/>ad2 —1)
statistic, but here the departure multiplies as T increases. The difference increases also at
the left tail but not by as much as at the right tail. Only the medians of the distributions
approach each other somewhat as T is increased. The fractiles suggest that the variance
A

A

of T(ipad2j —1) is larger than that of T(i/>ml —1) and the more so the larger T is. The
asymptotic distribution has not been reached by T = 1000. This is so because of the just
referenced divergence of the fractiles with increasing TJ
The simulation results for the standardised a priori adjusted coefficient are docu
mented in Table 7.5. The median is positive for small T unlike in the asymptotic case
when the median is zero (within random error). The small-sample distributions can be
also skewed unlike the asymptotic distribution: the right tail of the distribution is clearly
longer than the left for T less than 100. The tails are reasonably balanced for T over
100, though.8
A

A

A

The distributions of i/>mh ^0^2> anc^ ^ad2,i f°r T = 100 are illustrated in Figures 7.1,
7.2, and 7.3, respectively. 9 The histograms and the associated Monte Carlo statistics

A

' »

7A reason for the increase in the departure could be that the term Ci (if)— ^>m/) is more likely to
dominate the adjusted likelihood if the sample is small than if it is large. This would lead to complex
A

roots of the adjusted likelihood equation, and hence to ^aci2,i= 1 more often with a small, than a large,
A

sample. In the latter case, a large ij>ad2 would be relatively more likely to arise, stretching the right
tail relative to the small-sample case. This might explain as well the sudden lengthening of the extreme
right-tail fractiles as T tends to infinity.
A

A similar phenomena could be in effect when estimating V'ad2> though the fractiles behave in an
A
opposite fashion in that case. The probability of complex roots is tiny when c is evaluated at ^>m/ so the
phenomena does not play an appreciable role in the formation of the distribution.
8This simulation exercise does not enable us to comment on Rothenberg (1995) who argued that the
statistic (5.15) should be approximately unbiased for small samples. The present adjustment and the
one by Rothenberg agree asymptotically but not necessarily when T is finite. (Of course, the bias cannot
be read from the fractiles either.)
9 The scale of the graphs is fixed for the AR(1) models. The graphs for the AR(2) model share a
separate scale because very different distributions can arise under this model (Figures 7.8-7.11).
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T/Fr.
25
50
75
100
250
500
1000
oo

0.01

-15 .11
-16 .92
-17 .50
-17 .82
-18 .23
-18 .41
-18 .67
-18 .74

Table 7.3

T/Fr.
25
50
75
100
250
500
1000
00

0.01
1.48

1.73
1.77
1.86
1.87
1.93
1.93
1.99

0.025

0, 05

-12.50 , -10 .35
-13.67 -11 .23
-14.03 -11 .50
-14.34 -11 .63
-14.61 -11 .90
-14.74 -11 .92
-15.13 -12 .21
-15.06 -12 .14

0.10

0.50

0.90

0.95

-8.11
-8.68
-8.86
-9.00
-9.17
-9.18
-9.34
-9.26

-2.15
-2.35
-2.40
-2.39
-2.46
-2.50
-2.51
-2.50

1.41
1.55
1.61
1.68
1.69
1.72
1.77
1.91

2.89
3.25
3.34
3.44
3.59
3.70
3.85
4.13

0.975 0.99
4.39 6.31
5.23
7.88
5.54 8.81
5.74 9.26
6.12 10.94
6.60 12.29
6.70 12.76
7.99 20.01

Empirical fractiles of T($ad2> . -1) for 0 = 1 (ARM (1)).

0.025

0.05

0.10

0.50

1.57
1.74
1.86
1.84
1.89
1.96
1.94
1.98

0.90

0.95

0.975

1.67
1.81
1.85
1.89
1.94
1.95
1.97
1.97

0.99

1.76
1.85
1.88
1.90
1.93
1.94
1.96
1.96

1.93
1.88
1.88
1.87
1.87
1.86
1.86
1.86

2.12
2.35
2.41
2.49
2.52
2.56
2.62
2.76

2.86
3.34
3.42
3.54
3.73
3.85
4.00
4.29

3.77
4.73
5.06
5.29
5.68
6.18
6.29
7.59

4.94
6.69
7.66
8.16
9.87
11.25
11.72
19.00

Table 7.4 Differences between the empirical fractiles of T(i/>ad2 i — 1) and T(il>ml —1) for
= 1 (AR^(l)).

T/Fr.

0.01

0.025

0.05

0.10

0.50

0.90

0.95

0.975

25
50
75
100
250
500
1000
oo

-4.70
-4.58
-4.49
-4.48
-4.45
-4.40
-4.48
-4.37

-3.59
-3.52
-3.49
-3.48
-3.50
-3.43
-3.45
-3.45

-2.74
-2.72
-2.73
-2.72
-2.74
-2.71
-2.74
-2.71

-1.86
-1.92
-1.95
-1.93
-1.96
-1.96
-1.96
-1.94

0.47
0.25
0.17
0.13
0.05
0.03
0.01
0.00

3.35
2.55
2.31
2.21
2.05
2.00
1.97
1.94

0.99

4.70
3.55
3.22
3.07
2.83
2.77
2.74
2.69

6.13
4.61
4.18
3.92
3.62
3.56
3.47
3.41

8.10
6.14
5.37
5.04
4.60
4.51
4.43
4.33

Table 7.5

Empirical fractiles of T( ad2 ap -1) for ^ = 1 (ARM(1)).
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exemplify the above remarks. 10 It can be seen that the distributions of the AEs are more
symmetric than those of the MLE. 11 The means of $ad2 and ^od2fl- (0.964 and 0.970,
respectively) lie in between the mean of the MLE with constant (0.948) and the mean of
the MLE of the simple AR(1) model of Section 6.2 (0.983 — not reported in the figures).
A

A

A

Hence ipad2 and T/>ad2); are less biased than ^ml . They are also more accurate in terms
A

of MSE but their variance is larger than that of ipml (at least for this sample size). The
AE beats the MLE again by about 30 per cent in terms of MSE (according to the less
rounded nonreported figures). The variance of ^ad2>i is especially inflated by a long right
A

A

tail (the MSE of i/>ad2ti is larger than the MSE of i/>ad2 though they are the same to three
decimal places).
A

Another point of interest is that i/>ad2 equaled one, or the adjusted likelihood had
complex roots (and c> 0), only in about 0.02 per cent of the replications. 12 The simulaA

tions confirm that case iv) of p. 81 or the asymptotic formula for i/>ad2 is extremely likely
to apply if if) = 1, at least if the sample size is reasonable. The proportion of complex
roots was higher at about 1.8 per cent when constructing the iterated estimate which is
reflected in an increase of the height of the bar at unity in Figure 7.3.
Figure 7.4 and the accompanying statistics illuminate the distribution of c when
T = 100. Both the median and the mean lie very far from the theoretical value of c equal
to (100—1)/2 = 49.5. Furthermore, c faces substantial variation. The distribution is right
skewed, too, for all the sample sizes examined. Pleasingly, there were no occurrences of a
negative c neither with this exercise nor with those reported in Table 7.1.13 Furthermore,
A

10The problem of extreme values of VW2,* and consequent rocketing of (Monte Carlo) moments in
the asymptotic case has disappeared with T = 100. Here exaggerated values of Ci are likely to lead to
A
complex roots and to if> ad2,i= 1 (by definition) eliminating extreme values. As in the asymptotic case
we did not enter the iteration if the original adjusted likelihood equation (6.16) had no real roots but
A

A

A

A

defined c,-= c and V) ad2,»'A=V'ad2 = 1 (°f- definition (6.31)).

A

n The distribution of V)ad2,» would emerge even slightly more symmetric if V'o^,* were defined to equal

A
\f)ml instead of unity in the case of a complex root. The same argument applies in principle to the
A
distribution of V^ute* too, but in practice the effect would be minor.
12The proportion was 0.4 per cent when T = 25.
13A simulation exercise with T = 5 showed that it is quite unlikely to come across a c< 0 under ij> — 1
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Med=0.957, Skew-1.430, Mean=0.948, SD=0.043, MSE-0.005

Figure 7.1

/\
Empirical distribution of ipml for ^ = 1 and T = 100 (ARM (1))
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Figure 7.2

Empirical distribution of ipad2 for ip = 1 and T = 100 (ARM (1)).
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Figure 7.3

A

Empirical distribution of ^ad2>i for V> = 1 and T = 100 (ARM (1)).

the shape of this small-sample distribution agrees with the asymptotic quite well (cf.
Figure 6.7). 14
The distribution of c,- is shifted to the right and has a longer right tail than the
distribution of c (no figure is presented). The general pattern is the same, though. Also
this distribution matches with the asymptotic counterpart of it quite well. 15
A

A

The joint distribution of T(i/>ml -1) and T(ifrad2 —1) is plotted in Figure 7.5. The
straight line tracks the points were the statistics would be equal. The general pattern
resembles greatly the asymptotic one (Figure 6.9). However, a few points (21 out of the
100 000 draws) stand out from the figure. These are the sporadic occurrences where the
adjusted likelihood equation had no real roots and the AE was defined to be one. The
c (if)— i/>mt ) term appears to be able to dominate the adjusted log-likelihood (leading to
complex roots) only when the MLE is larger than one and c is consequently sizable. 16
even with extremely small sample sizes: a negative estimate occurred in less than 0.2 per cent of the
(10 000) replications.
14The estimated c exceeded 100 in about 0.3 per cent of the draws which agrees with the corresponding
probability applying asymptotically (p. 90). (The scale of the horizontal axis in Figure 7.4 does not
cover all of the variability of c.) Complex roots appeared only in about 7 per cent of these cases so an
excessive c does not necessarily lead to complex roots.
15 The Monte Carlo median is 23.549 which agrees well (after division by 100) with the asymptotic one
(0.231) reported in Section 6.3. The Monte Carlo moments are senseless due to the extreme values.
16The complex roots which appeared in the simulation with T = 25 transpired also solely with MLEs
larger than one. Complex roots could possibly emerge with MLEs smaller than one if T were extremely
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Figure 7.4

Empirical distribution of the data based c for i/> = 1 and T = 100 (ARM (1)).
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Figure 7.5 Empirical joint distribution of T(i/>mi -1) and T(^ad2 -1) for ty = 1 and
T = 100 (ARM (1)).
____
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Fractiles of the (data-based) adjusted Wald statistic are recorded in Table 7.6. The
median of the distribution lies to the left of zero. In general, the right-tail fractiles,
excluding the 0.99</l fractile but including the median, decrease and the left-tail fractiles
increase or the distribution becomes more concise as T increases. Comparison to the
fractiles of the ordinary Wald statistic would reveal that the adjustment has shifted the
distribution uniformly to the right and especially so at the right tail. This is in line with
the discussion on the asymptotic distribution (6.39) in Section 6.3. We note also that
the argument of the square-root term of the formula (6.36) for ^Wad2 was nonnegative
and the statistic calculable in all of the simulations.
The conciseness and fair symmetry of the distributions of the a priori adjusted Wald
statistic for even quite small samples can be read from Table 7.7. The fractiles become
even denser as T increases. The median is slightly positive for finite samples. The
argument of the square-root term of the formula for \/Wad2,ap was always nonnegative
and the statistic calculable except when the samples were composed of 25 observations,
in which case the term was negative for 0.02 per cent of the simulated time series. 17
Finally, we note that the fractiles of the Wald statistics are less affected by the sample
size than the fractiles of the SCs.
In the next section, we shall discuss the behaviour of estimates of ^ in finite samples
when the starting value is large relative to both the unconditional mean and the variance
of the process.

7.3 Power Comparisons for the AR(1) Model with Constant
The powers of the ^, Vv.arfj and ip^adj tests for the ARM (1) model (6.4) are reported in
Table 7.8 for test size 5 per cent, i/> in the range 0.4 to 0.99, sample size (T) in the range

small. The role of the term -[(T- 3)/2] log ^ would then be cut back relative to the term c (V>- Vmf)
when maximizing the adjusted profile log-likelihood.
17The statistic was appointed the value 106 in these cases so that the proportion of complex-root cases
could be easily calculated. The impact on the estimated fractiles can only be minor.
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T/Fr.

0.01

0.025

0.05

25
50
75
100
250
500
1000
oo

-3.37
-3.28
-3.24
-3.22
-3.17
-3.17
-3.17
-3.16

-2.95
-2.88
-2.86
-2.86
-2.83
-2.83
-2.84
-2.82

-2.60
-2.57
-2.56
-2.56
-2.55
-2.53
-2.55
-2.54

Table 7.6

T/Fr.
25
50
75
100
250
500
1000
oo

0.10
-2.22
-2.21
-2.22
-2.21
-2.22
-2.21
-2.23
-2.21

0.50 0.90 0.95 0.975 0.99
1.37 1.80
-0.98 0.44 0.94
1.38 1.99
-1.03 0.39 0.90
1.38 2.01
-1.05 0.37 0.89
1.36 1.99
-1.05 0.37 0.89
1.35 2.00
-1.07 0.34 0.85
1.35 1.97
-1.08 0.33 0.85
1.34 1.98
-1.08 0.33 0.84
1.33 1.98
-1.07 0.33 0.85

Empirical fractiles of \/Wadi for ^ = 1 (ARM (1)).

0.01 0.025 0.05 0.10 0.50 0.90 0.95
-1.83 -1.39 -1.06 -0.71 0.14 0.84 1.11
-1.71 -1.33 -1.04 -0.73 0.08 0.80 1.09
-1.67 -1.32 -1.04 -0.73 0.05 0.79 1.07
-1.65 -1.31 -1.04 -0.73 0.04 0.77 1.05
-1.63 -1.31 -1.03 -0.73 0.02 0.75 1.03
-1.63 -1.29 -1.02 -0.73 0.01 0.74 1.02
-1.62 -1.28 -1.03 -0.73 0.00 0.74 1.02
-1.58 -1.28 -1.01 -0.73 0.00 0.74 1.02

Table 7.7

0.975
1.36
1.35
1.33
1.31
1.30
1.29
1.28
1.28

0.99
1.68
1.66
1.65
1.62
1.61
1.60
1.60
1.59

Empirical fractiles of ^Wad2,ap for ^ = 1 (ARM (1)).

25 to 250, and |t/o — A* I /& in the range 0 to 250.18 The quantity \yo — //| /& is the absolute
value of the deviation from the standardised unconditional mean where p = a/(l — i/>) is
the asymptotic mean of the process yt and a is the standard deviation of the innovation. 19
The blank entries in the table indicate that power equal to one (to three decimal places)
was achieved already with a larger ip than the ^ corresponding to the entry. We shall
scrutinize first the power of the Vw<* test and then the power of the tp^adj test relative
to the \> test.
The tp^ad test is slightly weaker than (or as powerful as) the ^V test if the process
has started from the unconditional mean. 20 Already a relatively small deviation in the
18The standard error of the power estimates in Table 7.8 was inspected and found to be less than
0.5 for all records. The same seed and hence random numbers were used for each experiment with
an identical value of ^ to aid comparison. The power simulations employed critical values with three
decimals instead of the rounded ones in Tables 7.1, 7.3, and 7.5.
19 Deviation —(yo — A*)/0" would produce a similar but not exactly the same estimate of power as
(t/o — A*)/0"- An exactly coinciding estimate would require reversing also the sign of the pseudo random
innovations. The reason is that the statistics considered in this section remain numerically unchanged
after such a reversal (cf. Davidson and MacKinnon (1993, p. 752), say).
20The figures for V> = 0.99, \y0 - fJ,\/cr = 0, and T = 25 contradict the statement. However, a
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starting value from the mean balances the powers, or converts the rank ordering in favour
of the Vv,ad test, cf. the sector for T = 250 and T = 100 under \y0 —n\/v = 5, respectively,
in Table 7.8. If the departure is more substantial then the ty^ad test can be considerably
more powerful, cf. the sector for T = 25 and \y0 - p\/<r = 5 or |y0 - H/0" = 25 for the
cases of i/> = 0.5 and </> = 0.6 or the sector for T = 100 and \y0 - \i\ja = 25 for the cases
of z/> = 0.85 and ^ = 0.9, say.
An increasing divergence from the mean has a consistent impact on the powers of the
tests for sample sizes up to 100, at least. The powers of both tests decrease with the
divergence in the starting value for ^ larger than the threshold 0.5/0.85 and increases
for if) smaller than the threshold when the sample size is 25/100. The decrease is smaller
and the increase is larger with the ^|0d test. The tests become biased and eventually
completely powerless as the divergence becomes big enough when if} is larger than the
threshold.

Relatedly, the power of the ^V test a^ the threshold decreases first with

the deviation but increases as the divergence becomes larger. The ^^ad test features
monotonically increasing power at the threshold as the deviation increases. The outcome
is that the power difference in favour of the Vv.arf test peaks for 1/1 close to the threshold.21
A partial explanation for the above is that under a large \yo — /^|/cr, the time series
can be very autocorrelated, delusively suggesting /(l)ness, if ip is large, but that the time
series converges quickly, or even jumps to the mean, if ip is smaller, in which case lots of
evidence is gained on the magnitude of ?/>. The threshold increases with T because a larger
ty is then needed to slow down stabilisation to the mean, which would reveal stationarity.
The explication does not capture all aspects, though. A time series composed of e.g. 25
observations, an autoregressive coefficient 0.6, and which has started far from the mean,
converges quickly to the mean level and reveals at least to the eye the nature of the
set-up despite the lack of power of the tests. We shall resolve below why the tests are
To
simulation experiment with 100 000 replications indicates that the powers are the same in this case.
done
confirm the power difference for other values a further experiment with 100 000 replications was
or the
for V* = 0-95, |yo — \i\fa ~ 0, and T '= 100. The power estimates were not changed essentially
difference in power persisted.
a
21 The above properties apply also for ^ in the span 0 to 0.3 and for the sample size T = 50 (for
different threshold) though these values are not included in the Table 7.8.
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powerless under such cases.
A large starting value favours the Vv,od test when the sample size is 250 but otherwise
the above patterns cannot be found. For example, a different threshold arises for the
tests as the deviation becomes large (cf. the sector for T = 250 and \y0 - fj,\/a = 250;
the power figure 87.2 would be replaced by 100.0 if the starting value equaled 1 000).
Consequently, there are cases where the power of the ^M test collapses to zero but the
power of the ij)^ test ameliorates to one. The result suggests that a different threshold
might be found already for the sample sizes 25 and 100 if a finer grid for ip were used,
and we shall confirm this below. Similar results are obtained when the size of the test is
1 per cent. 22
The power of the i/>^ad,i test behaves in essentially the same fashion as the power of
the Vv.ad test but the characteristics are magnified. Thus if the process starts from the
mean then the power loss is moderately increased in comparison to the tp^ad test. On
the other hand if the starting value does not match with the mean then the power gain
over the z/>M test is multiplied. Combinations ij> = 0.6 and T = 25, i/> = 0.9 and T = 100,
and i/> = 0.95 and T — 250 in the zone for \y0 — fj,\/cr = 25 provide examples.
Interestingly, the power of the tests does not necessarily increase monotonically as ty
decreases if the starting value deviates enough from the mean (cf. the sectors for T — 25
and T — 100 with \yo — fi\/cr = 25). This is actually intuitive because the tests are
designed to keep their size for i/> = I regardless of the starting value so the power may
remain closer to the size with a i/> very close to one than with a smaller ij) for which the
power is negligible.
Example (Table 7.8). If ^ = 0.6, T = 25, and \y0 - /z|/cr = 5 then the powers (*100) of
the </V> Vv,ad, anc* Vv,a<*,« tests are 40.9, 48.6, and 49.8, respectively. The corresponding
figures for $ = 0.9, T = 100, and \y0 - n\/<r = 25 are 6.9, 19.8, and 22.4, respectively. D
22The thresholds move downward as the size of the tests is decreased to 1 per cent. The difference
in the thresholds of the tests when T = 250 disappears — to the grid accuracy in Table 7.8 — as the
threshold of the V1 test remains the same but the threshold of the ^Xad -test becomes 0.9.
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A finding related to White (1961) explains the emergence of thresholds and why they
differ across tests and sample sizes (and risk levels). White (op. cit.) proved the result,
anticipated by Hurwicz (1950, p. 373), that if the constant is not estimated then the
MLE becomes unbiased under (asymptotic) stationarity as the starting value diverges
to infinity (as mentioned in Section 5.3).

(See Appendix A5 for related results and

references.) We prove in Appendix A5 that actually the MLE, the AE, and the AEap
converge stochastically to the true value for \tp\ < 1 as the absolute value of the deviation
of the starting value from the unconditional mean tends to infinity. (We also prove this
for the MLE when the model does not encompass a constant and derive the asymptotic
A

distributions of yo(^mi — 1/>) for the models.) Some Monte Carlo experimentation suggests
that also the iteratively calculated AE is similarly consistent. The connection to the
thresholds is best explained by means of examples.
A
Example (Table 7.8). Let T equal 25 and if) equal 0.6 or 0.5. Then the statistics T(^m/
-1), T($ad2 -1) and T($arf2||. -1) converge to 25* (0.6-1) = -10.0, or to 25* (0.5-1) =
— 12.5, respectively, as the deviation \yo — \i\ja tends to infinity. The critical values for
the statistics are —12.03, —10.54, and —10.35, respectively (by an unreported simulation
experiment and Tables 7.1 and 7.3). The critical values lie between —10.0 and —12.5 so
the test statistics do not reach the critical values under -0 = 0.6 but overshoot the critical
values under i/> = 0.5 for a large enough |t/o — V \/o~. A consequence is that the tests share
a common rejection threshold at -0 = 0.5 for T = 25 (cf. the zones for T equal to 25 and
\y0 — n\/a equal to 250 in Table 7.8). d
Example (Table 7.8). Let T equal 250 and ^ equal 0.99, 0.95 or 0.9. Then the statistics
l -1), T$ad2 -1) and Tty^i - 1 ) converge to 250 * (0.99 - 1) = -2.5, 250 *
(0.95 - 1) = -12.5 or to 250* (0.9 - 1) = -25.0, respectively, as the deviation \y0 - //|/<j
tends to infinity. The critical value (—13.84 by an unreported simulation experiment)
associated with the ^M test is reached only by ^ equal to 0.9 so the test rejects the null
of a unit root always under ip = 0.9 but never for i/> equal to or larger than 0.95 (when
\y0 — //l/cr is large enough). Instead, the critical values (-12.12 and —11.90 by Tables
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7.1 and 7.3) related to the ^M>ad and Vv.ad.i tests are realized already by V> equal to 0.95
but for ifr equal to 0.99 the critical values remain distant (for a large enough |y0 — /^l/^)Different rejection thresholds at if) = 0.9 and at i/> = 0.95 emerge for the tests (cf. the
zones for T equal to 250 and |y0 - HA7 equal to 250 in Table 7.8). D
By similar reasoning one could a priori locate a threshold of power for any of the
above tests at an arbitrary sample size and risk level and spot more cases where the
thresholds would differ for the tests.
A power comparison of the Wald tests TM and r^ad is given in Table 7.9. 23 The basic
pattern is the same as above but the powers of the two tests differ less than the powers
of the corresponding ip^ and Vw^ tests do. The adjusted version is still slightly less
powerful if the process has started from the unconditional mean. If \yo — y\ja is five,
then the powers are very much the same. As the deviation increases the adjusted version
gains a power advantage but it is not as a profound one as what took place with the tests
based on SCs.
A quick look at the column for T = 25 might suggest that thresholds for power would
emerge again. The power of the tests seems to tend to zero at i/> = 0.99 as the starting
value increases towards 25 when T = 25. However, the power decline of the r^ad test
converts into a power increase by \y0 — fj,\/a = 250 which throws the threshold in doubt.
Indeed, a simulation experiment with \yo — IJL\/<J = 1000 (not reported in the table) gave
rejection rates 60.3 and 70.3 for the TM and r^ad tests, respectively, so powers of both
tests seem to converge to one implying no thresholds of the kind which arose with the ^M ,
.od, and ipwdj tests. By studying the other two columns, it can be seen that the power
23 Literally, we are studying the statistics VW and yWad2 which employ the MLE of a instead of
the degrees-of-freedom corrected estimate s. The corresponding statistics differ only by a multiplying
constant so the test outcomes and powers agree exactly.
The simulation algorithm accepts the null of a unit root if it comes across a noncalculable \fW^.
Another alternative would be to exclude such instances which could only increase the power estimates
for the Tn^ad test. Our choice is probably more fair as in practise one does not throw away a time series
under inspection only because of a difficulty in the calculation of the test statistic. Anyway, the practise
does not matter according to the following check: The power estimates (*100) for the r^^ test remain
the same to two decimal places when the algorithm is changed to reject the null in a noncalculable case
of y/Wad2 and the sample size is 25 and |y0 - n\/<r is 0 or 5.

___
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of the TM and r^ad tests tends to one for all experimented values of T as the deviation
\yo — l*>\/°' increases. The power boost is not necessarily uniform for the tests, as just
recognized.
Example (Table 7.9). The largest difference in power (*100) in favour of the TM test is
0.6 and occurs in the zones for |y0 - p\/cr — 0 at ^ = 0.50 and T = 25 (50.9 vs. 50.3)
and at ^ = 0.95 and T = 250 (45.5 vs. 44.9). The largest difference in power (*100) in
favour of the r^d test is 3.5 (77.0 vs. 80.5) which takes place at ^ = 0.9, T = 25, and
= 25.0
Tables 7.8 and 7.9 affirm the Monte Carlo results of Dickey et al (1986, Table 2),
Dickey and Fuller (1979, p. 430), and Schmidt and Phillips (1992): the ^M test is more,
and can be much more, powerful than the TM test when the process has started from
the unconditional mean, cf. the sectors for \y0 — //|/a equal to zero in Tables 7.8 and
7.9. 24 However, the zones for \yo — H/0" e(lual to or larger than 25 reveal that the r^ test
(or r^ad test) can be far more powerful than the ^M test (or ift^ad test) otherwise. In
the case of \yo — /^|/cr = 5 the power ranking depends on the sample size so that the rM
test (or r^ad test) is more powerful than the ^M test (or ip^ad test) for T = 25 or when
\y0 — fi\/a is relatively notable and vice versa for T = 250 or when \y0 — fj,\/o~ is relatively
less notable. 25
Example (Tables 7.8 and 7.9). When i/> = 0.6, T = 25, and \y0 - p\/o- = 0 the powers
(*100) of the i/>n and TM tests are 54.4 and 34.8, respectively. The power of the former
test decreases to 40.9 and the power of the latter test increases to 80.3 as |y0 — ^|/cr is
changed to 5. As \y0 — fjt\/cr is altered to 250 the power of the ^V test fades to zero while
the power of the TM test reaches 100.D
24The simulation results of Dickey et al. (op. cit.) and Schmidt and Phillips (op. cit.) agree with
the present estimates of power (for T = 100 and |yo - V\l<r - 0 in the case of the former article and for
T = 100 and |yo — V\lff = 0 or |t/o — A4 !/*7 = 5 in the case of the latter article). The power estimates of
Dickey and Fuller (op. cit.) are not straightforwardly comparable as they employed a two-sided test.
25 The result might be seen for the t/V an(^ rp tests fr°m Table 2 of Schmidt and Phillips (op. cit.)
but they do not comment upon it. An exception to the rule is the case of $ = 0.99, |t/0 — HA7 = 5 and
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An interpretation of the differences in power between the SC tests and the Waldkind of tests is simple. As already explained, standardised statistics like T(^ml -1)
converge to T(i/> — 1) or to a fixed number as \yo — fi\/o- tends to infinity which leads to
an inconsistent test for many combinations of i/> and T. The Wald test can be interpreted
as a departure of the null value of ifr (here unity) from the MLE multiplied by a measure
of the curvature of the likelihood function (or the profile likelihood as in (4.4)), cf. Buse
(1982), say. The departure tends to ^ — 1 / 0 by the consistency of the estimates with
an increasing \yo — //|/cr. It is reasonable to assume that simultaneously the (possibly
adjusted) profile likelihood develops an increasingly curved shape around the MLE. Hence
the multiplicative factor in the formula for the Wald-family of tests accelerates forcing
the Wald statistic to explode with an increasing |t/o — A*I/*7 inducing a consistent test for
all t/> and T.
It seems fair to reason as is often done (cf. Section 3.5) that the (DF) unit-root tests
are weak. For example, a researcher employing the ^ test would make a type II error
almost one out of seven times even when the autoregressive coefficient is as low as 0.40,
\yo — (J>\/(7 equals zero, and the sample size is 25 (Table 7.8).
Quite extraordinary results arise for the a priori adjusted versions of the tests or
i/>fj,,ad,ap and T//,ad,ap tests (Table 7.10). Both tests display uniformly close to zero power
when |t/o — p\l ff = 0- The intuition is the inconsistency of the a priori AE as rationalized
on p. 88 and the aforementioned tendency for the power to stick to the size of the test
in the neighbourhood of unity. The drop in power is in line, even though an extreme
occurrence, with the previously observed pattern: if the process has started from the
mean then the power of a test decreases when the adjustment intensifies. The power
increases rapidly by \y0 — fj,\/o- = 5 — except for r^ad,ap under T = 250 — because,
as we have pointed out, the AEap is consistent when \y0 — jj,\/a tends to infinity. The
emerging power appears a mixture of the depressing effect due to the inconsistency with
the sample size and the gain in strength due to the departure of the starting value from
the mean. For the zones below, the pattern of power matches again with the other two
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tables: the powers increase in line with the strength of the adjustment (minor exceptions
exist to this rule). The tests possess then power which is in some cases unachievable by
the corresponding previously considered tests.
The power ranking of the a priori adjusted versions of the tests is simple though it
does not follow the design laid out. The i/>ptad,ap test is more powerful as long as \y0 — fj,\/o~
is five or smaller. The r^a^ap test is more powerful than the ^>M)ad,ap test for \y0 — n\/oequal to or larger than 25. The test performs very well already when \yQ — fj,\/a is 25 and
it rejects the null of a unit root with probability close to one for all of the experimented
values of ip and T by \y0 — //|/<7 equal to 250.
Example (Table 7.10). The contrast in power between the tp^adw and T^a^ap tests can
be extreme. Two cases in point are t/> = 0.7, T = 250, \yo — fj,\/a = 5 and i/> — 0.95,
T = 25, \yo — fj,\/cr = 250 which imply departures in power (*100) close to 100. The
departure is in favour of the former test in the first case (99.0 vs. 0.0) and in favour of
the latter test in the second case (0.0 vs. 100.0). D
The materializing thresholds can again be explained by the convergence of the estiA

mate, here ^ad2,ap> to ip as \y0 — fj,\/cr tends to infinity. (The power figures 39.3 and 15.9
in the \yo — fJ>\/cr = 250 zone tend to 100.0 and 0.0, respectively, as \yo — fJ,\/cr increases.)
Example (Table 7.10). Assume that the number of observations is 25 and that tp equals
0.85 or 0.9. T(^ad^ap -1) tends then to 25(0.85 - 1) = -3.75 or to 25(0.9 - 1) = -2.5,
respectively. When these values are compared to the 5 per cent critical value —2.74 (from
Table 7.5) it can be seen that the limiting value under tp equal to 0.85 leads to a rejection
which does not happen under t/>. equal to 0.9.D
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|yo - i*\/<r
0

5

25

250

Table 7.8

25
tf
VV V>M,ad
0.99
5.4
5.5
0.95
7.8
7.8
0.90 11.5 11.2
0.85 15.4 14.8
0.80 20.6 19.8
0.70 35.8 34.2
0.60 54.4 52.7
0.50 72.0 70.4
0.40 86.3 85.2
0.99
5.3
5.2
0.95
5.2
5.3
0.90
4.3
4.8
0.85
4.4
5.5
0.80
7.1
8.9
0.70 17.5 22.4
0.60 40.9 48.6
0.50 68.1 75.1
0.40 89.5 92.8
0.99
2.7
2.8
0.95
0.0
0.0
0.90
0.0
0.0
0.85
0.0
0.0
0.80
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.70
1.9 28.2
0.60
0.50 73.3 99.0
0.40 100.0 100.0
0.0
0.0
0.99
0.0
0.0
0.95
0.0
0.0
0.90
0.0
0.0
0.85
0.0
0.0
0.80
0.0
0.0
0.70
0.0
0.0
0.60
0.50 100.0 100.0
0.40

250

100
VWd.i

5.5
7.7
11.0
14.7
19.6
33.9
52.2
69.9
85.0
5.2
5.3
4.9
5.8
9.3
23.4
49.8
76.4
93.3
2.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
35.6
99.5
100.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
100.0

Empirical power (xlOO) of the

rffi ^/z,ad V^ad.i

^/x VWd ^ad,i

7.4
7.4
19.3 18.6
47.8 46.3
79.3 78.2
95.8 95.2
100.0 100.0

7.4 11.4 11.2
18.4 63.9 62.6
46.0 99.4 99.4
78.0 100.0 100.0
95.1
100.0

11.2
62.2
99.4
100.0

6.9
6.9
14.5 14.8
42.5 43.6
78.6 79.6
96.7 96.9
100.0 100.0

6.8 10.4 10.4
15.0 62.3 62.2
43.9 99.6 99.5
79.8 100.0 100.0
97.0
100.0

10.4
62.0
99.5
100.0

1.0
1.0
0.1
0.2
6.9 19.8
82.5 95.6
100.0 100.0

1.1
1.1
1.4
0.3 44.8 59.3
22.4 100.0 100.0
96.6
100.0

1.5
62.1
100.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
100.0 100.0

0.0 0.0
0.0
0.0 0.0 87.3
0.0 100.0 100.0
100.0

0.0
96.3
100.0

an(^

tests when size is 5 %.
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|yo - /i|/«r
0

5

25

250

Table 7.9

tf
0.99
0.95
0.90
0.85
0.80
0.70
0.60
0.50
0.40
0.99
0.95
0.90
0.85
0.80
0.70
0.60
0.50
0.40
0.99
0.95
0.90
0.85
0.80
0.70
0.60
0.50
0.40
0.99
0.95
0.90
0.85
0.80
0.70
0.60
0.50
0.40

TA*

100
^ad

T/x

TAt,ad

250
^7*

Tfaad

5.3
6.1
7.0
8.6
11.4
20.8
34.8
50.9
70.0
4.9
6.3
8.6
14.3
24.6
51.6
80.3
95.0
99.3
4.4
12.2
77.0
99.8
100.0

5.3
6.0
6.9
8.4
11.2
20.4
34.3
50.3
69.5
4.9
6.2
8.7
14.5
24.8
52.0
80.4
95.0
99.3
4.4
14.1
80.5
99.8
100.0

6.1
11.5
30.9
62.1
87.0
99.7
100.0

6.0
11.3
30.5
61.4
86.7
99.6
100.0

7.6
45.5
96.8
100.0

7.5
44.9
96.7
100.0

5.7
14.0
42.7
78.5
96.7
100.0

5.7
13.8
42.4
78.2
96.6
100.0

7.9
51.4
98.7
100.0

7.8
51.1
98.6
100.0

5.0
87.7
100.0

5.2
89.2
100.0

11.1
99.9
100.0

11.6
99.9
100.0

3.4
100.0

5.0
100.0

96.5
100.0

98.0
100.0

100.0

100.0

Empirical power (xlOO) of the r^ and r^ad tests when size is 5 %
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|yo - /*|/<r
0

5

25

250

Table 7.10

25

100
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250

*
^/Aad^p T/A.ad.ap v'/i.ad.ap '77t,ad,ap ^/z,ad,ap TAt,ad,ap
0.2
1.1
1.9
0.99
3.4
4.5
4.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.95
0.1
1.8
3.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.90
1.3
0.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.85
0.1
0.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.80
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.70
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.60
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.50
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.40
0.0
0.7
2.5
2.7
4.2
4.7
0.99
4.8
0.0
3.9
1.1
7.9
6.3
7.0
0.95
0.0
20.0
1.0
22.1
11.2
14.1
0.90
0.0
59.6
1.6
49.5
19.3
26.5
0.85
0.0
88.8
2.8
76.1
29.1
41.7
0.80
0.0
99.0
9.9
97.1
50.9
71.9
0.70
0.0
99.8
25.7
99.6
71.5
92.0
0.60
0.4
99.9
50.8
99.9
85.2
98.1
0.50
4.3
100.0
74.6
100.0
93.1
99.6
0.40
37.2
26.4
19.1
11.1
9.0
6.0
0.99
100.0
100.0
99.8
92.4
57.2
5.9
0.95
100.0
100.0
99.2
31.9
0.90
100.0
91.6
0.85
100.0
0.80
0.70
0.60
0.50
0.40
100.0
15.9
100.0
0.0
39.3
0.0
0.99
100.0
100.0
100.0
0.0
0.95
0.1
0.90
100.0
0.85
0.80
0.70
0.60
0.50
0.40

Empirical power (xlOO) of the Vv,a<*,ap and Tn,ad,aP tests when size is 5 %
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We note a peculiar outcome: The ^V test, say, is inconsistent for many combinations
of i/> and \yQ — n\/cr though the estimate on which it is based, i/>mh is consistent whether
the number of observations or \y0 — fj,\/cr tends to infinity. On the other hand, the ^,ad,ap
test, say, is consistent under many of the combinations of ip and \yo — fj,\/a under which
the t/>M test is inconsistent even though the estimate ^M|0rf|ap underlying the ^V.ad.ap test
is in general consistent only as \y0 — fj,\/cr tends to infinity. The explanation lies in the
A

A

more compact distribution of ^>M adap over that of ^mi .
A suggestion for the use of tests, conditional on the magnitude of \y0 — //|/<J or the
standardised departure of the starting value from the unconditional mean and derived
from Tables 7.8, 7.9, and 7.10, is outlined in Table 7.11.26 The standard ^ test is
favoured when the process has started relatively close from the unconditional mean or
1 7/0 — H/°" is small relative to the sample size, the t/>M,ad,; test when the starting value
deviates relatively somewhat more from the unconditional mean, and the ^yad,ap and
Tn,ad,aP tests when the deviation is large or extreme. The most powerful test depends on
both the number of observations and \yo — ^\/a but not (or barely) on the autoregressive
coefficient. No single test dominates the others. A further point which merits comment
is that even though a Wald test often is more powerful than the corresponding SC test
there is usually another SC test which is even more powerful for the circumstance.
Table 7.12 captures essentially the information in Table 7.11 but more neatly in terms
of | t/o — P\/Tcr. A difference is that we have substituted the i/t^ad test in place of the ^V
and i/>ntad,i tests for the case \yo — n\/Tcr = 5 for the sake of simplicity. Following this
rule rather than the more complicated one in Table 7.11 would have very little effect on
the power. The simple pattern in the table invites us to choose the test conditional on
the value of \y0 — ^\/Tcr in general. However, we have not inspected whether the pattern
remains the same when \y0 — fj,\/a and/or T lie outside the range of experimented values
or more generally do not match with them.
The above recommendation is quite theoretical because i) the starting value relative to
26There is a circumstance for which the recommendation does not point out the most powerful test:
= 0.99 and |y0 - v\l<r = 5 in which case the ^ test is the most powerful.
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|yo - v\l*
0
5

25-250

Suggested test

</v

fa for T = 250
^,ad,i for T = 100
^,ad,ap for T = 25
T(i,ad,ap

Table 7.11 Suggested test for different values of |t/0 —
[0,250] and T in the range [25,250] (ARM (1)).

yo - Ml/To1
0
0.02-0.05
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f°r |yo

in the range

Suggested test

Y(j,,ad,ap Or Tp )acitap

Table 7.12 Suggested test for different values of |?/0 —
[0,250] and T in the range [25,250] (ARM (1)).

cr for |t/0 — H/0" in the range

the mean and the variance is seldom known ii) if one knew that the deviation is definitely
non-zero (and one is using the tests properly) then one would also know that the process
is stationary. (The present unit-root tests are valid only when ?/0 — // = 0 under a unit
root). A Bayesian might want to impose an a priori distribution on \y$ — fJ>\/Ta and
choose the test on the basis of it but such a distribution may be perplexing to determine.
Less ambitiously, Table 7.12 can be helpful also if one has an opinion on the probable size
of \y0 — fj,\/T(7 under the alternative hypothesis or is concerned with an approximate range
of values of it. The latter possibility appears especially relevant as such a divergence can
lead to a notable decrease in power as we have seen.
The above described configuration of power may be somewhat informative when as
sessing the magnitude of \y0 — ^\/cr- For example, let us suppose that the TM test rejects
the null while the ^V test does no^ an(^ ^ne sample s^ze is IGSS than or equal to one
hundred. Even though this is not an exact test, the outcome is evidence in favour of a
stationary process which has started from a large starting value (in absolute terms): a
large starting value would shrink the power of the latter test for many values of if} (i.e.
for the values of ^ which are greater than the sample and the test specific thresholds
discussed above) and a boost in power for the Wald-type of tests. Such an outcome
is only suggestive, because, among other things, we have not investigated correlations
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between the test statistics. Calculating the ^>M)ad)ap or the rM)ad,ap test statistics can be
useful, too because their power functions take extreme values enabling one to exclude
numerous parameter combinations of i/> and \yo — fJ>\/(7. For example, rejection of the null
by either of the tests is strong evidence against the plausibility of \y0 — fj,\/cr — 0.
Already a battery of two tests, the ^M and the r^ad tests, say, would assure in general,
though not always, competent power across the scrutinized (^>,|yo — /^|/0") set. Even
though the latter test does not appear to be the most powerful in any circumstance it
performs well in general. If the circumstance \yo — fJ>\/(T ~ 0 were deemed unrealistic then
a useful battery of tests would be r^ad and r^a^ap which do not imply drastic losses of
power for any of the experimented combinations of (^,|2/o — H/ 0") w^h a relatively small
\y0 — fj,\ I a but achieve the highest powers for situations with a substantial \yo — p\/<r. Of
course, a problem is how to fix the size if two tests are employed.
If a sole test would have to be chosen for general use then the r^ or the r^a& test
would be a reasonable choice as they are the only tests which are consistent whether it
is T or \yo — //|/cr which tends to infinity. An important drawback would be that quite
large losses in power (relative to any of the SC tests) would arise when the process has
started from the mean (cf. Tables 7.8 and 7.9). Empiricists often calculate only the Wald
statistic. We have given some theoretical justification for this practise but pointed out a
flaw with it, too. A single test (of the considered ones) is not capable of handling all the
cases we have pondered.
An important recommendation is the usual one of plotting the data. A graph of a
case under which the SC tests are powerless may well reveal that the process appears to
converge to a constant level suggesting gradual stationarity.

7.4 Finite-Sample Distributions for the Unit-Root AR(1) Model
with Drift
It was proved in Section 6.4 that the asymptotic distributions of the SCs and the cor
responding Wald tests are Normal when the process is a random walk with drift. We
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study in this section how well the results hold in finite samples and whether the adjusted
statistics follow the asymptotic Normals better than their non-adjusted counterparts.
The distributions of the SCs are addressed in Table 7.13 (the seeds beneath the
tables in this section are documented in Table A6.3 in Appendix A6). The entries were
constructed by simulating the empirical fractiles, dividing them by \A2or2 , and recording
the deviations of these figures from the fractiles of the Standard Normal. The division by
V 12or2 was done because the asymptotic variance of the SCs is I2(a/a) 2 (formulae (6.41)
and (6.45)) and the simulations assumed a a equal to one throughout. An entry with a
dash only indicates that the deviation was zero to two decimal places. The shorthand
notation for each SC is used so that AE;, say, points out that the fractiles relate to those
A

of T3' 2 (ipad2>i -1). Sample sizes 25, 100, and 250 and drifts equal to 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.5
are considered. The drift can be interpreted to be the constant relative to the standard
deviation because of the just mentioned formula for the asymptotic variance.
In practice, one should use an estimated constant in place of the theoretical one when
standardizing the distribution of the SCs. Hence the results on the distributions of the
SCs may give too optimistic a view of the fit with the Standard Normal. On the other
hand, the results should demonstrate how good a fit at best may be achieved when SCs
are used.
We start by commenting on the zones with a drift equal to or larger than 0.5. Ev
idently, the finite sample records depend on the drift even though asymptotically the
entries follow the Standard Normal distribution. Another outstanding feature is that the
fractiles of the MLE lie uniformly left of the Standard Normal. The departure can be
considerable but decreases when the drift or the sample size increases. The AE follows
the Normal much better in general, especially at the more vital left tail (measured by the
absolute value of the deviations). The left-tail fractiles tend to be yet too small whereas
the right-tail fractiles overshoot. At the very right tail or mainly at the 0.975th and
0.99th fractiles, the fit of the AE can be worse.
The fit at the left tail may be considered more vital in two senses: i) If the Normal
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approximation were to be used for testing of a unit root then most researches would
probably be interested in alternatives with a smaller coefficient than larger and employ
critical values from the left tail, it) A departure of a fractile in the left tail implies a
larger deviation in probabilistic terms than at the right tail when the true distribution
is shifted to the left of the approximating Normal distribution used for inference.
The properties of the AE; are those of the AE but amplified, replicating the pattern
in Section 7.3. That is, the fit is in general somewhat better at the left tail but somewhat
worse at the right tail compared to the AE.
The a priori AE gives a fairly good fit around the 0.05th fractile whenever the drift
is 0.5 or larger. The fit is not always satisfying at the other fractiles but yet in general
by far the best.
The information in the uppermost zone for a drift equal to 0.1 is counterintuitive.
First of all, the left-tail fractiles, of the MLE match surprisingly well already at the sample
size 25. This appears to be a coincidence as the rest of the empirical fractiles miss the
true marks badly and the fit becomes worse at the left tail as the sample size increases.
Contrary to the previously commented cases, the distributions of the AE and the AEt
do not fit quite as well at the left tail but fit much better at the median and at the
right tail than the distribution of the MLE. The AEap is the sole statistic which behaves
sensibly in general or all of the fractiles of it approach those of the Normal as the number
of observations increases. The medians and the right-tail fractiles of the other two AEs
converge too, though. Two unreported simulation experiments revealed that these trends
continue at least up to a sample size of 500 but that general convergence of the fractiles
towards the Normal of the MLE, the AE, and the AEt arises by a sample size of 1 000.
A conclusion from the table is that the sample size and especially the drift need to be
substantial for the asymptotic Normal distribution to hold in practice (which is in line
with the results of Hylleberg and Mizon (op. cit.) for the usual statistics). The AEs,
particularly the a priori AE, achieve then a better fit at the more important left tail of
the distributions.

__
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The Wald statistics behave more consistently than the SCs, cf. Table 7.14. When the
drift is small, or the asymptotics do not apply, the distributions are more symmetric and
the deviations of the fractiles from the Standard Normal vary less than in Table 7.13.
The deviations decrease in general, with minor exceptions, as the drift or the sample size
increases albeit the convergence is slow when the drift is 0.1. Obviously, the finite-sample
distributions depend on the size of the drift even though the asymptotic distribution is
Standard Normal and hence free of nuisance parameters. The adjusted Wald statistic
follows the Normal almost uniformly better than the usual Wald statistic. It contrasts
with the case of the SCs for which the non-adjusted version (estimate) tended to fit
better at the right tail than the adjusted version. \/Wad2,ap follows the Normal even
better in general except at the very right-tail fractiles under a drift equal to 0.1. Indeed,
the match of the distribution of the •JWad2,ap is in general excellent whenever the drift
is 0.5 or larger.
The general tendency at the left tail is that the SCs follow the Normal better than the
Wald statistics when the drift (relative to the standard deviation) is 2.5 and vice versa
when the drift is equal to or smaller than 0.5 (with the exception of the coincidental
case of a. — 0.1 and T = 25). A drift equal to one is a borderline case for the standard
statistics (MLE and W) but the better fit of the Wald statistics can be expanded to
this case, too, for the adjusted statistics (AE and Wadi}- The Wald statistics follow the
Normal about as well or better than the SCs at the right tail. These are rules of thumb;
minor exceptions exist.
As a whole, the size of the drift is probably more important in determining the
match with the Standard Normal: In the case of the SCs the Normal is not a sensible
approximation when the drift is 0.1 and in the case of the Wald statistics the deviation
from the Normal fades faster in the direction of an increased drift than in the direction of
a larger sample. Indeed, the asymptotic local-drift theory (the drift a is devided by T1/2
so that the drift fades) of Haldrup and Hylleberg (1994) suggests that the distribution
would remain (approximately) the same when aT1 /2 is fixed.
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We state next a few results on the moments of the statistics which we have inspected
only under a unit drift. (No table is presented.) Both the usual standardised MLE and
the Wald statistic feature a negative mean but the adjusted versions are much less biased,
indeed essentially unbiased in the case of the adjusted Wald statistics. Surprisingly, the
least biased estimate is the AE instead of the AEap . The variance is the smallest for
the MLE with a marginal difference to the AEap , then follow the AE and the AE;. The
variance of the a priori adjusted Wald statistic is the smallest of the Wald statistics. The
variance of the adjusted Wald statistic is larger than that of the non-adjusted but the
difference is very small. The AE and the AE; are more skewed and feature more kurtosis
than their non-adjusted counterparts. The AEap appears the best in these respects, too.
On the other hand, the adjusted Wald statistics beat the usual ones in these respects.
Having described these results, we point out that the match of the fractiles is more
important than the match of the third or fourth moments as the former determine the
location of the distribution on top of the shape of it.
Empirically a drift relative to the standard deviation is not likely to be as large as 2.5
but 1.0 is already plausible (cf. the discussion on p. 110). The adjusted statistics follow
the Normal distribution quite well even at fairly small samples if the drift is of this size.
The distribution of the adjusted Wald statistic can be very close to the Standard Normal
already under a drift of 0.5. The a priori adjusted statistics, especially \fWad2,ap-, follow
the Normal distribution very well even for small samples like 25 when the drift is 0.5.
The statistic is in this sense most apt for testing of unit roots.
Example (Table 7.14). ^Wad2 deviates only by -0.12 from the Standard Normal at the
0.05th fractile when the drift is 0.5 and the number of observations is 100. The departure
of the 0.05th fractile of the distribution of JWad2,aP is 0.06 when the sample size is 25.
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Drift Fr.
0.1 0.01
0.025
0.05
0.10
0.50
0.90
0.95
0.975
0.99
0.5 0.01
0.025
0.05
0.10
0.50
0.90
0.95
0.975
0.99
1.0 0.01
0.025
0.05
0.10
0.50
0.90
0.95
0.975
0.99
2.5 0.01
0.025
0.05
0.10
0.50
0.90
0.95
0.975
0.99

MLE
-0.03
-0.03
-0.07
-0.10
-0.55
-1.35
-1.62
-1.85
-2.11
-4.34
-2.98
-2.02
-1.30
-0.64
-0.79
-0.83
-0.83
-0.79
-0.83
-0.60
-0.47
-0.38
-0.32
-0.34
-0.31
-0.24
-0.13
-0.16
-0.15
-0.14
-0.13
-0.13
-0.12
-0.10
-0.09
-0.04

25

AE
0.17
0.17
0.15
0.12
-0.34
-1.11
-1.31
-1.44
-1.53
-3.40
-2.10
-1.25
-0.67
-0.18
0.04
0.32
0.75
1.52
-0.47
-0.28
-0.16
-0.09
0.16
0.32
0.53
0.94
-0.04
-0.03
-0.01
0.01
0.04
0.07
0.10
0.14

AE;
0.19
0.20
0.18
0.15
-0.27
-1.05
-1.20
-1.30
-1.39
-3.26
-1.94
-1.11
-0.55
-0.06
0.18
0.56
1.05
1.72
-0.45
-0.27
-0.14
-0.07
0.02
0.23
0.44
0.72
1.30
-0.04
-0.03
-0.01
0.01
0.04
0.07
0.10
0.15

AEap
1.65
1.44
1.25
1.01
0.07
-0.80
-0.98
-1.08
-1.16
-0.31
-0.07
0.07
0.13
0.07
0.15
0.39
0.75
1.45
-0.21
-0.09
-0.01
0.02
0.03
0.08
0.17
0.29
0.53
-0.01
-0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.05
0.07
0.11

100

MLE
-2.85
-2.23
-1.82
-1.42
-0.89
-1.32
-1.51
-1.68
-1.89
-0.91
-0.67
-0.53
-0.43
-0.34
-0.37
-0.35
-0.30
-0.23
-0.26
-0.21
-0.20
-0.18
-0.17
-0.17
-0.15
-0.14
-0.11
-0.09
-0.08
-0.07
-0.07
-0.07
-0.06
-0.06
-0.06
-0.06

AE
-2.37
-1.76
-1.36
-0.97
-0.54
-0.90
-0.96
-0.96
-0.84
-0.54
-0.34
-0.22
-0.13
-0.02
0.12
0.24
0.42
0.73
-0.10
-0.06
-0.05
-0.03
0.04
0.07
0.10
0.16
-0.03
-0.02
-0.01
-0.01
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.02

AE;
-2.32
-1.70
-1.29
-0.89
-0.43
-0.65
-0.48
-0.12
0.57
-0.51
-0.32
-0.19
-0.11
0.20
0.37
0.63
1.13
-0.10
-0.06
-0.04
-0.03

AEap
1.03
0.95
0.85
0.70
0.03
-0.64
-0.77
-0.85
-0.88
-0.24
-0.12
-0.05
0.01
0.03
0.09
0.19
0.34
-0.05
-0.02
-0.01

0.05 0.02
0.08 0.03
0.11 0.06
0.17 0.09
-0.03 -0.02
-0.02 -0.01
-0.01
-0.01
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.02

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

MLE
-4.98
-3.75
-2.87
-2.08
-0.91
-1.16
-1.29
-1.40
-1.52
-0.46
-0.31
-0.27
-0.23
-0.22
-0.22
-0.21
-0.18
-0.14
-0.15
-0.13
-0.12
-0.11
-0.11
-0.11
-0.10
-0.09
-0.07
-0.05
-0.04
-0.05
-0.04
-0.04
-0.04
-0.04
-0.04
-0.03

250

AE
-4.20
-2.99
-2.16
-1.43
-0.48
-0.54
-0.47
-0.29
0.08
-0.26
-0.12
-0.08
-0.04
-0.01
0.05
0.11
0.16
0.25
-0.05
-0.03
-0.02
-0.01
0.01
0.03
0.04
0.06
-0.01
-0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

AE;
-4.11
-2.89
-2.04
-1.30
-0.34
-0.11
0.43
1.35
3.27
-0.25
-0.11
-0.07
-0.04
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AEap
0.37
0.42
0.42
0.38
0.01
-0.35
-0.38
-0.36
-0.26
-0.17
-0.05
-0.02

0.06 0.01
0.12 0.04
0.18 0.08
0.28 0.13
-0.05 -0.03
-0.03 -0.02
-0.02 -0.01
-0.01
0.02
0.03 0.01
0.05 0.03
0.06 0.04
-0.01 -0.01
-0.01 -0.01

0.01
0.01
0.01

0.01
0.01
0.01

Table 7.13. Deviations of the standardised empirical fractiles of the SCs from the Standard
Normal (unit-root ARM (1) with drift).
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Drift Fr.
0.1 0.01
0.025
0.05
0.10
0.50
0.90
0.95
0.975
0.99
0.5 0.01
0.025
0.05
0.10
0.50
0.90
0.95
0.975
0.99
1.0 0.01
0.025
0.05
0.10
0.50
0.90
0.95
0.975
0.99
2.5 0.01
0.025
0.05
0.10
0.50
0.90
0.95
0.975
0.99

\/w vwad2 ^/wad2(ap
-1.52
-1.47
-1.45
-1.44
-1.55
-1.56
-1.53
-1.49
-1.45
-1.11
-1.00
-0.94
-0.88
-0.75
-0.68
-0.64
-0.62
-0.57
-0.66
-0.57
-0.51
-0.45
-0.35
-0.28
-0.23
-0.19
-0.13
-0.43
-0.34
-0.29
-0.24
-0.13
-0.05
0.06
0.14

-1.02
-0.96
-0.93
-0.91
-0.93
-0.73
-0.60
-0.49
-0.47
-0.64
-0.53
-0.47
-0.40
-0.19
0.02
0.09
0.12
0.15
-0.27
-0.20
-0.15
-0.10
0.09
0.13
0.18
0.25
-0.15
-0.09
-0.05
-0.03
0.01
0.03
0.04
0.08
0.13

0.42
0.51
0.52
0.52
0.14
-0.40
-0.49
-0.55
-0.61
-0.06
0.01
0.06
0.09
0.07
-0.07
-0.09
-0.11
-0.11
-0.14
-0.08
-0.03
0.03
0.01
0.03
0.06
-0.13
-0.07
-0.03
-0.01
0.01
0.01
0.03
0.06
0.10

100

A/W \/Wad2 ^/Wad2iap Vw
0.45 -0.95
-0.81
-1.13
0.45 -1.00
-0.81
-1.16
0.43 -1.02
-0.82
-1.18
0.39 -1.05
-0.83
-1.22
0.04 -1.13
-0.85
-1.38
-0.37 -1.10
-0.54
-1.37
-0.42 -1.09
-0.36
-1.35
-0.46 -1.08
-0.18
-1.34
-0.52 -1.09
0.07
-1.34
-0.01 -0.24
-0.16
-0.41
-0.23
-0.14
-0.40
-0.24
-0.12
-0.38
0.01 -0.23
-0.10
-0.38
0.01 -0.22
-0.03
-0.36
-0.01 -0.22
0.08
-0.35
-0.01 -0.21
0.13
-0.34
-0.02 -0.21
0.17
-0.34
-0.02 -0.20
0.24
-0.33
-0.03 -0.14
-0.07
-0.24
-0.02 -0.12
-0.06
-0.23
-0.02 -0.13
-0.05
-0.22
-0.01 -0.12
-0.03
-0.20
-0.11
-0.17
-0.10
0.03
-0.15
0.01 -0.09
0.04
-0.14
0.01 -0.09
0.05
-0.14
0.01 -0.08
0.07
-0.13
-0.04 -0.07
-0.04
-0.14
-0.03 -0.06
-0.03
-0.12
-0.01 -0.06
-0.02
-0.11
-0.05
-0.01
-0.09
-0.05
-0.07
0.01 -0.04
0.01
-0.05
0.01 -0.03
0.02
-0.03
0.01 -0.03
0.02
-0.03
0.02 -0.01
0.03
-0.01
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250

vwad2 ywad2)ap
-0.66
-0.68
-0.68
-0.68
-0.60
-0.25
-0.08
0.12
0.42
-0.07
-0.06
-0.06
-0.04
-0.01
0.04
0.06
0.07
0.10
-0.03
-0.02
-0.02
-0.01
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.03
-0.02
-0.01
-0.01

0.01
0.01
0.03

0.33
0.31
0.29
0.25
0.01
-0.24
-0.28
-0.31
-0.35
-0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
-0.01
-0.01

0.01
0.01
-0.01
-0.01

0.01
0.01
0.02

Table 7.14. Deviations of the standardised empirical fractiles of the Wald statistics from the
Standard Normal (unit-root ARM (1) with drift).
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The empirical sizes calculated from the simulated distributions of Tables 7.13 and 7.14
are reported in Tables 7.15 and 7.16. The tables exemplify properties already commented
on: the magnitude of the drift is more important in determining the match with the
Standard Normal than the number of observations, especially the fit with the Standard
Normal is in general bad when the drift is 0.1 or small (apart from the accidental case
when T = 25); the adjusted statistics follow the Standard Normal much better than the
standard counterparts; the Wald statistics follow the Normal better than the SCs when
the drift equals one half, and vice versa when the drift is very large or over two. In the
last respect, the differences are smaller for the adjusted statistics. The empirical size of
the usual statistics can be unacceptable even under a unit drift but remains close to the
nominal size when the statistics are adjusted.
25

100

250

Drift MLE AE AEap MLE AE AEap MLE AE AEap
2.1
0.1
0.3 30.8 21.0
0.0 25.6 17.3
5.9 3.5
5.1
5.5
0.5
8.1 5.6
4.2 11.2 7.1
20.0 12.5
5.0
5.3
5.1
1.0
6.1 5.0
7.3 5.6
10.1 6.5
5.2
5.9 5.2
4.9
2.5
5.5 5.0
5.0
6.6 5.2
Table 7.15 Empirical size of the SC tests when nominal size is 5 % (unit-root ARM (1)
with drift).

Drift Vw
0.1 46.0
0.5 20.1
1.0 11.8
8.3
2.5

T
100

25

vwad2 ywad2,ap
23.1
10.0
6.4
5.5

250

\/W V/Wad2 ^/Wada.ap VW \/Wad2 yWad2)ap

1.7 38.1
4.7 10.3
5.3 7.6
5.4 6.3

20.9
6.3
5.6
5.3

1.6 30.3
5.0 7.8
5.3 6.3
5.3 5.6

17.2
5.3
5.1
5.1

2.5
4.9
4.9
5.0

Table 7.16 Empirical size of the Wald tests when nominal size is 5 % (unit-root ARM (1)
with drift).
We expressed caveats on p. 110 on the applicability of the asymptotic normality
results on testing for unit roots. The caveats were the poor fit of the empirical distri
butions with the Standard Normal, inconsistency against trend-stationary alternatives
(as the sample size tends to infinity), and the incredibility of the stationary alternative
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if a drifted random walk is considered the null. We suggested that the result might be
more useful when the alternative is a gradually stationary process or a stationary process
which has started from a value very far away from the unconditional mean but a trendstationary process can be excluded from the set of alternative processes. The basis of
our statement is that a process which has started well off the unconditional mean can be
trended, not necessarily linearly, and may sometimes be a more reasonable alternative to
the null than a stationary process (stationary apart from start-up effects). The sugges
tion gains some more merit from the fact that the asymptotic normality approximation
is more realistic after adjusting the statistics, especially at the important left tail.
As a general note, asymptotic normality of the Wald statistics seems attractive be
cause the Standard Normal is more compact than the DF distribution which results when
a constant and a time trend are included in the model. This is the distribution to refer to
when the null hypothesis is a drifted random walk (Section 3.2). Hence a test based on
asymptotic normality should be more powerful than tests based on the DF distribution.
As regards to SCs, all the contemplated estimates of ^ converge to the true value as the
divergence of the starting value from the unconditional mean increases. When the null
is a drifted random walk, the SC is multiplied, after subtracting one, by T3/2 instead of
T. It implies larger values, in absolute terms, of the SC statistics, which combined with
smaller, in absolute terms, critical values indicates a more powerful test in general. We
note in passing that the distribution of \/Wad2,ap is the most compact but that does not
necessarily imply a powerful test.
On the other hand, in small samples the adjusted statistics should display smaller
power relative to the unadjusted as the former, or at least the AEs, are in general larger
than the latter in absolute value and the same critical values from the Normal distribution
are used for both kind of statistics. The power difference is not surprising after noting
the many analogical cases in econometrics where the statistic with empirical size close
to the nominal size is less powerful than another statistic which is less faithful to the
nominal size (recall the argument of Blough on p. 25, say, on the relation between size
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and power for unit-root tests). Stock (1994) reports simulation evidence on this issue in
the context of testing for unit roots.
In conclusion, allowing for a gradually stationary process and the Cox-Reid adjust
ments expands somewhat the scope of functionality of unit-root tests based on asymptotic
normality but probably by not : as much as many econometricians would desire.

7.5 Fractiles for the Unit-Root Bhargava AR(1) Model with
Constant
The (empirical) fractiles of the standardised MLE for the unit-root AR^(l) model have
not been studied or documented elsewhere so we report them on top of the empirical
fractiles of the standardised AE (Tables 7.17 and 7.20). The fractiles apply regardless
of the constant (70) or starting value (x0) as proved at the end of Section 6.6. There is
extra uncertainty associated with the fractiles in this section because the estimates have
been solved numerically, see Appendix A6 for details (especially Table A6.5). 27
The fractiles for the MLE show, as expected, that the median is negative and the left
tail of the distribution is longer than the right suggesting a biased estimate for all sample
sizes. As the number of observations increases the fractiles become less scattered. They
move essentially monotonically towards zero apart from the two left-most fractiles. (The
fractiles for the asymptotic case relate to the previously simulated distribution portrayed
in Figure 6.1.)
Comparison to the (unrepprted) distribution of the MLE under the simple AR(1)
model of Section 6.3 yields a surprise (Table 7.18). 28 When the sample size is small the
left tail fractiles of Table 7.17 lie far left of those of the distribution of the aforementioned
MLE increasing the spread of the present MLE. Moreover, the distribution converges to
27The simulations employed the same seeds and random numbers which were used when analysing the
p(l) model (Table A6.1).
28Such a comparison is meaningful under a unit root and a zero starting value because then the
processes models (6.4) and (6.47) generate agree (cf. formulae (6.11) and (6.48) and the discussion on
P-
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the asymptotic one slowly. Thus the model does not yield as compact small-sample
distributions as the asymptotic distribution suggests. The Bhargava model establishes
invariance with respect to the starting value at the cost of inaccuracy in estimation in
comparison to the simple AR(1) model.
The small-sample left tail fractiles of the present distribution fit better with the ones
applying under the ARM (1) model (Table 7.19) than the ones which hold under the simple
AR(1) model. (In large samples the fractiles naturally differ from those applying under
the former model.) The variance of the present MLE appears to exceed that of the MLE
under the ARM (1) model when the sample size is 25. 29 However, calculating the Monte
Carlo moments reveals that the MLE based on the AR^(l) model is yet more accurate
in terms of MSE (the MSEs of the MLEs are 0.044 and 0.060).
The adjustment has cut both tails of the distribution of the MLE but especially the
left tail (Tables 7.20 and 7.21). Moreover, in essence all the fractiles of the distribution
of the AE (excluding the asymptotic ones which have been copied from Table 7.17) lie
closer both to zero and to the asymptotic fractiles than those for the MLE. That is, the
AE appears less biased and less variable, and hence more accurate in terms of MSE than
the MLE, and is found to follow the common asymptotic distribution better than the
MLE.

29The north-east-most figure in Table 7.19 is positive which implies that the corresponding fractile
of the present MLE lies to the left of the one associated with the MLE under the AR/1 (1) model. A
negative number at the north-west-most figure indicates that the fractile of the present MLE lies further
to the right.
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T/Fr.
25
50
75
100
250
500
1000
oo

0. 01 0.025
0.05
-17 .01 -14.39 -12 .07
-18 .05 -14.76 -11 .74
-18 .38 -14.25 -11 .10
-18 .00 -13.79 -10 .44
-16 .00 -11.97 -9 .02
-15 .01 -11.27 -8 .50
-14 .30 -10.86 -8 .25
-13 .68 -10.41 -7 .97

Table 7.17
T/Fr.
25
50
75
100
250
500
1000
oo

0.01
-5.09
-5.25
-5.40
-4.70
-2.58
-1.36
-0.50
0

0.10
-9.42
-8.44
-7.58
-7.10
-6.20
-5.95
-5.84
-5.65

0.50
-1.01
-0.94
-0.90
-0.88
-0.86
-0.87
-0.86
-0.87

0.90
1.09
1.00
0.97
0.96
0.95
0.93
0.93
0.92

0.95
1.51
1.37
1.34
1.32
1.30
1.29
1.29
1.28

0.975
1.91
1.73
1.69
1.66
1.64
1.62
1.62
1.60
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0.99
2.45
2.21
2.14
2.10
2.06
2.04
2.05
2.00

Empirical fractiles of T(tpml -1) for ^ = 1
0.025
-5.00
-4.91
-4.21
-3.55
-1.63
-0.87
-0.38
0

0.05
-4.71
-4.05
-3.28
-2.49
-1.05
-0.52
-0.15
0

0.10
-4.11
-2.93
-1.99
-1.41
-0.56
-0.22
-0.11
0

0.50
-0.22
-0.11
-0.07
-0.04
-0.00
-0.01
0.00
0

0.90
0.07
0.03
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.00
0.00
0

0.95
0.09
0.03
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0

0.975
0.11
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.01
0

0.99
0.11
0.04
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.02
0

Table 7.18 Differences between the empirical fractiles of the MLEs under the AR(1)
and AR^(l) models for ^ = 1.

T/Fr.
25
50
75
100
250
500
1000
CO

0.01
0.41
-0.60
-0.90
-1.67
-4.10
-5.33
-6.29
-7.05

0.025
0.32
-0.65
-1.63
-2.39
-4.53
-5.42
-6.21
-6.63

0.05
0.04
-1.30
-2.25
-3.08
-4.82
-5.37
-5.93
-6.14

0.10
-0.46
-2.09
-3.15
-3.80
-4.90
-5.17
-5.46
-5.57

0.50
-3.07
-3.30
-3.37
-3.38
-3.47
-3.50
-3.51
-3.49

0.90 0.95
-1 .80 -1 .49
-1 .80 -1 .46
-1 .77 -1 .43
-1 .77 -1 .42
-1 .78 -1 .44
-1 .77 -1 .44
-1 .78 -1 .44
-1 .77 -1 .44

0.975
-1.29
-1.23
-1.21
-1.20
-1.20
-1.20
-1.21
-1.20

0.99
-1.07
-1.02
-0.99
-1.00
-1.00
-1.00
-1.02
-0.99

Table 7.19 Differences between the empirical fractiles of the MLEs under the ARM (1)
and ARf (1) models for ^ = 1.
The distributions of the estimates look by and large similar when the sample size is
hundred (Figures 7.6 and 7.7). A sharp-eyed reader may also be able to detect the rela
tively shorter tails of the distribution in Figure 7.6 compared to the one in Figure 7.7 and
see that the former distribution is also otherwise slightly more tight. The accompanying
statistics give more detailed information and support our surmise above. Pleasingly, the
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T/Fr.
25
50

75
100
250
500
1000
CO

0.01

-15 .35
-16 .15
-16 .42
-16 .02
-14 .72
-14 .27
-13 .93
-13 .68

Table 7.20

0.025

0.05

0.10

-12.49
-12.72
-12.28
-11.94
-11.06
-10.81
-10.64
-10.41

-9.99
-9.65
-9.23
-8.95
-8.42
-8.21
-8.11
-7.97

-7.10
-6.58
-6.30
-6.18
-5.88
-5.80
-5.76
-5.65

0.50
-0 .84

-0 .87
-0 .86
-0 .85
-0 .85
-0 .86
-0 .86
-0 .87

0.90

0.95

1.03
0.97
0.95
0.94
0.94
0.92
0.93
0.92

1.41
1.33
1.31
1.30
1.29
1.28
1.29
1.28

0.99
1.76 2.24
1.67 2.11
1.65 2.08
1.63 2.05
1.63 2.04
1.62 2.04
1.62 2.04
1.60 2.00

0.975

Empirical fractiles of T(^ad -1) for ^ = 1 (AR*(1)).

T/Fr.

0.01

0.025

0.05

0.10

0.50

0.90

0.95

0.975

0.99

25
50
75
100
250
500
1000

1.66
1.90
1.96
1.98
1.28
0.74
0.37
0

1.90
2.04
1.97
1.85
0.91
0.46
0.22
0

2.08
2.09
1.87
1.49
0.60
0.29
0.14
0

2.32
1.86
1.28
0.92
0.32
0.15
0.08
0

0.17
0.07
0.04
0.03
0.01
0.01
0
0

-0.06
-0.03
-0.02
-0.02
-0.01
-0.01
0
0

-0.10
-0.04
-0.03
-0.02
-0.01
-0.01
0
0

-0.15
-0.06
-0.04
-0.03
-0.01
0
0
0

-0.21
-0.10
-0.06
-0.05
-0.02
0
-0.01
0

CO

Table 7.21
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Differences between the empirical fractiles of T(i/>ml -1) and T(i/>ad -1) for
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comparison proves that the adjustment can yield a reduction in both bias and SD. (The
MSEs appear the same only because of the reporting accuracy. Actually, the compari
son on p. 118 already yielded the result.) Perhaps the sole negative aspect is that the
adjustment seems to increase skewness. Recalling the corresponding statistics for the
estimates for the ARM (1) model (from Figures 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3) we find that both the
present MLE and the present AE are less biased and scattered and much more accurate
in terms of MSE for hundred observations.

T/Fr.

0.01

0.025

0.05

0.10

0.50

25
50
75
100
250
500
1000

-3.45
-3.17
-3.05
-2.93
-2.66
-2.57
-2.55
-2.56

-3.03
-2.75
-2.59
-2.48
-2.26
-2.21
-2.20
-2.23

-2.65
-2.35
-2.19
-2.09
-1.93
-1.91
-1.92
-1.93

-2.19
-1.88
-1.74
-1.67
-1.58
-1.60
-1.61
-1.61

-0.51
-0.50
-0.50
-0.50
-0.50
-0.50
-0.50
-0.51

00

Table 7.22

T/Fr.
25
50
75
100
250
500
1000
oo

0.94
0.92
0.92
0.90
0.89
0.89
0.88

0.95
1.45

1.36
1.33
1.32
1.29
1.29
1.28
1.27

0.975

0.99

1.82
1.72
1.69
1.66
1.64
1.63
1.63
1.61

2.28
2.12
2.11
2.08
2.05
2.03
2.03
1.98

Empirical fractiles of VW for ^ = 1 (ARf (1)).

0.01 0.025
-2.76 -2.31
-2.63 -2.21
-2.58 -2.16
-2.53 -2.13
-2.47 -2.12
-2.48 -2.15
-2.51 -2.17
-2.56 -2.23

Table 7.23

0.90
1.02

0.05
-1.91
-1.85
-1.83
-1.82
-1.84
-1.87
-1.90
-1.93

0.10
-1.48
-1.48
-1.49
-1.49
-1.53
-1.57
-1.60
-1.61

0.50 0.90 0.95 0.975 0.99
1.67 2.11
-0.43 0.93 1.33
1.65 2.04
-0.47 0.90 1.31
1.65 2.06
-0.48 0.89 1.29
1.63 2.04
-0.48 0.90 1.29
1.63 2.03
-0.49 0.89 1.28
1.63 2.02
-0.50 0.88 1.28
1.63 2.02
-0.50 0.89 1.28
1.61 1.98
-0.51 0.88 1.27

Empirical fractiles of ^/W^ for ^ = 1 (AR*(1)).

Zivot (1994, p. 564), who focused on the unit-root case, reasoned that the MLE
takes similar values to the OLS estimate from the simple AR(1) model when the OLS
estimate is calculated for observations from ?/2 to t/T (*/o is undefined in the Bhargava
model so the OLS estimate is uncalculable for observations from y\ to yx, cf. formula
(6.3)). 30 Unreported simulation experimentation reveals that this holds only under a
A

30 Formula (37) of Zivot for S2 (p,x0) agrees with our formula (6.50) for cr^ after substituting V> in
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Figure 7.6

Empirical distribution of i/>ml for ^ = 1 and T = 100 (AR*(1))
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Figure 7.7

Empirical distribution of $ad for ^ = 1 and T = 100 (AR*(1))
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unit root and a fairly large sample size (Table 7.18 gives some information on this issue).
Otherwise the estimates can take very different values.
The fractiles of the Wald statistics can be read from Tables 7.22 and 7.23. The
location and shape of the distributions vary less with the sample size than those of the
estimates. This applies especially to the adjusted statistic which follows the asymptotic
distribution better than the unadjusted one. The distribution of the adjusted statistic is
also more concentrated in general.

7.6 Power Comparisons for the Bhargava AR(1) Model with
Constant
The simulated powers of the ^ and ip^ad tests are documented in Table 7.24. Again the
test size is 5 per cent, ^ in the range 0.4 to 0.99, and sample size (T) in the range 25 to
250. 31 Even though our analysis has assumed that the starting value of the unobservable
process xt (beneath the yt process) equals zero it is allowed to differ from zero in the
simulation experiment. The quantity \XQ\ /cr is the standardised absolute value of the
deviation of the starting value of the Xt process from zero or the unconditional mean
of the xt process (recall equation (6.47)). The deviation of interest does not relate to
the unconditional mean of the yt process as in Section 7.3. The unconditional mean of
yt or 70 can be imagined to have been added to the xt process afterwards and hence be
irrelevant as regards to the autocorrelation structure.32 The following argumentation will
refer to the yt process and its properties (not to the unconditional mean of the xf , say).
The profile and adjusted profile log-likelihoods which were derived in Section 6.6
assumed that x0 equals zero. The term should be incorporated into the likelihoods when
place of p and ignoring fixed terms. Zivot (op. cit.} writes on p. 564 that 'S2 (fi,xo).. .is minimized
near ?, the OLS estimate of p in the simple AR(1) model without an intercept.' Apparently Zivot refers
to S2 (p, XQ) as S2 (p, x0) is not defined in the article and p is not an argument in it.
31 Tables 7.24 and 7.25 are based on the same seeds or random numbers which were used when studying
power under the AR/i (l) model (Table A6.2).
32 Deviation —(xo)/<r would produce a similar but not exactly the same estimate of power as (XO)/<T.
An exactly coinciding estimate would require reversing also the sign of the pseudo-random innovations.
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the assumption is in doubt but a problem is that the time series xt is unobservable.
The results of the zones where XQ is not zero yield information on two kinds of misspecifications. In the first instance, we learn about the performance of the Bhargava model
when the assumption x0 — 0 is not met even though it is employed in the (possibly
adjusted) profile likelihood. Second, we learn how the present tests statistics cope with
a time series the unconditional mean of which is zero and has started from t/0 = xol& by
the AR// (1) model, or more generally when a time series generated by the AR// (1) model
may possess a non-zero mean but the starting value is connected to the mean so that
XQ/CT — [y0 — a/(l — tp)]/cr. This interpretation stems from the fact that the time series
the two models generate coincide in these circumstances (p. 112). For simplicity, we
shall refer to MLE and AE also when XQ ^ 0 even though the estimates are then based
on a misleading likelihood.
The blank entries in the table indicate that power equal to one (to three decimal
places) was achieved already with a larger i/> than the i/> corresponding to the entry. There
is more uncertainty associated with some of the power figures than with the fractiles due
to numerical solving of the estimates. We shall return to this issue shortly (see also
Appendix A6 for details and especially Table A6.6 there).
For the tests based on the SCs the results are to an extent a mirror image of those
found under the ARM(1) model. The ^^ad test based on the AE is more or essentially
as powerful as the -0^ test based on the MLE when the time series has started from
the unconditional mean (Table 7.24). The power figures favour the adjusted statistic for
most scrutinized values of ip when the sample size is hundred or less. There is no notable
difference in power when there are 250 observations. A gain in power thus can result
despite the asymptotically negligible adjustment to the MLE.
A starting value different from zero (five) turns the power ordering clearly in favour
of the if?** test. An intuitive explanation is that the adjustment makes use of information
measures which mistakenly do not take XQ into account. Both ip^ and tp^ad display in
general little power when \x0 \ /a is large. This suggests that the MLE and AE do not
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converge to the true value when XQ is not incorporated in the (possibly adjusted) profile
likelihood and \x0 \ /a tends to infinity. This can be easily proved, see Appendix A5.
Example (Table 7.24). The i/>& and i/>%ad tests reject the null with probabilities 64.2
and 65.1, respectively, when ip is 0.9, |a;o| /<? equals zero and the sample size is hundred.
Tuning \x0 \ /cr to five gives the corresponding figures 12.1 and 9. 3-D
Example (Table 7.24). The largest difference in power in the table takes place at 0 equal
to 0.8, \XQ\ /a equal to five and a sample size of one hundred. The powers of the ^ and
ad tests are then 49.8 and 39.0, correspondingly. D
The results for the Wald tests r^ and r^ad are fairly similar (Table 7.25).

The

adjusted version is more powerful when the sample size is 25. For larger sample sizes
the unadjusted version is more often more powerful than the adjusted version. Again
the unadjusted version dominates in power when |xo/cr| is five. The powers of both tests
shrink to zero for most cases in the lower part of the table where the starting value is
very large. An intuitive explanation is the inconsistency of the MLE and the AE.
Example (Table 7.25). The r^ and r^ad tests display powers 20.8 and 21.8, respectively,
when i/> is 0.8, \XQ\ /cr is zero, and the number of observations is 25. The corresponding
powers are 6.0 and 4.7 when |x0 | /CT is five.n
There is no notable difference in power between the tests based on the SCs relative to
the Wald tests when \XQ \ /a is greater or equal to 25. In the upper part of the tables the
relative powers of the two type of tests behave quite differently, mirrorwise to an extent,
from the circumstance under the ARAI (1) model. The SC tests are more powerful, and
often quite notably so, when the starting value differs from zero. The Wald tests are
inclined to be more powerful when the starting value is zero and there are a hundred
observations or less. 33 The rank ordering of the types of tests depends on the size of if}
33The circumstance where if> equals 0.95 and T equals a hundred makes an exception.
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in the case of a zero starting value and sample size 250. As a whole differences exist but
they are not drastic.
Detailed comparison of the power figures in Tables 7.24 and 7.25 to those in Tables 7.8
and 7.9 (for the ARM (1) model) cannot be done straightforwardly. Even though the null
models agree, the models under the alternatives against which the powers are evaluated
differ in general except when x0/a - [y0 -a/(l -^>)]/<7 (cf. formulae (6.4) and (6.47) and
the discussion on p. 112). Comparison is thus valid under this additional assumption.
The uppermost zone for XQ\/O- equal to zero transfers into the assumption that the
time series has started from the unconditional mean under the ARM (1) model. If one
were unaware of the distributional results in Table 7.19 it would be incredible that the
powers of the ^ and ?/>M tests are pretty similar under this assumption (and especially
so for the ^^ and t/V tests which are the most powerful for each model) when there are
25 observations. However, the tests gain power in the present context much faster than
under the ARM (1) model as the number of observations increases which leads to a power
ranking which is in a better accordance with our expectations. In the case of the Wald
statistics the powers emerge larger under the Bhargava model throughout (apart from a
case with equal power) and especially so for distant alternatives (when a zero starting
value is assumed). This is largely due to a major difference between the models in terms
of the power of the Wald tests: For the present model the power of the Wald tests does
not fall short of the power of the SC tests when the starting value is zero which happens
under the ARM (1) model.
Example (Tables 7.8 and 7.24). The power figures for the Vv test under if) — 0.95 and
a zero starting value at sample sizes 25 and 250 are 7.8 and 63.9, respectively. The
corresponding figures for the ^ test are 7.7 and 85.4. The corresponding figures for the
Wald tests are 6.1 and 45.5 and 7.8 and 83.5. The difference in the gain in power is even
larger than for the SC tests. D
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|x0 |/<7

0

5

25

250

Table 7.24

v>

ib u
™U

0.99
5.3
0.95
7.7
0.90 11.3
0.85 15.2
0.80 19.8
0.70 34.8
0.60 52.8
0.50 70.6
0.40 85.4
0.99
5.7
0.95
5.2
0.90
4.4
0.85
4.6
0.80
7.0
0.70 16.3
0.60 36.4
0.50 61.0
0.40 82.2
0.99
2.9
0.95
0.0
0.90
0.0
0.85
0.0
0.80 .0.0
0.70
0.0
0.0
0.60
0.0
0.50
0.0
0.40
0.0
0.99
0.0
0.95
0.0
0.90
0.0
0.85
0.0
0.80
0.0
0.70
0.0
0.60
0.50
0.0
0.40
0.0

25

ih**
vVad

100
^

5.2
8.0
7.7 26.8
11.7 64.2
15.8 90.6
20.8 98.8
36.6 100.0
54.6
72.2
86.5
5.7
7.1
5.1
8.0
3.8 12.1
3.8 28.2
5.5 49.8
12.8 87.9
30.3 98.7
54.7 99.9
78.4 100.0
2.9
0.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0 19.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

250
V>£

^£ad

7.0 10.7
7.2 21.1
9.3 45.1
20.6 77.3
39.0 94.9
81.2 99.9
97.5 100.0
99.9
100.0
0.0
0.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0 15.1
10.6 97.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

10.7
19.8
40.7
70.6
92.2
99.8
100.0

V>£ad

7.9
27.7
65.1
91.0
98.7
100.0

14.2
85.4
99.9
100.0

14.2
85.3
99.9
100.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
9.8
95.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Empirical power (xlOO) of the i/>** and i/>**tad tests when size is 5 %.
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|X0 |/<T

0

5

25

250

Table 7.25

^
0.99
0.95
0.90
0.85
0.80
0.70
0.60
0.50
0.40
0.99
0.95
0.90
0.85
0.80
0.70
0.60
0.50
0.40
0.99
0.95
0.90
0.85
0.80
0.70
0.60
0.50
0.40
0.99
0.95
0.90
0.85
0.80
0.70
0.60
0.50
0.40

TB

5.3
7.8
11.7
15.8
20.8
36.5
55.1
72.4
86.4
5.4
5.1
3.9
3.9
6.0
13.8
32.1
57.6
79.6
2.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

25

TB

100
———n——
f

250
TS

T"ad

14.7
14.6
5.4
8.0
8.0
7.9 28.8 29.4 83.5 82.7
12.1 66.3 66.0 99.4 99.2
16.6 90.5 89.3 100.0 100.0
21.8 98.1
97.5
37.9 100.0 99.9
100.0
56.6
73.6
87.0
10.8
10.8
5.3
7.3
7.2
10.9
5.2
5.9 12.5
6.4
5.9 31.6 25.5
8.3
3.4
3.2 21.0 15.2 73.4 65.0
4.7 42.7 32.7 94.7 91.6
11.0 86.5 79.3 99.9 99.8
26.8 98.7 97.5 100.0 100.0
51.2 99.9 99.9
75.5 100.0 100.0
2.9
0.3
0.0
0.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0 15.1
9.8
0.0
0.0
0.0 19.0 10.6 97.7 95.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Empirical power (xlOO) of the T^ and r^ad tests when size is 5 %.
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The present SC tests are somewhat more powerful than the SC tests for the
model for some local alternatives for \XQ \/O- different from zero especially in the zone for
Pol/0" equal to five. However, in most cases the latter tests dominate in power. A similar
statement holds for the Wald tests as well.
It is more difficult to summarise the pattern of power in the present context than under
the ARM (1) model because the power ranking of the tests is here less systematic. Apart
from the case XQ equal to 0 and T equal to 25, no test dominates the others consistently
in any of the zones for pairs of (\x0 \/a, T) and it seems legitimate to reason that no
simple rank ordering exists. To clarify ideas, we yet lay out Table 7.26 which depicts
the formation of power fairly well.34 The table is a summary; we are not recommending
application of the ip& test when x0 > 0. The model is then misspecified and x0 should
be merged into the likelihood function. In practise this may be impossible because x0 is
probably unobserved.
Suggested test
0
> 0.02

Table 7.26 Suggested test for different values of \x0 \/T(r for |#o|/<7 in the range [0,250]
and T in the range [25,250]
A question which is likely to arise is which model, AR^(l) or ARM (1), is to be to
employed for testing? As already rioted, the question is well posed only when the alter
natives are such that XQ/V = [yo — a/(l — '0)]/ cr- Table 7.27 gives a recommendation
for such a case. When the conditions take value zero, the time series engendered by the
ARM (1) model has started from the unconditional mean. Tests based on the Bhargava
model are then favoured. Otherwise the Bhargava model, as we have devised it, is misspecified and tests based on the ARAt (l) model should be used. As before, it is difficult
34The if;** or r^ad test is favoured when the starting value (of xt ) equals zero. If this is the case and
the sample size is 25 then the latter test dominates strictly in power. For larger sample sizes one or
the other is the most powerful test or does not cause a large power loss relative to the most powerful
test. (Picking a single test for the case would be more difficult; r^ would be a possible choise, too, say.)
Contrary to the case under the AR/1 (1) model, the ^ test emerges as the most solid test. Choosing
a single test of choice is harder. The Vj? test is a good candidate as it is fairly clearly the best test
whenever XQ deviates from zero and does not do too badly when x0 matches with zero.
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to follow the recommendation because in practise x0 is unobservable.
x0 |/T<7 = [yfl - o/(l - i/>)]/Tcr

0
0.02-0.05
> 0.1

Suggested test
T , or if}/ R

—— 75——

Yp,tad,ap ^r T^ad^ap

Table 7.27 Suggested test for different values of \xQ \/Ta = [y0 - a/(l - i/>)]/T<r for
'x0 \/(T in the range [0,250] and T in the range [25,250] (ARM (1) and ARj?(l)).

7.7 Finite-Sample Results for the Unit-Root AR(2) Model
The sizes of (the square roots of) ...the Wald statistics are evaluated below because the
distribution of the SCs depends on the nuisance parameter </>i (Section 3.3). The statistic
Wad2,s (s for shortcut) is an adjusted Wald statistic in the calculation of which coefficient
c has been estimated in a shortcut way or by using the formula c w (1 — fa)~2 .
The empirical sizes reported in Table 7.28 make it clear that the adjustment does
not yield an improved fit with the asymptotic unit-root distribution (3.11) the fractiles
of which are used as critical values. The five models considered are: i) fa = 0.95, ii)
fa = 0.5, Hi) fa = 0, iv) fa = —0.5, and v) fa = —0.95. Under all models the sum of
the AR coefficients is restricted to unity or ^ = 1 in the notation of Section 6.6 (e.g. pi
is 1.95 and p2 is —0.95 under mode] i)).
The adjustment does not calibrate the small-sample distribution with the asymp
totic distribution when the latter is nonstandard. It may be worth recalling that an
improvement arose under the unit-root ARM (1) model with drift or when Normality ap
plied asymptotically. The empirical sizes — which are smaller than the nominal for the
adjusted statistics — suggest instead that the adjustment has shifted or otherwise moved
the distribution to the right. We turn our attention to estimation as the adjustment is
not helpful from the point of view of testing in this context (if one wants to base inference
on the asymptotic distribution,(3.11)).
Tables 7.29, 7.30, and 7.31 record the bias, the SD, and the MSB of the MLE, the AE
and the shortcut AE or the SAE. We pointed out in Section 5.3 that the process starts to
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01

25
VW VWad2 JWrtj

0.95 7.41
0.50 6.29
0.00 6.18
-0.50 6.18
-0.95 6.08
Table 7.28

3.91
1.17
2.53
3.26
3.57

0.33
0.73
2.38
3.21
3.55

VW
6.08
6.08
5.39
5.32
5.33

100
VWa^ v/Wad2,s Vw
3.55 5.37
3.57
3.55 4.79
3.57
4.53 5.26
4.54
4.68 5.23
4.68
4.71 5.23
4.71
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250

vwad2 ^wad2,s
2.21
4.71
4.92
4.94
5.00

1.76
4.71
4.92
4.94
5.00

Empirical size of the Wald statistics when nominal size is 5 % (AR(2)).

resemble A2?/f = et or an 7(2) process when fa tends to unity. The bias appeared to fade
for such values whereas a bias comparable to the bias under the ARM (1) seemed to arise
for fa close to minus unity. The biases in Table 7.29 depend on fa as suggested by the
theory in Section 5.3 (which is really valid for stationary values of ^ only, though). The
simulations confirm a radical convertion in the distribution also otherwise as anticipated
in the beginning of Section 6.6.
Example (Table 7.29 and other simulation experiments). The bias of the MLE is —0.001
when fa equals 0.95 and the sample size is 100 (note that the figures in the table have
been multiplied by ten). If fa is —0.95 then the bias explodes by more than 30 fold or to
—0.034. Figures 7.8 and 7.9 illustrate the staggering differences between the distributions.
(Note that the scale of the graphs is different from the scale used for the AR(1) models.)
An increase in spread arises as fa is tuned towards larger values but also the increase in
bias should be visible. The difference in bias is in line with our previous reasoning when
discussing Figure 5.1 in Section 5.3 on bias and interpreting the coefficient c in Section
6.6 (p. 132).D
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Figure 7.8

Empirical distribution of ^ml for $ = 1, </>i = 0.95, and T = 100 (AR(2)).
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Figure 7.9

Empirical distribution of ^m/ for $ = 1, fa = -0.95, and T = 100 (AR(2)).
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Example (Table 7.29 and other simulation experiments). The bias -0.034 under fa equal
to -0.95 and T equal to 100 is about twice as big as the bias under the simple AR(1)
model (-0.0174 by Table 7.34 in Section 7.8) and about two thirds of the bias under the
ARM (1) model (-0.052 from Figure 7.1) for the same sample size. The formulae (5.10)
and (5.11) hint that the bias should tend to the bias valid under the ARM (1) model as
fa tends to —1 (cf. also the example on p. 58). Our findings are fairly well in line with
this theory. D
Example (Table 7.29 and other simulation experiments). The midpoint case of fa = 0
results in a bias equal to -0.0175 when T is 100. The bias is only slightly larger (in
absolute value) than the bias (—0.0174) when the parameter is not estimated or the
simple AR(1) model is utilized. The outcome is in agreement with the theoretical formula
(5.12) for the bias in the two circumstances (the formula assumes a i/> smaller than unity
but the unit-root circumstance appears to behave similarly by and large).d
The adjustment decreases bias in all of the cases we have investigated. In absolute
terms, the adjustment (for bias) is in general larger for larger values of fa (except at fa
equal to 0.95) when the time series is of length 25 but for longer spans the adjustment
(for bias) is essentially fixed (at 0.06 or 0.01 for T equal to 100 and 250, respectively).
The relative decrease is hence more substantial for larger values of fa for all sample sizes.
Actually, in the case of fa = 0.95 and T = 25 the AEs tend to overestimate ^. The
upward biases are likely to be due to inflated estimates of c for values of fa close to unity.
The largest biases arise under the smaller values of fa so the adjustment is relatively less
beneficial when the bias is more severe. The adjustment diminishes as T takes larger
values because the MLE and the AE share the same asymptotic distribution.
Example (Table 7.29 and other simulation experiments). The bias of the MLE and the AE
are —0.067 and —0.055 respectively, when fa = 0 or the second autoregressive coefficient
is unnecessarily estimated and the sample size is 25. The adjustment has cut the bias
by about 18 per cent. This is enough to bring down the bias even below the MSE of

_____
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the MLE when the estimated model is the simple AR(1) (the bias is then -0.063 by
an unreported simulation experiment). For data length 100, the biases are —0.018 and
—0.017, respectively. A decrease in bias is found again but it is relatively smaller at
about three per cent. Again the bias of the AE is smaller than the bias of the MLE
under the simple AR(1) model (-0.018 by Table 7.34), and the statement holds also
when the length of the data is 250 (by an unreported simulation experiment). D
An astonishing feature is that the SAE appears to be the least biased estimate in
most cases. On the other hand, the shortcut adjustment overshoots for extreme values
of fa when the sample size is small (the case of fa = 0.95 and T = 25 in Table 7.29).
With the benefit of hindsight given the large variation in bias, and indeed in the
distribution, with the size of fa, it is not amazing that the size of coefficient c of the CoxReid adjustment depends greatly on fa. However, it is astonishing that the simulations
confirm that the theoretical formulae of Section 5.3 suggest a correct pattern for the
bias despite our caveats. It means that coefficient c and the bias relate mirrorwise to
each other, i.e. c decreases as the bias increases. Because the SD and the MSE behave
similarly to the bias, i.e. decrease with fa, the explanation for the behaviour of c is not
that the adjustment would focus on SD or MSE instead of bias as was suggested on p.
132 in Section 6.6. The third explanation provided on the aforementioned page remains
valid. Thus a probable explanation for the increase in c with fa and the fact that the
adjustment yet does not necessarily increase with fa (or can even decrease with it) is the
following. The Fisher information for ip (under the assumption of a unit root, cf. p. 132)
increases with fa. Consequently, the profile likelihood is likely to be more steeply curved
under a large fa and the adjustment can remain the same (or become smaller) despite
the larger coefficient c.
In general, the adjustments cut down SD as well, and, as expected, the smaller the
sample is the larger the decrease tends to be (Table 7.30). Like the decrease in bias also
the decrease in SD is relatively more considerable for large values of fa. Exceptions occur
at fa equal to 0.95 and T equal to 25 and 100 in which cases the SD of the AE is larger
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than the SD of the MLE. The explanation is probably that the estimate of coefficient c
may increase rapidly for such values which results in an exaggerated adjustment. At first
sight, the SAE seems to do better in this respect but Table A6.8 in Appendix A6 reveals
that the SAE took a value of unity by substitution (or the adjusted profile likelihood
possessed complex roots and a positive c) in about 36 per cent of the draws for T equal
to 25 and in about 5 per cent for T equal to 100. The superiority of the SAE is hence
an unreliable issue. Like the bias also the SD of the AE (and the SAE) is smaller under
a zero fa than the SD of the MLE calculated from the simple AR(1) model (Table 7.34
and unreported simulation exercises). According to the theory of MacKinnon and Smith
(1996) on bias corrections (cf. Section 5.5) and the tentative formula (5.11) (implying
a bias function with a negative slope for the unit-root AR(2) model) elimination of bias
should have a variance decreasing impact, too. We have not eliminated the bias altogether
but the decrease in variance is in line with their more general results.
The MSEs of the estimates are arranged as Table 7.31. The pattern of the previous
two tables is reinforced: the AEs are favoured in general and especially when fa is large or
the sample size is small. The SAE compares the best in general with a small margin over
the AE but — as just pointed out — the relatively good performance of it is somewhat
artificial under a fa equal to 0.95.
The gain in MSE in terms of percentage is presented in Table 7.32. The decrease can
be fairly large especially when the time series is short. Two entries for fa equal to 0.95
lack a figure because in those cases the MSE increases contrary to the general pattern.
The increase is probably due to overshooting of the estimate of coefficient c and thus of
the AE (recall that the bias of the AE is positive for T = 25 and the SD of the AE is
larger than that of the MLE when T = 25 or T = 100 under a fa equal to 0.95). In
practise, such cases would probably be allocated the value of unity and the MSE after
such a transformation should be more favourable to the AE.
Example (7.32). The decrease in MSE due to the adjustment is 21.8 per cent when fa is
zero and T is 25. The adjustment is so effective that the MSE of the MLE from the simple
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AR(1) model is larger (this MSE is 0.0172 by an unreported simulation experiment). This
holds for the other two sample sizes as well (Table 7.34 and an unreported Monte Carlo
experiment). D
In terms of estimation accuracy, as measured by MSE, the adjustment can be very
beneficial. Not only is the MSE smaller for the AEs in general but it is also smaller
under a fa equal to zero. In other words, if the MSE is the yardstick then it seems
that one should never estimate a simple AR(1) model under a unit-root because the AEs
for the unit-root AR(2) model are more accurate also when the simple AR(1) model is
valid. 35 The heuristic for the result is that the adjustments for the AR(2) model have
been derived under the assumption of a unit root.
It is disappointing that the adjustment is modest when the bias (in absolute terms),
the SD, and the MSE peak or fa is small. However, it is useful that larger values of fa,
for which the adjustment is more effective, are empirically relevant. For example, it was
pointed out in the beginning of Section 6.6 that the process yt = 1.3yt-i — 0.3?/t_2 + e<
(</>i — 0.3) is the time-series process for US economic data in general (after trend removal)
according to Orcutt (1948) and others.

T
0.95
0.50
0.00
0.50
0.95

MLE
-0.046
-0.344
-0.667
-0.990
-1.269

Table 7.29

25
AE
0.028
-0.215
-0.549
-0.875
-1.165

100

SAE
0.118
-0.184
-0.541
-0.872
-1.155

MLE
-0.010
-0.089
-0.175
-0.262
-0.341

AE
-0.004
-0.083
-0.169
-0.256
-0.335

250

SAE
0.003
-0.082
-0.169
-0.256
-0.335

MLE
-0.004
-0.035
-0.071
-0.106
-0.138

AE
-0.003
-0.035
-0.070
-0.105
-0.137

SAE
-0.002
-0.035
-0.070
-0.105
-0.137

Empirical bias (xlO) of the MLE, the AE, and the SAE (AR(2)).

The biases, the SDs, and the MSEs of the AEs under the extreme processes with
</>i = —0.95 and fa = 0.95 for T = 100 are replicated in Table 7.33. It also reports the
corresponding but most extreme statistics out of the pool of the other models we have
35To improve comparability, we have also conducted the simulations of the AR(2) model with <j>i = 0
with the same seeds which were used to simulate the simple AR(1) model (the ones in Table A6.1). The
outcome was essentially the same or the difference in MSEs in favour of the AE from the AR(2) model
was slightly larger than reported here.
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25
AE
MLE
*L
0.95 0.343 0.362
0.50 0.758 0.642
0.00 1.267 1.141
-0.50 1.784 1.658
-0.95 2.250 2.119

Table 7.30

4>1

0.95
0.50
0.00
-0.50
-0.95

250

SAE MLE
0.030 0.009
0.160 0.065
0.310 0.127
0.461 0.190
0.597 0.246

AE
0.008
0.064
0.126
0.189
0.245

SAE
0.008
0.064
0.126
0.189
0.245

Empirical SD (xlO) of the MLE, the AE, and the SAE (AR(2)).

MLE
1.1947
6.9218
20.5105
41.6427
66.7221

Table 7.31

100
AE
SAE MLE
0.284 0.033 0.069
0.621 0.166 0.160
1.131 0.317 0.310
1.653 0.467 0.461
2.121 0.603 0.597

25
SAE
AE
1.3154 0.9438
4.5874 4.1927
16.0307 15.7270
35.1349 34.9351
58.4786 58.3235

MLE
0.0115
0.3540
1.3097
2.8720
4.8004

100
AE
0.0482
0.3238
1.2504
2.7834
4.6860

250

SAE
0.0091
0.3228
1.2497
2.7832
4.6857

MLE

0.0010
0.0548
0.2120
0.4720
0.7933

AE
0.0008
0.0529
0.2083
0.4664
0.7861

SAE
0.0007
0.0529
0.2082
0.4664
0.7861

Empirical MSE (xlOOO) of the MLE, the AE, and the SAE (AR(2)).

4>1

0.95
0.50
0.00
-0.50
-0.95

25 100 250
20.0
33.7 8.5 3.5
21.8 4.5 1.8
15.6 3.1 1.2
12.4 2.4 0.9

to the MLE
Table 7.32 The empirical reduction in MSE (per cent) of the AE relative
(AR(2)).
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considered in the thesis (AR(1), ARM (1), and ARj(l)) when the process is a random
walk. (The latter figures are extracted from Table 7.34 in Section 7.8.) The richness of
the AR(2) model is reflected in the fact that the range of the statistics for this model
nests the ranges of the SDs and MSEs for the rest of the models. The range of the biases
under the other models is not quite nested by the range for the AR(2) model but the
range is yet far wider under it. Moreover, the range for the AR(2) model should expand
if more extreme values of fa (0.95 < |^i| < 1) were included in the comparison.
The other models
AR(2)
-3.65
Bias -0.04 --» -3.35 -1.75 ->
4.38
0.69 -•> 5.97 3.12 ->
SD
0.33
MSE 0.00 -•* 0.47 0.13 -»•
Table 7.33 The range of the biases, the SDs, and the MSEs (x 100) of the AEs for
T = 100 under the AR(2) model (with fa € [-0.95,0.95]) and the other models (when
the process is a random walk).
Figures 7.10 and 7.11 illustrate the distributions of the MLE and the AE, respectively,
for fa equal to 0.5 and one hundred observations. The differences are not obvious but
actually the bars at the left are shorter and the bar at unity, say, are higher for the AE.
The magnitude of fa seems to be much more important in determining the shape of the
distribution (of the MLE or the AE) than whether the estimate is the usual MLE or the
AE (cf. Figures 7.9 and 7.8).
Example (Tabled 7.31 and 7.32 and Figures 7.9 and 7.8). Changing the parameter fa
from 0.95 to —0.95 causes an over 500 fold increase in the MSE (Figures 7.9 and 7.8).
The adjustment can yield at best only a reduction of about a third in the MSE of the
MLE (Table 7.32).D

7.8 Comparison to the Optimally Multiplicatively Corrected
Estimates
The bias, the SD and the MSE of the AEs under the models studied are printed in
the first column in Table 7.34 so that the relative accuracy of the AEs under different
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Figure 7.10

Empirical distribution of ipml for i/> = 1, ^ = 0.5, and T = 100 (AR(2))
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Figure 7.11

Empirical distribution of $ad for V> = 1, <h = 0.5, and T = 100 (AR(2)).
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models can be compared. We shall consider these results to clarify the more detailed
analyses which are scattered in the previous sections. The statistics have been calculated
from simulated generations of a random walk which is a process encompassed by all of the
models in the table (the statistics for the ARM (1) and AR*(1) models have been reported
already in Figures 7.2 and 7.7, respectively). The simple AR(1) model is included in the
comparison, too. It serves as a benchmark because it does not encompass any nuisance
parameters on top of the variance parameter. 36 The AE and the MLE match or there is
no adjustment under this model.
For all of the models the bias, the SD, and the MSE of the AE decrease uniformly
from the upper-most row to the last row. The ARM (1) model is in a category of its own,
of course for worse, with respect to each of the quantities reported. The statistics for the
AR^(l) model are clearly smaller but not yet quite at the level of the statistics for the
simple AR(1) and AR(2) models. The latter yield fairly similar and the most pleasing
estimates. It is noteworthy that the AE is more accurate under the AR(2) model than
under the simple AR(1) as pointed out in the previous section (Table 7.32).
A

The corresponding optimally multiplicatively corrected estimator (OMCE) a™ i/>ml is
reported in the second column of the table. 37 We shall employ the OMCE as a benchmark
to throw light on the performance of the AEs in relation to another correction which is
valid under a unit root, too. Abadir (1995) did not suggest that the OMCE should
be used in general so no contest of estimates is taking place. (His main point was that
minimising MSE by a multiplicative correction returns an almost unbiased estimate under
a unit root.)
Table 7.34 does not have a column for the statistics of the MLE, the AE,-, or the AEP
for the ARM (1) model but we shall comment briefly on them, too. The statistics for the
36The exact mean and variance under the simple AR(1) model are known (Evans and Savin (1981)).
We report the simulated ones to facilitate comparison with the other statistics so that all of the statistics
(except the ones for the AR(2) model) are based on the same random numbers.
37Formulae (5.14) and (5.16) for the bias (65?), the SD (SDf?), and the minimum achievable MSE
(MSEJp) of the OMCE hold in general so the OMCE is a sensible estimate for all of the models. The
multiplying factors for the four models from the uppermost to the lowest in Table 7.34 are 1.053, 1.021,
1.017, and 1.017, respectively. We have not included the unit-root AR^(l) model in the comparison
because the asymptotic distribution of the MLE varies with the magnitude of the drift.
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MLE and AE; have been given in Figures 7.1 and 7.3 but the figures for the AEP referred
to below are not documented in the thesis.
The OMCE is slightly more dispersed than the AE (or the MLE and as skewed as
the MLE) but the bias and the MSE are clearly the smallest under a unit root, at least
when the model is ARM (1). The AE; features the largest variance. It might be more fair
to compare the OMCE to the AEap because both employ information of a unit root. The
latter estimate is better, indeed the best estimate, by any of the criteria: the bias, the
variance and the MSE of it are all zero to three decimal places. (The MSE is about one
fifteenth of the MSE of the MLE.)
When the model is AR^(l) the OMCE again possesses by far the smallest bias but the
AE is distributed more compactly leading to a slightly smaller SD and MSE. The CoxReid adjustment can thus beat the OMCE — or at least achieve comparable accuracy
as the difference in the MSEs is minor — by the criterion the latter focuses on or MSE.
The OMCE for the AR(1) model is less biased and more variable than the corre
sponding AE (the MLE). It is the most accurate estimate in terms of MSE in the table.
Finally, when the model is AR(2) with a zero <j)\ the bias of the OMCE is far smaller
but the SD of it is larger than of the AE. The MSE of the OMCE is yet smaller.
For all of the models studied, the OMCE is the least biased and the most dispersed
estimate (in terms of variance). In three cases out of the four examined, the MSE of the
OMCE is much smaller than that of the AE. In one case (AR^(l)) the AE is the more
accurate estimate in terms of MSE but the difference is marginal. The OMCE obviously
has merit in the unit-root circumstance. On the other hand, even though the AE is not
as accurate an estimate under a unit root it is valid under stationarity, too.
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Model Bias
AR^l) -3.649
-1.936
AR(1) -1.746
AR(2) -1.694

AE
SD
4.384
3.568
3.116
3.103

MSE
0.325
0.165
0.128
0.125
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OMCE
Bias SD MSE
-0.206 4.539 0.206
-0.168 4.101 0.168
0.100 3.168 0.100
0.104 3.219 0.104

Table 7.34 The bias, the SD, and the MSE (x 100) of the AE and the OMCE for a
random walk and T = 100.

Chapter 8
Discussion
8.1 General Comments
In many cases, the Cox-Reid adjustment appears to focus on the bias of the MLE. The
models we have studied are categorised below in terms of existence of bias and of the
adjustment. Category A is composed of models where the existence of the adjustment
integrates with the existence of bias. Models for which the adjustment fails to account
for the bias — asymptotically or entirely — are allocated to Category B. The possibil
ity that the bias may disappear for a specific value of the parameter is ignored in the
categorisation.

CATEGORY A.
Al) A bias and an adjustment exist in both finite and large samples in the
• estimation of the variance parameter in the presence of incidental mean parameters
• estimation of the autoregressive coefficient of the nonstationary AR(1) model with
(zero) constant.
A2) A. bias and an adjustment exist only in finite samples in the
• estimation of the variance parameter of the AR(1) model
• estimation of the variance parameter of the AR(1) model with constant
• estimation of the constant of the Bhargava AR(1) model with constant
• estimation of the autoregressive coefficient of the stationary AR(1) model with
constant
• estimation of the autoregressive coefficient of the stationary Bhargava AR(1) model
with constant.
200
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• estimation of the autoregressive coefficient of the unit-root AR(1) model with drift.
A3) No bias nor an adjustment arise at all in the
• estimation of the coefficient of the inverse of the time trend.

CATEGORY B.
Bl) A bias exists in finite and large samples but the adjustment fades asymptotically in
the
• estimation of the autoregressive coefficient of the unit-root Bhargava AR(1) model
with constant.
• estimation of the sum of the autoregressive coefficients of the unit-root AR(2)
model.
B2) A bias exists in finite and large samples and yet no adjustment arises at all in the
• estimation of the autoregressive coefficient of the unit-root AR(1) model.
B3) A bias exists in finite though not in large samples but no adjustment arises at all in
the
• estimation of the autoregressive coefficient of the stationary AR(1) model.
Models and parameters of interest vary in Category A. Instead, Category B is domi
nated by unit-root models with the autoregressive coefficient or the sum of them as the
parameter of interest. However, also the stationary AR(1) model falls into this category
which suggests that the failure to account for the bias may relate to the parameter of in
terest (the autoregressive coefficient) rather than to the stationarity status of the model.
On the other hand, the bias is not too severe for this model in general (Section 5.3). A
bias correction (for median-unbiasedness) for the AR(1) model did not seem feasible in
Andrews (1993) either, despite that a correction was presented for an AR(1) model with
constant. Likewise the innovation permutation argument of Rothenberg (1995), referred
to in Section 5.4, fails to modify the estimate (personal communication). Relatedly but
not indicated in either of the categories, the adjustment seems to ignore the bias when the
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autoregressive coefficient of the AR(1) model with constant lies in the stationary region
(~1> ~l/3]- The adjustment is often linked to existence of bias but other properties are
involved, too.
In the case of the simple AR(1) another interpretation on the focus of the adjustment
is that the existence of it is related rather to problems in estimation than to problems
in testing.

An adjustment arises when the nuisance parameter is the autoregressive

coefficient but not when the nuisance parameter is the variance. The former is a nuisance
in both respects. The latter is a scale parameter and as such not a problem from the
point of view of estimation but is a nuisance from the point of view of testing.
A drawback of the adjustment is that an increase of the variance of the estimate
or Wald statistic can arise both asymptotically and especially in finite samples as with
estimation of the autoregressive coefficient of the AR(1) model with constant, say. The
AEs can still remain more accurate in terms of MSE. Delightfully, the unit-root Bhargava
AR(1) with constant demonstrates that a simultaneous cutback in both bias and variance
of the MLE can be achieved with the adjustment. This can happen also with the unit-root
AR(1) with constant model, and the unit-root AR(2) model when a priori information
is made use of in the estimation of the unit root. The decrease and increase in variance
under the AR(1) model with constant and the AR(2) model, respectively, fit the the
arguments of MacKinnon and Smith (1996) on the effect of an bias correction when they
are combined with the suggestive bias formulae of Section 5.3.
In a nutshell, if an adjustment exists then it is useful in reducing bias for most of
the models we have studied. It can reduce MSE, too, even asymptotically, but this is
necessarily not the case. The properties of the adjustment in terms of estimation and
testing are considered in more depth in the following two sections.
We have uncovered three models under which coefficient c of the Cox-Reid adjustment
(of the 1993 article) is zero though the parameters are not orthogonal. Such cases arise
in the
• estimation of the coefficient of the inverse of the time trend
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• estimation of the autoregressive coefficient of the Bhargava AR(1) model with con
stant when the starting value x0 of the xt process beneath the yt process is not zero
(and x0 is properly taken account of in the likelihood).
• estimation of the constant of the Bhargava AR(1) model (with constant) when the
starting value XQ of the xt process beneath the yt process is not zero (and XQ is
properly taken account of in the likelihood).
We have not reported the calculation for the last case but it should seem fairly
natural by the second case. If the Bhargava models possess a unit root then a common
feature with these models is that the parameter of interest is not identified asymptotically.
However, under stationarity there is no identification problem with the parameters of the
Bhargava models so that is not the reason. Relatedly, we have found that the coefficient
can behave mirror wise with the orthogonality measure under the AR(2) model.
It is also interesting that coefficient c, appropriately standardised, converges to a
distribution instead of a constant when the model is the unit-root AR(1) with zero
constant. The property derives from the fact that information measures evaluated at the
MLE, after standardisation, do not necessarily tend to constants either when the model
has a unit root.
Some researchers might favour a non-symmetrical criterion instead of MSE to measure
accuracy of estimates of a unit root because empiricists often have little faith in explosive
processes. Our results should appear then the more favourable when the model is AR(1)
with constant or AR(2). If estimates larger than unity were transferred to unity then the
MSEs of the AEs would decrease more than the MSE of the MLE because the former
take larger values with greater frequency. In the case of the Bhargava AR(1) model with
constant the effect of such a convertion is not clear on the relative superiority of the AE
because the adjustment cuts both tails in finite samples under this model. The AE would
of course remain the more accurate in absolute terms in finite samples because of the
shortened left tail.
A related issue which we have not pondered is how good or bad a property is skewness
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of the distributions of estimates when the focus is on an autoregressive parameter close
to unity. The adjustment seems to tend to increase skewness but in the light of the
previous paragraph some may not consider this a problem.
A possible weakness of the adjustment, which has only been touched on, is the effect
of misspecification of the model. The adjusted statistics faced somewhat more serious
trouble than the unadjusted when the effect of ignoring the magnitude of the starting
value x0 was scrutinized under the Bhargava AR(1) model with constant. The finding
may apply more generally because the adjustment makes use of information measures
which are adequate in general only when the model is correctly specified.
We have considered Wald tests instead of LM or LR tests. The LM test may run
into serious trouble when the likelihood is multimodal as it may be in the applications of
adjusted profile likelihood we have looked at. The LM test is based on the slope of the
likelihood function at the null value of the parameter under test and an artificial mode
may occur at that value causing a modest slope and a weak or inconsistent test. A Wald
test is based on the 'horizontal' distance of the MLE and the value of the parameter
under the null hypothesis so many modes are unconsequential from the point of view of
this test as long as the highest mode occurs at the true value of the parameter. The LR
test behaves, at the outset, similarly to the Wald test, except that it should be weaker
under some circumstances.
The Cox-Reid adjustment is applicable under a unit-root time-series model even
though it was not originally designed for such a case. We shall list a few potential
applications in the final section.

8.2 Discussion on Estimation and Related Distributional Re
sults
The adjustment to the profile likelihood fades or persists asymptotically when the model
is the stationary or nonstationary (undrifted) AR(1) model with constant, respectively,
and the parameter of interest is the autoregressive coefficient. We have focused on the

___
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nonstationary case. The asymptotic distribution is then shifted to the right on the real
axis, and the right tail is stretched, among other things. The outcome is that the AE
is less biased, more accurate in terms of MSE, features a less skewed distribution than
the MLE, but also a slightly larger variance. The distribution is modified relatively more
strongly when the sample size is finite. The AE is easy to calculate as it depends solely
on two simple statistics: $m,=$0/. and /= [Ef=1 (y«-i- ^-i) 2]' 1 EiLifo*- 2/) 2 A very concise distribution would result if the a priori information i/> = 1, or that the
unit-root parameter ip equals unity, were used in the estimation of coefficient c of the
adjusted profile likelihood. A simple way to describe this adjustment, for large T, is that
7V2 /2 is added to the numerator of the ratio defining the MLE. Such an adjustment has
been independently discovered by Rothenberg (1995). Unfortunately this route would
lead to inconsistent estimates in general or when | T/J |< 1.
It is remarkable that the AE features a smaller MSE than the MLE not only in finite
samples but also asymptotically under a unit root. The usual regularity conditions do
not apply under nonstationarity which makes this possible. Relatedly, the AE achieves
a decrease in bias without a notable increase in variance over that of the MLE (at least
when ^ — 1). Cox and Llatas (1991) and Lucas (1996, Chapter 7) have pointed out other
(nearly) nonstationary cases in.; which the MLE can be beaten in terms of MSE.
Departing from classical analysis, Zivot (1994) has derived the posterior distribution
of the Bayes estimate for i/> based on the Jeffreys prior \I(w*)\ 1/2 where /(u>*) is the
information matrix for u;*' = [^> a a\. The distribution features a long right tail. There is
some parallelism to the Cox-Reid adjustment which is based on the information matrix,
too, and which stretches the right tail of the distribution of the MLE as well.
We note in passing that the Cox-Reid adjustment for the MLE of the autoregressive
coefficient seems to perform relatively better, in terms of MSE, than the adjustment
for the MLE of the variance parameter. In the latter case the bias decreases too but
apparently at the cost of an increase in MSE (the examples on pp. 41-43).
The idea of calculating the Cox-Reid AE iteratively is introduced. Iteration makes

-
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sense only, at least in asymptotic terms, if the model is nonstationary so the adjustment
does not fade with T. Otherwise the iterated estimate would feature the same asymptotic
distribution as the original standardised AE or the standardised MLE. The median of the
iteratively calculated AE for the unit-root AR(1) model with constant lies closer to unity
than that of the original Cox-Reid AE. The iterated estimate seems to lack moments
asymptotically when it is calculated without restricting coefficient c to the theoretical
range (0, (T — l)/2]. The variance is inflated in finite samples, too, but not severely.
Nevertheless, the MSE of the iterated estimate is smaller than the MSE of the MLE for
a small sample size like one hundred.
There is no benefit asymptotically of using the Cox-Reid adjustment when the model
is the unit-root AR(1) model with drift but nor is there any bias to correct when T is
large. The small-sample distributions of T3/2 (il>ml —I) and corresponding Wald statistic
for the null of a unit root can be very distorted though. The AEs and the companion Wald
statistics achieve often a much better match with the asymptotic Normals expanding the
usefulness of the result but probably not by as much as we would like to. It is pleasing
that the adjustment yields a better match with the asymptotic Normal also under a unit
root just as it does under IID or stationary models which have been previously considered
in the literature.
The Bhargava AR(1) model with constant presents an elegant way to treat nui
sance parameters and deserves attention as such. The more simple adjusted profile
log-likelihood /0d(V>) is serviceable because coefficient c equals zero under this model. It
A

A

is interesting that the asymptotic distribution of T(^m/ —1) (and of T(i/>ad —1)) is the
most simple DF distribution (3.11) if ^ = 1. That is to say, estimation of the constant
does not affect the asymptotic distribution of the standardised MLE (or standardised
V'ad) even in the unit-root case. There is hence less need and room for correcting bias
with this model than for the standard AR(1) with constant but the emerging adjustment
is lucid and intuitive. The adjustment can reduce both the the bias and the variance
of the MLE under this model. Interestingly, the adjustment increases or decreases the

___
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MLE if it is smaller or larger than one, respectively. The associated sort of degrees-offreedom correction reinforces the adjustment which means that it reduces the estimate
in the latter case — contrary to the standard increasing impact when estimating residual
variance. The adjusted estimate and the adjusted Wald statistic follow the asymptotic
distribution better than their unadjusted counterparts.
The magnitude of the adjustment is not as easily grasped with this model because
we have not developed an analytic expression for the AE. Scrutinisation of the adjusted
profile log-likelihood suggests that the adjustment is comparable with the one for the
ordinary AR(1) model with constant when the models are stationary. A unit root seems
to cut down the adjustment with the Bhargava model, though the opposite happened
with the ordinary AR(1) model with constant.
Our analysis of the AR(2) model concentrates on the unit-root circumstance but
asymptotics enables us to comment on the stationary case, too. The adjustment appears
asymptotically comparable in size to the case with the Bhargava AR(1) model with con
stant in both situations but in small samples the magnitude of the adjustment depends
greatly on the <f>\ parameter of the AR(2) process. The adjustment is able to decrease
the bias, the SD and the MSE for most of the parameter space under a unit root. (If
(j>i is very large then MSE may be boosted by overadjusting the MLE but in practice
estimates larger than unity would probably be transferred to unity.) Simulations showed
that the bias follows the pattern suggested by the tentative unit-root formula (5.11)
derived from the expressions for the stationary AR(2) model. As already noted, the ad
justment yields a decrease in variance (for most of the experimented values) in line with
the theory of MacKinnon and Smith (1996) on bias corrections (after taking account of
the aforementioned formula for the bias under a unit-root AR(2) model). The benefits of
the adjustment are larger, of course, when the sample size is relatively small because the
adjustment fades asymptotically. The magnitude of the adjustment apparently depends
on an interplay of the size of coefficient c and of the Fisher information for the autoregressive parameter which have an opposite effect. It is delightful that the decrease in MSE is
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yet in general more forceful for positive values of (j>\ because such values should be em
pirically relevant, e.g. the process yt = 1.3yt-i - 0.3yt_2 + et (</>i = 0.3) is the time-series
process for US data in general (after trend removal) according to Orcutt (1948).
Moreover, the adjustment is so effective that the AE beats the MLE from the simple
AR(1) model in these respects. The result potentially implies that one should never
calculate the MLE from the simple AR(1) because the AE from the (unit-root) AR(2)
model is more accurate even when the autoregression is first order only and because the
model allows for greater generality via the second order autoregression. To justify the
claim one should inspect the behaviour of the MSE, say, of the AE under stationarity. As
pointed out in Section 6.6 the adjustment — even though derived under a unit root —
behaves sensibly also under stationarity so the claim has merit on a priori grounds. On
the other hand, the magnitude of the <t>\ parameter is far more important in determining
the distribution of the estimate than whether the estimate is adjusted or not which is
less pleasing.
The adjustment is easily calculated if the formula c w (1 — <j>i)~2 is employed. In
general the AE calculated in this shortcut way (SAE) performs even better than the AE.
However, complex roots of the adjusted likelihood equation or overshooting estimates
can arise when the <f>\ parameter of the AR(2) model is large but the sample size is not.
The adjustment which employs the exact form of c seems thus advisable.
The models are ranked in decreasing order in terms of the vigour of the adjustment
in Table 8.1. 1 The model for which the Cox-Reid adjustment persists asymptotically is
the AR(1) model with constant under a unit root and zero constant. (The original, a
priori, and the iterative adjustment for the model are not differentiated in the table as
they are of the same order of magnitude.) This is the model where the MLE of the unitroot parameter is the most biased, for which coefficient c of the Cox-Reid adjustment
(equation (4.11)) does not tend to a constant (even after a standardisation), and in general
the sole model where a superfluous nuisance parameter (the constant) is estimated. The
x The placement of the Bhargava models is somewhat tentative as explained above.
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Magnitude

o,(i)

O^T-1'2)

Op (T->)
No adjustment
Table 8.1
MLE.
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Model
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

unit-root AR^(l) (with zero constant)
stationary ARM (1) model
stationary AR^(l)
stationary AR(2)
unit-root ARM (1) with drift
unit-root ARj(l)
unit-root AR(2)
simple AR(1) (stationary or not)

The order of magnitude of the Cox-Reid adjustment to the standardised

models for which asymptotic normality applies to the MLE of the unit-root parameter
(the stationary models and the unit-root AR(1) model with drift) feature an OP (T~1/2)
adjustment term. The adjustment appears the smallest for the unit-root Bhargava AR(1)
model with constant and the AR(2).
The rate of convergence of the MLE does not alone explain the strength of the adjust
ment term. There are unit-root models — for which the rate of convergence of the MLE
is at least Op (T~ l ) instead of the more universal OP (T~1/2) — in all categories of Table
8.1. The extreme magnitudes of the adjustment arise under unit-root models, though.
The analysis of the unit-root models points out how different in nature the nuisance
parameters a (the constant) of the AR(1) model with constant and <f>i (the second autoregressive parameter) of the AR(2) model are. The adjustment peaks for the former
parameter (under a = 0) but reaches the bottom value for the latter parameter (un
restricted) at ij> = 1 (according to asymptotics). Moreover, the adjustment does not
depend on the size of a with the AR(1) model with constant but varies greatly with <j>i
with the AR(2) model.
We cannot compare the adjustment for the Bhargava AR(1) model with constant
with the others in this fashion because coefficient c equals zero for the model. However,
the relatively small magnitude of the adjustment for that model and the AR(2) model
might be due to the fact that both can be written as a common-factor model (Sargan
(1964), Hendry and Mizon (1978)). This can be seen from the representations
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for the Bhargava process and

- B)yt.l + et
for the AR(2) process, for t = 2, ..., T. A common-factor restriction applies to the former
equation but also to the latter when ^ = 1. This kind of a representation does not exist
for the ordinary AR(1) model with constant.
A2

A

It is of interest, too, that the statistic c (^m/ — l)/(T — 3) follows asymptotically —
for the two models where we have studied its behaviour — the same distribution as the
AE (after standardisation). These models are the unit-root AR(1) model with constant
equal to zero and the unit-root AR(1) model with drift. The asymptotic distribution of
the former is nonstandard; the latter shares the asymptotic Normal distribution with the
MLE.
The most compact distribution we have come across — unless distributions which
emerge by letting the starting value tend to infinity (Appendix A5) are taken account
of — is the asymptotic distribution (6.38) of the a priori adjusted Wald statistic. The
variance of this distribution is much less than one.
A
by
tym\
a?
form
the
The OMCE or optimally multiplicatively corrected estimate of
Abadir (1995) is clearly less biased than the AE in the four cases we have looked at:
the simple AR(1) (for which the AE is the MLE), the AR(1) model with constant, the
Bhargava AR(1) model with constant and the simple AR(2) model when the sample size
is a hundred (and a unit root exists). The OMCE possesses inevitably a larger variance
but it is still more accurate in terms of MSE under the first, second, and fourth models.
However, under the Bhargava model the AE is not only less variable but also slightly
more accurate in terms of MSE. The OMCE employs information of a unit root and
appears valid only under it which contrasts with the AE, so the comparison is not too
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unfavourable for the AE. Indeed, the AEap — which is also a reasonable estimate only
under a unit root — features the smallest bias, variance, and MSB of any of the estimates
we have considered (when a unit root exists in the AR(1) model and the sample size is
a hundred).
The MLEs and the AEs are consistent as the starting value tends to infinity under all
of the AR(1) models when the models are correctly specified. (We have not examined the
AEj for the ARAt (l) model in this sense so the statement does not necessarily apply to
it.) An exception is that the MLE of the autoregressive coefficient is not uniquely defined
when the model is Bhargava AR(1) with constant, the starting value x0 is incorporated
in the likelihood and the starting value tends to infinity. It is not surprising that if XQ is
not taken account of in the likelihood but is let to tend to infinity then the MLE or the
AE are in general inconsistent. Despite the simplicity of the proofs, the results appear
new except for the simple AR(1) model.

8.3 Discussion on Testing
Returning to the AR(1) model with (zero) constant, the ijj^ad test, or the test based on
A

the statistic T(ipad2 —1), is comparable in power though slightly weaker than the ^M test,
A

based on the DF test statistic T(i/>ml — 1), if the process starts from the unconditional
mean. If the standardised starting value or the deviation of the starting value from
the unconditional mean (of the time series) divided by the standard deviation (of the
innovation) is moderate then the ^V,ad test achieves greater power than the V>M test, and
the difference in power can be large if the deviation is sizable. Indeed, combinations of
parameter values and standardised starting values exist for which the power of the i/>M
test collapses to zero but the power of the fji^ad test is boosted to one. The properties
of the ^M,0d test are amplified if the test is based on the iterative estimate or the Vv,ad,t
test is implemented. This test is the weakest (but not by much) if the starting value is
the mean, but the gain in power in other cases is magnified.
The same pattern of power emerges with the Wald-type-of statistics, though the dif-
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ferences in power are smaller than for the corresponding tests based on the standardised
coefficients. The adjusted versions of both tests perform relatively better for large stan
dardised starting values.
The power of the rM test (or of the r^ad test) tends to one regardless of the value of
if> (for the experimented values) whereas the power of the ^M test (or of the Vv.ad test)
fades to zero, for many values of T/J, as the starting value diverges from the unconditional
mean of the time series. This difference in the relative performance of the two standard
tests appears to have been disregarded in the literature. Instead, the power advantage
of the ^M test over the TM test, when the starting value and unconditional mean concur,
has been pointed out.
The results on power can be neatly rationalised to a notable extent by the already
referred finding that the estimates converge to the true values as the starting value relative
to the unconditional mean tends to infinity. The property peculiarly leads to inconsistent
(standardised coefficient) tests in many cases.
There are other circumstances too when the power of the Wald tests is known to
vary mirror-wise with the power of the tests based on the standardised coefficient. For
example, the power of the pr test decreases with the magnitude of the drift in the process
whereas the power of the TT test increases as the drift increases (when the drift is positive,
cf. Guilkey and Schmidt (1991, Table 1)).
The tests utilizing a priori information of a unit root display zero power when the
process has started from the unconditional mean which is not surprising after recalling
that the a priori AE is inconsistent in general. A more surprising feature is that these tests
can display power equal to one, even when the power of the corresponding non-adjusted
statistic is zero, when the starting value deviates notably from the unconditional mean.
The explanation lies in the aforementioned convergence of the estimates — including the
AEop — and test statistics based on them as the divergence of the starting value from
the unconditional mean tends to infinity, and by the smaller critical values in absolute
terms of the adjusted forms.
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One may have an idea on the possible size of the standardised starting value or be
concerned with a range of values of it, because of the deterioration in power for a large
deviation, say. Then a test can be selected according to Table 7.12 reproduced here for
convenience:

|yo - ji|/T<r
0

Suggested test
Vv

0.02-0.05
tl or r^.
Table 7.12

Suggested test for different values of \yQ — fJ,\/Tcr for \y0 — fj,\/a in the range

[0,250] and T in the range [25,250] (ARM (1)).
Already a battery of two tests, the ^M and the TM)O<£ tests, say, would assure in general,
though not always, competent power across the scrutinized (tf>,\yo — fJ>\/o-) set. If the
circumstance \yo — //|/<J « 0 were deemed unrealistic, then a useful battery of tests would
be T^ad and r^^ap which do not imply drastic losses of power for any of the experimented
combinations of (^,|t/o — fJ>\/&) with a relatively small |t/o — H/°" but achieve the highest
powers for situations with a substantial |yo — V\la- Of course, a problem is how to fix the
size if two tests are employed. If a sole test would have to be chosen for general use then
the TM or the r^ad test would be a reasonable choice as they are the only tests which are
consistent whether it is T or \yo — fj,\/(7 which tends to infinity. An important drawback
would be that quite large losses in power (relative to any of the standardised coefficient
tests) would arise when the process has started from the mean (Tables 7.8 and 7.9). A
single test out of the considered ones is not capable of handling all the cases we have
pondered. Nevertheless, empiricists often calculate only the Wald statistic. We have
given some theoretical justification for this practice but pointed out the just mentioned
flaw with it.
The formation of power is less systematic for the Bhargava AR(1) model with con
stant. Table 7.26, repeated below, captures much of the information in the power simu
lations. If the model is correctly specified, or the starting value x0 is zero, then either the
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V^ test or the r^ad test are recommended. (The latter test dominates strictly in power
when the sample size is 25.) Thus despite the asymptotically negligible adjustment, a
gain in power can result. All the tests perform poorly when the starting value differs
from zero and the model is misspecified. The powers of the tests decrease then, and the
V>j? test is favoured instead of a Wald test as with the ARM (1) model.
|X0 |/T<7

0
> 0.02
Table 7.26

Suggested test
Tuad °r ^u
if)**

Suggested test for different values of \x0 \/Tcr for \x0 \/(7 in the range [0,250]

and T in the range [25,250] (ARj(l)).
As remarked, the estimates do not in general converge to the true values as the
starting value (here XQ) diverges to infinity under the then misspecified Bhargava AR(1)
model with constant. The (possibly adjusted) profile likelihood develops a local maximum
around unity. This leads to (in general) biased estimates and powerless tests. It also
means that care is needed in the estimation of the parameters of the model. Plotting
the (perhaps adjusted) profile likelihood can reveal that the numerical algorithm has
converged to a local maximum even though the likelihood takes larger values in the
range of values of interest or that the shape of the likelihood is otherwise curious.
A natural question is which model, AR^(l) or ARM (1), is to be to employed for
testing? The question is well posed only when the alternatives are such that XQ/CT =
[y0 — a/(l — i/>)]/ff in which case the time series under the two different models agree
(for t = 1,2,..., p. 112). Table 7.27, repeated below, gives a recommendation for such
a case. When the conditions take value zero, the time series generated by the ARM (1)
model has started from the unconditional mean. Tests based on the Bhargava model are
then favoured. Otherwise the Bhargava model, as we have devised it, is misspecified and
tests based on the ARM (1) model should be used. The power differences in favour of one
or the other model can be considerable. However, x0 is unobservable and implementing
the suggestion in practice is hard.
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In the case of a zero starting value and 25 observations, it is surprising that the
power of the i/>** test does not necessarily exceed the power of the ^ test. The power
increases more rapidly with the number of observations under the Bhargava model so
for larger sample sizes the corresponding powers are nevertheless greater under it. Wald
statistics behave more consistently with expectations as the powers emerge larger under
the Bhargava model throughout (apart from a case with equal power) and especially so
for distant alternatives.

Suggested test
0

or

B

0.02-0.05
> 0.1
Table 7.27

YfJ.,ad,ap

Suggested test for different values of \x0 \/Ta = [y0 — a/(l — i/>)]/T(r for

x0 \/o- in the range [0,250] and T in the range [25,250] (ARM (1) and AR*(1)).
The adjustment does not improve the fit (of the Wald statistics) with the asymptotic
distribution when the model is AR(2) so it is not helpful from the point of view of testing
under this model.

8.4 Suggestions for Theoretical Research
Most importantly, the performance of the derived AEs under stationarity should be
checked. There is good reason to expect useful results because that is the case for
which the Cox-Reid adjustment has been constructed in the first place. The variant
of the adjustment which we derived for the unit-root AR(2) model should also perform
reasonably under stationarity by the arguments presented in Section 6.6.
It might be beneficial to restrict the estimate of coefficient c to lie in the theoretical
range (0, (T — l)/2] when calculating V^t- The modification should cut the increase in
variance from the occurring exaggerated estimates of c due to the iteration. On the other
hand, the asymptotic distribution (6.34) would not hold then. Another counterargument
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is why not restrict the space of values which the estimates themselves are allowed to take.
The two other ways to iterate an AE for the AR(1) model with constant — mentioned
in Section 6.3 — could be studied, as well.
An omnibus-test statistic could be constructed by combining, say linearly, a standard
ised coefficient test statistic and a Wald test statistic into a new statistic. The fractiles
of the new statistic could be simulated and employed as critical values of the new test.
The test should possess two desirable features: i) It should be more powerful than the
Wald test when the time series has started from the unconditional mean and ii) Its power
should tend to unity as the standardised starting value tends to infinity (thus eliminating
the failure with the standardised coefficient test statistic).
An obvious way to continue with the theoretical analysis would be to add a time trend
to the model or apply the adjusted profile likelihood to model (3.6). The parameters 70
A

A

and 71 together increase even more the bias and the variance of i/>ml =pmi than when
only a constant is included in the model. 2 The simulations of Section 7.3 provide further
reason for optimism with respect to the analysis of this model. The power of the pT
A

test or the test based on the statistic T(^mi —1) (when a constant and a time trend
are included in the regression) depends on the magnitude of the drift in the process as
pointed out above (a further reference is Evans and Savin (1984)). If the result for the
AR(1) model with constant — that the AE achieves greater power for most values of
the entity with respect to which the test is invariant — then the AE-based test would
be more powerful for most values of the drift parameter. (tfrad tests are invariant with
respect to the starting value and achieve greater power than the MLE-based counterpart
for most starting values or their departures from the long run mean.)
The complicated algebra in the derivation of the adjustment does not encourage one
to generalize the Cox-Reid technique to AR(p) models. On the basis of the asymptotic
form of coefficient c, (1 — <^i)~2 , one might speculatively examine whether an adjusted
profile likelihood like (6.67) with c = (1 — fa — • • • — 0P)~2 would be useful for the AR(p)
2 Helpfully, Phillips (1991) has derived some of the related information measures.
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model, though. The most promising path for expanding the scope of our results to AR(p)
models might be to study whether the present techniques could be applied to residuals
whitened by OLS from AR dynamics over that of an AR(1).
The nuisance parameter 0 in the ARMA(1,1) model (3.21) almost ruins the present
tests so adjusted profile likelihood has potential in this framework as well.3 However, the
asymptotic results of Faust (1993, 1994), referred to in Section 3.5, throw some doubt on
the usefulness of adjusting the MLE in this context.
As regards univariate stationary models, it would be interesting to compare the per
formance of the Cox-Reid AE with the bias-corrected estimate Pi (equation (5.6)). The
null of (trend) stationarity could also be pondered. Evans and Savin (1984) studied the
A

performance of the statistic (i/>ml -z/>)/ [T/(l - V>2 )] which is asymptotically Standard
Normal under the null of (trend) stationarity, and found the Normal approximation very
poor in small samples. It could be worthwhile to study how much better the AE follows
the asymptotic Normal as it has been used in this way before and even in this thesis in
the context of a drifted random walk.
A further theoretical advancement would be to generalise the analysis to the multivariate case. An interesting possibility is seemingly unrelated regression (SUR) where
there are a number of AR(1) relations with potentially varying coefficients and errors
which correlate across equations. Unit-root testing in the context of SUR models can
lead to large gains in power (Abuaf and Jorion (1990)) so the case merits attention. Such
an application would lead us to study if we could generalise the Cox-Reid theory to the
case of many parameters of interest (the AR coefficients) in this particular case. Other
instances are the fixed effects model and the random effects model where the constants
may vary across equations which share a common autoregressive coefficient but the dis
turbances are independent across equations. Such panel data can lead to asymptotic
3 On the unpleasant side, likelihood functions of ARMA processes with MA terms are complicated.
Also information measures are intricate if models involve many AR and/or MA terms. An idea worth
investigating might be to apply computerized algebra (Wolfram (1991)) if the analysis were expanded to
more complex ARMA(p, q) models. The Mathematica package for analysis of ARIMA models provided
by Stine (1992) could be useful when proceeding in this direction.
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normality of the estimates (Levin and Lin (1992)). Power gains for testing of unit roots
can be expected from the relatively more informative panel data as such. On the other
hand, the Cox-Reid adjustment could again serve to increase the match with the asymp
totic Normal distributions. As mentioned in Section 4.2, Cruddas et al (1989) achieved
good results in this sense with the adjustment for stationary panel data.

8.5 Suggestions for Empirical Research
Potential empirical applications for unit-root tests, including for the ones we have devised
from the Bhargava AR(1) model, are numerous and need not be indicated. Instead,
the case for unit-root tests, the power function of which is especially favourable against
gradually stationary alternatives (asymptotically stationary processes which have started
fairly far from the unconditional mean), is not obvious. The adjusted tests we have
derived from the AR(1) model with constant fit into this class. Gradually stationary
behaviour might result from convergence to a saturation or minimum, perhaps in some
sense equilibrium, level of the variable. The examples below aim to make the point
concrete.
• Saturation. The starting value of a time series of sales (or inventories) of a product
equals zero at the time of the introduction of the commodity, and there may well be
a saturation level of sales (or inventories) for the commodity (cf. with the concept
of a life cycle of a product). A service industry like tourism may be limited in both
ways, say. The product could also be of financial character. Consumption of a
good might possess a saturation level, too. An example is consumption of food or
calories which many people try to limit to an appropriate non-excessive amount.
There might also exist also a saturation level for social phenomena like crime or
unemployment which a society is willing to tolerate.
• Bounded variables provide a further motivation for the relevance of saturation.
Numerous economic variables are proportions or more generally ratios of two un
derlying economic factors so that the denominator is larger than the numerator.
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Such rations are bounded and strictly speaking they cannot be integrated. An
ARIMA model may yet describe such a variable adequately in small samples (in
terms of distributions of statistics, say). Trend-like behaviour of such a variable
might be explained theoretically more satisfactorily as convergence to a long run or
saturation level from a small (or large) starting value. Specific potential applica
tions follow. Wagner's hypothesis asserts that the share of government expenditure
as a proportion of GNP tends to increase with the level of the GNP (cf. Henrekson
(1990) or Koop and Poirier (1995), say). The share may well converge to a satu
ration level and the tests developed in this thesis should be more prone to detect
this than the DF tests presently in use. An application similar in spirit would be a
study of inequality measures. Hayes et al. (1989) were unable to reject a unit root
in the inequality measure they inspected. Again, convergence to a saturation level
could be a reasonable alternative and would motivate the use of the tests developed
here. An example different in spirit is migration on which limitations are sometimes
imposed by the receiving countries.
• Convergence to a minimum or towards zero. Consumption of an inferior good in a
growing economy is a natural example; another is (a potentially large) decrease in
consumption because of emergence of close substitutes or a change in preferences.
A further example occurs when public authorities, say, try to push occurrence of an
undesired thing or event like accidents or infant deaths towards zero. Eliminating
the event altogether may be impossible but convergence to a (stochastic) minimum
level may be achievable.
• Convergence in general. Behaviour of relative wages of women related to those of
men and internationalisation of consumption patterns could exemplify convergence
behaviour. 4 The currently popular growth theory provides an interesting example.
An economy with an increasing per capita stock of capital faces decreasing returns
in production according to typical neoclassical growth theory. Consequently coun4According to Maula (1996), convergence between the eating habits between Europe and the USA
takes place slowly. The study of Heikkinen and Maula (1996) inspired the examples related to food.
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tries with a relatively smaller capital stock should grow faster than more opulent
countries leading to convergence of the relative GNPs. Incompatibility of data
with the hypothesis might be regarded as evidence in favour of modern endogenous
growth theory. In a number of studies, the null of no convergence among a set
of countries has been tested by regressing average growth of GNP on the initial
level of it (in logarithms). Quah (1993a,b) and Bernard and Durlauf (1996) have
severely criticised the interpretability of such a regression. Instead, the null of no
convergence could be tested for by studying if unit roots existed in time series of
pairwise ratios of (logarithms of) GNPs of different countries (perhaps after choos
ing a country as a benchmark). Ben-David and Rahman (1996) and Bernard and
Jones (1993), among others, have conducted unit-root tests in a related fashion
with panel data. According to Bernard and Durlauf (op. cit., p. 163) such tests
have in general lead to acceptance of the null of no convergence. They also suspect
(op. cit., p. 171) that the tests are likely to face poor power when the economies
inspected are in a state of transition. (Our simulations show — when transition
is interpreted to mean convergence to the mean level — that this applies to the
ipp test though not to the r^ test.) The adjusted versions of the DF tests we have
developed display especially large power in such a case so they might prove useful
in the empirical analysis of growth.

Appendix Al
Proofs for the AR(1) Model with Constant
We shall first prove the small-sample property that:
• the local maxima (if they exist) of Iad2(tp) ai>ise at the points expressed in definition (6.18)
A

For this purpose, we shall also prove that:
A

A2

• i/Jmi — l< 0 for all sample sizes.
Next, we focus on asymptotics and show that

op(i) if
0P (T) iftf=

These results enable us to:
A

A

A

A

A2

• derive the approximation i> 0,42^ ml ~ c (^ml ~ 0/(T ~~ 3), the order of accuracy of it,
A

and confirm consistency, or that ifiad2 —> $
p
A

• prove that the root ^ml +^ + ^ is 0P(T) or Op (l) and lies within (1, oo), if | ^ |< 1
2c

or ^ = 1, respectively

A

A

• prove that /^(VO nas asymptotically a (local) maximum at ^a£/2 , or at the root tyml
+2^3_ /- by verifying that d2lad2W/d*i> —> -oo at the root
P

2c

A

• prove that Iad2(i>) is asymptotically flat or has a (local) minimum at the root tf)ml
r. by verifying that ^2/ad2('0)/^2'0 —* 0 or —^ °° if I ^ |< 1 or ^ = 1, re2c

spectively, at the root.
The last result is supplementary: The finite sample argument for the local maximum of
and the fact that c is asymptotically positive determine already the local maximum, if it exists,
A

T

to occur asymptotically at tyml -f^— - J~. (as defined in case iv) below). The second last
2c
finding is not needed in the determination of the root corresponding to the maximum either,
because of the just stated reason, but it proves that a (local) maximum exists asymptotically.
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The derivations allow for y0 ^ 0; the accuracy of some of the approximations would improve
if #0 = 0 were assumed. The fact that $ml tends in probability to $ is taken as granted in this
and the appendices that foUow. The appendix concludes with a summary of the findings.
Local maximum oflad2 (V>) in finite samples
For convenience, cases t) to v) as defined on p. 81 are repeated here:
*)
c< 0 and the roots are complex (with nonzero imaginary parts)
ii) c< 0 and the roots are real (and unequal)
Hi) c— 0 (in which case the adjusted likelihood equation implies a polynomial
of order one)
iv) c> 0 and the roots are real (and unequal)
v) c> 0 and the roots are complex (with nonzero imaginary parts).
Circumstances it) and iv) are considered here as the reasoning for the other cases was provided
already in the main text.
The adjusted likelihood equation (6.16) is also repeated here:

A __

+c

/ -

where /= fc£=i(^-i- 2/-i)2 ]
MLE of i/> gives

A

0

!L,t=i(yt~ V)2 - Evaluating the derivative dlad2(tj>)/dij> at the

A

assuming that / - Vw^ 0 which is the case with probability one for finite T. The adjusted
log-likelihood is hence downward or upward sloping at i/> =V>TO/ if c< 0 or c> 0, respectively.
Note next that definitions (6.6) and (6.17) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality imply that

A

ml, _ t7

—
—

(Al.l)

|2^=iV»t-i- 0-irj

< o.

(The '<' sign applies with probability one for finite T.)
It follows from inequality (Al.l) that the roots
A

T-3 ,

tfml + ——T- d

2c

(^-3)2
A2
A
- /
A2
I'Vm/

4c

of equation (6.16) lie both to the left of tymi or to the right of ^mt if c< 0 or c> 0, respectively.
A

..

i
. /m
n\ i^ A
If c< 0 then the root m/ +(T - 3)/2 c -^ is the left-most root. If c> 0 then $ml
+(T - 3)/2
c
-f y^ is the right-most root.
These results enable us to differentiate which of the two roots corresponds to the local
maximum and which to the local minimum. The adjusted log-likelihood /od2 W implies a cubic
equation, the derivative of which has two different real roots by assumption. The adjusted logA

r- •

,i

T

n.

,

,

Tf'V

n it
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likelihood must then feature a local maximum and a local minimum. The two possible cases are
tt) which assumes c< 0 and iv) which assumes c> 0. Let ii) apply. The roots of the adjusted
likelihood equation lie then to the left of ij)ml . Because ladiW is downward sloping at ^W if
c< 0, the local maximum must relate to the root closer to if>ml or the root ij)ml +(T-3)/2 c +y^.
Let iv) apply. The roots of the adjusted likelihood equation are then larger than V?m/ . Because
Iad2(i>) is upward sloping at i^ml if c> 0, the local maximum must associate with the root closer
A

A

to Vml or the root if> t +(T - 3)/2 c -J. Of course, the local minima connect to the other
roots, respectively. It is shown below that asymptotically only case iv) is relevant.
A2

A

If V7 = 1 then asymptotically if}ml - I equals zero in probability (though the expression
must be negative for finite samples), c tends stochastically to infinity with T (cf. below),
the root ty
A

to >

.

+(T — 3)/2 c — y^ is asymptotically appropriate, and converges stochastically

and [d2 lad2(Tp)/d2i()]

A

tends stochastically to minus infinity (cf. below). The fact

that the adjusted log-likelihood becomes infinitely edged at ^ =i>ml provides intuition to the
A

simultaneous phenomena of the root approaching if)mi and the first derivative at i/> =^mi seeming
to become infinitely large.

Basic asymptotic results
A

The coefficient c evaluated at w mi= [V>m/ <f>mi\f is
A
C

=

f Op (l)
if ih ~
AT

A

(cf. formula (6.14) and p. 89 where it is shown that V>m; is Op (l)). Furthermore, c> 0 for T
A
—* ^ as shown later.
V>m/
and
"
of
space
parameter
the
for
0
>
c
as
large,
p
/^1
Tci" n
1f\ rrr\ r\ir\ "\T\ r\it i» oa/»rvn r\ "f o ol/"
that:
note
First
go on to our second task. TTl
We

The last term can be written as (cf. definition (6.17)):

It is weU known that the denominator is 0P(T) or 0P (T2 ) if | ^ |< 1 or V = 1, respectively.
Some cancellations have to be taken into account when considering the order of magnitude of
the numerator. It equals
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= VT ~ 2/o ~ 2 S-i (yT - yo) - T~l (yT - y0 )2
- 2 </_i) - 7/0(2/0 - 2 y_i) - T
If I "0 |< 1 then the numerator is clearly Op (l). If ^ = 1 then it can be expressed as

The term in the first parentheses appears 0P (T) but we shall confirm that no further cancella
tions occur. We note first that:

The formula enables us to write

=>• JV(0,<72/3)
as

where
Q-f J 1/2 1
4 - L 1/2 1/3 J •
(E.g. Hamilton (1994, pp. 458-60) gives a derivation for the convergence to JV(0,<j2Q)). It
follows that the numerator is 0P(T}.
A
Orders of magnitude of the numerator and the denominator imply that I -1 = Op (T~ l )
for both circumstances | -0 |< 1 and V> = 1. Hence it appears that

In principle, subtraction could diminish the order of magnitude of the individual terms in the
nonstationary case. We confirm below that this does not happen. Such a cancellation of orders
of magnitude takes place under a / 0 and ^ = 1 (Appendix A2).
We shall assume in the rest of the section that if} — 1 and effectively give a separate proof
A2

A

for the statement ^ml - I is Op(T~l ) under a unit root. The former arguments are needed,
too, for the analysis of the asymptotic form of T(l -1) which is considered in Section 6.3.
A2

A first-order Taylor-series expansion for ij)ml around unity is
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A2

A

rml

TTTll

'
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where the exact form of ri )T is (^ml -I)2 . It follows, by recalling definitions (6.6) and (6.17),
that
A2

A

- /

=

A

A

2 il)ml -I- I +rlfT

where we have expressed sums like EtLi(yt-i~ ^-i)2 ^ Z)£i Vt-i -T(y-i)2 . We shall consider
first the order of magnitude of the numerator, next the magnitude of the denominator, and
finally the magnitude of the ratio itself.
We shall apply the algebra in Appendix A2 where a / 0 but the model is otherwise the
same. Formula (A2.4) gives the exact form for the above numerator under a ^ 0. The formula
applies here as well if we set a = 0. This yields the expression

t=i
for the numerator. This simplifies to

after substituting YA=\ Vt-i^t = (V2) fe - VQ - Z)2=i ef J (equation (A2.3) under a = 0) and
conducting some cancellations. We can now see that the numerator divided by T is, and tends
to,

It is well known that the denominator

=>
(as in formula (6.8)). It follows that

/ - / is hence Op(T~l ) under ^> = 1.
Additionally, we note that
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A

V>2 -1<0 if
if
0

- I

Derivation of the approximation t/>ad2 » ^ml ~ c ( V>ml ~ 1)/( T ~ 3)
The previous results enable us to derive the expression (6.19). It is based on the first order
Maclaurin expansion of \/l + x = I + \x + ri, which is convergent for | x |< 1 and where the
remainder term ri = -J(l + ax)~3/2x2 where a 6 (0,1) by Taylor's theorem. This and the
previous results applied to definition (6.18) case iv) (which applies for large T, cf. the discussion
at the beginning of this appendix) give:
T

A

f

4

(T-3)2

fy
— o

\

JS

A

A2

4c

T -3
f*ic

T'-3

T -3

T-3

2c

2c

22 A

/,/, ,

i\

^A2
2c
(T-3) 2( 'm'

^

i i
1 _/.

"""" O y

^XT

if

A

0P(T-2 )

T-3

The convergence is due to c (^>m/ - /)/(T - 3)2 being

1 ) (regardless of whether | ij> \< 1
A2

A

A2

or i/} = 1) and the consistency of ^mi . We note that 4 c (4>mi — l)/(T - 3) 2 is OP(T~2 ) or
OP (T-1 ) if | ij> \< 1 or i/> = 1, respectively. Consequently, the convergence condition of the
Maclaurin expansion holds for large T.
Asymptotic behaviour of the root

A

2c

It is easy to see, by the above Maclaurin expansion, say, that

4c

+ ^m/ - / is 0P (T)
A

if | if} \< 1 but is Op (l) if ^ = 1. The previous results make it then obvious that Vm/ +^-^ +
2c

A2

4c

A

+ ^m/ - / is 0P (T) and that it diverges to infinity if | V |< 1 but is Op (l) if ij> = 1.

More specifically, it can be seen in the unit-root case that
_i

o

A

2c

^+V>m!-/

=*•

4c

as
-3)

€

(0,oo)

1 +
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A2

(Section 6.3), ^mi~
then «

V

z3+

4c

1, and </>m/ - /—-» 0. (If the a priori formula c= (T - l)/2 were used

m/ - / and ^m/ +^ +
2c

V

$£=*£+
4c

. - / would tend in probability to 1

and to 1 + 1 + 1 = 3, respectively, if ifj = 1.) In conclusion, the root lies outside the parameter
space of interest (-1,1] whether | ij> \< 1 or $ = I (and whether the data based or a priori
formula for c is used).1

Asymptotic behaviour of d2 lad2 (V>)/#2V> at the root Vml +^7T
2c

We have now the tools to prove the final two of the statements with which we started the
appendix. It follows from equation (6.16) that

2 -2y> m/ +2
_ (r - 3)(y>2/A

A

\2

•

(A1.4)

Evaluating equation (A 1.4) at the root
A

T-3

2

A A"

4c

1 The convergence of the other root to infinity in the stationary case contrasts with the well-known
result for the fully stationary AR(1) model. The three roots of the likelihood equation for that model
converge to constants (White (1961)).
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produces (after some algebra)2

2c

A2

.(T-3)

r-3

A

(T-3)

T-3
A
C

^

4c
T-3

(T-3)

A
C
A"

T-3

A

A
C
A-*

A-2

A

A

= OP(T~2 ) for

1 and

= 1

r*

•*

T

— oo.

The second equality arises from the approximation derived above. The order of the remainder
A-i
term r^ becomes apparent after observing that TJ> =c (T — 3)rr. The divergence to minus
A2

A

infinity is due to -0mj — / being negative for finite T and being of larger order of magnitude
than r^. The divergence to infinity is boosted if ifi = 1 because the denominator of the last
ratio tends stochastically to zero.
—>• -oo. Accordingly, /ad2(VO nas
It has been proven that [d2 lad2W/d2^] A
2c

asymptotically an infinitely sharp (local) maximum at
A

A

4c

(as shown above).
Asymptotic behaviour of ^2 lad2(V')/^2V' at the root V?ml

2c

Evaluating equation (A 1.4) at the root

A2

A
2S

4

A

* *
C

2 The notation '•-—>• —oo' stands for divergence in probability to minus infinity, cf. the notation list
in the beginning of the thesis.
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yields

''mi+^+S2c

(T-

'&- +

(A1.5)

2c

The asymptotics are straightforward. As argued above

+ tymi ~ I is 0P (T) if

l< 1

but tends in probability to 1 if -0 = 1. This, and the previous order calculations, enable us to
express the right-hand side of equation (A1.5) as
if

Our calculations tell us that

converges in probability to zero
2c

under V l< 1 but diverges under ^ = 1. The divergence is to infinity because

(T - 3)/ c

>0

(Section 6.3),
(r-3)2

M ) - (1 +

-2

4c

and so the ratio of the square bracket terms in equation (A1.5) is asymptotically composed of
A2

A

positive terms (^mi — I tends in probability to zero). Correspondingly, /ad2(VO> evaluated at
O nas asymptotically no curvature if the model is stationary but has an infinitely
2c
sharp minimum if a unit root exists.
Summary

The local maximum, if it exists, of lad2W occurs at the root

tl)ml +(T - 3)/2 c +^r if c < 0 or at the root ^ml +(T - 3)/2 c -J~. if c > 0. The latter case
applies for large T.
The adjusted estimate converges in probability to the true ^ and the adjusted likelihood has
asymptotically at that point an infinitely sharp (local) maximum. The behaviour of the other
root, and the second derivative of the adjusted profile likelihood, depend on whether | ty |< 1
or if) — 1. In the first case, the root diverges stochastically to infinity and the adjusted profile
likelihood becomes infinitely flat at the root. In the latter case, the root is Op(l) but lies in the
set (1, oo), at which point the adjusted profile likelihood has asymptotically an infinitely sharp
minimum. The root lies hence outside the parameter space of t/> or the set (—1,1] whether the
model is stationary or not. The difference in the behaviour of the roots reflects the fact that
the adjustment term of the profile likelihood fades in the first case but persists in the latter
case. It is fairly intuitive that Iad2(^) becomes flat for faraway values of ^ under | ^ |< 1 as
the discrepancy between /ad2(^) and lp(^) tends to become relatively smaller as T increases.

Appendix A2
Proofs for the Unit-Root AR(1) Model with Drift
The following two results were proved in Appendix Al:
• the local maxima (if they exist) of lad2W aTlse at tne points expressed in definition (6.18)
A
A

— l< 0 for all sample sizes.
The proofs apply as such for the drifted unit-root AR(1) model (6.40), as well, which is inspected
in this appendix (i.e. it is assumed that a ^ 0 and ^ = 1 throughout this appendix). The model
is distinct asymptotically but not in exact small-sample results or algebra, from the ARAt (l)
model of Appendix Al.
We begin by proving the following asymptotic statements:
• c /T — > 1/2 or c= 0P(T)
Oor il>ml - l=Op (T-2 ).

y

The outcome c IT —>• 1/2, or that c is asymptotically positive, together with the first two
p
results above imply that the maximum of the adjusted profile likelihood takes place at the root
A

t/} , +^3- — A/7 (as defined in (6.18), case z'u), see p. 81 for the definitions of the cases) for large

T.

2c

V

In the course of the derivations, we shall prove and make use of the supplementary results:
. $m/ = T$ml -1) + [r($m/ -1)] /2 + 0P(T-3/2 ) (implying that $TO/ —+ 1)
A2

A

The third and the fourth (bulleted) findings enable us to derive the approximation
A
- 3),

the order of accuracy of it, and confirm consistency, or that
A

Finally, we prove that
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The calculations allow for y0 ^ O. 1

Basic asymptotic results
By a simple first-order Taylor-series expansion of log t/?m; around unity:

W = li-1 + ri.r,

rlfr = 0P (T-3),

1-2 A
A
(i/>ml -I) 2 and a £ (0,1). We have taken here
where r1?T = -(1/2) 1 + a(^ml -1)
r

and will take in what follows — for granted that Vw -1 is 0P(T~3/2) (cf. formula (6.41)).
Consequently,
A

A

A

On the other hand, a second-order Maclaurin-series expansion of ex is 1 + # + x 2 /2 + r-2 where
r2 = eax x3/Q and a e (0,1). Hence

-1) + rj>r]
or

A

— 1) is 0P (T~1 /2 ) under the present assumptions so we find that

This contrasts sharply with the outcome for the unit-root ARA4 (1) model with a = 0 in which
A^

case Vw converges weakly to the random variate exp(DFM) (formula (6.27)).
Approximation (A2.1) enables us to consider the asymptotic behaviour of c /T. Coefficient
A

A'

A

c evaluated at u?m/= [t/>m/ : 0m/]/ and standardized by T tends stochastically to one half:
rni

A

A

A

(A2.2)
A

2

curvature of the adjusted profile log-likelihood at the roots is not considered.
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by formulae (6.14) and (A2.1). c /T tends thus to the theoretical limit of c/T (c evaluated at
V7 = 1 is (T-1)/2). The asymptotics are quite different than under a = 0 and if> = 1 when c /T
converged weakly to the random variate [exppF^) - (1 + DFJ] / (DFrf (formula (6.28)).
We go on to prove that T\^ml - /) —> -12a2/a2 < 0 or that il>ml -Ms 0P(T~ 2 ). To

pn

A2

this end, we note two auxiliary formulae. First, we expand V>mf around unity:
A2

n,T =
A

where the exact form of rip is (VVf ~1)2 as m Appendix Al. Second, we find an alternative
expression for the sum E*U &-!**• Note tnat

It follows that
=

or that

(A2.3)
A

A2

We are ready to analyze the formula tfjml — I . Substituting the above Taylor-series expanA
A2
A
A
A2
I
—
^mi
tion
subtrac
the
to
vely,
sion for ^>mj, definitions (6.6) and (6.17) of ^mi and /, respecti
yields
A
-l

A
=

2

A
"I- I

/_

\ 2

where we have expressed sums like EE=i(3ft-i~ 2/-i)2 as E£=I 2/?-i ~ ^ ( ^-i ) • We shall first
consider the numerator of this expression.
Substituting the formulae yt = a + yt-i + *t an(i V-i=y +T~l (yr - yo) into the numerator
gives
T

T

after carrying out some cancellations. This equals, by formula (A2.3),

- TO? +

t=l

+ yg

(A2.4)
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after some cancellation. This expression, or the numerator, are 0P (T) as

p

> -a2 - <r2 + a2 = -<r2 < 0

where the convergence of T~ 2 y% to a2 is obvious after writing yx = yo + «T +
The denominator of the above ratio is 0P(T~3/2 ) because

—> <*2 /3 - (a/2)s
p
or

(Hamilton (1994, p. 460), say, proves the convergences).
It follows from the above analysis that

P

a2 /12

or that
-12c72 /a2 <0.
A2

A

A

A

A

Thus -0m; - / is OP (T~2 ). Note that in the alternative expression (t/?m/ -l)(V'm/ +!) — (/ -1)
e\

of ^y^; — / the first term is 0P(T~3/2 ) as is the second (see the end of this section for the latter
result). Some cancellation must hence occur between the terms to bring down the order of
A2

A

magnitude of il>mt — I to 0P(T~2 ). Such a cancellation does not arise under a — 0 and ^ = 1
(cf. Appendix Al).
A

A

A

A2

A

Derivation of the approximation ^ad2 ~ ^ml ~ c ( V'ml — 1)/(T - 3)
The previous results enable us to find the order of magnitude to which approximation
(6.19) holds under a ^ 0 and $ — 1. The derivation is very similar to the corresponding one in
Appendix Al, only the remainder term is of different order of magnitude.
We recall from Appendix Al that-v/1 + x = 1 + \x + 7*1, which is convergent for | x \< 1
and where the remainder term ^ = -|(1 + ax)~3/2 x2 where a G (0, 1). When the expansion
is applied to definition (6.18), case iv), which applies for large T (cf. the discussion at the
beginning of this appendix), and the previous results are accounted for, we get:
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A

, T-3

(T ~ 3) 2 , * 2

22
A

\

4c

t

I'-3

, T-3
1

A

A2
4 C
*

A

1

A
$ml-

T-3

T-3

22

2c

A

2
A2

/T1
Q^2 ^ *^Wif
v
~""" /
2C 2

A2

l 1 ^r _ 3^(VJm<

A
*/

A

0 1 n,r ,

rlir = Op(T-3 )

A

A

A.

A

The convergence is due to c (ij>ml - l)/(T- 3)2 being 0P (T~2 ) and the consistency of ^ml . We
A2

A2

A

note that 4 c (^m/ - J)/(T - 3)2 is 0P(T~2 ). Consequently, the convergence condition of the
Maclaurin expansion holds for large T.
.A

Proof of the convergence T3/2 (l -1) =» N(0,48cr2 /a2 )
We recall from definition (6.17) that

— i, =
The numerator of this ratio equals
- 2 y_i) - y0 (yo - 2 y_i) - T"
(Appendix Al). It is easy to see that this can be simplified to

Substitution of yr = y0 + aT + Ef=i <* and y_ 1== E^o1 Jto + Ef=i «(* - 1) + E£=I St-i, where
•^t-i = E*=J c. and ^o = 0, yields

We find that the numerator divided by T3/2 is, and converges weakly to,
_ 2T-3/2
cdV(0,<72/3).
The convergence of T~l yT to a has already been indicated. The convergence of the term
in parenthesis to the Normal distribution is proved in Appendix Al (yt with yQ = Q there
corresponds to St here).
The denominator of the above ratio form of / -1 has already been shown, after division by
T3 , to tend in distribution to «2 /12. We are hence ready to state that
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ft2 /12
or that

Appendix A3
Proofs for the Bhargava AR(1) Model with
Constant
We consider here:

A

a proof revealing that 70m/ is Op(l) and equals asymptotically y\ under a unit root

• the expressions for the derivatives of a^ which are a bit involved and are hence left to
the appendix

• proofs for the asymptotic distributions or limits of the Wald statistic and the relevant
derivatives, first under stationarity and next under a unit root, and

• the asymptotics for the adjusted Wald statistic.

The result on the Op (l)ness of 7om/ is needed in Section 6.6 when deriving the asymptotic
A
A2
distribution of T(ipmi — 1). The expressions for the derivatives of a^ are presented simultane
ously with the analysis of the Wald statistics.
Proving that 7oml ls Op(l) an^ equals yi asymptotically under a unit root
An analytical formula for lomi is not available as explained in Section 4.3. We can yet prove
conveniently by means of the profile likelihood that 7om/ is Op(l) and that it tends stochastically
to yi.
The residual variance, of which the profile log-likelihood for 70 is in essence composed of,
equals:
A2

-To) 5

SUte-i - To)2

^

4

cf. formulae (4.16) and (4.17) (with a different notation) in Section 4.3. As explained there, an
analytical solution for the minimum of this equation is not available. Some algebra, substitution
of the relation yt = 2/t-i+et , and well-known orders of magnitude of sums involving 1(1) variables
imTilv that
imply
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-i - To)]

=2fa-i - To)2 7o)

- 27o £f=2 yt-

76*

- 27oop (r)Qp (T1/2 )
oc

n problem
Assume for the moment that the MLE for 70 or the solution to the minimisatio
inf
but the first term
diverges. Inspection reveals that the ratio above would continue to be bounded
se the function
would explode to infinity. However, the solution cannot be unbounded becau
by the potential
within the square brackets can take a finite value, too: If 70 is replaced
— then the first
solution y\ — a constant from the point of view of the minimisation problem
and the whole
term collapses to zero, the second term or the ratio persists to be bounded,
a finite value
expression takes a finite value, too. Because the solution is even asymptotically
we can express the minimisation problem as
inf [(*,! - 7o) 2 being bounded)
The second term is asymptotically negligible (the minimising value of 70
ined by the
whereas the first term does not diminish with T. The minimum is thus determ
term reduces
first term. The minimum or the MLE locates at yi at which value of 70 the first
or y\ is Op(l)
to zero. Of course, from the point of view of estimation the asymptotic MLE
instead of a constant as it was treated above.
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Construction and asymptotics of the ordinary Wald statistic
The (square root of the) Wald statistic was denned to be

^
in Section 6.6. We did not present the components of which d2 lp(i{>)/'d2ij> is composed of. They
are (cf. equation (6.52)):
2"

d

T
2
where

=

2T~ ]
-(T -

- ito-i+=

A

2T~ ]

)F

- VO - ^*-i + (i - VOE
and

i=2

d

The asymptotic distribution of the statistic depends, of course, whether the process is stationary
or not. In the stationary circumstance, the appropriate standardisation is

because the MLE is OP(T~1/2 ). We shall lay out the essentials of the derivation for the sta
tionary case, too, because the model is not as familiar as the other contemplated models.
A2

By definition, d o^ fdij>, evaluated at the MLE, equals zero. The asymptotic limit of the
second derivative, evaluated at the MLE, is:
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(A3.2)

2T - 1

=

0(T)0P(1)

- W>2
i

A

A

A

where ct = yt - 70m/ (1- V
poses that T~~ l t=2 yt-i-

if>mi Ut-i, t = 2,...,T. 1 The stochastic convergence presup
converges to the familiar AR(1) population (asymptotic)

counterpart as usual.
We can now see that

2"

d,
A4

A

1

\2a2 / (1 a2
2

v>2)

O2 "
—
<j4

or to

so ^/W follows the Standard Normal when T is large.
When a unit root exists, the appropriate standardisation is

N
A2

The derivatives of cr^, (of which d2lp (i/))/d2 is composed of) become multiplied by powers of T
this time. The asymptotic distribution of the standardised second derivative, evaluated at the
MLE, is non-degenerate:

l lt may be helpful to note that £)f=2 e< does not necessarily equal zero but e^ +(1 - -0) £JL2 e t^ =

yi — Tov
at V = 0-

(1 — V") — ^j/t-i does. YA=I € W *s zero ^n general only when evaluated
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T_]

Q2
9

EL ^2- - 2 *>•"' EL

E »->-

E
= 2T ~2

0P(T-2 )0P(T3)
0(T)0P(T-2 )
2a2 /o1
where the first equality is based on the uppermost line of expression (A3.2). The asymptotic
distribution of ^/W under a unit root can be now found to be:

_r-;
\

2T

A

\
/o1 W(r)dW(i

o1 W(r)dW(r)

n

o1 [W(r)}2 dr

0

or
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Construction and asymptotics of the adjusted Wald statistic
The adjusted Wald statistic is:

A

= (Vw -i)

\

A

CT-3)
2

d2
+

(r-i)[i-(r-i)(i[1 + (T - 1)(1 - V)2] 2

is denned in equation (6.58).) An additional complexity compared to the previous section is that d a
zero:
a A'
o a.

=

2T

evaluated at the AE is not zero. Asymptotically it is still

-1

lOad (1

A

p
=

Ut-l

A
\
A
Toad + Wad

T

/

A

\

, o (y Vt-1- Toad J)
t-2

2 0,

As before, the convergencies are based on the presupposed consistency of sample moments and
the consistency of the AE.2
By parallel reasoning as above, the asymptotic limit of d2 o^ fd2 ^ evaluated at the AE
is the same as when it is evaluated at the MLE. The asymptotic distribution of •\/Wad under
stationarity is then readily found:

2 A computationally useful form for the derivative of a^ with respect to t/' is d a^ fd1^ = 2T" 1 -
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\
(T-3)
2T

\
>• J

__1
—1

*$>* K/V)2"
/\2

'2)\

'

A4

| (T - 1) [1 - (T - 1)(1 - V)2] •
r[1 + (T _ 1)(1 _, )2]2 J
A

"2<72 / (1 - i/}2)
2
a2

O2 "
+0
a*

1

or to

We have made use above also of the result explained in Section 6.6: the additive adjustment term
(T-1) [1 - (T - 1)(1 - <0) 2] / [1 + (T - 1)(1 - V)2] 2 , evaluated at the AE, becomes divided by
T when constructing the statistic so the term yields only a Op(T~ l ) modification underneath
the square-root sign.
In the nonstationary situation the adjustment term, evaluated at the AE, becomes multi
plied by T~2 but still contributes an Op (T~ l ) component because the order of magnitude of the
A

subtraction 1- ij)ad is then different. The asymptotic limit of the standardised first derivative,
evaluated at the MLE, is again zero:

A

\
f

(T - 1) 11-

__ lfc-1 - (T - 1)

I- ^

l-

Toad

- 0(T)Op(T~ l )Op(l)] Op(l)

The first equality follows from formula (A3.1) and the unit-root relation yt = yt-i + €t .
.2

By similar reasoning as above, T^d2 a^ /d2^ evaluated at the AE follows asymptotically
the same distribution as when the quantity is evaluated at the MLE. The asymptotics are then
straightforward:
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-I)
\
A

/

\
/o1

<

//Tl
\ J-

~^

2T

/o1

A2

\2~

Q\
O 1

A2
^V

1

A4
°*

2a

1

(T - 1) [1 - (T - 1)(1 - V)2]

^

r2 [i + (T - i)(i - V)2]2

-—
}• + 0 or to
<74

A
>

Appendix A4
Proofs for the AR(2) Model
This appendix follows the structure of Appendix Al to a great extent and makes use of the
A2
A
results presented there. A difference is that the characteristic if)ml - I < 0 is proven only for T
large (the proof for the stationary case presupposes an appropriate convergence theorem). We
start by establishing the small-sample properties that
• the local maxima (if they exist) of /^(VO arise at tne points expressed in definition (6.69)
A

°f

We proceed to derive the asymptotic results
• c= Op (l) whether | ^ |< 1 or if) = 1,
i 2

A

A

A

I

+1) + 0,(r-i) =

r*

*

I 1

/ 1 A

;4"

~_l

1

«/.

1 X"

- ^ I 1 - and

,

• ^m/ - / < 0 for T large.
These conclusions enable us to:
A

A

^

A^

A

• derive the approximation VW2~Vw ~ c (Vw ~~ 0/(T ~~ 3), the order of accuracy of it,
A
and confirm consistency, or that ^ad2 —> ^
A

• prove that the root ^W +^^+y^ is ^p(^) whether | if) \< I or V> = 1
A

A

• prove that Iad2(^} nas asymptotically a (local) maximum at Vad2 or at tne root V'm/
4-X=2- /; by verifying that d2 lad2('*l>}/d'2"^ —* -°° at tne root (here we rely on the result
2c

V

A2

P
A

that ^mj - I < 0 for T large the proof for which assumes an appropriate convergence
theorem)
A

• prove that lad2W is asymptotically flat at the root t/jmi +^S\ +*/• "^ verifying that
2c

d2lad2(tt>)/d2il> —^ 0 at the root.
p
A2

A .

A subresult or an asymptotic expression for the numerator of i/)mi - I is employed also in
Section 6.6 when the asymptotic distribution of -\/Wad2 l' s derived. As in Appendix Al, the last
result is supplementary: The finite sample argument for the local maximum of /ad2(VO> tne ^act
A

A2

A

that c is asymptotically positive and the property that ij)mi - I < 0 for large T restrict already
A
the local maximum to occur at ^ml +^=2 - J~. (as defined in case iv) below) for large T. The
2c
point of the second last passage is that a (local) maximum exists asymptotically and that it
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A

is the root i{>ml + T=2-r wnjcn determines the asymptotic distribution of the estimate. The
appendix concludes with a summary of the findings.
Local maximum of lad2(V>) in finite samples
For convenience, cases i) to v) as defined on p. 134 are repeated here:
*')

c< 0 and the roots are complex (with nonzero imaginary parts)

ii*)

c< 0, -0m/ — /> 0 and the roots are real (and unequal)

..A

ii)
Hi)
iv)

A2

A

c< 0, V'm/ - /< 0 and the roots are real (and unequal)
c= 0 (in which case the adjusted likelihood equation implies a polynomial
of order one)
A

A2

A

c> 0, i/>mi — l< 0 and the roots are real (and unequal)
A
A2
A
iv*) c> 0,^mi — l> 0 and the roots are real (and unequal)
v)
c> 0 and the roots are complex (with nonzero imaginary parts).
A
A
where i/)ml and / are defined by equations (6.60) and (6.68), respectively. Only incidents ii*)
and iv*) are examined here as the argumentation for the other situations parallels with the
reasoning promoted for the ARM (1) model (Appendix Al).
Just as with the AR/i (l) model
A

=

C

''=^ml
A

A2

which assumes that I — "0m/ T^ 0 (*ne condition applies with probability one for finite T). We
A

A

A

see that Iad2('tl>) is downward (c< 0) or upward (c> 0) sloping at if} =^mi according to the sign
of c.
A2

A

The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality does not apply as such to the expression if)mi — I when the
A2

A

model is AR(2) which is why an analysis of the cases with ^mj — /> 0 is needed.
A2

A

Let us assume now that if>mi - /> 0. The root of the adjusted likelihood equation
A
T-3
Vro, 1 ^

^

(T-3) 2
A2

4c

A2

I ?/?

'

rm/

A7

A

lies then to the left of if)mi regardless of whet; ler c< 0 or c> 0. The other root
A
tfm,
A

(T - 3)2

T-3
1

^

1 ^

A2

4c

I

A2

?/?

A/

* ml

A

i
jj_1
*lj__C/
11
•
11 T*T *
3 * fT*
f >_ wvx 4- 1
places
to
the right
of if}ml regardless
ofPJ!
the sign
off c as well.
This differs
from
the case \jjml - < 0

A

which implies that both roots are together smaller or larger than "0mj (depending on the sign
of c).
It will now be assumed that the adjusted likelihood equation has two different real roots
or that the adjusted log-likelihood /ad2(VO is (equivalent to) a cubic equation which traces a
local maximum and a local minimum. Let us study first the situation ii*) when c< 0 and
A2

A

mi.

A
- /> 0. Ine local maximum must then be placed to the left of if>ml
or relate to the root
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^ml +(T - 3)/2 c -^ as lad2W is downward sloping at ^m/ and the local extremes occur
around $m/ . Next, let w*) or the sample distinguish by c> 0 and Vm/ - /> 0. Now the root
/\

»

- 3)/2 c +^ is the one to the right of ^mi and must link to the local maximum:
,. , is upward sloping at tym\ and the local extremes occur around ^m/ . Obviously, the local
minimums connect to the other roots, respectively. It is shown below that only circumstance
f\

iv) is relevant for large T. The incident ij)ml - 1= 0 is excluded from the preceding list as it
can happen only with probability zero if the sample is finite.1
Basic asymptotic results
The coefficient c evaluated at fa mi is (ip does not appear in the formula for c as it was
assumed that -0=1 when it was derived):

(formula (6.66)). The coefficient is positive for large T as <j> lml —* fa and c is positive for the
values of fa in the parameter space of fa. The coefficient should be of the same order if | ^ |< 1
(cf. the argumentation on p. 133).
We proceed to the second task. Write
A2

A

A

A

A

The first term is obviously Op(l) or Op (T~l ) if | ^ |< 1 or ^ = 1, respectively. Recall that

Hence

It is not difficult to see that the denominator is 0P(T2 ) under | ^ |< 1 but is OP (T3) if ifr = 1.
Similarly, it can be shown that the numerator is 0P (T2 ) whether | ^ |< 1 or ^ = 1.
We shall depict the proof for the numerator in the unit-root case. After substituting
E£=i2/? = VT + E£=i2/?-i (2/o = 0) and y* = yt-i + fa&yt-i + ft into the expression for
the numerator and carrying out some cancellations, we can express the numerator as
T
2 fa'

t=l

t=l

A further substitution of ut-i = At/f_i (ut = faAyt-i + c<), VT = 2]T)£=i 2/t-i^t + Z)£=]
(Banerjee et al. (1993, p. 90)), and ut = faut-i + «t (^o = 0) gives

x The local maximums under w*) or iv*) could occur at quite extreme values of \l>. The asymptotic
A2

A

property \l>m\ — I < 0 meaningfully excludes those cases.
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i itf-i] E£I «2-i + op(r3/2)
2 E£i ifc-m, + E£I «? - 20! Ef=i fc-i«f-i - 0
+ 0P(T3/2 ).
The expected value of (2yt-i+et)et is non-zero so the term written out is 0P(T)OP(T) = 0P(T2 ),
as was to be confirmed.
It follows from the preceding analysis that
if $ = 1.
A

A2

We shall next show that ipml - /< 0 for large T with the equality applying only asymp
totically under -0 = 1 (the proof for the stationary case presumes an appropriate convergence
theorem). We assume first that the process is stationary.
A

A2

It is immediate that ^ml tends in probability to (p\ + p^) 2 from the fact that ^ml tends in
probability to (p\ +^2)- The asymptotics of / are considered next. The terms in the expression
of / — divided by T — tend in probability to the following limiting values:

and

- 7*2),

p

Here cr2i/ is the asymptotic variance. .of yt (or the variance of yt after the start-up effects have died
out) and r; stands for the ith asymptotic autocorrelation of yt (or the autocorrelation of yt after
the start-up effects have faded). The convergences assume that an appropriate convergence
theorem is in operation. It follows that
2(1 - n) - (ri - r2 )s
1 - r?

A _^
P

The autocorrelations can be expressed (after the start-up effects have disappeared) in terms of
the parameters pi and pi (the parameterisation in levels) as follows:
7*1

=

—-—
1 - Pi

and

= P, + A
(Box and Jenkins (1976, p. 60)). Substituting these formulae into the asymptotic expression
A
for / gives
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2(1 - p2 ) - (pa - Pi)2(l -Pi- P2)
1 - (Pi ~ Pi)

A
/

after some algebra.
We are now ready to derive the asymptotic limit in probability of if>ml - I under stationarity:
A2

A

^ml-l

-j+

(Pi + P2) 2 +

=

-2(1 + P2)(:

<

0.

2(1 - pa ) ~ (P2 - />i)2 (l -Pi- Pi)
l-(p2~ Pi)

The inequality derives from the stationarity conditions for the process (formulae (5.8)).
The proof for the unit-root circumstance if) = 1 closes the section. In this case the appro
priately standardised sums of cross products of ^s and the lags of it do not converge to the
autocorrelations (Bierens (1993), Hasza (1980)) and a different proof from the above is needed.
A2

A

We start from the exact expression for t/j , — I:

-2

E*=i

(A4.1)

The numerator, which determines the sign of the expression, can be written as:

E?=i(Ay<_i)2 .
The terms in the first square brackets are 0P(T4) and of larger magnitude than the rest of the
9

A £*

.

terms. 2 One might hence be tempted to jump to the conclusion that V>m/ - / < 0 for large T
as the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality applies to the difference of the terms of largest magnitude.
.
. 7/
This would not be legitimate as f E*=i l/tUt-i) ~ Et=
=1 Vt 2L,t=i Vt-i
is not OP(T6) but 0P (T5 ) or of the same magnitude as the rest of the terms.
A way to detect this is laid out below.
Substitute Et=i Vt = VT + E£=I Vt-i (employing the condition y0 = 0), yt = yt-i + ut and
Ay* = ut where ut = fa Ayt-i + et into the above expression for the numerator. It then appears
as

2Terms like
-i E 2 (Ayt-i) 2 are OP (T2 )OP (T) = OP (T3 ) as opposed to terms like
_i E 2 y*Ayt _ 1 which are OP (T)OP (T) = OP (T2 ).
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-2
[-

after carrying out some cancellations. We can see now that the product on the first line cannot
be of larger order than 0P (T5 ). Replace next y% by 2^2t=i Vt-iUt + EtU ut (see Banerjee et
al. (1993, p. 90) or equation (A2.3) with a = y0 - 0) to find
' T

T

E u:

E

21

after taking account of some cancellations and suppressing a part of the expression to the
remainder term. The term written out is nonpositive by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. The
final substitution of Y%=i u\ = u\-\- Y%=\ ut-i ancl ut = <t>i ut-i + ft (UQ = 0) confirms that the
term dominates the numerator which becomes

after some algebra. The first term is negative as | 0i | < 1 by assumption and rules the numerator
for large T as it is 0P (T5 ). It follows that the numerator is negative (with probability one) for
large T.
A2

A

The denominator in equation (A4.1) is 0P (T6 ) so ^mj — / —>• 0 and takes negative values
A

for large enough T before convergence. Hence ij>mi — /< 0 for large T also under a unit root.
-3)

Derivation of the approximation V'ad2 ~ V>ml ~ c ( V'ml ~
Following the reasoning in Appendix Al we find the formulae
T-3

T-3

.___

o A

2C

A

o A

2c

2 c

0P (T-4 ) if
0P(T~6 ) if^ =
A

T-3

0P(T~3 ) if | ^ I
0P(T-*) iftf =

P

The convergence is due to c (i/>ml -)/(T - 3) 2 being 0P (T~2 ) if | ^ |< 1 or 0P(T~3 ) if if> = I
/A\

and the consistency of tyml . We note that the convergence condition of the Maclaurin expansion
A2 A2
holds for large T (4 c
- /)/(T - 3) 2 is likewise 0P (T~2 ) or 0P (T~3 ) if | ^ |< 1 or ^ = 1,
respectively).
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Asymptotic
V +r+^sympoc behaviour
eavour oof the root Vml
2c

.____________
/

2

^

A

It is easy to see, by the foregoing Maclaurin expansion, say, that \rT~$* + Vm/ - / is OP(T)
V

whether | V |< 1 or ^ = 1. The preceding results imply that

4c

______________

+

Vm/ ~ *
C

is Op(T), too, and that it diverges stochastically to oo in both cases | ^ |< 1 and i(> = 1.

Asymptotic behaviour of d2 lad2(V)/#2V at the root Vml +^
_
2c*
The adjusted likelihood equation and the second derivative have the same appearance as
those with the ARM (1) model. The difference is that the symbol / stands here as denned by
equation (6.68). The second derivative of /^(VO evaluated at the root

r-3

(T — ^jW
I

A2

I •

22

A2

\

4 c

"

^

A
1

*

and algebra like that in Appendix Al yields

d2 V
2c
A
A
C
A"

T-3

A

T-3

A
C

if
0P (T~5 ) if^ =
A

A

(r-3)
A2

A

if
/A*

A

(T-3)Umi-/+rJ,

—oo.
, ,

/\
A

__

The divergence is to -oo because Vm/ ~ ^ 0 for large T (the equality sign can ap
ply only if V = 1 and T is infinite) and it is of larger order than r^. The divergence to
infinity is faster if V = 1 in which case the denominator tends stochastically to zero. The
outcome is that [d2lad2W/d2^] -'- A' ' T~3-v/: tends stochastically to minus infinity with T.
2c

Accordingly ladtW has asymptotically an infinitely sharp maximum at

A

2c
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JT-

P

4c

Asymptotic behaviour of 62 lad2 (^)/d2^ at the root
at tne root

Evaluating the second derivative of ladi
A

(T-3) 2
. A2

4c

A2
ll>m
+
< T mlt

A
/

gives

(T-3)

(A4.2)

O

for

and

=

The asymptotics follows from the previous results and especially from the fact that ^r. is 0P (T)
converges in
A
whether | ^ |< 1 or if> — 1. We have found that 52 /ad2(V')/^2V>
probability to zero under both cases | if> \< 1 and ^ = 1. In other words, Iad2(i>), evaluated
model.

2c

-5 nas asymptotically no curvature regardless of the stationarity status of the

Summary
The adjusted estimate converges in probability to the true i/> and Iad2(^) has asymptotically
at that point an infinitely sharp (local) maximum. The other root diverges stochastically to
infinity and /^(V7) becomes infinitely flat at the root. This happens whether the model is
stationary or not. It contrasts with the ARAt (l) model in which case the other root was Op (l)
and /ad2(^) developed a sharp minimum at the root if the model was nonstationary. It is easy to
comprehend that Iad2(i>) becomes flat for remote values of ^ as the discrepancy between /ad2(VO
and lp(^} tends to become relatively smaller as T increases. The behaviour of /ad2(V)) under
the unit-root AR(2) model resembles the behaviour of ladiW under the stationary ARM (1)
model. The explanation lies in the fact that the adjustment becomes asymptotically negligible
in relative terms in both cases (cf. Sections 6.3 and 6.6).

Appendix A5
Starting Value Asymptotics
We shall first
A

• prove that t/}ml is consistent for if> e (-1, 1] when yo or the starting value tends to infinity
and
• derive the asymptotic distribution of yo(i>mi -^) for $ € (-1, 1]
when the model is the simple AR(1) of Section 6.2.
Next we
• accomplish the same tasks when the model includes a constant with the modification that
V> G (— 1, 1) is assumed
and prove that
and i/>ad2,ap are consistent in the above sense for ty G (—1, 1).
We go on to show that
A

A

• ij)mi and i/>ad converge to unity when if> > 0 and the starting value tends to infinity
under the AR^(l) model which erroneously assumes a zero starting value.
In contrast, we conclude by showing that
A
A
• tl)ml and ipad are consistent in the above sense for $ G (—1,1) except perhaps for i/) = 0
and that
• the MLE may not be uniquely defined under i/> = Q and an infinitely large starting value
because the profile likelihood possesses then two local maxima
when the model is AR^(l) which allows for a non-zero starting value. The proofs for the last
two results are conditional on the assumption that the MLE and the AE are bounded.
The estimates are not consistent as \yo\ tends to infinity when the model is ARM (1) and
AR^(l) with a unit root: It was proved on p. 103 that the estimates are invariant with respect
to 2/0 when a unit root exists. This is why the unit-root case is excluded from the analysis of
the third, fourth and sixth bulleted assignments.
Interestingly, it can be shown that information on ^ as measured by the expected infor
mation measure in general tends to infinity under the models studied which supplies intuition
for the consistency results. It is however worth remarking on the peculiar behaviour of the
expected information measure under the unit-root ARAt (l) model (with zero constant). The
measure is then

This tends to infinity with \yQ \ even though the MLE of ^ is invariant with respect to the
starting value y0 . The extraordinary behaviour of expected information measures under a unit
root has been noted already on p. 39.
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Algebra for a derivation of the asymptotic distribution of the AE seems involved, and is not
of vital importance from the point of view of this thesis, so we have not accomplished such a
derivation.
We refer to the above kind of analysis as 'starting value asymptotics' to differentiate it from
the usual 'T large asymptotics'. The circumstance of T/Q tending to infinity is considered below
but similar results would hold for \yo\ tending to infinity. In this appendix orders of magnitude
terms like Op (l) express magnitude with respect to 3/0 and consistency refers to consistency as
the starting value tends to infinity.
Starting value asymptotics is connected to the small-a asymptotics in Evans and Savin
(1984), say, in the sense that a relative to yo tends to zero in both (assuming a non-zero yo).
In the present context, we could as well standardise the estimates by yo/cr and let a tend to
zero which procedure would give otherwise the same asymptotic distributions except that they
would be free of a. The distribution which would arise by letting a tend to zero in the first place
would be different. 1 Another related development is continuous record asymptotics of Phillips
(1987) and Perron (1991) who let the sampling interval tend to zero. The last two authors
consider only the simple AR(1) model.
A

There is also parallelism to a result of Lucas (1996, p. 102). He shows that V'o/s f°r tne
simple AR(1) model converges to the true value if there is an outlier in the innovation process
and the outlier tends (in absolute value) to infinity.
Starting value asymptotics for the simple AR(l) model (Section 6.2)
The analysis is very straightforward for this model. Substitution of yt = if>yt-i + tt into
formula (6.3) for the MLE yields the familiar result

Formula (6.11) holds for the present model, too, when the constant is set to zero. The formula
implies that
Vt

= ^yo + 0

Substituting this into the numerator above yields

= yo EfcTo
Note that the last equality holds also for ^ = 0. The denominator of the MLE becomes

? ^ + Op(y0)

after a similar substitution and a bit of algebra. It is found that

so the MLE converges to the true value at a rate of Op (yo).
theorem of Evans and Savin (1984) does not apply to the simple AR(1) model but applies
to the ARA,(1) model when the constant is different from zero. In this case, the theorem easily yields
, 1).
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A

The asymptotic distribution of 2/o(V>7ni ~~VO 1S Normal:
T

9

t=i Vt-i

+
ipj-]

Z^t=0

N 0,a2
or to

if | T/J |< 1
if -0 = 1
by the above results. For simplicity of presentation, we have not analysed the unit-root case
separately. The specific result for it can be found by, say, employing 1'Hospital's rule. It may
be worth stressing that the MLE is consistent in the present context also under V> = 1.
The variance takes an inverse U-shape as a function of ij> so the variance decreases as
the nonstationary boundaries are approached. It is in accordance with the assertions at the
end of Section 5.3 according to which the impact of yo on the distribution strengthens as
the nonstationary boundaries are approached. As a straightforward calculation reveals, the
asymptotic variance of the standardised MLE is exactly the inverse of the variance of the
process.
A

If we standardised (^W —ij>) by yo/cr (it is the standardised deviation which is in operation
as noted in the introduction to this appendix) then the variance would approximately equal the
conventional (1 — 7/>2) for T large and ip in the stationary region. Thus the present asymptotics
can return a similar asymptotic distribution as the conventional asymptotics.

A

Starting value asymptotics for V'ml under the AR(1) model with constant (Section
6.3)
It follows from the definitions for the MLE and the ARM (1) process (formulae (6.6) and
(6.4)), and the property £*Li(y*-i- V-i) = 0 that
*l>ml

=

^+ ——~

As in the previous section,

yt = ^yo + o
and
£f=i</2-i

= Vo 1 _ , 2 + Op (y0) = Op(yg)

by formula (6.11). It also implies that
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1-

1-

11-

"-1

and

+ o,(i)
Substituting these results into the above expression for the MLE delivers

proving consistency. As noted in the beginning of this appendix, consistency does not take
place under a unit root. Indeed, the above stated orders of magnitude would not hold if we
calculated them under a unit root.
The previous results enable us to derive the asymptotic distribution, too:
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or to

The term -T~1 [(l - ^T )/(l - V7)] 2 is extra compared to the formula for the variance under
the simple AR(1) model. The variances take similar values for i/j < —0.5, say, but for larger
values of if) the present formula gives a larger value. The variance traces a rough inverse 'U'
as a function of ty still, though this pattern brakes down in the neighbourhood of unity. The
variance explodes for such values which reflects the invariance of the MLE with respect to yo
under a unit root. Figure A5.1 exemplifies the property.
1.5

0.5

0

-

-0.99

-0.5

0

0.5

0.99

Figure A5.1 Variance of the standardised MLE as a function of i/> for |y0 | large and
T = 25 (ARM (1)).
The additional term — relative to the corresponding variance for the simple AR(1) — in the
formula for the variance becomes negligible when T is large. Thus an asymptotic distribution
similar to the conventional one with variance 1 — -02 emerges again for V7 € ("~1»1) (cf- the
previous section). The variance of the MLE is not strictly related to the variance of the process
yt — which remains at (1 - tf>2T)/(l — V>2 ) — contrary to the case with the simple AR(1) model.
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Starting value asymptotics for V>a<i2 under the AR(1) model with constant (Section
6.3)
The first thing to note is that the coefficient c evaluated at the MLE converges to c (formula
(6.14)):
A

C

—

>

1-

0 for 71 > 2,

where the convergence is due to the consistency of the MLE as y0 tends to infinity. This implies
— if we take for granted that a local maximum exists for yo large — that only case iv) of the
definition of the AE (p. 81) is relevant when yo is large. We shall thus analyse the stochastic
limit of the root
T-3
—r

2c

\

-

A

4 c

The sole quantity the asymptotic limit of which is unknown in this expression is / or

(definition (6.17)). The stochastic limit of the denominator has been derived above. The
numerator is related, for large 3/0> to the denominator in a simple way as we shall now show.

1--02 + Op(yo).
The first equality arises from formula (6.11). Other implications of it are that

1and that

1-V2T

+ Op(yo)-T{T ~l
-T -i

+

0P(y0).

The numerator is hence, for large y0 , V>2 times the denominator and the asymptotic limit of the
ratio is thus ij>2 :
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Op(yo)

-T

+ Op(y0 )
P

Our calculations imply that the AE is consistent as y0 tends to infinity:

r-3

^

(T-3) 2
.A 2

4 c

A2

'

A

r-3
2c

A
Moreover, AEap is found consistent, too, by replacing c and c above by (T - l)/2 which is the
theoretical value of c under a unit root (formula (6.14)).

A
A
under the Bhargava AR(1) model with
V>ad
an<^
-0ml
for
tics
asympto
value
Starting
constant when XQ= 0 is assumed (Section 6.6)
We shall analyse the residual variance, of which the profile and adjusted profile likelihoods
are essentially composed, because we do not have an analytical formula for the MLE or the
AE. We shall assume that the starting value of the unobservable time series XQ tends to infinity
in absolute value which implies that \XQ/O-\ tends to infinity, too, for a fixed a. In contrast,
to operationalise the model we assumed in Section 6.6 that XQ takes value zero. The analysis
below reveals that the MLE and the AE, derived from a likelihood function which employs
the erroneous assumption XQ = 0, are not consistent in general as | XQ/<J\ tends to infinity. We
shall assume a stationary process because we know already from the end of Section 6.6 that
the estimates are invariant with respect to the starting value and hence inconsistent (as \XQ/(T\
tends to infinity) when a unit root exists. We shall also assume that the MLE and the AE are
bounded.
A preliminary result is (from equation (6.48)):

for fa — the true value — in the range (-1,1). The true value of the autoregressive coefficient
needs to be earmarked to avoid confusion with the parameter ^ with respect to which we are
about to minimise a function. Substituting the above expression and formula (6.47) into the
formula (6.50) for the residual variance yields
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A2

+ (i after some algebra.2 The first term dominates the behaviour of the residual variance when XQ is
large. Numerical analysis reveals that a local or a global minimum (within a reasonable range)
arises around unity unless the autoregressive coefficient 4>* l' s verv close to minus unity or the
sample size is very small. Evaluation of the asymptotic expression for a range of values of if>
and T suggests that the minimum is global if V>* > 0 and local if if># < 0 in which case a global
minimum emerges around the true value ij>#. A local minimum around — but not necessarily
exactly at — fa can arise also when fa > 0. If fa equals zero then the coefficient of x\ above
collapses to zero and the OP(XQ) term comes into play. A few simulation experiments suggest
that the MLE takes then values randomly around zero.
The coefficient of x\ is graphed in Figure A5.2 for fa = -0.3 and fa = 0.3 to exemplify
these remarks. In the former case a curve results with a global minimum around —0.3 and a
local minimum around 1; in the latter case the global minimum takes place around 1 and the
local minimum around 0.3.
Numerical experimentation exposes also that the minima would occur at the true values
if the term with 1 + (T — 1)(1 — VO2 in the denominator or just fa of fa + (1 — i>)[-] in the
numerator of the term were excluded from the above formula. Existence of the term derives
from the special treatment of the starting value under the AR^(l) model.
Similar remarks apply to adjusted profile log-likelihood because the adjustment is additive
and does not depend on XQ in the present context. The findings provide a theoretical explanation
for the simulation results reported in Section A6.5 (especially Figure A6.1).
Some heuristics for the distortion towards unity is that trend like behaviour results under
| ^ |< 1 excluding the circumstance fa = 0 when XQ lies far from zero. Such a configuration
should in general result only under a unit root when the model is AR^(l) with XQ = 0. Other
effects are involved, too, as the unity value maintains attraction even when XQ is explicitly taken
account of, a situation explored in the next section.

2 If we had not excluded the possibility that the MLE could diverge then the remainder term should be
OP (^XQ) instead of Op (x0). This would complicate the analysis, cf. Appendix A3 where a corresponding
situation is handled without assuming boundedness of the MLE.
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0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0

Figure A5.2 Residual variances with two minima for x0 large, T = 100, and V'o = —0.3
or ^0 = 0.3 (AR*(1)).
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Figure A5.3 Residual variance with two minima for \XQ large, T = 100, and
(ARff(l) with x0 incorporated in the model).
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Starting value asymptotics for V>ml and Vad under the Bhargava AR(1) model with
constant when x0 ^ 0 is allowed for
When x0 is explicitly allowed to differ from zero in the AR^(l) model the residual variance
and the approximate form of it for x\ large become:3

(r -

- v + (i -

1- r

>2 i - V>F)

1 - fa

^

, AKO,

(A5-2)

I-fa

Numerical evaluation of this expression establishes that the MLE based on the above expression
is consistent or that a global minimum of the formula arises at ty* for ^ in the range (—1,1)
excluding 0. Moreover, the minimum is sharper than for the corresponding expression in the
previous section when both functions yield consistent estimates or when ^* < 0- Increased
curviness indicates faster convergence so it pays to include XQ in the likelihood even if ^* were
known to be negative and XQ to be large in absolute value.
The model shows still, with the magnitude of XQ taken account of, an attraction towards
unity, as a local minimum tends to arise at it. When V>* equals zero the function takes value
zero at both zero and unity and the MLE does not seem to be uniquely defined. The incident
is illustrated in Figure A5.3. The residual variance appears to decrease to zero at the two
indicated values of if}. Intuitively this should not happen and indeed we have not inspected
whether the smaller order terms shrink to zero, too, at these values. However, such an artificial
phenomenon is possible in principle and occurs for example in the estimation of the shifted
power transformation (Atkinson (1985, Section 9.3)). The MLE would be uniquely defined if
A2

the term OP (XQ) contributed to a^ less at zero than at unity but still the local minimum at
unity would persist.

3 Again boundedness of the MLE is assumed as explained in the footnote to the corresponding formula
in the previous section.

Appendix A6
Simulation Techniques
A6.1 General Notes
Details of the simulation procedures are given in this appendix. Monte Carlo Theory is not
considered in any depth as the purpose is simply to document the methods used. Hendry (1984)
and Davidson and MacKinnon (1994) provide surveys on simulation.1
The codes for simulation of the finite sample fractiles of the statistics under the ARM (1),
ARM (1), and AR(2) models are also presented to exemplify the programmes we have created for
the GAUSS language and to ease repetition of our results. The simulations for the ARM (1) model
employed version 3.0, the simulations for the AR^(l) model version 3.1.1 and the simulations
for the AR(2) model version 3.2.15. The power evaluations can be easily added to these pieces
of code. The programmes generate and save the statistics but do not calculate the fractiles
which is accomplished by another (unreported) programme. A further (unreported) programme
generates draws from the asymptotic distributions. The simulation experiments were performed
on 486 and Pentium processor based PCs.

A6.2 Generation of the Random Numbers
The multiplicative congruential generator
et

+=. — ,
TO

zt = Xzt-i(mod TO)

was used to produce the pseudo-random numbers. Here et is the tth pseudo-random number,
t = 1,...,T, zt is a positive integer, ZQ is the seed, X is called the multiplier, (mod m) is the
modulus function m being the modulus. The resulting numbers are pseudo U(0,l) (Uniform) but
can be converted to pseudo N(p,<r2 ) in GAUSS. The default values in GAUSS, A = 397204094
and ?7i = 231 — 1, were used. The choice of a good pair of A and TO is crucial for a successful
simulation experiment. The indicated pair has been reported suitable (Quandt (1983)). 2
The mean of the pseudo-Normal random numbers is set to zero and the variance to one
without loss of generality with all of the simulations.3 The seeds are extracted runs from the
thousand first decimals of TT. The estimation of the fractiles and construction of the histograms
of the statistics make use of 100 000 replications. The estimates of power are based on 10 000
draws.
The estimation of the asymptotic fractiles in Table 7.1 and of the (unreported) benchmark
fractiles of the DF distributions are based on approximating the Brownian motions with random
walks of length 1 000 (yt , t = 1,..., 1000). For this purpose, the functional in the numerators of
formulae (3.11) and (6.8) were replaced by equivalent but computationally more useful forms,
namely /Q1 W(r)dW(r) by \ [W(l)2 - 1], /* W*(r)dW(r) by \ [W(l) 2 -I}- W(l) ft W(r)dr
x The latter argue (p. 754) that variance reduction techniques (or control variates) are not useful
when the processes feature a unit root or are very autocorrelated. This influenced our decision not to
apply such methods.
2 Quandt (op. cit.) and Dudewicz and Mishra (1988, p. 191) recite other proper pairs.
3The mean and the variance are referred to here in the sense pseudo-random variables can be con
sidered to have such characteristics.
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and /Q1 W^rfdr by ft W(r)2dr - [/<} W(r)dr] . In the simulation W(l) is approximated by
yiooo/vlOOO, /o1 W(r)dr by y /x/TOOCJ and ft W(r)2 dr by £j£°° y?/10002 .
The seeds used to generate the unit-root distributions (including the unreported benchmark
fractiles of the DF distributions) are reported in Table A6.1. Different seeds are used for each
entry of the table to avoid dependence between them. The seeds for generating power estimates
can be found from Table A6.2. The same seeds and hence random numbers are used to facilitate
comparison of the power of the tests! The estimation of the deviations of the fractiles of the
unit root with drift distributions was based on the seeds documented in Table A6.3. The seeds
for the simulations on the AR(2) model can be found from Table A6.4.

T

seed

25
83026425
50
481117450
75
10597
100
27038857
250
78577
500
219608
1000
507992
oo
8925903
Table A6.1 The seeds used in the simulation of the fractiles in Tables 7.1, 7.3, 7.5, 7.17,
7.20, 7.33 and 7.34 (excluding the results for the AR(2) model).

tf

seed

98336
0.99
875937
0.95
18577
0.90
0.85 812848111
0.80 146844090
6286208
0.70
0.60 46908302
0.50 710100031
1320005
0.40
Table A6.2
and 7.25.

The seeds used in the simulation of powers in Tables 7.8, 7.9, 7.10, 7.24,

T

seed

25 20005681
100 44622948
250 1027019
Table A6.3

The seeds used in the simulation of the entries in Tables 7.13 and 7.14.

A6.3 Calculation of the Confidence Intervals
We report a few confidence intervals for the simulated fractiles in Chapter 7 to get an idea
of the reliability of our estimates in general. The calculation of the intervals is based on the
following weU-known result (cf. Dudewicz and Mishra (1988, p. 660), say):
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T

seed
25 1195909
100 415926
250 2164201
Table A6.4 The seeds used in the simulation of the entries in Tables 7.28-7.34 for the
AR(2) model.

s - 1 - Tp ' _

^/Tp(i-p)_ ~

r-Tp

VT>(I-P).

where z^, k = 1,...,T, denotes the .kth order statistic of a random sample z =
from the distribution of a random variable Z, fp is the pth fractile of the distribution of Z, P [•]
denotes probability, and $ [•] is the value of the Standard Normal distribution function at [•].
The second line of the above formula is due to the normal approximation of a binomial sum
(the approximation is legitimate if Tp(l -p) is not too small). The approximation should hold
well in the present case as the simulations comprised 100 000 (= T) replications.
A 95 % confidence interval for the fractile £p ensues (approximately) by setting the terms
inside the square brackets equal to 1.96 and -1.96, in this order, as then P \z^ < £p < z^] w
0.95. (The numbers 1.96 and -1.96 are the 0.975t/l and 0.025t/l fractiles, respectively, of the
Standard Normal distribution.) This implies that the confidence interval can be determined to
be (z * .z A.) where
(r)

(s)

A

r =

A
5

=

and
—.

The confidence intervals are of different width when the distribution is skewed. This is the
reason for giving the maximum spans separately for the left and right tails of the distributions
reported in Chapter 7.
The powers were estimated by denoting rejections by one and nonrejections by zero and
calculating the average (p). Each observation is a Bernoulli experiment with variance p(l — p)
A

A

so the variance of P is p(l — p)/T. Asymptotic normality applies to p (which is an average)
so the evaluation of accuracy of it can be based on the estimated standard error \jp (I— p]/T
where T = 10 000.

A6.4 A Simulation Programme for the AR(1) Model with Con
stant
The symbols are explained on comment lines within the code or are self-explanatory. The Wald
statistics are allocated a value of 1 000 000 000 when the argument of the square-root term is
negative. This is done only to enable a check if such cases have occurred. Such an allocation
can take place only when the adjusted profile log-likelihood is convex at the AE or when the
adjusted profile log-likelihood does not possess a local maximum within (—1,1] and the AE is
allocated a value of unity or minus unity. We note that in the first case a value of zero might
seem more justified. In the latter circumstance it is more difficult to specify a value which
the statistic should take. One could argue for minus infinity because the adjusted likelihood is
decreasing in ^ but this would ignore the curvature of the adjusted likelihood at the adjusted
estimate. If the reader plans to examine very small samples he may want to write a few more
lines of code for a separate check and e.g. substitute zero in place of 1 000 000 000 when the
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first mentioned case arises.
The multiplying factors of the SCs should be changed from T to T3/2 when a non-zero drift
is assumed ('alfa' below is set to a non-zero value). It takes less than nine minutes to run
the programme (with 100 000 replications) on a PC with a Pentium 133 MHz processor and
16 megabytes of RAM. Before running the programme one should create a subdirectory called
c:\simu (and c:\gauss if such does not exist) on the hard disk for saving the results.

@ Remember to change the seed and the output file below (slOOml, say)
accordingly with T. Keep track also of the starting value, alfa (the
constant) and a (the autoregressive coefficient). @
tl = hsec;

/* start timer */

@ The programme starts by spesifying the lenght (T) of the time series, the
autoregressive coefficient, and the constant (alfa). @
T = 100; a = ones(l,l); alfa = 0.0;

<9 Next the seed is specified and the time series (y) is initialized (with
zeros). @
rndseed 27038857; y = zeros(T,l);
<§ The files in which the simulated rejection outcomes will be saved, one by
one (c.f. p. 1116 of the manual). Remember to change the names of the
variables accordingly with T! @
let vnamesl = ml nml;
create fhl = c:\simu\slOOml with ~vnamesl,0,8;
let vnames2 = mlc nmlc;
create fh2 = c:\simu\slOOmlc with ~vnames2,0,8;
let vnamesS = c;
create fh3 = c:\simu\slOOc with "* vnamesS, 0,8;
let vnames4 = adc nadc;
create fh4 - c:\simu\slOOadc with ~vnames4,0,8;
let vnamesS = ic;
create fh5 = c:\simu\slOOic with "vnamesS,0,8;
let vnamesS = iadc niadc;
create fh6 = c:\simu\slOOiadc with ~vnames6,0,8;
let vnames7 = we;
create fh7 = c:\simu\slOOwc with ~vnames7,0,8;
let vnamesS = awpc;
create fh8 = c:\simu\slOOawpc with "vnamesS,0,8;
let vnames9 = awe;
create fh9 = c:\simu\slOOawc with ~vnames9,0,8;
let vnameslO = adcp nadcp;
create fhlO = c:\simu\slOOadcp with "vnameslO,0,8;
@ The number of replications N is indicated, the starting value is
specified, the first random vector is drawn and y[l] is set (effectively)
equal to a times the starting value+constant+e[1]: The recserar command
would ignore e[l] if yO=zeros(l,l), say, were specified. By defining
yO=a*stvalue+e[l] we actually get an y[l] equal to a times the starting
value + constant (alfa)+e[l] and a time series with starting value (y[0]) as
specified. @
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N = 100000; stvalue = 0;
e = alfa+rndn(T,l); yO = a*stvalue+e [1];
@ The time series is constructed from e. @
y = recserar(e,yO,a);
@ y is lagged by a period. <9
yl = lagl(y); yl[l] = stvalue; /* yl[l] would otherwise be missing */
@ The numerator and the denominator of the MLE and the MLE itself are
evaluated. @
yyl = y.*yl;

ylsq = (yl)~2;
cyyl = sumc(yyl); /* c as cumulative */
cylsq = sumc(ylsq);
ml = cyyl/cylsq;
nml = T*(ml-l); /* n as normed */
<9 Next, the numerator and the denominator of the MLE with constant and the
MLE with constant itself are generated. @
my - meanc(y);
myl = meanc(yl);
crp = (y-my).*(yl-myl);
syyl = sumc(crp);
Isq = (yl-myl)~2;
sylyl = sumc(lsq);
mlc = syyl/sylyl;
nmlc = T*(mlc-l);

/* crp as cross product */
/* 1 as lagged */

@ The adjusted MLEs are calculated (or adc: ad as adjusted, c as (with)
constant. The coefficient c is evaluated first and then the other sample
values. Next it is tested if the square root term of adc is real and adc is
allocated a value accordingly. @
c = l/(l-mlc)-(l-mlc~T)/(T*(l-mlcr2);
sq = (y-my)^2;
syy = sumc(sq);
one = syy/sylyl;
/* 1 hat in the text */
sqterm - sqrt(((T-3)~2)/(4*c~2)+mlc~2-one);
im = imag( sqterm);
if c > 0 and im
0;
adc = mlc+(T-3)/(2*c)-sqterm;
elseif c > 0;
adc = 1;
elseif c < 0 and im == 0;
adc = mlc+(T-3)/(2*c)+sqterm;
elseif c < 0;
adc = -1;
else;
adc ~ mlc;
endif;
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nadc = T*(adc-l);

@ The one time iterated adjusted estimate (iadc) is evaluated next. The
coefficient c has to be evaluated first at the adjusted estimate (ic). If
the adjusted estimate equaled one then the revised estimate is defined to
equal one, too, and the coefficient c is defined to equal its previous
value. <9
if adc == 1;
iadc = 1; ic=c; goto labell;
endif;
ic = l/(l-adc)-(l-adc~T)/(T*(l-adcr2);
isqterm = sqrt(((T-3)~2)/(4*ic~2)+mlc~2-one);
im - imag(isqterm);
if ic > 0 and im == 0;
iadc = mlc+(T-3)/(2*ic)-isqterm;
elseif ic > 0;
iadc = 1;
elseif ic < 0 and im == 0;
iadc = mlc+(T-3)/(2*ic)+isqterm;
elseif ic < 0;
iadc = -1;
else;
iadc = mlc;
endif;
labell:
niadc = T*(iadc-l);
@ The a priori adjusted estimate is calculated. The coefficient c is now
always positive so a shorter piece of code than above (for adc) is needed
for the specification of the a priori estimate of psi (adcp). <9
/* cp for c a priori */
cp = (T-D/2;
sqterm = sqrt(((T-3)~2)/(4*cp~2)+mlc~2-one);
im = imag(sqterm);
if cp > 0 and im == 0;
adcp = mlc+(T-3)/(2*cp)-sqterm;
else;
adcp = 1;
endif;
nadcp = T*(adcp-l);
@ Next, (square roots of) the Wald statistics are calculated. The
calculation of awpc and awe is based on the derivations on pp. 1C.6 and
1C.23 of my hand written calculation detail. The programme is told to
substitute 10000000000 for awpc or awe if the square root term of them is
not positive. (The adjusted likelihood is U-shaped at places.) @
we = (mlc-l)*(-T/((mlc~2)-one))~0.5;

/* the root term is >0 */

if -(T-3)*(-one+mlc~2+(adcp-mlc)~2)>=0;
awpc (adcp-l)*((-(T-3)*(-one+mlc^2+(adcp-mlc)^2))^0.5)/(one-2*adcp*mlc+adcp^2);
else;
awpc - 10000000000;,

endif;
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if -(T-3)*(-one+mlc~2+(adc-mlc)~2)>=0;
awe =

(adc-1)*((-(T-3)*(-one+mlc~2+(adc-mlc)~2))~0.5)/(one-2*adc*mlc+adc~2);
else;
awe » 10000000000;
endif;
@ The estimates of a and c are saved to files fhl=s!00ml, fh2=s!00mlc,
fh3=s!00c, fh4=s!00adc, fh5=s!00ic, fh6=s!00iadc, fh7=s!00wc, fh8=s!00awpc,
fh9=s!00awc, fhlO=slOOadcp. <8
datal = ml'nml; writer(fhl,datal);
data2 = mlc~nmlc; writer(fh2,data2);
dataS = c; writer(fh3,data3);
data4 = adc~nadc; writer(fh4,data4);
data5 - ic; writer(fh5,data5);
data6 = iadc~niadc; writer(fh6,data6);
data? = we; writer(fh7,data7);
dataS = awpc; writer(fh8,dataS);
data9 = awe; writer(fh9,data9);
datalO - adcp'nadcp; writer(fhlO,datalO);
@ The simulation starts. @
screen off;
i = 2;
do until i > N;

/* to speed the simulation */

e = alfa+rndn(T,l); yO = a*stvalue+e[l] ;
y = recserar(e,yO,a);
yl = lagl(y); yl[l] = stvalue;

yyl = y.*yl;
ylsq = (yl)~2;
cyyl = sumc(yyl);
cylsq = sumc(ylsq);
ml = cyyl/cylsq;
nml = T*(ml-l);
my = meanc(y);
myl = meanc(yl);
crp = (y-my).*(yl-myl);
syyl = sumc(crp);
Isq = (yl-myl)~2;
sylyl = sumc(lsq);
mlc = syyl/sylyl;
nmlc - T*(mlc-l);
c = l/(l-mlc)-(l-mlc-T)/(T*(l-mlcr2);
sq = (y-my)^2;
syy = sumc(sq);

one = syy/sylyl;

,-

sqterm = sqrt(((T-3)~2)/(4*c^2)+mlc~2-one);
im - imag(sqterm) ;
if c > 0 and im == 0;
adc = mlc+(T-3)/(2*c)-sqterm;

elseif c > 0;
adc = 1;
elseif c < 0 and im == 0;
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adc = mlc+(T-3)/(2*c)+sqterm;
elseif c < 0;
adc = -i;
else;
adc = mlc;
endif;
nadc = T*(adc-1);
if adc == 1;
iadc = 1; ic=c; goto Iabel2;
endif;
ic = l/(l-adc)-(l-adc~n/(T*(l-adcr2);
isqterm = sqrt(((T-3)~2)/(4*ic~2)+mlc~2-one);
im - imag( isqterm) ;
if ic > 0 and im == 0;
iadc = mlc+(T-3)/(2*ic)-isqterm;
elseif ic > 0;
iadc = 1;
elseif ic < 0 and im == 0;
iadc = mlc+(T-3)/(2*ic)+isqterm;
elseif ic < 0;
iadc = -1;
else;
iadc = mlc;
endif;
Iabel2:
niadc = T*(iadc-l);
cp - (T-l)/2;
/* cp for c a priori */
sqterm = sqrt(((T-3)~2)/(4*cp~2)+mlc~2-one);
im = imag(sqterm) ;
if cp > 0 and im =- 0;
adcp = mlc+(T-3)/(2*cp)-sqterm;
else;
adcp = 1;
endif;
nadcp = T*(adcp-l);
we = (mlc-l)*(-T/((mlc~2)-one))-0.5;
if -(T-3)*(-one+mlc~2+(adcp-mlc)~2)>=0;
awpc =
(adcp-l)*((-(T-3)*(-one+mlc"2+(adcp-mlc)^2))"0.5)/(one-2*adcp*mlc+adcp"2);
else;
awpc = 10000000000;
endif;
if -(T-3)*(-one+mlc~2+(adc-mlc)~2)>=0;
awe =
(adc-1)*((-(T-3)*(-one+mlc~2+(adc-mlc)~2))~0.5)/(one-2*adc*mlc+adc^2);
else;
awe = 10000000000;
endif;
datal
data2
dataS
data4
dataS
dataS
data?
dataS

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

ml^nml; writer(fhi,datal);
mlc"nmlc; writer(fh2,data2);
c; writer(fh3,dataS);
adc'nadc; writer(fh4,data4);
ic; writer(fh5,data5);
iadc"niadc; writer(fh6,dataG);
we; writer(fh7,data?);
awpc; writer(fh8,data8);
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data9 = awe; writer(fh9,data9);
datalO = adcp-nadcp; writer(fhlO,datalO);
i = i+1;
endo;
fhl = close(fhl);
fh2 = close(fh2);
fh3 = close(fh3);
fh4 = close(fh4);
fh5 = close(fh5);
fh6 = close(fh6);
fh7 = close(fh7);
fh8 = close(fh8);
fh9 = close(fh9);
fhlO = close(fhlO);
screen on;

@ Timer stops. This gives a proper time unless midnight has been passed: @
elapsed = (hsec - tl)/100;
minutes = elapsed/60;
print "The simulation took"; print minutes; print "minutes.";
print "The simulation employed starting value"; print stvalue;
print "and constant"; print alfa;
print "The estimates are (ml, mlc, adcp, and adc):"; print ml mlc adcp adc;
print "The coefficient c and the iterated version of it are:"; print c ic;
print "The quantity called one is:"; print one;
print "The Wald statistics are (we, awpc, and awe):"; print we awpc awe;
end;
The last lines tell GAUSS to print the time the exercise took and a few statistics from the last
simulation. The latter are printed only to get a hold of the entities we are dealing with. The
printed statistics are not in any way different from the rest of the simulated statistics and the
programme would function just as well with out these last lines of code.
_

<,

^^

_

A6.5 A Simulation Programme for the Bhargava AR(1) Model
with Constant
Conducting the simulations for the AR^(l) model took more effort than for the analytically
simpler ARAt (l) model. The calculations entail numerical maximisation for which purpose the
default optimisation algorithm in GAUSS (the method of Broyden, Fletcher, Goldfarb, and
Shanno) is employed. The accuracy of the stopping criteria of the algorithm was set to 10~6
for the sample sizes up to 100, to 10~5 for the sample sizes 250 and 500, and to 10~4 for the
sample size 1 000 when simulating the unit-root distributions. Increasing the accuracy with
the larger sample sizes led to convergence problems with some draws. The power calculations
employed accuracy 10~5 throughout. The criteria should be changed in the code according to
the sample size to repeat the simulation outcomes exactly.
All simulations employed an initial value of unity for the autoregressive coefficient because
using the true value of the autoregressive coefficient as the starting value would lead sometimes
to convergence to a subordinate local maximum in the power simulations. As pointed out in
Section 7.6 the (misspecified) profile likelihoods and adjusted profile likelihoods emerge some
times bimodal when the autoregressive coefficient lies in the stationary region and the starting
value is large. In such a case a smaller local maximum appears to take place around the true
value of the autoregressive coefficient and the larger local maximum around unity.
A way of tracking a case where the algorithm has converged to the smaller maximum instead
of the larger one is to calculate the residual variance under the MLE and the AE. The residual
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variance should, of course, be smaller under the MLE. The proportion of cases where this was
not the case — or the residual variance took a larger value under the AE than under the MLE
as located by the search algorithm — was very small for all sample sizes when simulating the
fractiles of the unit-root distributions (Table A6.5). We inspected by random a few of these
occurrences. It turned out that numerical inaccuracy in locating the maximum had led to
a slightly smaller residual variance under the AE than under the MLE in these cases. The
estimates were essentially the same as they differed in the eighth decimal place or so.

T

%

25
50
75
100
250
500
1000

0.10
0.07
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.04
0.16

Table A6.5 Per cents of the cases where the residual variance took a smaller value under
the AE than the MLE when simulating the unit-root distributions (AR^(l)).
Values of the constant and the starting value of the time series were set to zero in the sim
ulations. Theoretically the values are irrelevant but a large constant turned out to prolong the
simulation or decelerate convergence, sometimes apparently indefinitely. The figures in Table
A6.5 proved also to depend on the value of the constant indicating changes in convergence prop
erties. In the cases we have looked at the fractiles themselves remained the same to reporting
accuracy but the estimated powers — which are based on a smaller number of replications —
change a bit. The explanation is that the algorithm is more likely to get into problems with
converging when the constant differs from zero. When it does, a random search process for a
maximum starts which means that GAUSS (or the OPTMUM module) takes for itself some of
the random numbers in the random number sequence, leaving a different sequence for future
observations. (I thank the technical support personnel of Aptech for the information.)
Table A6.6 reports the corresponding proportion when simulating the powers of the tests.
(Blank entries indicate cases where the proportion was zero to two decimal places.) The pro
portion takes the largest values when the starting value is five (the maximum figure 4.57 arises
under if) = 0.85, T = 250, and XO \/(T = 5). The algorithm appears to converge well (from the
starting value of unity) in other cases or when the starting value is zero or very large.
The problem of convergence to the wrong local maximum is more likely to arise with the
profile likelihood than with the adjusted profile likelihood. Figures A6.1 and A6.2 clarify the
issue. They are based on an autqregressive coefficient of 0.5, starting value 25, and sample size
25. The former figure displays a local maximum around the true value 0.5 and a larger local
maximum around unity. It is obvious that an algorithm looking for a maximum may easily
converge to the smaller local maxim-urn if the search starts from the true value. Instead, the
adjustment often smooths the likelihood so that the adjusted profile log-likelihood features a
unique maximum in the reasonable range of parameters. Such cases can arise easily when the
starting value is large. The proportion of cases where the residual variance took a smaller value
under the MLE (as located by the search algorithm) than under the AE was in our (unreported)
simulations at worst around 75 per cent when the initial value for the search algorithm was the
true value. Such distortions would favor artificially the tests based on the MLE or their power
would appear artificially large. In empirical work the log-likelihoods should always be looked
at!
It is shown in Appendix A5 that both the unadjusted and adjusted profile likelihoods possess
an artificial local maximum at unity when the starting value tends to infinity whatever the true
value of the autoregressive coefficient. The emergence of a maximum around unity in the figures
is explained by this result.
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x0 |/«r
0

5

25

250

*
0.99
0.95
0.90
0.85
0.80
0.70
0.60
0.50
0.40
0.99
0.95
0.90
0.85
0.80
0.70
0.60
0.50
0.40
0.99
0.95
0.90
0.85
0.80
0.70
0.60
0.50
0.40
0.99
0.95
0.90
0.85
0.80
0.70
0.60
0.50
0.40

25
0.11
0.13
0.17
0.12
0.12
0.08
0.06
0.06
0.03
0.12
0.18
0.33
0.33
0.65
1.09
1.51
0.81
0.40
0.16

100
0.05
0.02
0.02
0.00
0.01

250
0.01

0.07
0.10 0.10
0.39 1.49
1.90 4.57
3.30 1.63
1.80
0.17
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

0.07
0.01

Table A6.6 Per cents of the cases where the residual variance took a larger value under
the AE than the MLE when simulating powers of the tests (AR^(l)).
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When the code is run the first time in a GAUSS session under GAUSS 3.1 and OPTMUM
3.0 module for GAUSS an error message on duplicate definitions of locals occurs. The message
is due to using a newer version of GAUSS than OPTMUM. The message can be avoided by
deleting the local variables from the referred lines in the file OPTMUM.SRC (they appear as
arguments in the corresponding procedures so they do not need to be included in the locals).
It does not occur if the latest versions of GAUSS (3.2.15 at the time of writing this) and
OPTMUM are used. (I thank the technical support personnel of Aptech for the advice.)
The programme assumes that subdirectories c:\simu and c:\gauss exist. The programme
runs (with 100 000 replications) for about an hour and 50 minutes on a Pentium 133 MHz
based PC with 16 megabytes of RAM.
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@ Small-sample fractiles are simulated when the model is the Bhargava
AR(1) with constant. Remember to change the seed according to the
aut©regressive coefficient, to define the starting value (stvalue) and the
constant (gO), to change the name of the files (blOOols, say) where the
results are saved, and to change the stopping criteria (_opgtol) according
to the sample size. One may want to change also the initial value in the
optimisation algorithm defined (some way) below (ip). Note though that the
likelihood fuction is valid only when the starting value is zero. @
tl = hsec;

/* start timer */

C It is a good programming practise to set the default values of optmum in
the beginning of the programme even though they were changed later: 0
optset;
@ The programme starts by spesifying the lenght (T) of the time series,
the autoregressive coefficient (a), the constant (gO), the starting value
(stvalue, of x), the seed (rndseed) , and the number of replications (N) . <9
T = 100; a = 1; gO = 0; stvalue = 0; rndseed 27038857; N = 100000;
@ The progress of the numerical maximisation (actually minimisation)
procedure is not shown on the screen when the parameter below is set
equal to zero speeding the simulation. @
_output - 0;
@ The optimisation method is chosen (2 is the default). @
_opalgr = 2;
@ Criterion according to which OPTMUM exists the iterations is tuned (10~-4
is the default) . <9
_opgtol = 10~(-6);
@ The files in which the simulated statistics will be saved, one by one, are
created. The derivative of the residual variance evaluated at the MLE - which
should equal zero by definition - will be saved into the file blOOcl for a checkup and another checking procedure, defined below, into the file b!00c2. @
let vnamesl = ols nols;
create fhl = c:\simu\blOOols with ~vnamesl,0,8;
let vnames2 = mlc nmlc;
create fh2 = c:\simu\blOOmlc with ~vnames2,0,8;
let vnamesS = adc nadc;
create fh3 = c:\simu\blOOadc with ~vnamesS,0,8;
let vnames4 = w;
create fh4 = c:\simu\blOOw with ~vnames4,0,8;
let vnamesS = we;
create fh5 = c:\simu\blOOwc with 'vnamesS,0,8;
let vnames6 - awe;
create fh6 = c:\simu\blOOawc with ~vnames6,0,8;
let vnames7 = ds2mlc;
create fh7 = c:\simu\blOOcl with ~vnames7,0,8;
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let vnamesS - err;
create fh8 = c:\simu\blOOc2 with ~vnames8,0,8;
@ The simulation starts. @
i - 1;
do until i > N;
<9 The following piece of code generates a time series x (and the lagged
value of it) which follows an AR(1) process with (asymptotically) zero mean
and with starting value (xO) as specified above, and a time series y which
equals x+gO and for which the starting value is undefined (and the lagged
value of y). The time series are first initialized (with zeros). @
x = zeros(T,l); y = zeros(T,l);
e = rndn(T,l);
xO = a*stvalue+e[l];
x = recserar(e,xO,a);

xl = lagl(x); xl[l] - stvalue; /* xl[l] would otherwise be missing */
y = gO + x;
yl - lagl(y); yl[l] = stvalue;
@ yl[l] would otherwise be missing. In fact, yl[l] is supposed to be missing
because y[0] is undefined. However, the construction of some cumulative sums
below require a value for yl[l]. We will deduct it from the sums wherever
needed. @
ysq = y~2;
cysq = sumc(ysq); /* c as cumulative */
yyl = y.*yl;
cylsq = cysq-ysq[T];
@ The contribution of the initial value is eliminated in the following
command because the initial value of y is theoretically undefined. @
cyyl = sumc(yyl)-y[l]*stvalue;
@ The ols estimate is calculated next for comparison purposes. It can be
calculated sensibly only for observations two onwards because y[0] or the
starting value of y is undefined. The estimate can be expressed similarly as
in the other programmes we have created because of the above revised
definitions of cyyl and cysq (note that also cylsq excludes y[0] above). <9
ols = cyyl/cylsq;
nols = T*(ols-l);

/* n as normed */

@ The sum of the yts and yts lagged are needed in the construction of the
log-likelihood. @
cy = sumc(y);
cyl = cy-y[T];
@ Procedures for numerical maximization of the profile and adjusted
log-likelihood are created. The negatives of the log-likelihoods are
specified here because optmum looks for the minimum of the function
inspected. @
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proc bhmlc(p);
/* p is a local variable */
retp((T/2)*ln((cysq-2*p*cyyl+(p"2)*cylsq-

endp;
proc bhadc(p);
/* p is a local variable */
retp ( ( (T-3) /2) *ln( (cysq-2*p*cyyl+(p~2) *cylsq(y[l] + (l-p)*(cy-y[l]-p*cyl))-2/(l+(T-lMl-p)-2))/T)
+0.5*ln(l+(T-l)*(l-p)~2)) ;
endp;
@ The initial value for the estimate of the autoregressive parameter is
defined to be unity (the true value as an initial value would often lead to
an ill-converged estimate from the profile log-likelihood when the starting
value of x is large) . @
ip = 1;
@ fmlc, gmlc, and rcmlc below are quantities created by optmum
aut omat i c al ly . (9
C mlc, fmlc, gmlc, rcmlc }

= optmum(&bhmlc,ip) ;

nmlc = T*(mlc-l) ;
C adc,f adc,gadc,rcadc }

= optmum ( ftbhadc, ip );

nadc - T*(adc-l) ;
@ The residual variances under different estimates are calculated. The first
observation of y squared is,..deducted when evaluating the variance under the
ols estimate because it is calculated for observations two onwards. @
extramlc = ((y[l]+(l-mlc)*(cy-y[l]-mlc*cyl))'2)/(H-(T-l)*(l-mlc)"2) ;
extraadc = ((y[l]+(l-adc)*(cy-y[l]-adc*cyl))^2)/(l+(T-l)*(l-adc)^2) ;
s2ols = (cysq-ysq[l]-2*ols*cyyl+(ols~2)*cylsq)/T;
s2mlc = (cysq-2*mlc*cyyl+(mlc~2)*cylsq-extramlc)/T;
s2adc = (cysq-2*adc*cyyl+(adc~2)*cylsq-extraadc)/T;
@ The figure one is allocated for the variable err if the residual variance
is larger under the MLE than under the AE. A value of one would indicate a
failure in the maximisation exercise. @
if s2mlc > s2adc;
err = 1;
else;
err = 0;
endif ;
@ The constants evaluated at the two estimates are: @
gOmlc = (y[l]+(l-mlc)*(cy-y[l]-mlc*cyl))/(l+(T-l)*(l-mlc)^2);
gOadc = (y[l]+(l-adc)*(cy-y[l]-adc*cyl))/(H-(T-l)*(l-adc)^2);
*.

@ The relevant derivatives of the residual variances, evaluated at the two
estimates, are calculated. @
ds2adc = (2/T)*(-cyyl+adc*cylsq+
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(i-adc)*(cy-y[l]-adc*cyl))*cyl/(l+(T-l)*(l-adc)^2)-«((l-adc)*(cy-y[l]-adc*cyl)+y[l])*(cy-y[l]-adc*cyl-(T-l)*(l-adc)*y[l])
/(l+(T-l)*(l-adcr2r2);
@ ds2mlc is calculated only as a check-up: it should equal zero at the MLE
or mlc) . @
ds2mlc = (2/T)*(-cyyH-mlc*cylsq+
(l-mlc)*(y[l]+(l-mlc)*(cy-y[l]-mlc*cyl))*cyl/(l+(T-l)*(l-mlc)^2)+
((l-mlc)*(cy-y[l]-mlc*cyl)+y[l])*(cy-y[l]-mlc*cyl-(T-l)*(l-mlc)*y[l])

dds2mlc = (2/T)*(cylsq-2*gOmlc*cyl+(T-l)*gOmlc^2((cy-y[l]-(T-l)*gOmlc*(l-mlc)-mlc*cyl+(l-mlc)*(cyl-(T-l)*gOmlc))~2)
dds2adc = (2/T)*(cylsq-2*gOadc*cyl+(T-l)*gOadc~2((cy-y[l]-(T-l)*gOadc*(l-adc)-adc*cyl+(l-adc)*(cyl-(T-l)*gOadc))^2)
@ The corresponding Wald statistics are calculated. @
w = (ols-l)/sqrt((s2ols/cylsq)) ;
we = (mlc-l)*sqrt((T/2)*dds2mlc/s2mlc);
awe = (adc-l)*sqrt(((T-3)/2)*(dds2adc/s2adc-(ds2adc/s2adc)~2)
@ The statistics are saved to files blOOols, blOOmlc, blOOadc, blOOw,
blOOwc, and blOOawc. The screen is turned off. @
screen off;
datal = ols~nols; writer (f hi, datal) ;
data2 = mlc^nmlc; writer (f h2, data2) ;
dataS = adc"nadc; writer(fh3,data3) ;
data4 = w; writer (f h4, dat a4) ;
data5 = we; writer (f h5, data5) ;
dataS = awe; writer(fh6,data6) ;
data? = ds2mlc; writer(fh7,data7) ;
dataS = err; writer(fh8,data8) ;
endo ;
output off ;
fhl = close(fhl);
fh2 = close (fh2);
fh3 = close (fh3);
fh4 = close(fh4);
fh5 - close (fh5);
fh6 = close (fh6);
fh7 = close (fh7);
fh8 = close (fh8);
screen on;
@ The maximum deviation of ds2mlc from zero is checked and if err took
values greater than zero (or unity). Finally, the proportion of cases where
err took a value of unity is calculated. @
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open fh7 = c:\simu\blOOcl;
zl = readr(fh7,N);
ds2mlcmx = maxc(zl);
open fh8 = c:\simu\blOOc2;
z2 = readr(fh8,N);
errmax = maxc(z2);
z3 = meanc(z2)*100;
fh7 = close(fh7);
fh8 = close(fh8);
@ Timer stops. This gives a proper time unless midnight has been passed: @
elapsed = (hsec - tl)/100;
minutes = elapsed/60;
output file = c:\simu\temp.txt"reset;
0 Reporting accuracy is set to three decimal places: @
format /ml /rd 16,3;
print "The simulation took"; print minutes; print "minutes.

n.>
print "The simulation employed initial value " ip " in the optimisation
algorithm";
print "If the sample size is" T ", the starting
value is" stvalue ", the constant is " gO ", and the autoregressive
coefficient is" a "then:";
print "The estimates from the last iteration are (ols, mlc, and adc):";
print ols mlc adc;
print "The Wald statistics from the last iteration are (w, we, and awe):";
print w we awe;
print "The residual variances are (s2ols, s2mlc, s2adc):";
print s2ols s2mlc s2adc;
,
print "The constants are (gOmlc and gOadc):";
print gOmlc gOadc;
@ Reporting accuracy is tuned back to eight decimal places: @
format /ml /rd 16,8;
print "The maximum deviation of the derivative of the residual variance,
evaluated at the MLE, from zero was:";
print ds2mlcmx;
@ Reporting accuracy is tuned to three decimal places: @
format /ml /rd 16,3;
print "The number below is one if the residual variance were larger under
the MLE than AE in any of the simulations:";
print errmax;
print "In" z3 "per cent of the" N "cases the residual variance took a larger
value under the MLE than under the AE.";
output off;
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closeall;
end;
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Tables A6.7 and A6.8 document the proportions of draws in which the adjusted profile likelihood
equation featured complex roots, and a value of minus unity or unity, respectively, was allocated
for the adjusted estimate(s). A blank entry indicates that such cases did not arise at all in the
simulation exercise, and the figure '0.00' means that the proportion was zero to two decimal
places. Substitutions emerged mainly for the SAE when <£i was large.
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Table A6.7 Per cent of the draws in which the AE or the SAE were substituted a value
of minus unity (AR(2)).
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SAE
0.02
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Table A6.8 Per cent of the draws in which the AE or the SAE were substituted a value
of unity (AR(2)).
The programme with which we conducted the simulations is given below. It runs under
GAUSS 3.2.15, say, but does not under GAUSS 3.1.1. 4 The latter version appears to have a
fallacy in the algorithm in evaluating large powers of negative numbers.5 Such evaluations are
needed when calculating the estimate of the coefficient c (the 'exact' version).
The version 3.2.15 will typically give an error message of an underflow when the programme
is run. This should be due to the fact that the computing accuracy of the Intel processor of the
PC has been reached in the evaluation of a large power of a figure close to zero. The processor
substitutes zero in such a case in place of the correct figure. This should be quite unharmful
from the point of view of the simulation experiments.
4The programme will not run under GAUSS 3.2.15 either if the number of replications, N in the
programme, is specified to be four or less (it may run under GAUSS 3.1.1, though). This is a bug in the
3.2.15 version and we have been informed from Aptech that the bug will be fixed in the near future.
5 For example, the following small piece of code does not run under GAUSS 3.1.1 (though it does
under 3.2.15): T = 40; a = -1; b =.aT ; print &;.
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There are a few long lines in the programme. If one wants to avoid splitting them and a
warning message on the split lines then one should edit the programme first in the DOS editor
(instead of the GAUSS editor), say, and run it under GAUSS by giving the command 'run
<file_name>'.
The Wald statistics are allocated a value of 1 000 000 000 when the argument of the squareroot term is negative as in the programme for the AR^(l) model. This is done only to enable
a check if such cases have occurred.
The time to complete a simulation with 100 000 replications is about 15 minutes on a PC
with a 133 MHz Pentium processor and 16 megabytes of RAM. Existence of the subdirectories
c:\simu and c:\gauss is required.

Remember to change the seed and the output file below (slOOml, say)
accordingly with T! Keep track also of the vector a of autoregressive
coefficients! @
tl = hsec;

/* start timer */

0 The programme starts by spesifying the lenght (T) of the
the vector a of autoregressive coefficients. Note that the
coefficients relate here to the usual parameterisation. We
alternative parameterisation in the thesis where the first
sum of the autoregressive parameters and the second equals
value the original second but is of opposite sign.

time series and
autoregressive
employ an
coefficient is the
in absolute

The seed is specified, the number of replications N is indicated, and the
vector of starting values is specified. @
T = 100; a = l.OlO.O; rndseed 415926; N = 100000;
stvalue = 0|0;
/* the value on the left is the more recent one */
@ The files in which the simulated rejection outcomes will be
saved, one by one (cf. p. 1116 of the manual) are created. (An
"a" at the end of a name stands for approximate.) Remember to
change the names of the variables accordingly with T! <9
let vnamesl = mlp nmlp;
create fhl = c:\simu\slOOml with 'vnamesl,0,8;
let vnames2 = c;
create fh2 = c:\simu\slOOc with ~vnames2,0,8;
let vnames3 = ca;
create fh3 = c:\simu\slOOca with "vnames3,0,8;
let vnames4 = ad nad;
create fh4 = c:\simu\slOOad with ~vnames4,0,8;
let vnamesS = ada nada;
create fh5 = c:\simu\slOOada with ~vnames5,0,8;
let vnames6 = w;
create fh6 = c:\simu\slOOw with ~vnames6,0,8;
let vnames7 = aw;
create fh7 = c:\simu\slOOaw with ~vnames7,0,8;
let vnamesS = awa;
create fh8 = c:\simu\slOOawa with ~vnames8,0,8;

screen off;

/* to speed the simulation */

@ The simulation starts. <9
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i - 1;
do until i > N;
@ The time series (y) is initialized (with zeros) , the first random vector
is drawn and y[l] is set (effectively) equal to a' times the starting
values+e[l]: The recserar command would ignore e[l] if yO=zeros(l,l) , say.
y = zeros (T,l); e = rndn(T,l);
yO = (a'stvalue+e[l])|(a > ((a'stvalue+e[l])|stvalue[l,.])+e[2]);
/* the value on the right is the more recent one! */
@ The time series is constructed from e. @
y = recserar(e,yO,a) ;
@ y is lagged by a period. yl[l], y2[l], and y2[2] would otherwise be
missing. @
yl = lagl(y); y2 = lagn(y,2);
= stvalue[l, .] ; y2[l] = stvalue[2, .] ; y2[2] = stvalue[l, .] ;
@ New variables and cumulative sums of them are calculated. @
yyl = y.*yl;

ysq = y~2;
ylsq = (yl)~2;
dyl = lagl(y-yl);
dyl[l] = st value [l]-st value [2];

dylsq = (dyl) ~2;
ydyl = y.*dyl;
yldyl = yl.*dyl;
cyyl = sumc(yyl); /* c as cumulative */
cydyl = sumc(ydyl);
cyldyl = sumc(yldyl);
cysq = sumc(ysq);
cylsq = sumc(ylsq);
cdylsq =sumc (dylsq) ;
(9 The MLEs for the sum of the autoregressive parameters (mlp) and for the
second coefficient (mlf , in the parameterisation which is employed in the
thesis) are evaluated. @
mlp = (cyyl*cdylsq-cyldyl*cydyl)/(cylsq*cdylsq- (cyldyl) ~2) ;
malp = T*(mlp-l); /* n as normed */
mlf = (cydyl-mlp*cyldyl)/cdylsq;
@ The two versions of the coefficient c, the exact form (c) and the
approximate asymptotic form are evaluated at the appropriate MLE. @
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<9 The statistic "1 hat" denoted here by "one" is calculated. @
one - (cysq*cdylsq-(cydyl)~2)/(cylsq*cdylsq-(cyldyl)~2);
@ The first version of the adjusted MLE or ad based on c is calculated. For
this purpose, it is tested whether the square root term of the adjusted
estimates (AEs) are real and the sign of "mlp~2-one" is inspected, ad is
allocated a value accordingly. @
sqterm = sqrt(((T-3)~2)/(4*c~2)+mlp~2-one) ;
im = imag(sqterm) ;
if c > 0 and im == 0 and mlp~2-one < 0;
ad = mlp+(T-3)/(2*c) -sqterm;
elseif c > 0 and im == 0 and mlp~2-one > 0;
ad = mlp+(T-3)/(2*c)+sqterm;
elseif c > 0;
ad = 1;
elseif c < 0 and im == 0 and mlp"2-one < 0;
ad = mlp+(T-3)/(2*c)+sqterm;
elseif c < 0 and im == 0 and mlp~2-one > 0;
ad = mlp+(T-3)/(2*c) -sqterm;
elseif c < 0;
ad = -1;
else;
ad = mlp;
endif ;
nad = T*(ad-l);
@ The second version of the adjusted MLE or ada based on ca is calculated.
For this purpose, it is tested whether the square root term of the AEs are real
and the sign of "mlp~2-one" is inspected, ada is allocated a value accordingly.
sqterm = sqrt(((T-3)~2)/(4*ca~2)+mlp~2-one) ;
im = imag(sqterm) ;
if ca > 0 and im == 0 and mlp~2-one < 0;
ada = mlp+(T-3)/(2*ca) -sqterm;
elseif ca > 0 and im == 0 and mlp'2-one > 0;
ada = mlp+(T-3)/(2*ca)+sqterm;
elseif ca > 0;
ada = 1;
elseif ca < 0 and im
0 and mlp'2-one < 0;
ada = mlp+(T-3)/(2*ca)+sqterm;
elseif ca < 0 and im == 0 and mlp~2-one > 0;
ada = mlp+(T-3)/(2*ca) -sqterm;
elseif ca < 0;
ada = -1;
else;
ada = mlp;
endif ;
nada = T*(ada-l);
@ Next, (square roots of) the Wald statistics are calculated. The statistics
aw and awa are based on the estimated coefficients c and ca, respectively.
The programme is told to substitute 0 or -10000000000 for aw or awa if the
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square root term of them is hot positive. Zero is substituted when the roots
of the adjusted likelihood equation are complex and the adjusted likelihood
is increasing or the corresponding estimate takes exactly the value unity,
and -10000000000 when the roots are complex but the adjusted likelihood is
decreasing. The code replicates that for the AR(1) model with constant
because the algebra is exactly the same for that model apart from the
different composition of the adjusted estimate and the entity "one". @
w = (mlp-l)*(-T/((mlp~2)-one))~0.5;

/* the root term is >0 */

if -(T-3)*(-one+mlp~2+(ad-mlp)~2)>=0;
aw =
(ad-l)*((-(T-3)*(-one+mlp^2+(ad-mlp)^2))~0.5)/(one-2*ad*mlp+ad^2);
elseif ad == 1;
aw = 0;
else;
aw = -10000000000;
end if ;
if -(T-3)*(-one+mlp~2+(ada-mlp)~2)>=0;
awa =
(ada-l)*((-(T-3)*(-one+mlp i:2+(ada-mlp)*2))^0.5)/(one-2*ada*mlp-«-ada'% 2);
elseif ada ==1;
awa = 0;
else;
awa = -10000000000;
end if ;
@ The estimates of a, c and ca are saved to files fhl=s!00ml, fh2=s!00c,
fh3=s!00ca, fh4=s!00ad, fh5=s!00ada, fh6=s!00w, fh7=s!00aw, fh8=s!00awa. <9
datal
data2
dataS
data4
dataB
data6
data?
dataS

=
=
=
=
=
~

mlp~nmlp; writer (f hi, datal) ;
c; writer(fh2,data2) ;
ca; writer(fh3,data3) ;
ad~nad; writer(fh4,data4) ;
ada"nada; writer(fh5,data5) ;
w; writer(fh6,data6) ;
aw; writer(fh7,data7) ;
awa; writer (f h8, dataS) ;

endo ;
output off;
fhl
fh2
fh3
fh4
fh5
fh6
fh7
fh8

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

close(fhl);
close (fh2);
close (fh3);
close (fh4);
close (fh5);
close (fh6);
close (fh7);
close (fh8);

® The proportions of cases where the two AEs take value unity or minus unity
or the roots of the adjusted likelihood equation are complex are calculated.
open fh4 = c:\simu\slOOad;
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u = readr(fh4,N);
/* The first column or ad is read */
ul = u[.,l];
@ A vector composed of the order numbers of elements equal to unity is
created. <9
u2 = indexcat(ul,l);
/* the division yields a vector composed only of ones */
u3 = u2./u2;
/* the number of ones is calculated */
u4 - u3'u3;
/* the proportion of ones is calculated */
u5 = u4/N;
@ A vector composed of the order numbers of elements equal to minus unity is
created. 0
u6 = indexcat(ul,-l);
/* the division yields a vector composed only of ones */
u7 = u6./u6;
/* the number of minus ones is calculated */
u8 = u7'u7;
/* the proportion of minus ones is calculated */
u9 = u8/N;
fh4 = close(fh4);
open fh5 = c:\simu\slOOada;
v = readr(fh5,N);
/* The first column or ad is read */
vl = v[.,l];
@ A vector composed of the order numbers of elements equal to unity is
created. @
v2 = indexcat(vl,l);
/* the division yields a vector composed only of ones */
v3 = v2./v2;
/* the number of ones is calculated */
v4 = v3'v3;
/* the proportion of ones is calculated */
v5 = v4/N;
@ A vector composed of the order numbers of elements equal to minus unity is
created. @
v6 = indexcat(vl,-l);
/* the division yields a vector composed only of ones */
v7 - v6./v6;
/* the number of minus ones is calculated */
v8 = v7'v7;
/* the proportion of minus ones is calculated */
v9 = v8/N;
fh5 = close(fh5);
screen on;
elapsed = (hsec - tl)/100; /* timer stops */
minutes = elapsed/60;
output file = c:\gauss\temp.txt reset;
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print
print

"The simulation took"; print minutes; print "minutes.";
"The sample size and the aut©regressive coefficients were:";
T a';
"respectively.";
"The estimates are (mlf, mlp, ad, and ada):";
mlf mlp ad ada;
"The coefficient c and the approximate version of it are:";
c ca;
"The quantity called one is:"; print one;
"The Wald statistics are (w, aw, and awa):"; print w aw awa;
"The AE was substituted a value of unity in:";
u5*100 "per cent of the draws.";
"The AE was substituted a value of minus unity in:";
u9*100 "per cent of the draws.";
"The approximate AE was substituted a value of unity in:";

A6.6 A Simulation Programme for the Unit-Root AR(2) Model
print v5*100 "per cent of the draws.";
print "The approximate AE was substituted a value of minus unity in:";
print v9 "per cent of the draws.";
output off;
closeall;
end;
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